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Epigraph

“It may seem a strange principle to enunciate as the very first requirement in a Hospital that it should do the sick no harm. It is quite necessary nevertheless to lay down such a principle.”

Florence Nightingale, 1863
Notes on Hospitals

“The world, more specifically the Hospital world, is in such a hurry, is moving so fast, that it is too easy to slide into bad habits before we are aware.”

Florence Nightingale, 1914
Florence Nightingale to Her Nurses
In 2000, the Institute of Medicine shocked the health-care community when they reported, in their landmark report, *To Err is Human*, that approximately 98,000 Americans die each year as a result of preventable adverse events. In response, many patient safety and quality initiatives were launched to make health care safer in the United States and globally. More recently, James (2013) identified evidence suggesting that a more accurate estimate of deaths from preventable errors is 200,000 to 400,000 per year. There is no question that the health-care delivery system is undergoing major changes related to safety and quality. Nurses at all levels and in all settings have been identified as key to transforming health care to a safer, higher-quality, and more effective system. Front-line nurses are being charged with taking leadership and management roles in transforming care at the bedside. Nurse educators must prepare a new generation of nurses to step into these roles as well as manage safe and effective patient care. To that end, this book was written to provide a comprehensive approach to preparing nurses in the critical knowledge, skills, and attitudes in leadership and management needed for the current and future health-care environment.

This book is built on the premise that all nurses are leaders and managers regardless of their position or setting in which they work. First-level or front-line nursing leaders and managers are those leading and managing care of a patient or groups of patients at the bedside and clients or groups in the community. This level may also include charge nurses, patient care managers, and supervisors. Second-level nursing leaders and managers are those holding a formal position in the system such as unit manager. Their responsibilities include leading and managing material, economic, and human resources necessary for the care of a group of patients, as well as clients or groups in the community. The third-level nursing leaders and managers are those holding a formal position in the organization such as a director over several units and whose responsibilities are similar to those of the second level manager but encompass a broader scope. The fourth level or executive level includes nursing leaders and managers in positions such as chief nursing officer (CNO) or Vice President of Nursing Services. Their responsibilities include administering nursing units within the mission and goals of the organization. Finally, many nurse leaders and managers hold positions outside direct care delivery such as nurses in academic settings, labor unions, political action groups, health-care coalitions, and consumer advocacy groups. This book provides an evidence-based approach to attaining the necessary knowledge, skills, and attitudes for nursing practice in today’s dynamic health-care environment. It will be beneficial to prelicensure nursing students, RNs returning
to school, new nurse leaders and managers, and nurses in any type of leadership and management position that impacts health care and health-care recipients.

The underpinnings of this book are evidence-based practice, safety, quality, and effective nursing care. The book will assist students to understand a current perspective of nursing leadership and management theories, concepts, and principles. Evidence-based content is presented on topics relevant in today’s ever-changing health-care environment, such as contemporary leadership and management theories, managing ethical and legal issues, leading and managing effectively in a culture of safety, improving and managing quality care, building and managing a sustainable workforce, leading change and managing conflict, creating and sustaining a healthy work environment, and managing resources.

The safety and quality of care depend greatly on our future nurses. I believe this book will help future nurses to attain leadership and management knowledge, skills, and attitudes critically needed to lead, manage, and provide safe, high-quality, and effective nursing care.

ELIZABETH J. MURRAY
Fort Myers, Florida
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Introduction

This book reflects the notion that all nurses at all levels and in all health-care settings are leaders and managers. The purpose of this book is to provide an evidence-based approach to nursing leadership and management as well as practical applications to real-life situations that reflect today’s dynamic health-care environment. By integrating content from the National Council of Boards of Nursing Licensure Examination (NCLEX) blueprint, the American Association of Colleges of Nurses (AACN) Baccalaureate Essentials, the American Association of Nurses (ANA) foundational documents for nursing practice, Quality and Safety Education for Nurses (QSEN), the American Organization of Nurse Educators (AONE) standards, and various quality and safety initiatives, students will be introduced to leadership and management theories, concepts, and principles.

This book offers a comprehensive approach to prepare nursing students in the knowledge, skills, and attitudes needed to provide safe, quality, and effective nursing care. It is divided into four parts that organize evidence-based information and relevant topics for effective nursing leadership and management at various levels and settings.

Part I: Foundations and Background provides foundational information about health-care safety and quality, ethics and legal aspects, and nursing leadership and management. Students are introduced to historical perspectives of the quality and safety movement and the core competencies for safe, quality, and effective nursing care. Health-care policy and the health-care environment are addressed, and theories of nursing leadership and management are presented. Next, an overview of critical thinking and decision making is presented along with various tools that effective nurse leaders and managers can use for decision making at various levels in the health-care system. Finally, effective communication is reviewed, and types of communication in a health-care environment are discussed.

Part II: Promotion of Patient Safety and Quality Care focuses on patient safety and quality and includes models and tools for quality improvement, how informatics contributes to patient safety, and an overview of health-care organizations.

Part III: Leadership and Management Functions presents specific roles and functions that effective nurse leaders and managers must understand and develop to be able to create, manage, and sustain a healthy work environment that fosters a workforce that delivers safe, quality, and effective nursing care.
Part IV: Managing Your Future in Nursing provides guidelines for new nurses transitioning to practice and guidelines for career planning and development. Each chapter in this book provides learning activities and evidence that reflect current nursing research. This book is an excellent resource for nursing students, new nurses, new nursing managers, and nurses in leadership and management at any stage of their career.
Part I

Foundations and Background

Chapter 1
Core Competencies for Safe and Quality Nursing Care

Chapter 2
Health-Care Environment and Policy

Chapter 3
Theories and Principles of Nursing Leadership and Management

Chapter 4
Ethical and Legal Aspects

Chapter 5
Critical Thinking and Decision Making

Chapter 6
Effective Communication
Chapter 1

Core Competencies for Safe and Quality Nursing Care

Elizabeth J. Murray, PhD, RN, CNE

KEY TERMS

Advocacy
Care coordination
Care process
Clinical practice guidelines
Communication
Cultural competence
Disparity
Diversity
Documentation
Empowerment
Evidence-based management
Evidence-based practice
Health literacy
High-reliability organizations
Human errors
Human factors engineering
Informatics
Information management
Interdisciplinary
Interprofessional
Multidisciplinary
Nursing research
Optimal healing environment
Outcomes of care
Patient-centered care
Quality
Quality improvement
Reliability science

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

● Describe the impact of the Institute of Medicine (IOM) reports on the quality of health care in the United States.
● Define the IOM competencies, outline the IOM’s six aims for health care, and analyze the IOM’s 10 rules for health care in the 21st century.
● Compare and contrast the IOM competencies and the Quality and Safety Education for Nurses (QSEN) Core competencies.
● Identify and describe fundamental elements for each core competency for nursing.
● Discuss the importance of effective nursing leadership and management in providing safe and quality patient-centered care.
Nurses at all levels are leaders in the patient safety movement. Every nurse must be educated to deliver patient-centered care as a member of an interprofessional team, emphasizing evidence-based practice, quality improvement approaches, informatics, and safety (Cronenwett et al., 2007; Greiner & Knebel, 2003). The modern patient safety movement began in 2000 when the Institute of Medicine (IOM) published its landmark report, *To Err Is Human: Building a Safer Health System* (Kohn, Corrigan, & Donaldson, 2000). With that publication, a quest for quality and safety in health care was launched that continues today. In 2003, the IOM published *Health Professions Education: A Bridge to Quality* (Greiner & Knebel, 2003), which identified five core competencies for all health-care professions. In response to the IOM report, the Quality and Safety Education for Nurses (QSEN) initiative was launched in 2005 with the primary goal of establishing a set of core competencies specific to the nursing profession.

This chapter provides a foundation for the entire book and discusses the core competencies for health-care professionals identified by the IOM and adapted by the QSEN faculty for nursing to be integrated into basic nursing education. Because the QSEN core competencies are now being translated into practice, the fundamental elements of each competency are discussed to help nurse leaders and managers operationalize them in their work settings.

**INSTITUTE OF MEDICINE REPORTS**

Established in 1970 as the health arm of the National Academies, the IOM is an independent nonprofit organization that works outside the federal government to provide unbiased and authoritative advice on health and health care to decision makers and the public. The IOM brings together experts and stakeholders to provide the nation with unbiased, evidence-based guidance on health-related issues. Since 2000, the IOM has published a number of reports related to the state of quality in the U.S. health-care system. Box 1-1 provides a list of the reports most relevant to the content of this book; select elements of the various reports are discussed here as well as in other chapters.

The IOM’s first report, *To Err Is Human*, was groundbreaking in that it identified medical errors as the leading cause of injury and unexpected death in health-care settings in the United States. The purpose of the report was to present a strategy to improve health-care quality over the following 10 years. Contending that preventable adverse events result in up to 98,000 deaths annually, the IOM identified three domains of quality: patient safety, practice consistent with current medical knowledge, and meeting customer-specific values and expectations. Additionally, the
IOM determined that patient safety is a critical component of quality. The IOM outlined the following four-tiered approach to quality improvement (Kohn, Corrigan, & Donaldson, 2000):

1. “Establishing a national focus to create leadership, research, tools, and protocols to enhance the knowledge base about safety” (p. 3)
2. “Identifying and learning from errors by developing a nationwide public mandatory reporting system and by encouraging health care organizations and practitioners to develop and participate in voluntary reporting systems” (p. 3)
3. “Raising performance standards and expectations for improvements in safety through the actions of oversight organizations, professional groups, and group purchasers of health care” (p. 4)
4. “Implementing safety systems in health care organizations to ensure safe practices at the delivery level” (p. 4)

Before the publication of To Err Is Human, in 1997, President Bill Clinton appointed the Advisory Commission on Consumer Protection and Quality in the Health Care Industry to advise him on changes occurring in the health-care system and to make recommendations on how to promote and ensure health-care quality as well as protect consumers and professionals in the health-care system. In response, the Commission drafted a consumer bill of rights, adopting the following eight areas of consumer rights and responsibilities (Advisory Commission on Consumer Protection and Quality in the Health Care Industry, 1997):

1. Information disclosure
2. Choice of providers and plans
3. Choice of health-care providers that is sufficient to ensure access to appropriate high-quality care
4. Access to emergency services
5. Participation in treatment decisions
6. Respect and nondiscrimination; confidentiality of health information
7. Complaints and appeals
8. Consumer responsibilities

Endorsing the eight recommendations for consumer rights and responsibilities adopted by the Commission, the IOM (2001) challenged all health-care organizations and professionals to work continually to reduce the burden of illness, injury, and disability of the people of the United States. Although health-care professionals were—and continue to be—dedicated to providing quality care, a gap remained. Asserting that the U.S. health-care system was in need of major restructuring, the IOM called for an overhaul by outlining six aims for health-care improvement in the 21st century in its 2001 report, *Crossing the Quality Chasm: A New Health System for the 21st Century*: that health care should be safe, effective, patient-centered, timely, efficient, and equitable. The IOM believed that addressing these performance characteristics would lead to narrowing the quality gap. Table 1-1 lists the descriptions of these six aims.

In addition to the six aims, the IOM (2001) identified 10 rules to redesign and improve health-care delivery in the 21st century. Emphasizing that part of the quality gap reflects a lack of support of well-designed systems and the absence of an environment that fosters innovation and excellence, the IOM contended that these 10 specific rules are necessary to achieve significant improvement in quality (IOM, 2001). These rules were implemented to have an impact on the health-care workforce and, in turn, require change in accountabilities, standards of care, and relationships between patients and health-care professionals (IOM, 2001). Box 1-2 compares the historical approach with the 10 rules for health care in the 21st century.

Building on the six aims for health-care improvement and the rules for health care in the 21st century, the IOM recognized health professions education as the primary tactic to narrow the quality gap. Thus, its report *Health Professions...*
Education: A Bridge to Quality (Greiner & Knebel, 2003) outlined five essential competencies necessary for all future graduates of health professions education programs, regardless of discipline (pp. 45–46):

1. Provide patient-centered care.
2. Work in interdisciplinary teams.
3. Employ evidence-based practice.
4. Apply quality improvement.
5. Use informatics.

The competencies are interrelated and applied together. However, the IOM stresses that skills related to the competencies are not discipline-specific and that each profession may put them into practice differently (Greiner & Knebel, 2003). In response, the QSEN faculty adapted the IOM competencies for the nursing profession and identified the knowledge, skills, and attitudes for each competency that should be developed in prelicensure nursing education (Cronenwett et al., 2007).

---

**LEARNING ACTIVITY 1-1**  
**Apply the 10 Rules for Health Care**

Think about a health-care experience you or your family have encountered. Apply the 10 rules for health care in the 21st century listed in Box 1-2 to various aspects of your experience. Can you identify examples of care that reflect the historical approach? Can you identify examples of care that reflect the 21st-century approach?
Although all health-care professionals have an obligation to provide safe and quality care, nurses have been directly linked to ensuring patient safety and quality care outcomes (Page, 2004). The national QSEN initiative has been funded by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation since 2005 and was organized with the purpose of adapting the IOM competencies for nursing specifically to serve as guides for curricular development in formal nursing education, transitions to practice, and continuing education programs (Cronenwett et al., 2007, p. 124). In addition, the competencies provide a framework for regulatory bodies that set standards for licensure, certification, and accreditation of nursing education programs (Cronenwett et al., 2007, p. 124). In collaboration with a national advisory board, QSEN faculty adapted the five competencies outlined in Health Professions Education: A Bridge to Quality (Greiner & Knebel, 2003)—provide patient-centered care, work in interdisciplinary teams, employ evidence-based practice, apply quality improvement, use informatics—and added a sixth competency, safety. The overall goal for the QSEN project is to prepare future nurses with the knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary to continuously improve the quality and safety of the health-care systems within which they work (Cronenwett et al., 2007). Definitions of the core nursing competencies and comparisons with the IOM competencies follow.

**Patient-Centered Care**

Patient-centered care is more than a one-size-fits-all approach to care (Frampton & Guastello, 2010). Health-care professionals must shift from disease-focused paternalistic care to ensuring that the patient is the source of control and facilitating shared decision making (Greiner & Knebel, 2003). The IOM defines patient-centered care as follows: “identify, respect, and care about patients rather than differences, values, preferences, and expressed needs; relieve pain and suffering; coordinate continuous care; listen to, clearly inform, communicate with, and educate patients; share decision making and management; and continuously advocate disease prevention, wellness, and promotion of healthy lifestyles, including a focus on population health” (Greiner & Knebel, 2003, p. 45).

The skills related to this competency identified by the IOM include the following (Greiner & Knebel, 2003, pp. 52–53):

- Share power and responsibility with patients and caregivers.
- Communicate with patients in a shared and fully open manner.
- Take into account patients’ individuality, emotional needs, values, and life issues.
- Implement strategies for reaching those who do not present for care on their own, including care strategies that support the broader community.
- Enhance prevention and health promotion.

The nurse-patient relationship has changed over the years. Nurses no longer make all the decisions or provide total care for patients. Instead, patients and their families enter into a full partnership with nurses and other health-care professionals. Today, active involvement of patients and their families in the plan of care and
decision making is considered a precursor to safe, effective, and quality care. Patient safety and quality care require recognizing the patient as the source of control. Care is customized based on patients’ values, needs, and preferences. The nursing core competency of patient-centered care is defined as the recognition of “the patient or designee as the source of control and full partner in providing compassionate and coordinated care based on respect for patients’ preferences, values, and needs” (Cronenwett et al., 2007, p. 123). Nurses develop healing relationships with patients and families in which they share information and communication flows freely. The fundamental elements of the patient-centered care core competency include advocacy, empowerment, self-management, cultural competence, health literacy, and an optimal healing environment.

Advocacy

Advocacy is one of the philosophical underpinnings of nursing and encompasses caring, respect for an individual person’s autonomy, and empowerment. Advocacy in nursing is defined as “a process of analyzing, counseling, and responding to patients’ care and self-determination preferences” (Vaartio-Rajalin & Leino-Kilpi, 2011, p. 526). Nurses have an ethical obligation to advocate for patients. The American Nurses Association (ANA) Code of Ethics for Nurses With Interpretive Statements asserts, “the nurse promotes, advocates for, and strives to protect the health, safety, and rights of the patient” (2015a, p. 9). Nurses often find themselves representing and/or speaking for patients who cannot speak for themselves. The nurse’s role as advocate is discussed further in Chapter 4.

Empowerment

As part of patient-centered care, nurses are called to empower patients and their families to engage in self-care, decision making, and developing a plan of care. Empowerment is defined as “patients’ perceptions of access to information, support, resources, and opportunities to learn and grow that enable them to optimize their health and gain a sense of meaningfulness, self-determination, competency, and impact on their lives” (Spence Laschinger, Gilbert, Smith, & Leslie, 2010, p. 5). A sense of empowerment is vital from the nurse’s perception as well as the patient’s perception. To empower patients, nurses must believe that they have the power to accomplish work in a meaningful way. Spence Laschinger and colleagues (2010) contend that empowered nurses empower their patients, with the result being better health-care outcomes.

Self-Management

Self-management is a priority area identified by the IOM as needed for quality health care and in achieving patient-centered care. The major aim of self-management is “to ensure that the sharing of knowledge between clinicians and patients and their families is maximized, that the patient is recognized as the source of control, and that the tools and system supports that make self-management tenable is
available” (Adams & Corrigan, 2003, p. 52). Further, there is strong evidence that support for self-management is critical to the success of chronic illness programs. Nurses assist patients with self-management by helping them increase skills and confidence in managing their health problems. Health literacy, discussed next, plays a key role in self-management.

**Health Literacy**

A major barrier to patient-centered care is “the ability to read, understand, and act on healthcare information” or health literacy (Adams & Corrigan, 2003, p. 52). An estimated 90 million Americans have difficulty understanding health information (Finkelman & Kenner, 2016). Poor health literacy affects Americans of all social classes and ethnic groups (Adams & Corrigan, 2003). The IOM defines health literacy as “the degree to which individuals have the capacity to obtain, process, and understand basic information and services needed to make appropriate decisions regarding their health (Nielsen-Bohlman, Panzer, & Kindig, 2004, p. 2). Low literacy skills are most prevalent among the elderly and the low-income population. Unfortunately, those people most in need of health care are the least able to read and understand information for self-management (Adams & Corrigan, 2003). Advocating for patients and their families experiencing health literacy problems can make a major difference in their health-care encounters.

**LEARNING ACTIVITY 1-2**

**Assessing Health Literacy**

Health literacy should be part of the health assessment performed by nurses as they begin their shift. Is health literacy part of the health assessment document in use in your clinical facility?

**Cultural Competence**

Patient-centered care requires nurses to provide acceptable cultural care and to respect the differences in patients’ values, preferences, and expressed needs (American Association of Colleges of Nursing [AACN], 2008a). Cultural competence is defined as “the attitude, knowledge, and skills necessary for providing quality care to diverse populations” (AACN, 2008a, p. 1). Nurses have a moral mandate to provide culturally competent care to all, regardless of gender, age, race, ethnicity, or economic status. Moreover, nurses must provide effective care across diverse population groups congruent with the tenants of social justice and human rights (AACN, 2008b).

Part of cultural competence consists of understanding and respecting diversity. Not everyone is alike, and nurses must acknowledge and be sensitive to differences in patients and coworkers. Diversity is the “range of human variation, including age, race, gender, disability, ethnicity, nationality, religious and spiritual beliefs, sexual orientation, political beliefs, economic status, native language, and geographical background” (AACN, 2008b, p. 37). Diversity is more than having different
religious views, cultural beliefs, and ethnic backgrounds; diversity can also include generational and gender differences.

Disparity is another issue related to cultural competence and encompasses unequal delivery of care, access to care, and/or outcomes of care based on ethnicity, geography, or gender. Disparity is defined as “racial or ethnic differences in the quality of healthcare that are not due to access-related factors or clinical needs, preferences, and appropriateness of intervention” (Smedley, Stith, & Nelson, 2002, pp. 3–4).

**OPTIMAL HEALING ENVIRONMENT**

In her book, *Notes on Nursing: What It Is and What It Is Not*, Florence Nightingale (1860; republished 1969) emphasizes the importance of the environment in what she calls the “reparative process.” She describes nursing as more than “the administration of medicines and the application of poultices” (p. 8) and suggests that nurses should also focus on “proper use of fresh air, light, warmth, cleanliness, quiet, and the proper selection and administration of diet” (p. 8). Nightingale also recognized that there are times when nurses cannot control the environment in which they deliver care. She notes that “bad sanitary, bad architectural, and bad administrative arrangements often make it impossible to nurse” (p. 8). In essence, what she was describing was how to create an optimal healing environment. Who knew that more than 150 years later, the basic principles identified by Nightingale would re-emerge as critical in the healing process and to establishing an environment essential to patient-centered care? Florence Nightingale was clearly a nurse ahead of her time.

An optimal healing environment is an environment that “supports and stimulates patient healing by addressing the social, psychological, physical, spiritual, and behavioral components of healthcare and enabling the body’s capacity to heal itself” (Samueli Institute, 2014, para. 2). Patient-centered care must be delivered in an environment that fosters healing; is safe and clean; guards patients’ privacy; engages all the human senses with color, texture, artwork, music, aromatherapy, views of nature, and comfortable lighting; and considers the experience of the body, mind, and spirit of all who use the facility (Frampton et al., 2008, p. 170). Space is provided for loved ones to congregate and for peaceful contemplation, meditation, or prayer. “At the heart of the environment of care, however, are the human interactions that occur within the physical structure to calm, comfort and support those who inhabit it. Together the design, aesthetics, and these interactions can transform an institutional, impersonal, and alien setting into one that is truly healing” (Frampton et al., 2008, p. 170).

**Teamwork and Collaboration**

Nurses and other health-care professionals cannot work in a silo. Working in interdisciplinary teams requires a shift in the health-care culture from one of individual experts to a cooperative and collaborative team environment. Team members integrate expertise and optimize care for patients. The IOM defines work in interdisciplinary teams as follows: “cooperate, collaborate, communicate, and integrate care in teams to ensure that care is continuous and reliable” (Greiner & Knebel,
2003, p. 45). Although often used interchangeably, the terms **interdisciplinary**, **multidisciplinary**, and **interprofessional** do not mean the same thing. **Multidisciplinary** describes a team in which members function independently and then share information with each other (McCallin, 2001). Nurses are very accustomed to working with and within multidisciplinary teams. However, the IOM is calling for individual team members to be more involved with collaboration, coordination, and contribution to the team goals—in other words, not just sharing with team members. Currently, the term **interprofessional** is gaining popularity because it is more inclusive of all members of the health-care team. **Interprofessional** refers to members with specific disciplinary training and diverse perspectives working collaboratively in planning and implementing patient-centered care (Interprofessional Education Collaborative Expert Panel, 2011).

The skills related to this competency identified by the IOM include the following (Greiner & Knebel, 2003, p. 56):

- Learn about other team members’ expertise, background, knowledge, and values.
- Learn individual roles and processes required to work collaboratively.
- Demonstrate basic group skills, including communication, negotiation, delegation, time management, and assessment of group dynamics.
- Ensure that accurate and timely information reaches those who need it at the appropriate time.
- Customize care and manage smooth transitions across settings and over time, even when the team members are in entirely different physical locations.
- Coordinate and integrate care processes to ensure excellence, continuity, and reliability of the care provided.
- Resolve conflicts with other members of the team.
- Communicate with other members of the team in a shared language, even when the members are in entirely different physical locations.

With the increasing complexity of care today necessary to keep pace with the dynamic needs of patients, interprofessional teams are critical. In the truest form, teamwork focuses on patient-centered care, transcends individual and discipline-specific needs, and generates a positive synergy that results in an advanced level of performance that would not have been possible if team members worked alone. Interdisciplinary or interprofessional teamwork results in enhanced quality of care, improved patient outcomes, and maximized resources (Galt & Paschal, 2011).

Although health-care professionals may approach collaboration from different world views, certain characteristics are shared, such as coordination, communication, and teamwork (Disch, 2012). Safe and quality care requires teamwork and collaboration among all team members as well as the patient and family. The definition of the nursing core competency of **teamwork and collaboration** is to “function effectively within nursing and inter-professional teams, fostering open communication, mutual respect, and shared decision-making to achieve quality patient care” (Cronenwett et al., 2007, p. 125). Teamwork and collaboration are discussed in more depth in Chapter 15; however, it is important to address them briefly here as they relate to the core competencies.
Delivering patient-centered care requires health-care professionals to become excellent team players (Interprofessional Education Collaborative Expert Panel, 2011). Teamwork involves integrating the knowledge, expertise, and experience of health-care professionals to perform collaboratively in planning and delivering patient-centered care that is safe, timely, efficient, effective, and equitable (Interprofessional Education Collaborative Expert Panel, 2011). Functioning as an effective team member requires nurses to collaborate with other team members, patients, and families, by using available evidence to inform shared decision making and problem solving. Professional nursing’s scope of practice is dynamic, often overlapping the practice of other health-care professionals, and requires cooperation and sharing of knowledge and ideas to deliver safe, quality care (ANA, 2010a). In addition, nurses collaborate with patients and families to assess, plan, implement, and evaluate safe and quality care (ANA, 2010a). Nurses are called to actively promote collaborative care planning to ensure availability and accessibility of quality health care to all persons who need it (ANA, 2015a). The fundamental elements of teamwork and collaboration include care coordination and communication.

**Care Coordination**

Nurse leaders and managers as well as all nurses coordinate care delivery as members of interprofessional and intraprofessional teams. Care coordination is a priority area needed for health-care quality improvement (Adams & Corrigan, 2003). Various organizations such as the National Quality Forum (NQF), the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), and the ANA are embracing its application to various patient care settings. The major goal of care coordination is “to establish and support a continuous healing relationship, enabled by an integrated clinical environment and characterized by the proactive delivery of evidence-based care and follow-up” (Adams & Corrigan, 2003, p. 49). The NQF (2006) defines care coordination as a “function that helps ensure that the patient’s needs and preferences for health services and information sharing across people, functions, and sites are met over time” (p. 1). The AHRQ describes it as “the deliberate organization of patient care activities between two or more participants (including the patient) involved in a patient’s care to facilitate the appropriate delivery of health-care services. Organizing care involves the marshalling of personnel and other resources needed to carry out all required patient care activities, and is often managed by the exchange of information among participants responsible for different aspects of care” (McDonald et al., 2007, p. 41).

The ANA identifies patient-centered care coordination as part of the independent scope of practice and a core professional standard and competency for all registered nurses (ANA, 2014). The ANA (2012) describes care coordination as “ensuring that a patient’s needs and preferences for health services and information are communicated and delivered effectively among healthcare providers, functions, and settings over time” (p. 16). More specifically, care coordination includes organizing the components of the plan of care, coordinating the implementation of the plan of care, advocating for the delivery of dignified and holistic care, and documenting the coordination of care (ANA, 2015b). The ANA’s (2015a) *Code of Ethics for Nurses With Interpretive Statements* establishes a primary commitment to the patient and
the family and requires nurses to ensure the plan of care reflects the patient’s wishes and individuality. In addition, nurse leaders and managers should work to ensure that the relevant parties are involved and have a voice in decision making about patient care issues (ANA, 2015a).

**Communication**

Communication is a key aspect of teamwork and collaboration. It involves communicating with patients, families, and other health-care professionals by using effective techniques and tools. Communication, whether verbal or nonverbal, should be sensitive, responsive, understandable (i.e., avoiding discipline-specific jargon), and, most importantly, effective (Interprofessional Education Collaborative Expert Panel, 2011). Effective communication is accurate and timely and enhances quality of care. Additionally, effective communication requires listening actively, encouraging input from others, and respecting opinions of all team members. Chapter 6 explores communication more in depth.

There is a critical link between effective communication and patient safety. All aspects of patient care hinge on how health-care professionals, patients, and families interpret available information (Schuster & Nykolyn, 2010). Interprofessional and intraprofessional (made up of all nurses) team members make health-care decisions based on information communicated among all team members with input from patients and their families. Miscommunication and gaps in communication can jeopardize patient safety. The Joint Commission (TJC, 2015) cites communication errors as a leading cause of medical errors. Nurses need to create an atmosphere in which patients and their families feel valued, like an important part of the health-care team, and comfortable sharing personal information (Schuster & Nykolyn, 2010).

**Evidence-Based Practice**

Evidence-based practice promotes best practices, clinical expertise, patients’ values, and patients’ circumstances in health-care decisions and avoids underuse, misuse, and overuse of care (Greiner & Knebel, 2003). The IOM defines evidence-based practice as “integrat[ing] best research with clinical expertise and patient values for optimum care, and participat[ing] in learning and research activities to the extent feasible” (pp. 45–46).

The skills related to this competency identified by the IOM include the following (Greiner & Knebel, 2003, pp. 57–58):

- Know where and how to find the best possible sources of evidence.
- Formulate clear clinical questions.
- Search for the relevant answers to those questions from the best possible sources of evidence, including those that evaluate or appraise the evidence for its validity and usefulness with respect to a particular patient or population.
- Determine when and how to integrate these new findings into practice.

Patient safety and quality care require the use of evidence-based practice to guide nursing practice and reduce variations in care. With that in mind, the nursing
core competency of evidence-based practice is defined as “integrating best current evidence with clinical expertise and patient/family preferences and values for delivery of optimal healthcare” (Cronenwett et al., 2007, p. 126). Evidence-based practice also integrates methodologically sound evidence from nursing research, clinical expertise, and patients’ preferences to facilitate clinical decision making (DiCenso, Guyatt, & Ciliska, 2005). Nurses should use evidence-based clinical decision making to individualize nursing care based on a patient’s specific circumstances.

To integrate evidence into practice, nurses must best identify searchable clinical questions by using the five-step approach outlined by Melnyk and Fineout-Overholt (2011). First, nurses need to identify a clinical question. One technique is to use the PICOT method to ask a searchable question. (PICOT stands for Population/Patient Problem, Intervention, Comparison, Outcome, Time). Second, nurses must collect the best evidence relevant to the question using key words from the PICOT question to begin the search. Third, nurses should critically appraise the evidence before using it, by evaluating the studies for validity, reliability, and applicability. This step ensures the relevance and transferability of evidence to the specific population for whom nurses provide care (Melnyk & Fineout-Overholt, 2011). Fourth, the evidence should be integrated with the other aspects of evidence-based practice. During this step, nurses need to incorporate the evidence using their expertise and the patient’s preferences to implement care. Finally, nurses should evaluate their practice decision or change to determine whether it affected the patient’s outcome.

To use the evidence effectively to answer a clinical question and inform care delivery, nurses should also ask the following questions (DiCenso, Guyatt, & Ciliska, 2005, p. 51):

1. Are the results of the study valid?
2. What are the results?
3. How can I apply these results to patient care?

It is important for nurses to remember that evidence can include a variety of research and nonresearch sources and that some sources of evidence are stronger than other sources. Sources of evidence are categorized into levels and are rated according to their strength (DiCenso, Guyatt, & Ciliska, 2005; Melnyk & Fineout-Overholt, 2011; Polit & Beck, 2014). Figure 1-1 illustrates this pyramid of evidence.

There are numerous resources, preprocessed and unprocessed, available to nurses. Studies included in preprocessed databases have been reviewed before inclusion, are updated regularly, and consist of the most methodologically sound and clinically important studies (DiCenso, Guyatt, & Ciliska, 2005). Popular preprocessed databases include the Cochrane Library (www.thecochranelibrary.com) and Joanna Briggs Institute (www.joannabriggs.org). Unprocessed databases consist of original studies of excellent to poor quality; examples of unprocessed databases include the Cumulative Index of Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL) and the National Library of Medicine’s MEDLINE.

Evidence should inform all nursing care. Safe and quality care requires basing nursing practice on the most current and best available knowledge. Evidence-based practice is critical in the quest for patient safety and quality care. The
fundamental elements of evidence-based practice are nursing research, the relationship with quality improvement, clinical practice guidelines, and evidence-based management.

**Nursing Research**

Evidence-based practice should not be confused with nursing research. **Nursing research** is a systematic inquiry that uses disciplined methods to answer questions or solve problems. The goals of nursing research include generating, testing, or evaluating knowledge and developing reliable evidence about issues important to the nursing profession (Polit & Beck, 2014). Nurses have a duty to advance the profession through knowledge development and dissemination as well as application to practice. “All nurses must participate in the advancement of the profession through knowledge development, evaluation, dissemination, and application to practice” (ANA, 2015a, p. 27). Rigorous nursing research provides one of the best sources for evidence-based practice.
Relationship With Quality Improvement

Quality improvement is also not the same as evidence-based practice. Although quality improvement is discussed later in this chapter and more thoroughly in Chapter 7, it is important to address its relationship with evidence-based practice here as well. Quality improvement is a cyclical process designed to monitor and evaluate workflow and work processes. It can include data collection and analysis but has no theoretical foundation. Quality improvement uses benchmarks to measure practice against established standards and provides methods to improve nursing practice continually. Hedges (2006) discusses the “three-legged stool” of nursing practice—evidence-based practice, quality improvement, and nursing research—and breaks down each element as inquiry processes that support nursing practice. She suggests that nurses can strengthen the foundation of nursing practice by using quality improvement to monitor nursing practice and patient outcomes, systematically reviewing the evidence using evidence-based practice, and conducting scientific studies through nursing research.

Clinical Practice Guidelines

Clinical practice guidelines are tools for clinicians to improve the quality and process of care delivery and patient outcomes and to reduce variations in care and health-care costs. These guidelines are “systematically developed statements to assist practitioner and patient decisions about appropriate healthcare for specific clinical circumstances” (IOM, 1990, p. 38). Clinical practice guidelines gather, appraise, and combine evidence and attempt to address issues relevant to a clinical decision. Moreover, they balance risk and benefits and inform health-care clinicians (DiCenso, Guyatt, & Ciliska, 2005). Nurses must be involved in developing practice standards “grounded in nursing’s ethical commitments and developing body of knowledge . . . reflect nursing’s responsibility to society” (ANA, 2015a, p. 28). The National Guideline Clearinghouse (www.guideline.gov) and the Registered Nurses’ Association of Ontario (rnao.ca/bpg) are two major sources of clinical practice guidelines for nurses.

Evidence-Based Management

Using evidence-based clinical practice when caring for patients is critical in providing safe and quality care. Best practices and advances in organizational, leadership, and management research when carrying out leadership and management roles should also be considered. Evidence-based management is defined as “making decisions through the conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of four sources of information: practitioner expertise and judgment, evidence from the local context, a critical evaluation of the best available research evidence, and the perspectives of those people who might be affected by the decision” (Briner, Denyer, & Rousseau, 2009).

The IOM asserts that evidence-based management is critical to achieving safety in health care (Page, 2004). Evidence-based management includes management strategies informed by rigorous research and requires managers “to search for, appraise, and apply empirical evidence from management research in their practice” (Page, 2004, p. 113). Evidence-based management is discussed throughout this text.
Therefore, only a brief discussion as it relates to the core competency of evidence-based practice and nursing leadership and management is included here.

To foster an environment conducive to patient safety requires leadership capable of transforming both the physical environment and the beliefs and practices of health-care workers.

The IOM identifies five management practices that consistently contribute to the success of patient safety initiatives in spite of a high risk for error (Page, 2004, p. 108):

1. Balancing the tension between production efficiency and reliability
2. Creating and sustaining trust throughout the organization
3. Actively managing the process of change
4. Involving workers in decision making pertaining to work design and flow
5. Using knowledge management practices to establish the organization as a learning organization

Despite the evidence that these essential practices minimize threats to patient safety, they are not applied consistently. Therefore, the IOM recommends promoting evidence-based management practices to identify and minimize management decisions on patient safety (Page, 2004).

**Quality Improvement**

Reports from the IOM since the 1990s document evidence of serious quality problems throughout the U.S. health-care system. In addition to substandard quality of care, the health-care industry is notorious for inefficiency and waste. Health-care professionals are called to provide quality care, but what exactly is quality? The IOM (1990) defines *quality* as “the degree to which health services for individuals and populations increase the likelihood of desired health outcomes and are consistent with current professional knowledge” (p. 4). The AHRQ (2005) suggests that providing quality health care involves striking the right balance of services by avoiding underuse and overuse and by eliminating misuse. Others posit that applying quality improvement methods used in the industrial sector can mitigate errors, waste, and inefficiency (Greiner & Knebel, 2003). Regardless, nurses must work to provide high quality care to patients.

Quality improvement originated in the industrial sector as a method to reduce errors in production processes, but its adoption by health-care organizations has been slow. Constraints include lack of infrastructure and absence of leadership among health-care providers (Greiner & Knebel, 2003). The IOM has challenged the health-care system to build on the experiences of high-risk industries, such as aviation and nuclear power, that have demonstrated enhanced safety and quality by using quality improvement methods.

The IOM defines “apply quality improvement” as follows: “identify errors and hazards in care; understand and implement basic safety design principles, such as standardization and simplification; continually understand and measure quality of care in terms of structure, process, and outcomes in relation to patient and community needs; design and test interventions to change processes and systems of care, with the objective of improving quality” (Greiner & Knebel, 2003, p. 46).
The skills related to this competency identified by the IOM include the following (Greiner & Knebel, 2003, p. 59):

- Assess current practices and compare them with relevant better practices elsewhere as a means of identifying opportunities for improvement.
- Design and test interventions to change the process of care, with the objective of improving quality.
- Identify errors and hazards in care, and understand and implement basic safety design principles, such as standardization and simplification and human factors training.
- Both act as an effective member of an interdisciplinary team and improve the quality of one’s own performance through self-assessment and personal change.

Patient safety and quality care require nurses to systematically identify potential and actual problems, explore potential and actual causes, and develop strategies for improvement. Quality improvement is the responsibility of all nurses, regardless of position, in the health-care system. The nursing core competency of quality improvement is “use data to monitor the outcomes of care processes and use improvement methods to design and test changes to continuously improve the quality and safety of healthcare systems” (Cronenwett et al., 2007, p. 127). Quality improvement is a continuous process in which nurses collect quality data to establish standards for care delivery and monitor and evaluate those standards on an ongoing basis. The fundamental elements of quality improvement include structure or care environment, the care process, and outcomes of care.

**Structure or Care Environment**

The structure or care environment essentially means the setting where nursing care is provided. Examples include the physical environment (e.g., the unit, a patient room, a surgical suite, outpatient clinic, or a patient’s home), equipment, staffing (including staff mix and staffing ratios), policies and procedures, the organizational culture, and management of the organization.

**Care Process**

The care process focuses on how nursing care is provided. Examples of care process include models of care delivery such as primary care, Transforming Care at the Bedside (TCAB), and case management. The care process also encompasses critical pathways, standardized clinical guidelines, actual physical care of patients, assessment, intervention, patient education, timeliness of care, counseling, and leadership and management activities.

**Outcomes of Care**

The outcomes of care include the results of all the nursing care provided and reflect the effectiveness of nursing activities. Examples of outcomes of care include length of stay, infection rates, patients’ falls, postprocedure complications, and failure to rescue. Currently, an approach is emerging that focuses on nursing-sensitive outcomes, or outcomes linked directly to the quantity and quality of nursing care.
Informatics

Informatics is more than merely using information technology; rather, it includes the development and application of information technology systems to health-care problems, research, and education. Advances in technology has resulted in numerous innovations in health care including electronic health records, telehealth, remote monitoring, and education through simulation (IOM, 2011). Successful use of informatics allows health-care professionals to manage knowledge and information, communicate more effectively, and reduce more errors than in the past. (Chapter 9 explores informatics in more depth.) The IOM defines informatics as follows: “communicate, manage knowledge, mitigate error, and support decision making using information technology” (Greiner & Knebel, 2003, p. 46).

The skills related to this competency identified by the IOM include the following (Greiner & Knebel, 2003, p. 63):

- Employ word processing, presentation, and data analysis software.
- Search, retrieve, manage, and make decisions using electronic data from internal information databases and external online databases and the Internet.
- Communicate using e-mail, instant messaging, LISTSERV, and file transfers.
- Understand security protections such as access control, data security, and data encryption, and directly address ethical and legal issues related to the use of information technology in practice.
- Enhance education and access to reliable health information for patients.

Informatics integrates data, information, and knowledge to support the interprofessional team and is linked consistently to patient safety and quality (Greiner & Knebel, 2003; Warren, 2012). Safe and quality care requires information technology to facilitate effective communication and documentation. Nurses must develop and maintain their skills in informatics to use electronic health records, examine relevant evidence to support clinical decisions, solve patient and system problems, manage quality improvement data, and share information (Sherwood & Barnsteiner, 2012).

In light of this, the nursing core competency of informatics is defined as the “use information and technology to communicate, manage knowledge, mitigate error, and support decision-making” (Cronenwett et al., 2007, p. 129). The incorporation of informatics in health care is inevitable, and nurses must develop the skills for entering patients’ data and retrieving information for clinical decision making and quality improvement. Informatics is actually a thread through all of the QSEN competencies (Warren, 2012). The fundamental elements of informatics are information management and documentation.

Information Management

Nurses depend upon information to provide safe and quality care. How information is organized and presented influences how effectively and efficiently nurses deliver care (Sewell, 2016). The Technology Informatics Guiding Education Reform (TIGER) was launched in 2006 to create a vision for the future of nursing in the digital age. Nine TIGER collaborative teams were formed to develop action plans related to key topic areas. The TIGER Informatics Computer Collaboration (TICC)
team was charged with defining “the minimum set of informatics competencies that all nurses need to succeed in practice or education in today’s digital era” (TIGER, 2009, p. 5). The TICC team developed a set of competencies related to information management and contended that all practicing nurses should “learn, demonstrate, and use information management competencies to carry out their fundamental clinical responsibilities in an increasingly safe, effective, and efficient manner” (TIGER, 2009, p. 11).

Information management is the process of collecting, analyzing, monitoring, summarizing, and communicating necessary information for health care (Greiner & Knebel, 2003; TIGER, 2009). Access to online databases provides nurses and other health-care professionals with the literature and knowledge needed to implement evidence-based practice (Greiner & Knebel, 2003). Nurses manage information in a variety of ways, but “the preferred or required method is through information systems” (TIGER, 2009, p. 11). Skills in using information systems and patient care technologies that support delivery of safe patient care and a safe practice environment are essential for all nurses (AACN, 2008).

Documentation

Nurses have a professional responsibility to document care planning, actual care provided, and patient outcomes. Documentation is any written or electronically generated information about a patient that describes the care provided to that patient and offers an accurate account of what occurred and when it occurred. Nurses use documentation to communicate all interactions with patients including assessments, interventions, evaluations, and outcomes of care. Documentation is maintained in a health record, which may include paper or electronic documents such as electronic medical records, faxes, e-mails, audio or video records, and images.

Documentation is critical for effective intraprofessional and interprofessional communication. “Clear, accurate and accessible documentation is an essential element of safe, quality, evidence-based nursing practice” (ANA, 2010b, p. 3). Effective documentation provides a foundation for demonstrating nursing’s valuable contributions to patient outcomes as well as to the organizations that provide and support quality patient care (ANA, 2010b). According to the ANA (2010b), documentation is critical to the nursing profession in the following areas:

- Communication within the health-care team and with other professionals
- Credentialing, legal, regulation, and legislation
- Reimbursement
- Research, quality process, and performance improvement

Safety

Although the IOM does not identify safety as a separate competency, it is included as one of the six aims critical to improving the overall quality of health care as well as safety for patients and health-care workers. The IOM’s all-inclusive definition of safety is “freedom from accidental injury” (IOM, 2001, p. 45). As discussed earlier in this chapter, the IOM report, To Err is Human, outlines recommendations for improving patient safety at the point of care delivery (Kohn, Corrigan, & Donaldson,
The report also encourages health-care organizations to focus on creating environments that foster patient safety, or in other words, creating a safety culture. Key organizations committed to the patient safety movement include the AHRQ, NQF, TJC, and Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI).

Although the quest for safe and quality health care has been ongoing for more than 2 decades, health-care professionals continue to fall short. Chassin and Loeb (2011) suggested that the health-care system is at a critical intersection at which patients in the hospital are increasingly vulnerable to harm from medical errors, and, unfortunately, the complexity of health care today increases the likelihood of medical errors. Safety does not just happen; it must be carefully orchestrated and requires all staff to be adequately educated about patient safety and error prevention. Nurses, more than any other health-care professionals, have been identified as vital players in promoting patient safety. Nurses are able to recognize, interpret, evaluate, and correct health-care errors (AACN, 2008b).

Safety is another competency that is present in all other QSEN competencies and is a common theme throughout this book. The safety core nursing competency is defined as follows: “minimize risk of harm to patients and providers through both system effectiveness and individual performance” (Cronenwett et al., 2007, p. 128). The fundamental elements of safety include human errors and human factors, standardized protocols and practice, safety culture, and high-reliability organizations.

**Human Errors and Factors**

Given the high complexity of the health-care environment today, errors are inevitable. **Human errors** are acts of omission or commission leading to an undesirable outcome or the potential for an undesirable outcome (Wachter, 2012). Acts of omission involve failing to do the right thing or omitting something that results in an error, such as a nurse forgetting to give a patient a prescribed medication. Acts of commission involve doing something wrong or committing an error, such as a nurse giving a patient the wrong medication. Human errors are discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.

**Human factors engineering** is a science that studies human capabilities and limitations and applies knowledge gleaned to the design of safe, effective processes and systems for humans with the goal of achieving effective, efficient, and safe care (Boston-Fleischhauer, 2008a). Human factors engineering assumes that well-designed processes and systems take into account human capabilities and limitations outside the control of those working with the processes and systems. Such limitations can be 1) physical, such as noise, climate, lighting; 2) cognitive, involving short-term memory capacity and fatigue; and 3) organizational, such as job and task design (Boston-Fleischhauer, 2008a). Poorly designed processes and systems can result in increased potential for errors and decreased patient safety (Boston-Fleischhauer, 2008a). Nurses must monitor, evaluate, and improve processes and systems to ensure patient safety.

**Reliability science** is “the ability of an operation to be failure or defect free overtime” (Boston-Fleischhauer, 2008b, p. 84). In other words, reliability science is employing deliberate strategies that make it difficult for nurses to do the wrong thing
and easy to do the right thing. By designing simplistic processes and systems that are standardized and redundant, defy error, avoid reliance on memory, and employ continuous vigilance, the goal of safe, quality patient care can be realized. Simplicity and standardizing care can reduce the probability of errors by decreasing variability of care.

**Standardized Protocols and Practice**

Standardized protocols can decrease preventable adverse events and medical errors. Common standard protocols are used to prevent mislabeling of radiographs, prevent wrong-site or wrong-patient procedure, and for labeling, packaging, and storing medications (AHRQ, 2005). The AHRQ (2005) identifies the use of evidence-based practice and standardized tools as critical aspects of patient safety improvement. Standardized practice reflects current research findings and best practices and outlines the minimally accepted actions expected from health-care professionals. Standardized practice is linked to several other competencies such as evidence-based practice and quality improvement.

**Safety Culture**

Patient safety and quality care require a culture of safety. The IOM describes a safety culture as one in which “an organization’s care processes and workforce are focused on improving reliability and safety of care for patients” (Kohn, Corrigan, & Donaldson, 2000, p. 114). The goal in a safety culture is to balance accountability with the notion of “no blame” for errors (Wachter & Pronovost, 2009). Transparency is critical in a safety culture. Staff must feel comfortable to report errors, near misses, and potential for errors. Five principles are necessary for the design of a safe health-care environment (Kohn, Corrigan, & Donaldson, 2000):

- **Providing leadership:** Make patient safety a priority objective and everyone’s responsibility. Make sure assignments are clear, with an expectation of safety oversight, and that there are effective mechanisms for identifying and dealing with unsafe practitioners. Provide human and financial resources for error analysis and system redesign.
- **Respecting human limits in the design process:** Design jobs for safety, and avoid reliance on memory and on vigilance. Simplify and standardize work processes.
- **Promoting effective team functioning:** Train health-care professionals expected to work in interprofessional teams with others who will be working with them.
- **Anticipating the unexpected:** Adopt a proactive approach. Identify threats to safety before an accident can occur, and redesign processes to prevent accidents.
- **Creating a learning environment:** Use simulation whenever feasible. Encourage transparency and reporting of errors without reprisals, and implement mechanisms for feedback and learning from errors. Develop a culture in which communication flows freely.

Creating a safety culture requires nurse leaders and managers to take ownership of patient and worker safety and to foster a work environment in which safety is a
top priority. Nurse leaders and managers must understand the complexities of the health-care system and the limits of human factors (Barnsteiner, 2012).

**High-Reliability Organizations**

High reliability refers to consistent performance at high levels of safety over time (Chassin & Loeb, 2011). The first industries to embrace high-reliability concepts were aviation and nuclear power. **High-reliability organizations** create processes, systems, and a culture that radically reduce system failures and/or effectively respond when failures do occur (AHRQ, 2008). There are five characteristics fundamental to designing processes and systems for high-reliability organizations (AHRQ, 2008, p. 1):

1. **Sensitivity to operations**: Leaders and staff must be constantly aware of risks to patient safety and focus on preventing them.
2. **Reluctance to simplify**: Avoiding overly simple explanations of failures is essential to understand the true reasons that patient safety is in jeopardy.
3. **Preoccupation with failure**: Leaders and staff must view near misses as evidence that systems should be improved, rather than as proof that the system is working effectively.
4. **Deference to expertise**: Leaders and managers must listen and respond to the insights of frontline staff.
5. **Resilience**: Leaders and staff must be educated and prepared to respond when system failures do occur.

Overall, leaders, managers, and frontline staff must embrace a high-reliability mindset to become a high-reliability organization. High-reliability organizations foster a learning environment and promote a safety culture, evidence-based practice, and a positive work environment for nurses. In addition, they are committed to improving the safety and quality of care.

**CURRENT STATE OF SAFETY AND QUALITY**

There is strong evidence that links nursing practice to patient safety and quality of care (IOM, 2011). Since the publication of the IOM report *To Err is Human*, there has been a diligent quest to improve the safety and quality of health care. However, some contend that progress has been frustratingly slow (James, 2013; Wachter, 2012). There is some speculation that the IOM’s estimate of 44,000 to 98,000 deaths from preventable adverse events was an underestimate and that far more lethal errors actually occur each year (Huston, 2014; Wachter, 2012). In his study, James (2013) contended that health care is experiencing a major epidemic of patient harm. He found that there are, at a minimum, 210,000 lethal preventable adverse events annually. Nurses play a critical role in preventing medication errors, decreasing infection rates, and safe transitions from hospital to home (IOM, 2011). James’s study further substantiates the need to prepare nurses with the necessary knowledge, skills, and attitudes to deliver patient-centered care as members of interprofessional teams, emphasizing evidence-based practice, quality improvement, and informatics (Cronenwett, et al., 2007).
SUMMARY

Effective nursing leadership and management are critical to providing patients with safe, effective, and quality care. Care must be patient-centered, involving the patient and his or her family in all health-care decisions. In addition, the work environment must foster collaboration and teamwork and must include effective interprofessional and intraprofessional communication. Safe and quality care requires nurses to base their practice on the most current available knowledge. Nurse leaders and managers must also employ management strategies that are informed by rigorous research to reduce threats to patient safety and to enhance the work environment for staff.

Quality of nursing care considers where the care is provided, how the care is provided, and the results or outcomes of the care provided. Nurses must learn to use technology to systematically identify potential and actual problems and their causes, and they need to develop strategies for prevention and improvement. The ultimate goal of quality improvement is patient and staff safety. Nurses are not expected to be perfect; they are human and will make errors. Nurse leaders and managers must strive for a culture of safety that recognizes the limitations of human factors and takes a proactive approach to prevention of errors.
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Chapter 2

Health-Care Environment and Policy

Paula M. Davis-Huffman, DNP, ANP-BC, PPCNP-BC

In the United States, the health-care environment is an extensive, rapidly changing, all-encompassing arena. This arena includes personal living spaces, providers’ offices and clinics, hospitals, extended or skilled nursing care facilities, nursing homes and hospices, numerous service organizations related to health, private and public health systems, and a plethora of other locations and entities providing support and services. Service providers commonly include the pharmaceutical industry, laboratory or radiological services, and, more recently, information technology services. Essentially, health care within the system can transpire at any time or in any location where health-care providers, or their surrogates, interact with persons needing or seeking health care or where their personal health information is accessed.

The status of the health-care system in the United States has changed significantly since 2010 with the passage of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care

---

**LEARNING OUTCOMES**

- Explore differences between private and public, including government-provided, health care.
- Identify barriers experienced within the U.S. health-care system.
- Discuss the development of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA).
- Describe the differences between Medicare and Medicaid.
- Highlight the role of nurse leaders and managers, and nurses overall, in the area of health policy.

**KEY TERMS**

- Affordable Care Act (ACA)
- Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act (EMTALA)
- Government health care
- Health professional shortage area (HPSA)
- Medicaid
- Medicare
- National or universal health care
- Private health care
- Public health care
- Underinsured
- Uninsured
Act, commonly referred to as the Affordable Care Act (ACA). The number of uninsured is expected to decrease over time; however, access to health care, complicated by a lack of providers and services, is of concern to all health-care providers. The cost of health care and the quality of care provided continue to be of paramount importance to nurse leaders and managers who are faced with the consequences of the rising costs of health care, decreasing reimbursement for health-care services, and limited resources.

Many believe that the ACA will transform the health-care system in the United States and provide safer, higher-quality, more affordable, and more accessible care (Institute of Medicine [IOM], 2011). Strong nursing leadership is necessary to make this vision a reality. Nurses are called to be leaders “from the bedside to the boardroom” (IOM, 2011, p. 7). Equally important is that all nurses, students, bedside and community nurses, chief nursing officers, members of nursing organizations, and nursing researchers must develop leadership competencies, especially those related to health policy (IOM, 2011).

Nurse leaders and managers determine policies, procedures, and resources for their staff members and facilities to provide safe and quality care and ensure evidence-based interventions to assist in the control of costs and in improved patient outcomes. Nurse leaders and managers must advocate for society by serving as experts in promoting and implementing health policies. Further, nurses are experts in health and should be at the table where and when policies are developed that affect the populations with which they interact.

This chapter discusses the current status of health care in the United States, the ACA, Medicare and Medicaid, health policy, and the role nurse leaders and managers play in these issues.

Knowledge, skills, and attitudes related to the following core competencies are included in this chapter: patient-centered care; teamwork and collaboration; and evidence-based practice.

**SYSTEMS WITHIN THE HEALTH-CARE ENVIRONMENT**

Health care in most cases can be broken down into private and public health-care sectors. Private health-care sectors include companies, for profit and nonprofit, not associated directly with government agencies, whereas public health-care sectors are often funded by tax dollars.

**Private health care** is monetarily compensated health care that is provided to individuals seeking care within the health-care environment. The payment for private health care is usually predetermined and sometimes negotiated with health-care providers. The cost of services can be paid directly to the provider by a monetary payment or rendered through government or commercial (private) health insurers, also known as third-party payers. Private health care is the predominant form of health care for persons residing in the United States. Reporting for the U.S. Department of Commerce, United States Census Bureau, Smith and Medalia (2014) estimated that 64.2% of individuals were covered by private health insurance in 2013, of which 53.9% was employment based (provided through an employer). The total percentage of people with health insurance was estimated at 86.6% in 2013.
The U.S. private health-care system is often referred to as “the greatest health care system in the world” but yet is ranked 37th in the world (Murray & Frank, 2010). Life expectancy is often considered a measure of the adequacy of a health-care system’s influence on its population. According to the World Health Organization (WHO, 2014), combined life expectancy in the United States is 79 years for both males and females (76 for males and 81 for females); however, it does not rank within the 10 top-ranked countries for life expectancy in either male or female categories (WHO, 2014).

Public health care, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Foundation, “is the science of protecting and improving the health of families and communities through promotion of healthy lifestyles, research for disease and injury prevention and detection and control of infectious diseases” (CDC Foundation, 2016, para. 1). All states have public health departments that support this role and must report to U.S. government health agencies such as the CDC, which is a division of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. In certain states and communities, public health departments often provide primary care to indigent populations and underserved populations. Vaccination service and sexually transmitted disease clinics are frequently operated by state and county health departments. These services usually offer reduced payment options or free care for qualified individuals.

The Commissioned Corps of the U.S. Public Health Service, also a branch of the Department of Health and Human Services, is a commissioned corps of health-care providers, including nurses, similar to the military with regard to rank and retirement. Members of this corps work in a number of health-care arenas, including the CDC, National Institutes of Health, Indian Health Service, Food and Drug Administration, Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), and many more.

Government health care in the United States is not provided directly by the government in most cases. The term actually refers to government-provided health insurance, such as Medicare and Medicaid (discussed later in this chapter), which is actually provided by the private health-care system.

The Veterans Health Administration and military hospitals and clinics are directly funded by tax dollars and provide care directly to active duty military personnel and former service members of the armed services (Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Air Force, and Coast Guard). These are actual representations of government-provided health care within the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) and Department of Defense (DOD) system. Both agencies maintain numerous outpatient facilities and hospitals. The VA is primarily staffed by civilians, whereas the DOD has a considerable number of active duty personnel staffing military clinics and hospitals.

In the United States, charity care or reduced-cost care exists for persons who do not have adequate access to the private, public, or government health-care systems as a result of life circumstances (e.g., financial, geographic, lack of transportation). However, this care is very limited in scope and location.

National or universal health care refers to health care provided to citizens through the government, usually without the involvement of private health insurers.
Currently, Australia, Canada and the United Kingdom (England, Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland), and many other European countries provide this type of health care to their citizens. Although there are many advocates for the implementation of a national or universal health-care system in the United States, politically and culturally it is not likely to occur in the near future.

**CURRENT STATUS OF HEALTH CARE IN THE UNITED STATES**

Although there have been recent changes to laws intended to improve the health-care system, specifically the ACA, the U.S. health-care system continues to be plagued by barriers stemming from an inability to access the system, cost of care, and quality of care provided (Davidson, 2013) (Fig. 2-1).

**Access to Health Care**

Accessibility to health care “is particularly hard to disentangle from considerations of health care quality in that it is a prerequisite to receipt of quality health care” (Docteur & Berenson, 2009, p 2). Health-care quality in the United States appears low in comparison with other countries with regard to prevention and care of chronic conditions. Access barriers experienced by the **uninsured** (those without health-care insurance coverage) and **underinsured** (those who have insurance coverage but lack adequate income to facilitate access to care because of high deductibles and co-payments) likely contribute to decreased health-care quality (Docteur & Berenson, 2009).

There are primarily two avenues through which health care can be accessed in the United States. The first is through a physician or care provider practice or clinic, and the other is through a hospital emergency department. Provider practices and clinics are generally not required to accept patients with the inability to pay for services provided. Emergency departments, conversely, are subject to the **Emergency Medical Treatment and Labor Act (EMTALA)** that requires that “all Medicare participating hospitals with emergency departments provide stabilizing emergency care for all patients seeking help (including patients in labor), regardless of their insurance status or ability to pay” (La Couture, 2015, p. 1). Often this results in what is considered inappropriate use of the emergency department. In many cases, extended wait times and delays in transfer of patients to inpatient beds result in low patient satisfaction. Developing accurate models of emergency department service completion times is a critical first step in identifying barriers to patient flow and patient wait times (Ding et al., 2010).
Nurses at all levels must understand the implications of ineffective access to the health-care system. This may manifest as a patient who is seen in the emergency department, perhaps on numerous occasions secondary to lack of insurance. This situation may translate into an inability to access more affordable care by a primary care provider. Traditionally, nurses have not concerned themselves with how a patient pays for services rendered because, in theory, care is provided to each patient in the same manner regardless of ability to pay. Often, however, these patients are labeled as noncompliant, and caring for them in a busy emergency department can be stressful when more urgent needs are evident. This situation is grossly unfair to these patients and does affect how they are treated in the emergency department. Further, labeling and treating patients in this manner violate provision one of the American Nurses Association (ANA) Code of Ethics for Nurses With Interpretive Statements (2015), “The nurse practices with compassion and respect for the inherent dignity, worth, and unique attributes of every person” (p. 1). The same can be said for patients admitted to the hospital repeatedly for the same condition. Nurses should consider whether this occurs as a consequence of inadequate access or inability to afford medications for their condition.

Nurse leaders and managers set the vision for nursing practice in the delivery of safe and quality nursing care. To that end, nurse leaders and managers must have effective communication and relationship-building skills, according to the American Organization of Nurse Executives (AONE, 2015a & AONE, 2015b). These skills would manifest in nurses’ ability to influence behavior by asserting their views in a nonthreatening, nonjudgmental way and inspiring desired behaviors, while also managing undesired behaviors.

Nurse leaders and managers must also fully investigate barriers within the system that increase wait times and decrease patient flow in the emergency department and transfer to an inpatient bed. Considerations should include acceptable time frames for patients’ discharge, staffing barriers preventing notification of housekeeping staff to prepare the room once the patient is discharged, admission timing from the emergency department to the inpatient bed, and adequate staffing of all personnel to facilitate these processes. Nurse leaders and managers must work to eliminate these barriers to ensure that care is safe, timely, efficient, equitable, evidence-based, and patient centered.

The Cost of Health Care

In the year 2000, the United States was estimated to have spent $4,703 per person for health care. By 2010, that figure had increased to $8,233 per person, an increase of $3,530 per person. Considering all countries within the Region of the Americas, which includes the United States, Canada, and all Central and South American countries, combined spending in all of these countries including the United States was $1,985 per person in 2000 and $3,454 per person in 2010 (WHO, 2013). The combined totals for the remaining five WHO regions (African, South-East Asia, European, Eastern Mediterranean, and Western Pacific regions) surpass the per capita total expenditure of the United States on health care per person by $2,873 and $4,696, respectively, for 2000 and 2010.
If one views the U.S. health-care system from the health-care provider perspective, the revelation that “insurers do not cover provider costs” can be surmised (Davidson, 2013, p. 9). Davidson estimates that individuals without insurance pay amounts closest to actual charges, or approximately 90% of actual costs. Those with private insurance pay approximately 65% to 75% of actual charges, depending on the insurer, and those with Medicare pay approximately 65% of actual provider costs. Medicaid has historically paid an even smaller percentage of actual provider costs; this applies to services at individual health-care practices as well as hospitals and other larger facilities. These unpaid costs are commonly referred to as uncompensated care (Fig. 2-2).

Many advocate for charity care or reduced-cost care for the uninsured or underinsured. In the United States, charity care or reduced cost care exists for persons who do not have adequate access to the private, public, or government health-care systems or insurance as a result of life circumstances. As mentioned earlier, this type of health care is very limited in scope and location and, for the most part, is also uncompensated care.

Secondary to EMTALA, hospitals with emergency departments accepting Medicare are required to stabilize all patients regardless of their ability to pay. Inconveniently, persons unable to access the health-care system through a provider’s office or clinic often use the emergency department for care that could easily be provided in a primary care setting and at a substantial cost reduction. This results in uncompensated excessive costs for services that normally would cost much less if care had been provided by a primary care provider.

Inherent in this untenable situation is that inefficiency permeates the system, and individual service costs increase yearly, commonly in response to increased costs for supplies, medications, and professionals’ compensation (Davidson, 2013). Despite the increasing costs of the system, in 2013 the Commonwealth Fund Commission on a High Performance Health System noted, “There is broad evidence . . . that much of the excess spending is wasteful” (2013, p. 7).

Nurses at all levels must be aware of the limitations under which health-care systems operate. Labor is the largest component of total costs, with nursing being...
the largest of that component. In hospitals, labor correlates closely with total expenses. Hospital operating margins, the comparison of the operating budget compared with total income, vary per system, but usually operations leave less than 5% to 6% of total income available for profit (Health Leaders Media, 2015). Nurses must be cognizant of their contribution to increasing costs to the system and make a concerted effort to be good stewards of available resources in the delivery of safe and quality nursing care.

Nurse leaders and managers must be accountable for nursing expenditures, budgets, and outcomes. Skills required, according to the AONE (2015a), include financial management, human resources management, strategic planning, and information management and technology. Financial management includes management of annual operating budgets and long-term expenditures and education of patient care team members in relation to financial implications of patient care decisions. Human resources management includes the development of educational programs, workforce planning or employment decisions, corrective discipline, employee satisfaction, reward and recognition programs, promotion of healthy work environments, and compliance with legal and regulatory guidelines. Strategic management includes defending the business component of nursing, the analysis of market data in relation to supply and demand, and promotion of the image of nursing and the organization through effective media. Information technology and management consist of using technology to support clinical and financial improvements; collaborating to establish information technology resources, evaluate technology in practice settings, and use data management systems for decision making; demonstrating skills in assessing data integrity and quality; and leading the adoption and implementation of information systems (AONE, 2015a).

**Quality of Care**

The IOM defines quality health care as “the degree to which health services for individuals and populations increase the likelihood of desired health outcomes and are consistent with current professional knowledge” (Lohr, 1990, p. 128). The AHRQ states that “quality health care means doing the right thing at the right time in the right way for the right person and having the best results possible” (1998, p. 1). Quality of care typically reflects the positive effects of health care and performance of health-care systems (Docteur & Berenson, 2009). According to the 2014 National Healthcare Quality and Disparities Report, the current National Quality Strategy has six priorities. These priorities and their current findings, as of 2014, conclude (AHRQ, 2015):

1. **Patient safety:** 50% of measures improved with a 17% reduction in hospital-acquired infections
2. **Person-centered care:** Improved steadily, especially in children
3. **Care coordination:** Improved with enhanced discharge processes and health information technologies
4. **Effective treatment:** Achieved high levels of performance in hospitals, led by measures reported by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) on Hospital Compare
5. **Healthy living**: Improved in about 50% of measures, led by selected adolescent vaccines

6. **Care affordability**: Worsened from 2002 through 2010 and then leveled off

Patient safety problems appear to be greater in the United States, where patients are more likely to report mistakes or adverse effects with regard to safe medication practices (Docteur & Berenson, 2009). The United States also has “the highest rates of problems such as being given the wrong medication or dosage, experiencing a medical error, or facing delays in hearing about abnormal test results,” with rates reported as high as 34% (Docteur & Benson 2009, p. 8).

Fatalities resulting from medical errors in the United States were estimated to be 98,000 per year by the IOM in 1999. A newer, evidenced-based estimate was provided by James (2013), with a lower estimate as high as 210,000 fatalities per year and an upper estimate of premature death from medical harm as high as 400,000 per year. In addition, James stated that “serious harm seems to be 10–20 fold more common than lethal harm” (James, 2013, p. 122).

High quality implies excellent health outcomes, and there is the assumption that “Americans with good insurance coverage uniquely benefit from prompt availability and accessibility of cutting-edge medical procedures, medicines, and devices, as well as highly educated and well-trained health-care professionals, who know and consistently do what is best for their patients” (Docteur & Berenson, 2009, p. 2). As a whole, the United States actually has an inferior quality of care compared with poorer populations. Life expectancy in the United States, which is below average when compared with that in other developed countries, is among the worst performers. The United States has “a much higher prevalence of nine of ten conditions, including cancer, heart disease, and stroke, in its population over 50” (Docteur & Berenson, 2009, p. 4).

According to the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD, 2015), in comparing the United States with other member states, “the quality of acute care in hospitals in the United States is excellent, but the U.S. health system is not performing very well in avoiding hospital admissions for people with chronic diseases.” The OECD found that for conditions such as heart attack, stroke, and general lifesaving, the system performed well. For chronic conditions such as asthma, chronic obstructive lung disease, and diabetes, the United States fell short in areas involving patients in self-care and providing effective counseling for diet and the importance of regular exercise to moderate these chronic conditions (OECD, 2015).

Nurses at all levels need to be familiar with the safety and quality of care they provide patients and the issues associated with safe provision of nursing care. Knowledge deficits were noted by James (2013) to be a major contributor to individual and system deficiencies leading to medical errors and patient harm. These deficiencies can be rectified with comprehensive continuing education within all of the health professions (James, 2013).

Nurse leaders and managers need to assist staff in attaining adequate continuing education with a focus on evidence-based practice. Evidence-based practice and the methods by which it is implemented have only recently been included in the nursing curriculum at the baccalaureate (BSN) level. Older staff members and those
educated with less than a BSN require instruction in the importance of evidence-based practice and how to become involved in bringing forth policies and procedures that are evidence based. According to the AONE (2015a), clinical practice knowledge is a core competency. Leaders and managers are responsible for demonstrating “knowledge of current nursing practice and the roles of patient care team members” (AONE, 2015a, p. 6). The following are central to leadership roles: communication of patient care standards; compliance with state nurse practice acts, as well as accreditation, regulatory, and quality agency requirements; and adherence to professional standards of nursing practice. These requirements will need to be written into policies and procedures while integrating bioethical, legal requirements (AONE, 2015a).

**Lack of Providers and Services**

When viewing the U.S. health-care system from an individual perspective, three reasons can account for an inability to access the system: 1) living in an area with inadequate services, 2) lack of health insurance, and 3) cost prohibitions for those with health insurance as a result of out-of-pocket expenses (e.g., deductibles, co-payments) (Davidson, 2013) (Fig. 2-3).

Directly related to the issue of access to care is an inadequate supply of health-care providers and other health-care professionals as well as hospitals and facilities in certain areas. Most of these supply issues occur in rural areas (Davidson, 2013). The “availability of providers and services, coverage, benefits and affordability all
come into play as potential explanations for different user experiences with the health care system and the outcomes attained” (Docteur & Berenson, 2009, p. 2).

Shortages of health professionals exist in all states, including urban areas. The Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) defines health professional shortage areas (HPSAs) as “areas or populations designated by HRSA as having too few primary care providers, high infant mortality, high poverty or a high elderly population” (HRSA, n.d.). Figure 2-4 shows HPSAs in primary care, which includes physicians, nurse practitioners, and physician assistants.

**Lack of Health Insurance and Insurance With Limited Income**

Before the implementation of the ACA, 32 million people in the United States lacked health insurance even though many worked multiple jobs or full-time jobs (Jacobs & Skocpol, 2012). Millions of other individuals had health insurance but were considered underinsured. Out-of-pocket costs for the underinsured were
estimated at 29.1% of total health-care costs in the United States in 2009 (Davidson, 2013). The number of uninsured persons in 2013 rose to 42 million (Smith & Medalia, 2014). In the first half of 2014, the rate of the uninsured among adults 18 to 65 years of age decreased substantially. The ACA is credited with this decline (AHRQ, 2015).

Although the ACA mandated that residents within the United States have health insurance or face a tax imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, the cost of health insurance for those who did not qualify for a health-care tax subsidy remained an obstacle for many persons, especially those not receiving health-care benefits through an employer. The percentage of persons receiving health insurance through their employer was 53.9% in 2013 (Smith & Medalia, 2014).

Individuals are often blamed for their own circumstances, including their inability to have an adequate income or to find better employment to obtain adequate health insurance. They are often stigmatized for health issues that could be managed by exercise and other lifestyle decisions (Davidson, 2013), yet the OECD found that the health-care system fell short with regard to incorporating these recommendations in primary care (OECD, 2015). Frequently, this is an example of the influence of social determinants of health that consist of patients’ lifestyles and incorporate their social and physical environment. Lifestyle and environment are then modified by patients’ access to public health services and medical and mental health care. Individual responses to these determinants interact with human biology to influence overall health status further (Arah et al., 2006). These individuals may be powerless to facilitate the changes necessary to overcome these obstacles and collectively have little support to facilitate change within the system.

THE PATIENT PROTECTION AND AFFORDABLE CARE ACT

The ACA was enacted into law on March 23, 2010, after a lengthy political battle. The ultimate goal of this law was to reduce the number of uninsured persons in the United States by expanding Medicaid and implementing health-care exchanges. The health-care exchanges would allow the uninsured and other eligible persons to select health insurance coverage, which would include essential health benefits (Box 2-1), through state or federal exchanges. Many eligible persons would also receive government subsidies that would make health care affordable to those who qualified based on their income (Henry J. Kaiser Foundation, 2016).

| BOX 2-1 Ten Essential Health Benefits Required by the Affordable Care Act |
|---|---|
| 1. Ambulatory patient services | 6. Prescription drugs |
| 2. Emergency services | 7. Rehabilitative services and devices |
| 3. Hospitalization | 8. Laboratory services |
| 4. Maternity and newborn care | 9. Preventive and wellness services and chronic disease management |
| 5. Mental health and substance use disorder services, including behavioral health treatment | 10. Pediatric services, including oral and vision care |

From Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, 2011.
Provisions included in the ACA guarantee availability of insurance with the elimination of pre-existing conditions as a means of denial for insurance. Other requirements of the ACA include the following: no annual limits on coverage; mandated coverage by employers with at least 50 full-time employees; extension of coverage to adult children to age 26 years with individual and group health policies; the inclusion of preventive services without cost sharing, if recommended by the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force; and limitation of annual cost sharing to the maximums allowed for health savings accounts ($5,950 for individual plans and $11,900 for families) (Henry J. Kaiser Foundation, 2016).

Lesser-known stipulations of the ACA are annual taxes for individuals without health insurance coverage, a 10% tax on indoor tanning services, an annual fee paid by the pharmaceutical industry, an excise tax of 2.3% on any taxable medical device, and a fee of no less than $2,000 per employee for an employer not offering health insurance where an employee receives a tax credit (Henry J. Kaiser Foundation, 2016).

On June 28, 2012, the U.S. Supreme Court, in National Federation of Independent Business v. Sebelius, determined that the ACA was constitutional with the exception of the portion requiring states to participate in Medicaid expansion. This portion was deemed coercive because all Medicaid funds would be at risk, and states were not given adequate notice to consent voluntarily (Holahan, Buettgens, Carroll, & Dorn, 2012). Before the U.S. Supreme Court ruling on the constitutionality of the ACA, expansion of Medicaid by the states was required or states would forfeit their federal Medicaid funding (Diamond, 2012). After the Supreme Court ruling, states would forfeit new Medicaid funding only if they opted out of Medicaid expansion. The requirement to expand Medicaid by the states was left to the discretion of each individual state after the court’s ruling. In 2015, 21 states had continued to decline expansion of Medicaid secondary to the Supreme Court’s ruling. Medicaid expansion by states can be tracked at www.statereforum.org/medicaid-expansion-decisions.

### LEARNING ACTIVITY 2-1

**How Health-Care Reform Affects Nurses**

Review ANA’s information on health-care reform at www.nursingworld.org/MainMenuCategories/Policy-Advocacy/HealthSystemReform. Identify two to three ways the nursing profession is affected by health-care reform.

### MEDICARE AND MEDICAID

In the United States, **Medicare** and **Medicaid** are forms of government-provided health insurance, primarily for disabled persons, older persons, and economically disadvantaged persons, including children. Both programs are overseen by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), a division of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. Medicare provides health insurance for disabled persons and persons age 65 and older and consists of four components: Parts A, B, C, and D. Table 2-1 provides brief explanations of the components of Medicare.
Table 2-1 Costs of Medicare Components in 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Basic Cost</th>
<th>Deductible</th>
<th>Coverage Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part A</td>
<td>&quot;Premium Free&quot; for most; up to $407/month if purchased (income based)</td>
<td>$1,260 per benefit period*</td>
<td>Medicare Part A (hospital insurance) covers inpatient care at a hospital, skilled nursing facility (SNF), and hospice; Part A also covers services such as laboratory tests, surgery, doctor visits, and home health care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part B</td>
<td>$104.90</td>
<td>$147/year</td>
<td>Medicare Part B (medical insurance) covers doctor and other health-care providers’ services, outpatient care, durable medical equipment, home health care, and some preventive services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part C</td>
<td>Varies by plan</td>
<td>Varies by plan; may include:</td>
<td>Each year, plans establish the amounts charged for premiums, deductibles, and services; the plan (rather than Medicare) decides how much is charged for covered services; the plan may change only once a year, on January 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>monthly premium in addition to Medicare Part B premium; yearly deductible; co-pays per each visit or service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part D</td>
<td>Tiered drug plan with premiums based on income and IRS</td>
<td>Formulary based; co-pays vary by plan/tiers and income/tax filing status</td>
<td>Services dependent on plan specifics; plan premium only if income less than $85,000 per year (single or married filing jointly)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Benefit period: Day of admission to hospital or SNF until 60 days in a row when the recipient has not received inpatient hospital or SNF care; there is no limit to the number of benefit periods.
†Lifetime reserve days: Up to a maximum of 60 days per lifetime.
From Medicare.gov, n.d.

To be eligible for Medicare without a disability, U.S. citizens must have worked a minimum of 10 years and paid into the Medicare Trust Fund. As of 2016, the eligibility age is 65 years, although there has been discussion about amending eligibility criteria for many years (Medicare.gov, n.d.).

Medicaid provides health care coverage to low-income people (primarily for children, nondisabled adults, and pregnant women) and is one of the largest payers for health care in the United States. The Children’s Health Insurance Program, also known as CHIP, is the Medicaid program for children and provides federal matching funds to states who provide health care coverage to children in families who cannot afford private insurance but have incomes too high to qualify for Medicaid. As of May, 2016, there were more than 8.3 million children enrolled in CHIP (Medicaid.gov, n.d.).

At the time the ACA became law, 32 million Americans lacked health insurance, and although provisions were provided in the ACA to allow greater access to Medicaid, many states were allowed to opt out of expanding Medicaid, a key provision
within the law, as a result of the Supreme Court ruling in June 2012. Although this situation has denied a large percentage of the uninsured access to the system, pressure from health-care providers and health-care systems will likely prevail in expanding Medicaid after initial implementation (Jacobs & Skocpol, 2012).

A key provision of the ACA’s Medicaid expansion was the eligibility of adults without dependent children to qualify for Medicaid. Before the ACA, Medicaid eligibility was available only to low-income individuals such as children, older adults, or disabled persons. The income eligibility level for Medicaid, before the ACA, was significantly less than required by the ACA, which extended eligibility to 138% of poverty guidelines (Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured, 2014). The Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured (2014) identified another unfortunate consequence of states’ not expanding Medicaid. The original law required Medicaid expansion by all states and did not anticipate the gap that would occur between those eligible for Medicaid at current state levels and those who would not be eligible for Medicaid if a state opted out of Medicaid expansion. The persons within this gap, which equated with the state’s established income eligibility for Medicaid through incomes up to 138% of poverty guidelines, would subsequently not qualify for marketplace tax credits, even though they were not eligible for Medicaid. Those numbers equated with 5.2 million persons nationwide who would be denied access to the new health-care system (Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured, 2014).

HEALTH POLICY

Health policy is developed at the local, state, national, and international levels. It can be developed by the following: citizens’ actions, local policies, and proceedings; legislation at the state or federal level; or international arrangements and policies of international groups, such as the WHO. The incorporation of walking or biking paths in a locality is an example of implementation of local health policy. State health policies are developed by the local health department or through the legislative body of state government. The ACA is a legislative action or health policy conducted at the national level. International health policies are often the result of foundations, such as the Clinton Foundation or the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, or individual philanthropy. Some organizations are primarily devoted to the business of health policy, such as the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation or the Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation. The WHO develops many policies associated with international public health.

A call has been made for nurses to be active in the formation of public health policy. As Byrd and colleagues found, “the importance of nurses’ involvement in shaping public policy to promote population health is widely documented in nursing and public health” (2012, p. 433). In fact, the AACN established specific requirements addressing health policy through their Essentials documents that guide schools of nursing in developing curricula at all levels: The Essentials of Baccalaureate Education for Professional Nursing Practice (2008), The Essentials of Master’s Education in Nursing (2011), and The Essentials for Doctoral Education for Advanced Nursing Practice (2006). Nurses at all levels must be involved in health policy to advance health care in the United States. It is critical for all nurses to see health policy “as something they can shape rather than something that happens to them. Nurses should have a voice in
health policy decision making” and participate in implementation efforts (IOM, 2011, p. 9). Further, nurses and nurse leaders and managers have an ethical responsibility to be involved in policy development and implementation by serving on committees within their practice settings. Nurse leaders and managers can contribute to health policy by serving as elected or appointed representatives in health-care activities at the local, state, national, and global levels (ANA, 2015).

**E X P L O R I N G T H E E V I D E N C E 2 - 1**


**Aim**
The aim of this study was to measure undergraduate nursing students’ level of political astuteness before and after they participated in a series of public policy learning activities, as well as to describe changes in conceptual factors and the extent to which other factors predict political involvement.

**Methods**
A one-group pretest/posttest design was used to measure changes in political astuteness in 300 undergraduate nursing students after three public policy learning experiences:

1. Students attended information sessions at the Rhode Island Department of Health.
2. Students composed a letter or e-mail to their legislators about a health-related issue they were concerned about.
3. Students completed a public policy project.

Students were administered the Political Astuteness Inventory (PAI) before and after they participated in the learning activities.

**Key Findings**
Students’ political astuteness increased after they participated in the public policy activities. The findings suggest that students were more knowledgeable about governmental and political processes that are essential for policy making related to community health after the learning experiences than before. Further, the experiences promoted self-reflection and raised students’ awareness of the importance of public policy and political involvement for nurses.

**Implications for Nurse Leaders and Managers**
This study substantiates the need to ensure that learning activities related to public policy and health policy are included in nursing education at all levels. Nurse leaders and managers can apply this evidence with their staff to promote political involvement. All nurses can participate in activities at the local, state, and national levels. Active involvement can promote competency development in health policy.
Many nursing professional organizations are involved in health policy advocacy, and “more than ever before nurses are crucial to building and strengthening the health care systems within which they work” (Bryant, 2012, p. 438). Byrd and colleagues (2012) concluded, “active learning in public policy can increase the knowledge and skills that future nurses need to influence public policy” (p. 433).

LEARNING ACTIVITY 2-2  State Nurse Legislators
Review the ANA’s information on nurse state legislators at www.nursingworld.org/MainMenuCategories/Policy-Advocacy/Nurse-Legislators. How many states have nurse legislators? Does your state have a nurse legislator?

SUMMARY
Nurses at all levels are impacted by the rapidly changing health-care environment, rising costs of care, safety and quality issues, and access to care. Nurses must be aware of the consequences of inadequate access to health care for patients. Nurse leaders and managers need to develop effective communication and relationship building skills to be able to advocate for patients as they attempt to navigate health care systems. All nurses must have a basic understanding of the broader context of health care and health-care policy. The ACA was intended to assist those uninsured and underinsured, help with controlling costs of health care, expand access to care, expand the Medicaid gap, and improve the safety and quality of care. Population health is fueled by health policy. Effective nurse leaders and managers will develop competencies in financial management, human resource management, strategic management, and information management and technology. Further, nurse leaders and managers have an ethical responsibility to take an active role in developing and implementing health policy.

SUGGESTED WEBSITES
CDC Foundation: What is public health? www.cdcfoundation.org/content/what-public-health
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention: www.cdc.gov
Public Health Service Commissioned Corps: www.usphs.gov/aboutus
State Health & Human Services: healthfinder.gov/FindServices/SearchOrgType.aspx?OrgTypeID=8
World Health Organization: www.who.int/en
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Chapter 3

Theories and Principles of Nursing Leadership and Management

Judith Walters, DNP, RN, PMHCNS-BC

Because nurses embody the largest number of professionals in health care, they are most often the closest to the patient and therefore offer a unique perspective of the entire system of care surrounding the patient. This places nurses in a prime position to be leaders. The Institute of Medicine (IOM) report The Future of Nursing: Leading Change, Advancing Health (2011) contended that strong nursing leadership is critical to addressing the demands of the increasingly complex health-care system. Further, “the nursing profession must produce leaders throughout the health care system, from the bedside to the boardroom, who can serve as full partners with other health professionals and be accountable for their own contributions to delivering high-quality care while working collaboratively with leaders from other health professions” (p. 221).
To navigate the evolving health-care landscape, all nurses must recognize and embrace their leadership responsibilities and understand nursing leadership competencies. All nurses, regardless of their positions, must develop leadership skills with an emphasis on effective decision making, initiating and maintaining effective working relationships, using respectful communication, collaborating on interprofessional and intraprofessional teams, coordinating care effectively, and developing delegation skills and conflict resolution strategies (American Association of Colleges of Nursing [AACN], 2008).

Additionally, all nurses are managers in some way. They may be in a formal management position or managers at the bedside. Nurses in formal management positions are typically in a hierarchical position with subordinates. In this role, they focus on the following: order, consistency, and planning; organizing and budgeting, establishing and enforcing rules; and taking corrective action. The responsibilities of managers at the bedside include the following: managing care transitions; actively participating on interprofessional and intraprofessional teams; identifying system issues; and developing working skills in delegation, prioritization, and overseeing patient care (AACN, 2008, p. 35).

Leadership and management, in fact, are not interchangeable. In the best scenario, a manager is a true and effective leader; however, an excellent leader may not have any management responsibilities within an organization. Although there are many similarities between leadership and management—both involve the direction and influence of others, and both entail the accomplishing of tasks and goals of an organization—there are significant differences. Leadership is a process of influencing others through effective relationship skills, whereas management is a formal position with specific functions. Ideally, a nurse can be both a leader and a manager simultaneously.

This chapter is designed to assist in preparing nurses to perform as leaders by providing information on historical perspectives, current leadership theories, characteristics of leaders, and followership. In addition, leadership and management competencies, mentoring, and self-awareness will be discussed.

Knowledge, skills, and attitudes related to the following core competencies are included in this chapter: patient-centered care; and teamwork and collaboration.

**HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF LEADERSHIP**

Established in fields such as business, psychology, sociology, and anthropology, management theories were developed as a means to enhance productivity in business (Marquis & Huston 2015), with leadership theories growing from the science of management. Historical perspectives on leadership and management are still relevant today because modern theories of leadership incorporate some of the ideas first introduced almost a century ago. Nursing has traditionally borrowed various theoretical ideas from medicine, psychology, sociology, and business, with leadership theories developed from these various contributions.

**Trait Theories**

One early leadership theory from the 19th century was “The Great Man Theory,” focused on the traits of a leader and noting that certain men were born leaders.
(Raelin, 2015). The focus of leadership research during this time involved the study of popularly identified great leaders. The goal was to identify what traits these individuals possessed, with the aim of being able to identify new potential leaders more quickly.

**Leadership Styles**

The next phase in the development of leadership theories (1940 to 1960) concentrated on the identification of styles of leadership. The emphasis of study was on what leaders did, rather than on innate traits, and these theories were also known as *behavioral theories* (Raelin, 2015). These theories centered on how leaders and managers conducted themselves. Primary leadership styles were identified as autocratic (authoritarian), democratic (participative), and laissez-faire (Lewin, 1951). Table 3-1 notes characteristics associated with these primary leadership and management styles.

**Situational and Contingency Leadership Theories**

From 1950 to 1970, building on behavioral theories, researchers began to identify new contributing factors to leadership theories. One idea that evolved at this time was that situational factors contributed to the leadership style one embraced. This approach considers that a leader may be effective in certain situations and less effective in others. Another model, contingency leadership, involved a complex process of evaluating a leader’s style, the relationship with followers, and the task to be completed (Fiedler, 1967).

**CONTEMPORARY THEORIES OF LEADERSHIP**

There are numerous contemporary leadership theories that grew from examining the multiple factors that contribute to successful leadership. Many modern theories continue to include concepts developed in earlier research but have expanded to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3–1 Primary Styles of Leadership and Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Style</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Autocratic | • Makes decisions without input from the team  
• Does not consider valuable suggestions from team members’ input  
• Potentially demoralizes team members |
| Democratic | • Expects team members to contribute to the decision-making process  
• Encourages team input  
• Analyzes and makes final decisions  
• Increases participation in projects and creative solutions  
• Brings about higher production and satisfaction |
| Laissez-faire | • Provides advice, support, and timelines with low-level involvement  
• Lacks focus or time management, resulting in high job satisfaction with risk of low productivity  
• Risks the potential of team members not having the knowledge to execute the tasks  
• May find intrateam disagreements common, which may produce disharmony |
include a multidimensional approach. In the late 20th century, leadership theorists started to notice that for leaders to be effective, the values and beliefs of the environment needed to be considered. Change cannot occur simply by a talented leader’s imposing it; rather, relationships within the organization need to be cultivated to promote a productive and healthy environment. This marked a significant shift in leadership theories from those based on industrial models to theories that are more relationship focused. This progression is noteworthy for nursing because it incorporates the multifaceted nature of health-care organizations. Nurses find themselves being called to leadership in ever-changing, complex environments where there are multiple stakeholders, increasing pressures of cost containment, and pay-for-performance initiatives. In the past, leadership theories were broken down into two types: relational and attribution. Currently, leadership theories have become multifactorial.

**Relational Leadership Theories**

Relational leadership theories focus primarily on the relationship that occurs between the leader and the team member. There is less emphasis on a leader’s traits, the situation or context, or the end result and more emphasis on the leader’s relations with others. Relational theories such as quantum, transactional, transformational, and connective share the objective of optimizing the rapport among team members and building teams.

**Quantum Leadership**

Quantum leadership draws some of its basic tenets from quantum theory in physics: The transition has begun in moving from views that are orderly and linear to those that are holistic and relational (Porter-O’Grady, 1999, p. 38). Traditionally, leaders have looked at work activities from the basic perspective of identifying tasks, jobs to be completed, and roles to be performed. The quantum leader looks at the system, the processes, and the relationships between workers and tasks to determine efficiency and job performance. The unpredictability of a world dominated by chaos mandates models of leadership that incorporate flexibility and adaptability. Quantum leadership involves the premise of an increasingly complex, dynamically changing health-care environment. Nurses as leaders today are faced with ever-increasing complexity in both job duties and technological advances. Quantum leadership offers nursing a framework within which to develop leadership skills to assist in advancing the goals of their organizations.

**Transactional Leadership**

Transactional leadership is one of the most common styles of leadership in health-care institutions. The transactional leader focuses on the goals of the organization, with a directive style establishing expectations for team members and motivating with rewards. With this type of leadership, both the leader and the team member gain something from the interactions, although theirs is not
necessarily a shared vision. The leader is focused on getting the job done, and the team member is motivated by the reward earned. This approach limits innovation and the ability for team members to truly engage in the outcomes of their work. Given the focus of task completion, the concrete rewards that followers receive are more generally limited to a sense of a job well done (Burke et al., 2006).

**Transformational Leadership**

As health care has evolved and increased in complexity, it has become necessary for leadership models to address identified aims of quality improvement, particularly in keeping with the recommended aims of the IOM: the provision of safe, effective, patient-centered, timely, efficient, and equitable care (IOM, 2001). One leadership theory that fits well with these aims is transformational leadership.

Transformational leadership involves an active involvement of both the leader and team members. It is a process in which leaders and team members “motivate each other to attain and achieve levels of success” (O’Neill, 2013, p. 179). There is a unified investment in achieving the goals of the organization with shared values. A transformational leader guides staff in creating an environment in which all members contribute to meeting the mission of the organization. The leader provides a vision that has included the input of all members, thus encouraging members to reach their highest potential and often exceed expectations. Transformational leaders transform organizations. In the process, all nurses at all levels of the organization are involved in decision making. Transformational leaders are able to help followers grow by responding to needs, empowering individuals, and aligning goals and objectives across all levels in an organization (ANA, 2013).

Transformational leaders are comfortable with challenging themselves, learn from their failures, and consistently demonstrate effectiveness in organizational change and innovation (O’Neill, 2013). Transformational leadership is viewed as an effective type of leadership for nurses to lead the change necessary to meet the demands of the current health-care system. This type of leadership has been identified as one of the five components of the Magnet Recognition Program, discussed in Chapter 8.

**Connective Leadership**

Although transformational leadership attends to the creation of relationships by consensus building, resolving conflict, and establishing common goals, another popular theory focuses on caring. Connective leadership incorporates the needs of diverse stakeholders within the health-care environment through acknowledgment and use of the strengths of members and by including them in the leadership process (Lipman-Blumen, 1992). Nurse leaders and managers must consider not only whom they are guiding but where they may be leading them. Today’s health-care environment demands a seamless continuity of care across multiple settings.
Connective leaders identify and foster strengths of team members by including them in the processes of change within the organization (Klakovich, 1996). A successful connective leader can develop future leaders who begin contributing early in their career, well before undertaking a formal nursing leadership position.

**Attribution Leadership Theories**

Attribution leadership theories share the historical perspective of trait theories, by considering the characteristics or attributes of the leader as the cornerstone within leadership relationships. In contrast to trait theories, attribution theories also take into consideration either the context or the interrelational aspects. Nurse leaders are neither born nor practicing within a vacuum.

An attribution leadership theory used in nursing is **authentic leadership**. Leaders engaged in authentic leadership hold firmly to their values, beliefs, and principles and inspire their followers. The determination and courage of the authentic leader in difficult and challenging times create an environment that is predictable, efficient, and steadfast. In addition, the integrity of the leader is evidenced by a strong commitment to truth telling, thereby decreasing ambiguity in the system and increasing efficiency and productivity (Shirey, 2006). When leader’s integrity is at a high point, a healthier work environment is achievable. The health-care environment can present challenges from multiple conflicting stakeholders with competing agendas, and these challenges require fortitude and steadfastness from leaders. For example, financial pressures may be placed on nurse leaders and managers to adjust nursing care to fit within specific parameters that are not in keeping with their own value system (e.g., being asked to change nurse-patient ratios to unacceptable levels). An authentic leader will be challenged to hold steady to his or her beliefs and values.

The authentic leader must embrace self-awareness and self-regulation to enhance moral leadership (Waite, McKinney, Smith-Glasgow, & Meloy, 2014, p. 283). In moral leadership, the core ethical principles of nursing are held in highest regard. An authentic leader, while holding these principles in mind, “develop(s) heart and compassion by getting to know the life stories of those with whom they work and by engaging co-workers in shared meaning” (Shirey, 2006 p. 261). The five distinguishing characteristics of authentic leaders are purpose, heart, self-discipline, relationships, and values (p. 260).

**EMERGING LEADERSHIP THEORIES**

The newest and latest developments in nursing leadership and management involve aspects such as “strategic agility” (Shirey, 2015) and “system leadership” (Senge, Hamilton, & Kania, 2015). While the health-care industry is constantly undergoing change and being required to adapt, it is the nurse leader and manager’s responsibility to ensure safety and quality. Nurse leaders and managers must “incorporate strategic agility to be bold and mindful” (Shirey, 2015, p. 305). In contrast to the singular focus on the leader’s responsibility, there is the case for system leaders to “develop in order to foster collective leadership” (Senge, Hamilton, & Kania, 2015), to provide a broader perspective to solve larger problems. The current
development of leadership theories is moving toward a more comprehensive view, incorporating flexibility and adding broader perspectives.

**PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCE IN NURSING LEADERSHIP**

According to the American Nurses Association (2015), the public has a right to expect all nurses to demonstrate competence throughout their careers. Nurses are individually accountable for attaining and maintaining professional competence. Nurses need to develop leadership competencies that “emphasize ethical and critical decision-making, initiating and maintaining effective working relationships, using mutually respectful communication and collaboration within interprofessional teams, care coordination, delegation, and developing conflict resolution strategies” (AACN, 2008, p. 13). The ANA (2015) believes that competence in nursing practice can be defined, measured, and evaluated. Further, ANA (2013) believes competence in nursing leadership can also be defined and measured.

No one document or organization encompasses all required competencies for nursing leadership and management. However, many share the same themes (ANA, 2016). In *Nursing: Scope and Standards of Practice* (2015), the ANA identifies leadership as a standard of professional performance for all nurses stating, “the registered nurse leads within the professional practice setting and the profession” (p. 75). The registered nurse:

- Contributes to the establishment of an environment that supports and maintains respect, trust, and dignity.
- Encourages innovation in practice and role performance to attain personal and professional plans, goals, and vision.
- Communicates to manage change and address conflict.
- Mentors colleagues for the advancement of nursing practice and the profession to enhance safe, quality health care.
- Retains accountability for delegated nursing care.
- Contributes to the evolution of the profession through participation in professional organizations.
- Influences policy to promote health.

The ANA developed the Leadership Institute for all nurses with career goals of excelling in his or her role, refining leadership knowledge, skills, and attitudes, and enhancing leadership impact (ANA, 2013). The Leadership Institute identified specific leadership competencies that transcend those developed by other nursing organizations and identify leadership competencies across the course of professional development (ANA, 2013, p. 5). The competencies are organized by three domains: Leading Yourself, Leading Others, and Leading the Organization.

**LEADERSHIP CHARACTERISTICS**

It is no longer a prevailing belief that leaders are born. Leaders must constantly learn new skills and competencies. Although certain innate qualities can make a person a better leader, leaders today cannot rely on natural instincts alone to lead
Common characteristics exhibited by successful leaders are illustrated in Box 3-1.

Five core characteristics common to the basis of leadership are character, commitment, connectedness, compassion, and confidence (Kowalski & Yoder-Wise, 2004). A person’s character is anchored in his or her values, based on standards established over time. A leader with character incorporates moral accountability while never losing sight of human dignity, humility, and caring. Character forms the backbone of a leader.

As an aspect of leadership, commitment encompasses a leader’s ability to make a promise, keep it, and carry through with the promise. Commitment is measured by how well a leader can be trusted to keep his or her word. Both character and commitment can really be gauged only within the context of connected relationships, or connectedness. The strength of the connections a leader makes lies in respect and authenticity and will determine the effectiveness of his or her leadership.

Compassion is a hallmark of nursing and an essential aspect of leadership. Some nurse leaders and managers are able to recognize the individual strengths and
weaknesses of team members and coordinate the most effective use of their skill set. Confidence, the sense of self-assurance without arrogance, provides nurse leaders and managers with an ability to lead through difficult times.

Self-awareness, the ability to self-reflect on one’s beliefs and biases and adapt behavior accordingly, is another important characteristic of leaders. Nurse leaders and managers should do a self-assessment of their leadership and management qualities and then have colleagues rate these same qualities. This information can provide valuable insight. Self-assessment is often measured through emotional intelligence testing.

Emotional intelligence itself is considered by many to be a significant characteristic of effective nurse leaders and managers. Emotional intelligence can be conceptualized generally as self-awareness and other awareness in terms of emotions, feelings, and points of view (Momeni, 2009). Nursing involves highly emotional interactions, whether in relation to providing care to patients or working with fellow nurses and other professionals in the health-care environment. As nurses develop leadership skills, conducting a critical consideration of emotional intelligence is useful. Self-awareness, empathy, and compassion are the cornerstones of nursing. Nurse managers and leaders capable of handling their own emotions in tense or volatile situations display emotionally intelligent leadership. Emotional intelligence includes five components: 1) self-awareness, 2) self-regulation, 3) motivation, 4) empathy, and 5) social skills (Goleman, 1998).

Emotional intelligence develops as a person ages and can be enhanced through educational activities. Individuals with high emotional intelligence are typically

### BOX 3-1 Common Characteristics of Successful Leaders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Emotional intelligence</th>
<th>Fair-minded</th>
<th>Resilient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Action-oriented</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambitious</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad-minded</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compassionate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courageous</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determined</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...
successful and emotionally healthy (O’Neill, 2013). Emotional intelligence is believed by many to be more important than intelligence quotient (IQ) and other personality or learned skills (Goleman, 1998; O’Neill, 2013). Many organizations perform an emotional intelligence survey of their employees who demonstrate leadership ability. One example is a 360-degree survey in which an individual is assessed based on ratings from direct reports and supervisors, as well as his or her own ratings (Goleman, 1998).

Nurse leaders and managers must realize that they are in charge and accountable and that their leadership style and behavior impact the overall performance of their team. A nurse leader and manager who perceives his or her leadership abilities in the highest regard predictably has the lowest perception of effectiveness by others. The most self-aware, successful leaders develop techniques not only to understand their own emotional intelligence but also to seek a way to solicit open and honest critique of their leadership performance. Nurse leaders and managers who have an accurate understanding of their own capabilities will have a team that can provide better results. Emotionally intelligent nurse leaders have an impact on staff, peers, patient satisfaction, and organizational success.

Further discoveries about self-awareness in leadership have been made specifically with regard to gender differences that occur in the personal rating of self-awareness and knowledge of self (Van Velson, Taylor, & Leslie, 1993). Beliefs about gender differences in leadership were traditionally rooted in the stereotypical gender differences in values: women have generally been noted to value affiliation, acceptance, and dependence, whereas men have been seen as valuing competition, power, and independence. Historically, leadership theories were rooted in masculine value structures (Grossman & Valiga, 2009). Despite how much society has tried to move to gender neutrality in the workplace, it cannot be denied that there is a gender bias. As a predominately female profession, nursing now includes more men. The numbers of men entering nursing leadership roles will continue to increase, and this change will affect how leaders are viewed. Fortunately, current leadership theories embrace both feminine and masculine values, which should lead to more successful models of leadership.

**FOLLOWERSHIP**

An integral part of leadership is the concept of followership. Where would a leader be without followers? An un-savvy leader may possibly view his or her followers as an identical, like-minded group of individuals who will blindly and without criticism execute the leader’s objectives (Frisina, 2005); followers then become seen as a mindless herd. A Freudian approach to followership focused on the dysfunctional (disruptive) follower (e.g., impulsive, compulsive, masochistic, or withdrawn subordinate) (Zaleznik, 1965). In contrast, an exemplary follower has the right to decide whether he or she follows the leader (Kelley, 1992).

Several leadership theories previously discussed address the relationship between leaders and followers (team members), but with the conceptual lens that the leader bears the responsibility for the relationship. One study presented the concept that leadership is a co-construction of the leader and followers, and researchers
found that “leaders are sometimes followers, and vice versa, suggesting that following and leading are interdependent activities to be found in both groups: leaders and followers” (Kean, Haycock-Stuart, Baggaley, & Carson, 2011, p. 515). Following can fall into the categories of “doing following,” “standing by,” or “resisting following” (Kean et al., 2011, p. 515). In essence, those in the “doing following” group represent positive role models and potentially could be groomed for leadership. The “standing by” group member is someone who is participating in the group but responds best with detailed guidance. The “resisting following” group member would appear to bring negative energy to the group dynamic. It is this last team member who potentially distracts from the performance of the team. A leader with the ability to assess types of followers could either provide opportunities of

---

**Exploring the Evidence 3-1**


**Aim**

The aim of this study is to determine the level of relationship between emotional intelligence (EI) and leadership style among nurse managers.

**Methods**

A descriptive, exploratory study was conducted using a convenience sample of nurse managers from six Midwestern health systems. Standardized leadership and EI questionnaires were administered.

**Key Findings**

A significant relationship was found between EI and a transformational leadership style, as well as outcomes of leadership such as extra effort, effectiveness, and satisfaction. There was no significant relationship between the EI characteristics of decision making, interpersonal relations, or happiness and specific leadership styles.

**Implications for Nurse Leaders and Managers**

Health-care institutions strive for excellence in the provision of care, with leadership being a key component in reaching that goal. Acknowledging the relationship between EI and leadership style allows nursing executive management to facilitate the leadership potential of nurses earlier in their career by fostering the development of EI. An additional implication of this study is the important finding of a lack of relationship between the EI area of decision making and leadership style. Nurse leaders and managers are faced with critical decision-making tasks on a daily basis. More current leadership theories focused on the implications of relationships within health-care systems may shed light on this area of EI.
improvement for his or her team members or provide consequences for their actions, when appropriate.

There has been much discussion of what it takes to be a good or even a great leader, but what makes a good follower? Just as the commonly held belief claims that good leadership can improve quality and safety, it is becoming clear that good followership also affects quality and safety (Whitlock, 2013). Followers are not passive participants who go along for the ride. It is also imperative that a follower does not undermine the goals of a leader. This can create not only a hostile work environment but also an unsafe one. As with leaders, there is more known now about what constitutes a good follower. A good follower is a member of the team who contributes to the success of the organization. As with leadership skills, followership skills can be learned and developed. The good follower can interpret the overt and subtle objectives and adjust his or her work behavior to provide the best results for the organization’s improvement of quality and safety.

Followers can also be broken down into four types: 1) effective or exemplary, 2) alienated, 3) conformist, and 4) passive (Kelley, 1992, p. 97). Along with these general characteristics, the behavioral attributes of passiveness versus activeness and independent critical thinking versus dependent uncritical thinking tie into types of followers. For example, the effective or exemplary follower is an active participant who functions independently while using critical thinking, and a passive follower shows passiveness and is a dependent, uncritical thinker.

No matter the type of follower, it is important to recognize the significant role that the follower plays within the organization or team. Nurses, as part of the health-care team, must take their position very seriously, whether it is as primary leader or primary follower within a given time and circumstance. A good leader recognizes opportunities to adjust roles from leader to follower fluidly and has an understanding that followership enhances team functioning. Box 3-2 provides a list of characteristics that make a good follower.

Leaders must always remember that followers wield tremendous influence in an organization. Effective followers engage in healthy dialogue with leaders, whereas ineffective followers dialogue in a manner that can result in unsafe or unhealthy situations, thus resulting in organizational chaos. A nurse leader and manager can use an effective follower to better the team. For example, a savvy leader or manager will pair a new hire with a preceptor who is a part of the “doing following” group. This ensures that the new team member will be exposed to proper policies and procedures and encourages a positive, rapid start.

**BOX 3-2 Characteristics of a Good Follower**

- Able to receive and give feedback
- Courageous
- Creative
- Critical thinker/knowledgeable
- Dependable
- Ethical
- Flexible
- Humble
- Lifelong learner
- Responsible
- Risk-taker
- Thoughtful
- Understands he or she is an essential part of a team
- Visionary
MENTORSHIP

Across all industries, mentoring and apprenticeships have always been primary tools of training. Mentorship in nursing developed over time from the traditional apprenticeship-style approach to a less formal process in which two people engage in a relationship designed to support the growth and development of the less experienced party. As nurse leaders and managers grow and mature, mentoring relationships will change. An understanding of the roles of mentor and mentee are important in leadership. A leader may at any time be both a mentor to less experienced nurses and a mentee in a relationship to foster his or her own growth and development.

Nurse leaders and managers are charged with mentoring “colleagues for the advancement of nursing practice, the profession, and quality health care” (ANA, 2016, p. 52). In the role of mentor, a nurse leader and manager focuses on the exchange...
of information to assist the mentee in advancing clinical competencies, research skills, or leadership abilities, depending on the predetermined needs established within the mentoring relationship (McCloughen, O’Brien, & Jackson, 2009). A mentee seeking to advance in leadership must embrace open-minded dialogues with other nurse leaders and managers. It is within these relationships that a mentee can experience the inside view of an organization and develop a more in-depth understanding of system functioning.

Nursing as a profession benefits from mentoring relationships by ensuring continued growth of future nursing leaders as well as ensuring continuity of highly skilled workers. Because the nursing workforce is aging, it is imperative that more experienced leaders pass on their knowledge and skills. Nurse leaders and managers are often in positions to function as mentors and can teach mentees the finer arts of nursing, such as interprofessional collaboration and teamwork. Mentoring brings benefits of increased job satisfaction, higher nurse retention, and professional advancement (Barker, Sullivan & Emery, 2006). When nurse leaders are supported in mentoring new nurses to create healthy work environments, some of the burden of supervision of new nurses is lifted from the manager.

**SUMMARY**

All nurses are leaders and managers regardless of practice setting. Leaders are neither strictly born nor created. Research into leadership and management theories, both historical and contemporary, offers many clues to the successful characteristics of effective nurse leaders and managers. Health care today is constantly evolving and requires nurses to embrace leadership roles to ensure high-quality care. Nurse leaders and managers will be challenged to stay abreast of the constantly evolving health-care system while simultaneously increasing patient and staff satisfaction and quality care. Knowledge of leadership theories offers a perspective and guide for leading and managing, and in particular, transformational leadership has been identified as an effective style to meet today’s ever-changing health-care system. Nurse leaders and managers must develop the key leadership characteristics of self-awareness and emotional intelligence to lead and manage today.
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Learning Outcomes

- Discuss the five core professional nursing values.
- Describe several ethical theories and principles crucial to nursing practice.
- Understand the federal and state regulations that impact health care and nursing.
- Describe the five elements of malpractice.
- Discuss areas of potential liability related to the nurse leader and manager’s role.
- Analyze the types of ethical and legal issues nurse leaders and managers may face.
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Nursing care is undoubtedly intimate because interactions with patients are very intimate and occur at a time when patients are in a very vulnerable state. In turn, the career of nursing comes with myriad ethical and legal considerations. Establishing nurturing relationships with patients and their families is an important goal of nursing, as is delivering care without prejudice and while respecting human needs and values. Nurses are ethically and legally accountable for their own actions and for the actions of those to whom they delegate care. All nurses must practice nursing in accordance with professional codes of ethics and recognized standards of professional practice. Nurse leaders and managers are responsible and accountable for ensuring that staff members maintain competence, provide safe and ethical care, and practice within legal and regulatory boundaries. In today’s complex health-care system, ethical and legal issues very often become entwined.

In this chapter, nurse leaders and managers learn the ethical and legal aspects of nursing practice, including their essential roles in developing, maintaining, and/or monitoring standards, licensure, and regulation of professional nursing practice to ensure safe care and quality outcomes. Additionally, the elements and categories of malpractice along with common ethical and legal issues nurse leaders and managers may face are presented.

Knowledge, skills, and attitudes related to the following core competencies are included in this chapter: patient-centered care; teamwork and collaboration; quality improvement; informatics; and safety.

**ETHICAL ASPECTS OF NURSING PRACTICE**

Respect for the individual is the ethical underpinning of nursing practice, and most nurses use a combination of ethical morals, values, principles, theories, codes, and laws to guide practice (Murray, 2003). Ethical nursing practice necessitates applying moral beliefs and making logical, consistent decisions (Burkhardt & Nathaniel, 2008). **Ethics** in nursing requires “the examination of all kinds of ethical and bioethical issues from the perspective of nursing theory and practice, which, in turn, rest on the agreed core concepts of nursing, namely: person, culture, care, health, healing, environment, and nursing itself” (Johnstone, 2009, p. 16). By applying ethics, nurses can determine the best course of action in specific situations. Ethics is an integral part of nursing practice and involves respect and advocacy for patients and families in all settings (American Association of Colleges of Nursing [AACN], 2008).
Morals

The terms *morals* and *ethics* are often, incorrectly, used interchangeably. **Morals** are defined as “conduct, character, and motives involved in moral acts and include the notion of approval or disapproval of a given conduct, character, or motive that we describe by such words as good, desirable, right, worthy, or conversely bad, undesirable, wrong, evil, unworthy” (Davis, Fowler, & Aroskar, 2010, p. 1). Morals are ingrained in one’s consciousness, provide people with established rules of conduct based on societal customs and habits, and reflect what is right or wrong and good or bad. In comparison, ethics reflects what actions people should take in a specific situation based on their own morals. Both morals and ethics are influenced by personal life experiences and value systems. Nurses must maintain moral integrity and fulfill their moral obligation to patients, regardless of the setting.

**Moral Integrity**

**Moral integrity** refers to quality of character and involves acting consistently with personal and professional values (Butts & Rich, 2013). Nurses with moral integrity are honest and trustworthy, consistently do the right thing, and stand up for what is right despite the consequences (Laabs, 2011). In addition, nurses with moral integrity have a sense of self-worth because they have clearly defined values that are congruent with their actions (Epstein & Delgado, 2010). Moral integrity is a positive attribute for nurses in leadership and management positions and is critical to ethical decision making. Nurse leaders and managers with moral integrity own their own beliefs and values, respect the beliefs and values of others, and, despite possible differences, avoid compromising their own moral integrity. When a nurse behaves in a way that is not congruent with professional moral beliefs, moral integrity is in jeopardy.

**Moral Obligation**

An obligation is a duty to or responsibility for another human being. Nurses enter a relationship of trust with a patient that involves a **moral obligation** or duty to provide care in a nondiscriminatory manner. A nurse’s primary commitment is to the recipient of care (American Nurses Association [ANA], 2015a). Once a nurse-patient relationship has begun, a nurse has a duty to the patient and cannot abandon a patient in need of care (ANA, 2006). At times, nurses are challenged to balance professional obligations and personal risks. Although nurses have a moral obligation to care for patients at all times, situations may arise in which nurses could face potential personal harm. Therefore, nurses must be able to critically think and analyze certain situations in which the risk may outweigh the moral obligation to care for a patient. In such cases, it is a nurse’s decision to accept personal risk that exceeds the limits of his or her moral obligation. The ANA asserts that nurses are morally obligated to care for patients when the following four criteria are present (ANA, 2006, p. 3):

1. The patient is at significant risk of harm, loss, or damage if the nurse does not assist.
2. The nurse’s intervention or care is directly relevant to preventing harm.
3. The nurse’s care will probably prevent harm, loss, or damage to the patient.  
4. The benefit the patient will gain outweighs any harm the nurse may incur and does not present more than an acceptable risk to the nurse.

If one or more of these criteria are absent, the nurse must evaluate the situation and choose whether or not to care for the patient as his or her moral obligation (ANA, 2006). However, once a nurse accepts an assignment, he or she must fulfill the assignment or risk being charged with abandonment (Guido, 2010).

**Values**

Values are personal beliefs that influence behavior and give meaning and direction to life. Values evolve over time and reflect ethnic background, family life, cultural beliefs, environment, and societal norms. As people mature, their value systems may change and grow to encompass personal, professional, and societal values. Although people are not always conscious of how much value systems influence decision making, people are constantly making decisions based on values. “Nurses have a right and duty to act according to their personal and professional values” (ANA, 2015a, p. 20). Being aware of personal values helps nurses to make clear, thoughtful, and consistent decisions. The process one goes through to understand personal values is called values clarification.

**Values Clarification**

Values clarification is the process of reflecting on and analyzing values to better understand what is important. Self-reflection on personal and professional values requires a readiness and willingness to take an honest look at personal behaviors, words, actions, motivations, and any congruencies or incongruencies among them (Burkhardt & Nathaniel, 2008). Values clarification leads to self-awareness.

Through self-reflection, nurses can develop an insight into their value systems, thus enhancing their ability to make value decisions in nursing practice (Burkhardt & Nathaniel, 2008). Values clarification is an ongoing process of becoming self-aware of the personal and professional values that are important. Nurses must become self-aware to be able to provide nonjudgmental care to patients and to develop and maintain a nonjudgmental approach to leadership and management. The nursing code of ethics, discussed later in this chapter, obligates nurses to deliver care with respect for human needs and values without prejudice. It is difficult to carry out this obligation without self-awareness.

**Core Professional Values for Nurses**

Professionalism in nursing is defined as “the consistent demonstration of core values evidenced by nurses working with other professionals to achieve optimal health and wellness outcomes in patients, families, and communities by wisely applying principles of altruism, excellence, caring, ethics, respect, communication, and accountability” (AACN, 2008, p. 26). Being a professional nurse involves accountability for oneself and one’s nursing practice and a duty to provide safe and quality care. Professional values and associated behaviors are critical to professional nursing
practice (AACN, 2008; ANA, 2015a). There are five core professional values nurses must follow (AACN, 2008, pp. 27–28):

1. **Altruism**: A concern for the welfare and well-being of others. In professional practice, altruism is reflected by a nurse’s concern and advocacy for the welfare of patients, other nurses, and other health-care providers.

2. **Autonomy**: The right to self-determination. Professional practice reflects autonomy when the nurse respects a patient’s right to make health-care decisions.

3. **Human dignity**: Respect for the inherent worth and uniqueness of individuals and populations. In professional practice, concern for human dignity is reflected when the nurse values and respects all patients and colleagues.

4. **Integrity**: Acting in accordance with an appropriate code of ethics and accepted standards of practice. Integrity is reflected in professional practice when the nurse is honest and provides care based on an ethical framework that is accepted within the profession.

5. **Social justice**: Acting in accordance with fair treatment regardless of economic status, race, ethnicity, age, citizenship, disability, or sexual orientation.

Nurses must become self-aware and understand their personal values to better recognize situations that may result in inner conflict between personal and professional values.

**Principles**

**Ethical principles** are basic moral truths that guide a person’s actions. Valuing human dignity, respecting individuals, and believing in an individual’s right to be self-governing are the foundation of ethical principles. The principles of autonomy, beneficence, nonmaleficence, justice, fidelity, veracity, privacy, and confidentiality guide everyday nursing practice, regardless of roles or settings. Table 4-1 provides a brief definition for each ethical principle.

### Autonomy

The principle of **autonomy** refers to self-governance, in that an individual is free to make choices about what can be done to his or her body. An individual makes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Table 4–1 Ethical Principles</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principle</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beneficence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonmaleficence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fidelity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veracity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
autonomous decisions based on his or her own values, adequate and appropriate information, and freedom from coercion. An autonomous person has the capacity to understand, reason, deliberate, manage, and independently choose a plan of care (Beauchamp & Childress, 2009).

Nurses respect autonomy by supporting a patient’s health-care choices, obtaining informed consent, allowing a patient to refuse treatments, and maintaining privacy and confidentiality. Nurse leaders and managers are responsible for promoting and protecting patient autonomy as well as professional autonomy among staff. Autonomy for nurses means “determining his/her own actions through independent choice, including demonstration of competence, within the full scope of nursing practice” (ANA, 2010, p. 39).

**Beneficence**

The principle of *beneficence* is a core principle of patient advocacy and refers to any action intended to benefit another—in other words, one’s actions should always promote good. Promoting good in nursing is exemplified several ways, such as encouraging a patient to undergo painful treatment if it will increase quality and quantity of life or honoring a patient’s wish to die (Guido, 2010). Some forms of beneficence are obligatory and include moral rules such as the following (Beauchamp & Childress, 2009, p. 199):

1. Protect and defend the rights of others.
2. Prevent harm from occurring to others.
3. Remove conditions that will cause harm to others.
5. Rescue persons in danger.

Nurse leaders and managers must frequently apply the principle of beneficence professionally when establishing staffing plans to ensure patient safety and avoid nurse fatigue, when conducting staff performance appraisals, and when assisting an employee in establishing a plan for professional growth.

**Nonmaleficence**

The principle of *nonmaleficence* refers to the moral obligation to do no harm or injury to another person. Nurses honor the principle of nonmaleficence by following standards of care and implementing best practices. Nonmaleficence also involves an obligation to avoid imposing risks of harm to another and includes moral rules such as the following (Beauchamp & Childress, 2009, p. 153):

1. Do not kill.
2. Do not cause pain or suffering.
3. Do not incapacitate.
4. Do not cause offense.
5. Do not deprive others of goods of life.

Nonmaleficence differs from beneficence in that nonmaleficence morally prohibits people from causing harm to anyone; beneficence is failing to help or
benefit another, but it is not always considered immoral (Beauchamp & Childress, 2009). Some situations result in a conflict between beneficence and nonmaleficence and presenting challenges for nurses and other health-care professionals. A common example is the administration of chemotherapy. Chemotherapeutic agents destroy cancer cells but also healthy cells and have extremely uncomfortable side effects. When providing chemotherapy, nurses violate the principle of nonmaleficence in the short term to produce a good outcome or benefit the patient in the long term. Table 4-2 presents a comparison of the rules of beneficence and nonmaleficence.

Related to the principles of beneficence and nonmaleficence is paternalism, which is “the intentional overriding of one person’s preferences or actions by another person” (Beauchamp & Childress, 2009, p. 208) or, in the health-care world, controlling a patient’s choices. Many nurses often justify paternalism in the name of beneficence and nonmaleficence. Many times a nurse, because of his or her knowledge, education, and experience, may believe that he or she knows what is best for the patient and act accordingly regardless of the patient’s wishes. This interferes with the patient’s autonomy and right to self-determination. Nurses must be able to differentiate between controlling patient choices, or paternalism, and assisting patients in making informed choices, or respecting autonomy. For example, when a nurse decides not to tell a patient that his or her temperature is elevated or his or her heart rate is irregular because the nurse believes that the news will upset the patient, that nurse is acting in a paternalistic manner. The nurse is deciding for the patient whether he or she should be told this information.

**Justice**

The principle of justice refers to the obligation of nurses to provide fair, equitable, and appropriate treatment to all patients based on their needs and without prejudice. Justice is about treating everyone equally and fairly and giving people what they deserve. Nurses apply the principle of justice when they deliver care to patients without bias. However, the principle of justice can be very complicated, especially when considering inequalities in access to health care and health insurance. Nurse leaders and managers apply justice professionally when they promote giving staff members adequate compensation commensurate with education, experience, and responsibilities (ANA, 2016).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moral Rules of Beneficence</th>
<th>Moral Rules of Nonmaleficence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Present positive requirements for action</td>
<td>1. Present negative requirements for action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Do not need to be followed impartially</td>
<td>2. Must be followed impartially</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Generally do not provide reasons for legal punishment when rules are not followed</td>
<td>3. Provide moral reasons for legal prohibitions in certain forms of conduct</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Beauchamp & Childress, 2009.
Fidelity

The principle of fidelity refers to being faithful or loyal by keeping promises to others. Fidelity is fundamental for the nurse-patient relationship and requires nurses to be loyal, truthful, fair, and advocates for patients. When nurses receive their nursing license, they accept the mandate to practice nursing within established scope and standards of practice, which includes keeping promises to patients (Burkhardt & Nathaniel, 2008). Nurse leaders and managers apply fidelity professionally when they keep promises to staff by maintaining a culture of safety and a healthy work environment, one that is empowering and satisfying. (A healthy work environment is discussed further in Chapter 13.) Nurse leaders and managers must be mindful of the health and safety of both patients and their staff members.

Veracity

The principle of veracity, which is connected to autonomy and fidelity, is the notion that patients have a right to truthful information. When nurses enter the nurse-patient relationship, they must speak truthfully and not be deceptive. Overall, society trusts health-care professionals; moreover, nurses consistently rank number one by the public regarding professional honesty and ethical standards (Riffken, 2014). Nurse leaders and managers apply the principle of veracity professionally when they are truthful with employees and avoid intentionally deceiving or misleading staff.

Privacy

The principle of privacy refers to a person’s right to have control over access to his or her personal information. Privacy is not just an ethical principle but also a legal right and is protected by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), which is discussed later in this chapter. Patients confide in nurses and trust them with personal information. Nurses, in turn, must respect patients’ privacy and discuss patient information only with other health-care professionals and only if they have a need to know. Nurse leaders and managers promote patient privacy when they create an environment that allows for physical and auditory privacy for discussion of patient information and establish policies and procedures that protect patient confidentiality (ANA, 2015a). Nurse leaders and managers show respect for employee privacy by keeping an employee’s religious beliefs and lifestyle choices private.

Confidentiality

Patients have little or no choice to share private information with nurses and other members of the health-care team. The principle of confidentiality means preventing disclosure of private information shared between a patient and the health-care team. Once a patient shares personal information, the nurse can use that information only as authorized by the patient. Nurses are required to maintain confidentiality of all patient information.
Although confidentiality is similar to privacy, there is a difference between the two:

An infringement of a person’s right to confidentiality occurs only if the person (or institution) to whom the information was disclosed in confidence fails to protect the information or deliberately discloses it to someone without first-party consent. By contrast, a person who, without authorization, enters a hospital record room or computer database violates rights of privacy, although he or she may also obtain confidential information. Only the person or institution who obtains information in a confidential relationship can be charged with violating the rights of confidentiality (Beauchamp & Childress, 2009, pp. 302–303).

Nurses at all levels have a duty to maintain confidentiality of all patient information, both personal and clinical, in the work setting and off duty in all venues including social media or any other means of communication (ANA, 2015a, p.9). Nurse leaders and managers provide employees confidentiality by securing their personal information such as Social Security numbers and medical information. Only staff members who have a legitimate need within the performance of their job duties should have access to employee personal information.

Theories

Ethical theories assist nurses in understanding the origin of ethical thinking and behavior in the context of culture and moral norms (Burkhardt & Nathaniel, 2008). Ethical theories do not offer solutions to ethical problems; rather, they provide a guide for nurses at all levels to clarify their personal values and beliefs (Marquis & Huston, 2015). Although various ethical theories are used in nursing, many experts consider utilitarianism, deontology, and principlism as the most relevant to nursing practice (Bandman & Bandman, 2002; Burkhardt & Nathaniel, 2008; Davis, Fowler, & Aroskar, 2010; Joel, 2006; Volbrecht, 2002). These three ethical theories provide the foundation for ethical decision making by nurse leaders and managers.

Utilitarianism

Utilitarianism is a form of teleological theory, from the Greek word telos meaning “the end.” The basic premise of utilitarianism is the notion that acting morally should increase human happiness and make the world a better place. The principle of utility provides the foundation of utilitarianism, which assumes it is possible to balance good and bad. Utilitarianism is a theory of consequentialism in which the moral rightness of an action is determined by the consequences of that action (Burkhardt & Nathaniel, 2008; Volbrecht, 2002). The belief of utilitarians is that increasing happiness means maximizing pleasure and minimizing pain. In other words, the end justifies the means.

In nursing, the utilitarian approach is used in situations in which benefits should be maximized for the good of the greatest number of people, such as the funding of health care and the delivery of care (Black, 2014; Davis, Fowler, & Aroskar, 2010). A drawback to utilitarianism is that, although the goal is the greatest happiness for the greatest number of people, this approach can overlook the rights of an individual. Nurse leaders and managers may rely on a utilitarian approach when establishing staffing schedules, when honoring time-off requests, or in times of high
census when determining whom to discharge to make room for patients requiring care that is more acute. Because the emphasis of utilitarianism is to produce the greatest good for the greatest number of people, it is one of the most common ethical approaches used in public health nursing (Butts & Rich, 2013).

Deontology

Deontology comes from the Greek word deon, meaning “that which is obligatory.” The basic premise of deontology is that the rightness or wrongness of an action often depends on the nature of the act rather than the consequences of the act (Burkhardt & Nathaniel, 2008; Davis, Fowler, & Aroskar, 2010). The principle of duty provides the foundation of deontology, which assumes a person is moral when he or she acts from a sense of duty. Deontology recognizes the dignity and autonomy of individuals and negates paternalism. Deontology supports the notions that all individuals must respect their own humanity and that a person is never to be treated as a means to an end.

In nursing, the deontological approach emphasizes truth telling, promise keeping, and being a person of good character (Murray, 2003). Deontology stresses equal treatment of all people, respect, freedom, and human dignity (Bandman & Bandman, 2002). A drawback to the deontological approach is that it can be rigid and does not assist nurses in choosing alternatives to solve an ethical dilemma (Butts & Rich, 2013). Nurse leaders and managers may rely on a deontological approach when needing to maintain an objective approach to making hiring decisions, making daily staff assignments, and promoting the most qualified staff members.

Principlism

Although utilitarianism and deontology are the predominant theories used to guide nursing practice, neither approach is adequate in all ethical situations at all times. A principle-based approach uses rule-based criteria for conduct that stem from the identification of obligations and duties (Butts & Rich, 2013). Principles are sets of rules, ideals, standards, and values characteristic of a group (Jameton, 1984). Principlism is a theory in which one or more ethical principles are used to address an ethical issue or dilemma. For example, nurses use the principles of beneficence and nonmaleficence, balancing the benefit of nursing care and avoiding harm to patients, in everyday practice. Nurse leaders and managers apply principlism when they respect the rights, responsibilities, and professional autonomy of their nursing staff members.

Codes of Ethics

A code of ethics is an essential requirement for any profession. It reflects the values and beliefs shared by members, informs the public of the standards of ethical conduct for the profession, and provides rules and principles for self-regulation (Bandman & Bandman, 2002; Burkhardt & Nathaniel, 2008; Guido, 2010). Codes of ethics specific to nurses include the International Council of Nurses ICN Code of Ethics for Nurses, the Canadian Nurses Association (CAN) Code of Ethics for Registered Nurses, and the
ANA Code of Ethics for Nurses With Interpretive Statements. These codes serve as ethical
guides for all practicing nurses in all settings. Box 4-1 is a partial list of nurses asso-
ciations worldwide with specific codes of ethics for nurses.

In reviewing these codes of ethics, it is clear that globally, nursing focuses on
respect for patients and their dignity and right to autonomy. Each set of codes is
similar in its focus on nursing’s obligation to uphold professional standards, main-
tain competence, promote patient safety, participate in ongoing lifelong learning,
and collaborate with health-care team members. Nurse leaders and managers have
an obligation to ensure that nursing care provided by those they supervise reflects
the guidelines set forth in the various codes of ethics.

**International Council of Nurses Code of Ethics for Nurses**

The *ICN Code of Ethics for Nurses* was first adopted in 1953 and has been revised
numerous times since, most recently in 2012. The purpose of the *ICN Code of Ethics for
Nurses* is to provide “a guide for action based on social values and needs. . . . The Code
must be understood, internalised, and used by nurses in all aspects of their work”
(ICN, 2012, p. 5). The *ICN Code of Ethics for Nurses* recognizes that the need for nursing
is universal and delineates four fundamental responsibilities of nurses: “to promote

### Box 4-1 Nurses Associations Worldwide With Nursing Professional Codes of Ethics: A Partial List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nurses Associations</th>
<th>Web Sites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nursing and Midwifery Council (United Kingdom)</td>
<td><a href="http://www.nmc.org.uk/standards/code">www.nmc.org.uk/standards/code</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippine Nurses Association, Inc.</td>
<td><a href="http://www.pna-ph.org/component/jdownloads/summary/3-policies-laws/4-code-of-ethics-for-nurses">www.pna-ph.org/component/jdownloads/summary/3-policies-laws/4-code-of-ethics-for-nurses</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore Nurses Board</td>
<td><a href="http://www.healthprofessionals.gov.sg/content/dam/hprof/snb/docs/publications/Code%20of%20Ethics%20and%20Professional%20Conduct%20%2815%20Mar%201999%29.pdf">www.healthprofessionals.gov.sg/content/dam/hprof/snb/docs/publications/Code%20of%20Ethics%20and%20Professional%20Conduct%20%2815%20Mar%201999%29.pdf</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan Nurses Association</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ngo.e-twna.org.tw/nursing_policy_1.php">www.ngo.e-twna.org.tw/nursing_policy_1.php</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This code of ethics also provides four elements that outline the standards of ethical practice: nurses and people, nurses and practice, nurses and the profession, and nurses and coworkers. It is a global document and, as such, applies to nurses from countries where national nursing organizations are ICN members (Johnstone, 2009).

**Canadian Nurses Association Code of Ethics for Registered Nurses**

The CNA Code of Ethics for Registered Nurses serves as a foundation for nurses’ ethical practice and provides a statement of ethical values for nurses and their commitment to those with health-care needs and those receiving nursing care. The CNA’s Code of Ethics is divided into two sections. Part one addresses the core responsibilities central to ethical nursing practice, including providing safe, compassionate, competent, and ethical care; promoting health and well-being; promoting and respecting informed decision making; preserving dignity; maintaining privacy and confidentiality; promoting justice; and being accountable. Part two describes the ethical endeavors that nurses must undertake to address and eliminate social inequities (CNA, 2008).

**American Nurses Association Code of Ethics for Nurses With Interpretive Statements**

The Nightingale Pledge, drafted in 1893 and modeled after the Hippocratic Oath, was the first code of ethics for nurses (ANA, 2015a). This pledge was revised and adopted as a “tentative code” and published in the American Journal of Nursing in 1940 but was never formally adopted until 1950 as the Code for Professional Nurses. It has been subsequently revised a number of times through the years: in 1956, 1960, 1968, 1976 (at which time it became Code of Ethics for Nurses With Interpretive Statements), 1985, 2001, and most recently in 2015 to reflect the influences of societal changes. The initial versions of this code of ethics reflected general attitudes toward nursing at the time and included values such as obedience, trustworthiness, loyalty, and adeptness in social etiquette as well as obligations to carry out physicians’ orders (Murray, 2003). Later versions emphasized nurses’ responsibility to the patient, society, and the nursing profession. Although this code of ethics has evolved over the past century to mirror changes in society, health care, and the nursing profession, it has consistently addressed the fundamental principles of beneficence, nonmaleficence, fidelity, and veracity.

The Code of Ethics for Nurses establishes ethical standards for the nursing practice and provides a framework to guide nurses in ethical analysis and decision making. Its purpose is threefold (ANA, 2015a, p. viii):

1. It is a succinct statement of the ethical obligations and duties of every individual who enters the nursing profession.
2. It is the profession’s nonnegotiable ethical standard.
3. It is an expression of nursing’s own understanding of its commitment to society.

The current Code of Ethics for Nurses includes nine provisions with related interpretive statements. Provisions one through three address the fundamental values and commitments of the nurse, including dignity and respect for patients; patient
rights such as self-determination, safety, privacy, and confidentiality; and acting on questionable practice. Provisions four through six describe the nurse’s boundaries of duty and loyalty, such as appropriate delegation, accountability, responsibility, maintaining competence, ethical obligations, and integrity. The last three provisions describe the aspects of the nurse’s duties beyond individual patient encounters and include the nurse’s role in the advancement of the profession, responsibilities to the public, and maintaining the integrity of the nursing profession (ANA, 2015a). The nine provisions are presented in Box 4-2. The entire Code of Ethics With Interpretive Statements can be viewed at http://www.nursingworld.org/MainMenuCategories/EthicsStandards/CodeofEthicsforNurses/Code-of-Ethics-For-Nurses.html.

The values and obligations addressed in the ANA Code of Ethics for Nurses apply to all nurses in all roles and in all settings (ANA, 2015a). The ethical standards outlined are nonnegotiable, and therefore all nurses are obligated to uphold and adhere to the code (ANA, 1994, 2015a).

### Ethical Dilemmas

An **ethical dilemma** occurs when obligations, principles, rights, values, and beliefs are in conflict. When ethical dilemmas arise, there is not a clear-cut right or wrong solution. When faced with an ethical dilemma, a nurse must make a choice between or among two or more equally undesirable alternatives. Once a choice has been made, the nurse may continue to believe that neither choice was morally preferable. **Moral uncertainty** results when a nurse senses there is a moral problem but he or she is not sure of the morally correct action or what moral principles apply (Jameton, 1984).
When a nurse experiences moral uncertainty, he or she is uncomfortable about the situation but cannot explain why.

**Moral distress** results when a nurse knows the right action to take to solve a moral problem but cannot follow his or her moral beliefs because of organizational constraints. Moral distress involves a threat to one’s moral integrity (Epstein & Delgado, 2010). Factors contributing to moral distress stem from a nurse’s personal traits and experiences, the work environment, and external influences such as third-party expectations (Burston & Tuckett, 2012). Further, the research supports that moral distress can contribute to a decreased quality of care, patient satisfaction, and nurse satisfaction. (See Exploring the Evidence 4-1.) The American Association of Critical-Care Nurses (2008) suggests that moral distress is a critical and frequently ignored problem today. It can restrict a nurse’s ability to provide optimal care and experience job satisfaction. Nurse leaders and managers must be vigilant to identify situations that may result in ethical dilemmas and be prepared to advocate for staff experiencing moral distress. Additionally, nurse leaders and managers must be proactive and seek to implement programs to address moral distress and promote creating healthy work environments.

When a nurse experiences moral distress, he or she may consider speaking out. Overcoming the fear associated with speaking up takes courage, specifically moral courage. **Moral courage** requires a steadfast commitment to fundamental moral principles despite potential risks (Murray, 2010). A morally courageous nurse is prepared to confront unethical situations despite the negative consequences, such as emotional anxiety, shame, threats to reputation, horizontal violence, and even job loss (LaSala & Bjarnason, 2010; Murray, 2010). Examples of nurses using moral courage include reporting a colleague who is diverting drugs, questioning a healthcare provider about an order that is not within a reasonable standard of care, confronting a manager about inadequate staffing, and reporting a peer for posting patient information on a social media site (Butts & Rich, 2013). Nurse leaders and managers should do their best to create and sustain work environments that promote moral courage.

**EXPLORING THE EVIDENCE 4 - 1**


**Aim**
The initial aim was to identify literature on moral distress in terms of contributing factors, interventions, and outcomes within the aged care environment. However, because of limited findings, the researchers expanded their search to include other care environments.

**Methods**
The investigators searched the literature published from 1980 through 2011 related to moral distress in following electronic databases: CINAHL, PsycINFO, MEDLINE,
Social Sciences Citation Index, and Arts and Humanities Citation Index. The keywords used were moral distress, moral distress scale, nursing home, and long-term care.

Key Findings
Three core themes emerged related to moral distress: 1) specialist critical nursing, 2) specialist nursing, and 3) specialist nonnursing. The findings related to the second theme, specialist nursing, were discussed:

1. Contributing factors to moral distress originate from three primary sources: 1) the individual nurse and factors about the nurse, character traits, and personal worldview; 2) site-specific systems, including factors such as staffing levels, staffing mix, and type of care or lack of care; and 3) external influences or what researches referred to as the “world of work,” which describes the practice setting and can involve feelings of danger or patient and role boundary issues.

2. Outcomes describe the impact or consequences of moral distress. Outcomes are related to: 1) the nurse’s personal feelings (self) and create tension between what is done and what ought to be done, resulting in guilt, remorse, regret, feeling of failure, and a sense of personal grief, all of which erode the nurse’s personal integrity and values; 2) the nurse’s feelings toward others, including feeling powerless toward others in a given situation and possibly putting the nurse at risk for becoming cynical, calloused, and frustrated; and 3) the nurse’s feelings toward the system (e.g., the nurse knowing the morally correct action to take but finding it impossible to pursue because of system constraints, leading nurses to choose to take no action at all). Consequences related to the outcomes of moral distress leads to issues with quality of patient care and patient satisfaction.

3. Interventions identified as appropriate to rectify nurses’ moral distress include those that focus on the individual nurse and interventions that are more collaborative: 1) the individual approach recommends education focused on improved understanding of moral distress and development of effective coping strategies; and 2) the collaborative approach uses education and fosters participation in an interprofessional environment where health-care professionals can develop understandings of other health-care professionals and decision-making processes and can participate in forums to discuss patient goals.

Implications for Nurse Leaders and Managers
Nurse leaders and managers can help nurses by focusing on managing factors that contribute to moral distress and employ strategies to help thwart moral distress by: 1) providing an environment where nurses feel safe to discuss ethical issues, share their frustrations, and discuss situations that feel unsafe can foster support; 2) assisting nurses with understanding the contributing factors and identifying the signs of moral distress; and 3) fostering an environment that supports intraprofessional and interprofessional teamwork.
Ethical Decision Making

A nurse’s values and beliefs influence the way he or she approaches and solves ethical dilemmas. There are numerous ethical decision-making models in the nursing literature, many of which are similar. Regardless of the framework or model, ethical decision making should be holistic and begin with gathering all the facts. It is critical to think through the issue, feel empathetic toward all persons involved, and avoid knee jerk reactions. There are four key aspects of ethical decision making (Cooper, 2012, p. 608):

1. Identifying an ethical problem and gathering relevant facts
2. Considering all involved in terms of impact, views, and opinions
3. Identifying possible options, and choosing and justifying an option
4. Implementing the decision

The ANA has published numerous position statements and guidelines to assist nurses dealing with ethical decisions in everyday practice. Box 4-3 provides a list of relevant position statements that can aid in ethical decision making. Nurses at all levels often encounter situations in practice that require them to make decisions in collaboration with others involved in the situation, such as patients, families, other nurses, and other health-care professionals.

Ethics Committees

In the early 1990s, The Joint Commission (TJC) recognized the need for a mechanism to address ethical issues in health-care organizations and established a standard for accreditation. Since then, health-care organizations seeking accreditation or maintaining accreditation must address ethical issues through an ethics committee.
consultation service. Typically, interprofessional committees or teams provide ethics consultation services when ethical dilemmas arise during the delivery of care.

Ethics committees in organizations have three interrelated functions: 1) institutional policy review and development, 2) ethics education, and 3) case consultation (Lachman, 2010). Most ethics committees are responsible for developing and reviewing policies and procedures, such as those relating to informed consent, advance directives, and withholding or withdrawing life support measures. Ethics education is an ongoing process among committee members and throughout an organization. Education for committee members is accomplished through invitation of expert guest speakers, sharing of article and case reviews, and sharing of knowledge by other members that was gleaned from ethics workshops/conferences (Lachman, 2010). Organization-wide education occurs through ethics workshops and conferences. The nature of ethics committees is interprofessional; nurse leaders and managers frequently participate on ethics committees.

A common service provided by an ethics committee is consultation to address ethical issues related to current clinical situations. The goals of consultation include intervening to protect patient rights, making recommendations to resolve ethical conflicts, providing moral support for those involved in an ethical situation, and reducing the risk of legal liability. The bedside nurse, health-care provider, family member, health-care surrogate, or patient can request an ethics consultation. In fact, anyone can refer a situation to the ethics committee for review. As part of patient-centered care, nurses must understand that conflict can arise between the patient’s wishes and professional care. In some cases, requesting an ethics consultation can require a nurse to be morally courageous. Nurse leaders and managers must empower patients and nurses to foster a patient-centered approach to ethical decision making.

**LEGAL ASPECTS OF NURSING PRACTICE**

Nurses at all levels must engage in responsible and accountable nursing practice. Further, nurses have authority, accountability, and responsibility to make decisions that result in safe, quality, and evidence-based nursing practice (ANA, 2015a, 2015b). Accountability is “to be answerable to oneself and others for one’s own choices, decisions and actions as measured against a standard” (ANA, 2015a, p. 41), such as those established by the ANA Code of Ethics for Nurses With Interpretive Standards, the ANA Nursing Scope and Standards of Practice, and state nurse practice acts (ANA, 2015a, 2015b). To be accountable, nurses at all levels must embrace an approach to nursing practice that includes application of ethical principles; respect for the dignity, worth, and autonomy of patients; adherence to the scope and standards of nursing practice and legal and regulatory agencies; and fulfillment of society’s need for conscientious and qualified nurses (ANA, 2010, 2015b).

Nurse leaders and managers must have a complete understanding of the minimum standards of clinical practice, the requirements of licensure, regulations that impact nursing, federal and/or state legislation in place to protect both health-care
workers and their patients, classifications of law that relate to nursing practice, and malpractice. Additionally, nurse leaders and managers are responsible and accountable for ensuring their nursing staff members have the knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary to perform their professional responsibilities.

**Standards for Clinical Practice**

All nurses must be aware of the minimum standards of care for nursing practice. There are four foundational resources that provide registered nurses in the United States with the critical knowledge needed to inform clinical decision making and guide professional nursing practice. First is the nurse practice act of the state in which a nurse practices, discussed in greater detail in the next section, “Licensure and Regulation of Nursing Practice.” Second is the ANA Code of Ethics for Nurses With Interpretive Statement (2015a), which is discussed earlier in the chapter and details the ethical standards for nurses in all roles and in all settings. The last two resources are Nursing’s Social Policy Statement: The Essence of the Profession (ANA, 2010), which describes nursing’s commitment to society and provides a definition of nursing, and Nursing: Scope and Standards of Practice (ANA, 2015b), which presents the standards of professional nursing practice and accompanying competencies.

**Nursing’s Social Policy Statement: The Essence of the Profession**

*Nursing’s Social Policy Statement: The Essence of the Profession* defines nursing as “the protection, promotion, and optimization of health and abilities, prevention of illness and injury, alleviation of suffering through the diagnosis and treatment of human response, and advocacy in the care of individuals, families, communities, and populations” (ANA, 2010, p. 10). Further, it describes the role of professional nursing in society and health care and provides an overview of the essence of nursing practice. The profession of nursing has a contract with society that grants the profession authority and reflects nursing’s core values and strong code of ethics. This social contract identifies the profession’s active leadership role related to the following six social concerns (ANA, 2010, p. 4–5):

1. Organization, delivery, and financing of quality health care
2. Provision for the public’s health
3. Expansion of nursing and health-care knowledge and appropriate application of technology
4. Expansion of health-care resources and health policy
5. Definitive planning for health policy and regulation
6. Duties under extreme conditions

Nurse leaders and managers can use *Nursing’s Social Policy Statement* as a foundational resource to reinforce with nursing staff on a regular basis the concepts of autonomy and competence, the scope and standards of nursing practice, and the nursing process. In addition, this resource can provide a basis for developing a unit vision, mission, and philosophy, as well as strategic planning.
**Nursing: Scope and Standards of Practice**

To provide a complete picture of the dynamic and complex nature of nursing practice, the “who, what, when, where, why, and how” of nursing practice must be detailed (ANA, 2015b). *Nursing: Scope and Standards of Practice* answers each of these questions and “describes a competent level of nursing practice and professional performance common to all registered nurses” (ANA, 2015b, p. 1). This document delineates the professional scope and standards of practice and responsibilities of all registered nurses in all settings and serves as a basis for the following (ANA, 2015b, pp. 49–50):

- Quality improvement systems
- Health-care reimbursement and financing methodologies
- Development and evaluation of nursing service delivery systems and organizational structures
- Certification activities
- Position descriptions and performance appraisals
- Agency policies, procedures, and protocols
- Educational offerings
- Regulatory systems
- Establishing the legal standard of care

Nurse leaders and managers rely on the *Scope and Standards of Practice* to ensure that staff members provide safe and competent care.

**Licensure and Regulation of Nursing Practice**

Health care in the United States is a highly regulated industry. Nursing care can pose a risk of harm to the public if practiced by professionals who are unprepared or incompetent. Federal and state governments have a responsibility to protect those receiving health care through licensure of individuals and regulation of health-care organizations.

**Licensure**

*Licensure* is the process by which boards of nursing grant permission to an individual to engage in nursing practice after determining that the applicant has the necessary competencies (National Council of State Boards of Nursing [NCSBN], 2014a). In the United States and Canada, nursing licensure is mandatory. In the United States, the basic requirements for a nursing license are graduating from an approved nursing program and successfully passing the National Council Licensing Examination for Registered Nurses (NCLEX-RN), developed by the NCSBN. Nursing licensure assures the public that those calling themselves nurses have met regulatory standards specific to the nursing profession. Licensure is a way to hold nurses who violate nurse practice acts and standards of practice accountable for their actions and ensures that foreign-educated nurses have met U.S. standards (NCSBN, 2011a). Nurse leaders and managers must verify and monitor licensure of all nursing staff.
Regulation

The nursing profession ensures that members act in the public’s best interest when providing nursing care through professional regulation, self-regulation, and legal regulation (ANA, 2010). Professional regulation consists of the oversight, monitoring, and controlling of members based on principles, guidelines, and rules deemed standard in the profession. Self-regulation is personal accountability for one’s professional nursing practice based on those same principles, guidelines, and rules; nurses regulate their own practice by maintaining current knowledge, skills, and attitudes through academic and continuing education. Legal regulation consists of oversight and monitoring based on applicable statutes and regulations such as licensure, nurse practice acts, civil law, and criminal law (ANA, 2010). Federal and state regulations are overseen by administrative agencies; two of the most important are the NCSBN and the state boards of nursing.

State Nurse Practice Acts

All states and territories of the United States have enacted a nurse practice act (NPA) through state legislature. Each NPA establishes a board of nursing that has the authority to develop rules and regulations to clarify the law. The rules and regulations must be consistent with the NPA and undergo a process of public review before enacted (NCSBN, 2014b). All NPAs include the following (NCSBN, 2014b, para. 5):

- Authority, power, and composite of a state board of nursing
- Education program standards
- Requirements for licensure
- Types of titles and licenses
- Scope and standards of nursing practice
- Grounds for disciplinary action, other violations, and possible remedies

Nurses are accountable for the rules and regulations that govern nursing practice in any state in which they work. Therefore, it is nurses’ responsibility to ensure they have a good understanding of their state’s NPA. Nurse leaders and managers have a responsibility to ensure that nursing staff members comply with the state NPA.

Check Your State Nurse Practice Act

Visit your state’s board of nursing Web site, and review your state’s nurse practice act.

1. Can you identify the key elements recommended by the NCSBN?
2. How does it reflect the ANA Nursing Scope and Standards of Practice?

National Council of State Boards of Nursing

Besides developing the NCLEX-RN, the NCSBN is responsible for promoting uniformity of nursing regulation. The NCSBN is a not-for-profit organization whose membership consists of a board of nursing members from the United States, the District of Columbia, and the U.S. territories of American Samoa, Guam, Northern
Mariana Islands, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. The purpose of the NCSBN is to provide an organization through which state boards of nursing collaborate on nursing regulations to promote public health, safety, and welfare (NCSBN, 2014a). The NCSBN also maintains a national database on disciplinary action taken against nurses, the National Practitioner Data Bank. Important information about NCSBN, licensure, and the NCLEX-RN can be found at www.ncsbn.org.

State Boards of Nursing

State boards of nursing protect the public by enforcing the NPA to promote safe, competent nursing care. The role of the state board of nursing varies by state but typically includes the following (NCSBN, 2011a):

- Enforcing the state’s NPA and nurse licensure
- Accrediting or approving nursing education programs
- Developing practice standards, policies, and administrative rules and regulations
- Addressing violations of the NPA

Unsafe or incompetent nursing practice should be reported to the state board of nursing. Violations of the NPA or unsafe nursing practice is taken seriously. The state board of nursing reviews each case to determine whether misconduct or unsafe practice has occurred and what actions should be taken. Examples of serious reportable behaviors that violate the NPA include the following (NCSBN, 2011b, p. 3):

- Being impaired by drugs or alcohol while working
- Stealing from a patient
- Practicing out of the scope of practice, such as providing treatment that should be provided only by a physician or advanced practice registered nurse
- Falsifying records
- Physically or sexually abusing a patient
- Participating in criminal conduct

Nurse leaders and managers are responsible for understanding the state board of nursing regulations and the state NPA.

Federal and/or State Legislation

Many federal and state laws have been implemented to improve health care and, in turn, affect nursing practice.

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act

The HIPAA was enacted in 1996 to improve portability and continuity of health insurance coverage; combat waste, fraud, and abuse in health insurance and health-care delivery; promote the use of medical savings accounts; improve access to long-term care coverage and services; simplify the administration of health insurance; and protect individuals from wrongful disclosure of identifiable health information (HIPAA, 1996).

The privacy regulations extend coverage to all forms of personal records, require consent for routine use and disclosure of health records, protect against unauthorized
use of medical records for employment purposes, and ensure that health-care providers have necessary information to treat their patients. The privacy and confidentiality regulations went into effect in 2003, with the primary purpose to improve efficiency and effectiveness of health-care systems by standardizing the electronic exchange of administrative and financial data (United States Department of Health and Human Services [USDHHS], 2003).

The privacy rule protects all identifiable health information or protected health information (PHI). PHI includes information that relates to an individual’s past, present, or future physical or mental health or condition; the provision of health care to the individual; or the past, present, or future payment for the provision of health care to the individual (USDHHS, 2015, pp. 1–2). Common examples of PHI are patient identifiers such as name, address, Social Security number, birthdate, gender, insurance company name, and medical diagnosis. (Basic information for health-care providers is available at https://www.cms.gov/Outreach-and-Education/Medicare-Learning-Network-MLN/MLNProducts/Downloads/HIPAAprivacyandSecurity.pdf. A HIPAA violation occurs when PHI is inappropriately used or is disclosed to a person not involved in the patient’s care, to a person who does not require the information to provide care, or in a situation in which disclosure is not in the patient’s best interest (McGowan, 2012). Violations of HIPAA can result in substantial fines and prison sentences.

**Patient Self-Determination Act**

Congress passed the Patient Self-Determination Act (PSDA) in 1990 to ensure that health-care organizations inform patients about their rights and institutional policies to accept or refuse treatment and to prepare advance directives (Beauchamp & Childress, 2009). The basic premise of the PSDA is to promote patients as active participants in health-care decisions, thus increasing patient autonomy. The PSDA requires hospitals and other health-care agencies serving Medicare and Medicaid patients to develop and maintain written policies and procedures and to provide written information to adults receiving health care. Materials must describe the following:

- The individual’s right under the law to make decisions about medical care, including the right to accept or refuse medical and surgical treatment
- The individual’s right under state law to dictate advance directives such as living wills or durable power of attorney for health care.
- The policies and procedures that the institution has developed to honor these rights. Institutions must specify how the advance directives are to be identified, recorded, and retrieved when needed.

The legislation requires institutions to provide educational programs on advance directives for their staff and communities. The PSDA prohibits staff from conditioning the provision of care or discriminating against individuals in other ways because they do or do not have advance directives. Hospitals and nursing homes must provide all newly admitted patients with written information detailing these policies and procedures, and home health and hospice agencies must provide information when the individual begins to receive care from the agency (PSDA, 1990).
Safe Medical Devices Act

The Safe Medical Devices Act (SMDA) was enacted in 1990 to require health-care agencies to report to the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) serious injuries, illness, or death resulting from the use of a medical device (SMDA, 1990). A medical device is any medical product that is not absorbed in the body. When a serious injury, illness, or death occurs, the SMDA requires health-care agencies to report to the FDA within 10 days of the event the following information: name, serial number, and model of the device; name and address of the manufacturer; and a brief description of the event. A nurse’s responsibility related to an incident involving a medical device covered under the SMDA includes the following (Brent, 2001):

- Discontinue the use of the device immediately.
- Follow your agency’s policies related to equipment use.
- Document the incident accurately in the medical record, on an incident report, and on any agency-specific forms.
- Record the identification number of the device in the medical record and other forms on a regular basis.

Nurse leaders and managers are responsible for making certain that policies and procedures related to equipment use are in place. Further, should equipment malfunction, nurse leaders and managers must facilitate processes to sequester the equipment to ensure patient safety.

Good Samaritan Laws

All states have enacted Good Samaritan laws to encourage health-care professionals to render care in emergencies. Good Samaritan laws protect anyone who renders care during an emergency or disaster or at the scene of an accident as long as care is provided at the scene of the emergency, care is not grossly negligent, appropriate standards of care are used, and care is rendered without pay (Aiken, 2004). Good Samaritan protection is necessary because, although many may feel a moral duty, health-care professionals are not legally obligated to render care to a stranger in an emergency. Good Samaritan laws vary from state to state, so nurses must become familiar with the law in their state.

Disclosure Statutes

Federal and state laws require disclosure of health-related information to appropriate government agencies to protect the public (Guido, 2010). Nurses as well as other health-care professionals must report suspected child neglect and suspected child abuse to the state-designated officials. Health-care providers are protected from liability if they report suspected child abuse or neglect in good faith but an investigation determines the report is groundless (Guido, 2010). Conversely, failure to report suspected child abuse or neglect could result in liability. Some states also require mandatory reporting of suspected abuse of dependent adults and older adults. Nurses should check their state laws to know the mandatory disclosure requirements.

Additionally, some communicable diseases and sexually transmitted diseases must be reported to local or state public health officials. Health-care workers should
follow their agency’s policies and reporting procedures. In a community setting, it is critical that information is reported to the proper agency. A list of reportable diseases is updated annually and is available through the Centers for Disease Control National Notifiable Diseases Surveillance System at www.cdc.gov/nndss.

**Employment Laws**

Federal and state governments are responsible to enact laws that protect employees from unfair treatment, discrimination, and unsafe work conditions. Because nurses make up the largest labor force in the health-care industry, nurse leaders and managers must keep up to date concerning the laws and regulations that are aimed at protecting the nursing workforce. Table 4-3 is a summary of important federal employment laws of which nurse leaders and managers must be aware.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4–3 Common Federal Employment Legislation Nurse Managers and Leaders Must Know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Federal Legislation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) of 1967, P.L. 90-202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990, P.L. 101-336; Amendments Act, 2008, P.L. 110-325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Rights Act of 1964, 1991 P.L. 82-352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) of 1985, P.L. 99-272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Medical Treatment and Labor Act (EMTALA) of 1986, 2003, P.L. 95-452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) of 1993, P.L. 103-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Claims Amendments Act of 1986, P.L. 99-562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, P.L. 91-595</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Classifications of Law That Relate to Nursing Practice

In the United States, the major classifications of law that apply to nursing practice are contract law, criminal law, and civil law.

A voluntary agreement between or among two or more competent people is the basis for **contract law**. The contract creates an obligation for a person to do or not to do something and creates enforceable rights or legal duties (e.g., an employer-employee agreement) (Brent, 2001).

**Criminal law** relates to conduct that is harmful to society as a whole as well as to an individual victim. Crimes are classified as either a misdemeanor, which is punishable by fines or imprisonment for less than 1 year, or a felony, a more serious offense punishable by imprisonment for more than 1 year or death. Examples of misdemeanors in health care include a nurse failing to report suspected child abuse or dependent adult abuse (Allen, 2013) or an individual using the title “nurse” or “registered nurse” without being duly licensed or certified. Examples of felonies in health care include some HIPAA violations and diversion of controlled substances from a health-care facility. In addition, some violations of the state NPA can be charged as a felony (e.g., using or attempting to use a nursing license that has been suspended or revoked).

**Civil law** pertains to the rights and duties of private citizens and is enforced through the courts as damages or monetary compensation. Tort law is the foundation of civil law and is the most common type of law that affects health-care professionals (Guido, 2010). A **tort** is a civil wrong committed against another person or a person’s property and includes personal injury inflicted on another through actions of commission or omission. The law allows the injured person to seek monetary compensation for injuries at the expense of the wrongdoer (Brent, 2001). The three types of torts are as follows:

1. **Intentional torts**: Willful acts that are intentional and cause injury. An intentional tort is a direct violation of a person’s legal rights and includes assault, battery, false imprisonment, and fraud.
2. **Quasi-intentional torts**: Willful acts that cause injury but are unintentional torts. A quasi-intentional tort typically involves communication issues that result in defamation of character, violation of personal privacy, or breach of confidentiality (Aiken, 2004).
3. **Unintentional torts**: Careless acts or accidents that cause injury. Negligence and malpractice are examples of unintentional torts.

Table 4-4 summarizes the three types of torts as they relate to nursing practice.

**Negligence and Malpractice**

As just mentioned, torts are the most frequent causes of legal action taken against health-care professionals, and, of those, the unintentional torts of negligence and malpractice are the most common. **Negligence** is a deviation from the standard behavior or actions that an average, prudent person would use in a similar situation. Although often used interchangeably with negligence, **malpractice** is a more specific term and addresses a professional standard of care. Malpractice, also known as **professional negligence**, is a deviation from the standard of care that a
reasonably prudent health-care professional would use in a similar situation. In other words, when a nurse is charged with professional negligence, the nurse’s action or lack of action is compared with what another ordinary, reasonable, and prudent nurse would do under the same or similar circumstances.

**Elements of Malpractice**

Five essential elements must be present for malpractice to be charged (Reisling, 2012):

1. Duty owed the patient
2. Breach of the duty owed the patient
3. Foreseeability of harm
4. Causation
5. Injury or harm
If one of these elements is missing, the malpractice claim will not be successful.

**Duty Owed the Patient**

The basis of the duty owed is the nurse-patient relationship, which implies that the patient is dependent on the nurse for safe and quality nursing care. Nurses are obligated to deliver care according to established standards based on the nursing process and that represent the minimum requirement for acceptable nursing practice. For example, a **standard of care** related to medication administration is to check the patient’s medical record for allergies. When administering medications to patients, nurses have a duty to follow this standard and always check for allergies.

**Breach of the Duty Owed the Patient**

Nurses must deliver care according to a standard of care that a reasonably prudent nurse under similar circumstances would use. A breach of duty results when care is less than the standard. Using the previous scenario, if a patient is allergic to penicillin and a nurse did not check the patient’s medical record for allergies before administering penicillin, the nurse breached the standard of care and thus the duty owed to the patient.

**Foreseeability of Harm**

Certain actions can be expected to have specific consequences. A nurse must have knowledge about the standard of care and understand that failure to meet the standard may result in harm or injury. For example, all nurses learn safe medication administration in foundational nursing courses. All nurses know that neglecting to check the medical record for allergies before administering a medication could result in harm to a patient.

**Causation**

Any injury that occurs is directly a result of the breach of duty owed to the patient. In other words, the failure to meet the standard of care by action or lack of action caused harm or injury to the patient. If the patient in the scenario develops an allergic reaction after the nurse administers the penicillin, there is a cause-and-effect relationship between failure to check allergies on the medical record and the resultant allergic reaction.

**Injury or Harm**

Some type of physical injury must result from the breach of duty. Administration by the nurse of penicillin to the patient who is allergic could have several sequelae:

1. Nothing happens, and therefore the five elements of malpractice are not present.
2. The patient develops a mild allergic reaction that is not severe and recovers without incident. Again, the five elements of malpractice are not present.
3. The patient develops anaphylactic shock and dies. In this case, all elements of malpractice are present, and the nurse is liable for malpractice.
Learning Activity 4-2

An Ethical and Legal Situation

Lisa is a registered nurse assisting Bethany, also a registered nurse, insert an intravenous (IV) catheter. Lisa observes Bethany stick herself with the sterile IV catheter, thus contaminating the IV catheter. Lisa mentions her observation to Bethany and offers to get another IV catheter. Bethany says, “It’s no big deal,” and inserts the IV catheter anyway.

1. What provision(s) in the ANA Code of Ethics With Interpretive Statements could apply to this situation?
2. How should Lisa advocate for the patient?
3. Are the elements of malpractice present in this situation?
4. Who is at fault if the patient develops an infection at the IV site?
5. What actions should the nurse leader and manager take in this situation?

Major Categories of Malpractice

Malpractice suits against nurses have increased since 2000 (Reisling, 2012). Research indicates that six common categories of nursing practice have the potential for negligence and possible malpractice (Croke, 2003):

1. Failure to assess and monitor
2. Failure to follow standards of care
3. Failure to communicate
4. Failure to document
5. Failure to act as a patient advocate
6. Failure to use equipment in a responsible manner (See Exploring the Evidence 4-2.)

Failing to perform these actions can constitute negligence if the required elements are present.

Failure to Assess and Monitor

The ANA resource, Nursing: Scope and Standards of Practice, describes a competent level of nursing practice and professional performance common to all registered nurses in all settings regardless of role—in other words, the minimum requirement for acceptable nursing practice. According to these standards, “The registered nurse collects pertinent data and information relative to the health-care consumer’s health or situation” (ANA, 2015b, p. 53). Nurses must be accurate in assessing, monitoring, and reporting changes in health status. Failure to complete a shift assessment, implement a plan of care, observe a patient’s progress, or accurately interpret a patient’s signs and symptoms can be considered negligence.

Failure to Follow Standards of Care

The ANA standards are “authoritative statements of the duties that all registered nurses, regardless of role, population, or specialty are expected to perform competently” (ANA, 2015b, p. 51). Nurses must be knowledgeable about their state’s NPA and standards of care, hospital policies and procedures, and
institution’s standardized protocols. Failure to follow standards of care or hospital policies can be considered negligence. Violating the state NPA can also have legal implications.

**Failure to Communicate**

According to the ANA (2015b) standards, “The registered nurse communicates effectively in all areas of practice” (p. 71). Nurses must communicate effectively the nature and degree of any changes in a patient’s progress. Failure to listen to a patient and act on his or her concerns or failure to ensure effective teaching of self-care or discharge instructions to a patient can be considered negligence.

---

**EXPLORING THE EVIDENCE 4-2**


**Aim**

This article aimed to identify the actions and issues that led to charges of professional negligence against nurses and to identify areas of nursing practice most frequently cited.

**Methods**

A total of 253 cases that involved charges of negligence and malpractice against nurses from 1998 through 2001 were analyzed to identify the actions that prompted the legal charges and the areas of nursing practice most frequently identified in the complaints.

**Key Findings**

The six areas of negligence that most frequently resulted in professional negligence were as follows:

1. Failure to assess and monitor
2. Failure to follow standards of care
3. Failure to communicate
4. Failure to document
5. Failure to act as a patient advocate
6. Failure to use equipment in a responsible manner

**Implications for Nurse Leaders and Managers**

Nurse leaders and managers must ensure that they as well as their staff are aware of current standards of practice, rules and regulation, ethical guidelines, and organizational policies and procedures. In addition, they must ensure that nurses provide safe competent care that follows the nursing process. Nurse leaders and managers must promote effective intraprofessional and interprofessional communication, which includes accurate documentation of nursing care. Finally, nurse leaders and managers are responsible to verify that staff members are properly educated and competent to use all equipment in a responsible manner.
Failure to Document

Documentation is a critical competency for quality and safe nursing practice and is related to all ANA standards of practice (ANA, 2015b). Documentation must accurately reflect the nursing process. Failure to document pertinent assessment information or a patient’s response to nursing interventions can be considered negligence.

Failure to Act as a Patient Advocate

Advocacy is a fundamental aspect of professional nursing practice and is related to all ANA standards of practice (ANA, 2015b). Nurses at all levels are patient advocates, and as such they must support and promote patient rights. Failure to act on incompetent practice, question illegible medical orders, or provide a safe environment for patients can be considered negligence. Similarly, the nurse leaders and managers must support and promote nurses’ rights. Failure to advocate for their staff members to ensure they have adequate resources, a culture of safety, and a healthy workplace to provide safe and quality care can be considered negligence.

Failure to Use Equipment in a Responsible Manner

Patient safety is a priority in health care today. Nurses are responsible for coordinating and implementing plans of care in accordance with patient safety goals. Nurses must know how equipment functions, follow manufacturer’s guidelines for operation, check the equipment for safety before use, and place equipment properly during treatment. There is no substitute for nursing knowledge and skill. Therefore, nurses remain “accountable for their practice even in instances of system of equipment technology failures” (ANA, 2015a, p.16). Failure to handle equipment in a safe manner can be considered negligence.

Expert Witnesses

In nursing negligence cases, the federal court and all state courts in the United States require expert nurse witnesses designated by the prosecution and the defense to establish the standard of care (Myers & Boutier, 2011). The role of the nurse expert witness is to help educate the jury regarding the nurse’s actions in the particular case and the applicable standard of care (Brent, 2001). Three factors are critical to selecting the best nurse expert witness: The nurse expert must have the necessary qualifications, must have experience testifying in the role, and must be able to testify accurately and with confidence.

Liability

In the case of nursing negligence, liability refers to the nurse’s responsibility for a possible or actual loss, penalty, burden, or expense that the law requires the nurse to compensate the victim (Brent, 2001). Personal liability defines a nurse’s accountability for professional actions to patients and families, peers, themselves, and ultimately, society (ANA, 2010). In other words, a nurse is accountable for his or her behavior including negligent behavior.

The doctrine of respondeat superior, Latin for “let the master answer,” holds employers accountable for the negligent actions of their employees, or vicarious liability
Advocacy

Advocacy is briefly discussed in Chapter 1 as one of the philosophical underpinnings of nursing. Nursing advocacy encompasses caring, respect for an individual's autonomy, and empowerment. Nurse leaders and managers advocate for patients and families, staff, the profession, and themselves on a daily basis.

Advocating for Patients and Families

The role of an advocate is to safeguard patients and their families against abuse, unsafe practice, and violations of their rights (Bandman & Bandman, 2002). Nurses have more contact with patients and their families than any other health-care professional and often develop an understanding of the values, desires, and needs of patients and their families. Therefore, nurses are in the best position to protect those interests (Bandman & Bandman, 2002).

To provide patient-centered care, nurses must advocate for patients and their families on an ongoing basis, even if they disagree with a patient's decision. Nurses must view health care “through patients' eyes” (Cronenwett et al., 2007). To be an effective patient advocate, nurses must ensure that their patients are informed, respect their patient's autonomy, and respect their patient's health-care decisions. Provision three of the ANA Code of Ethics for Nurses With Interpretive Statements states, “the nurse promotes, advocates for, and protects health and safety, rights of the patient” (ANA, 2015a, p. 9). Nurse leaders and managers are responsible for ensuring that nursing care is delivered with respect for the individual rights and preferences of patients (ANA, 2009a).

Advocating for Employees

Nurse leaders and managers function as employee advocates by ensuring appropriate resource allocation, promoting a positive work environment (Tomajan, 2012), and creating and fostering an ethical work climate for all staff. Provision six of the ANA Code of Ethics states, “The nurse, through individual and collective effort, establishes, maintains, and improves ethical environment of the work setting and conditions of employment that are conducive to safe, quality health care.” (ANA, 2015a, p. 23). Ideally, nurse leaders and managers collaborate with staff on issues related to workplace conditions and patient care policies to ensure satisfactory outcomes (Olson, 2010). Nurse leaders and managers should “establish, maintain, and promote conditions of employment that enable nurses to practice according to accepted standards” (ANA, 2009a). Nurse leaders and managers must also foster an environment that encourages self-care for nursing staff. Creating a culture of self-renewal will help nurses rediscover or maintain their caring values (Turkel & Ray, 2004).

Advocating for the Profession

Advocating for the profession is addressed by provision seven of the ANA (2015a) Code of Ethics: “The nurse in all roles and settings, advances the profession through research and scholarly inquiry, professional standards development, and the generation of both nursing and health policy” (p. 27). Nurse leaders and managers can further and advocate for the nursing profession by participating in professional nursing organizations and through professional publications and presentations (ANA, 2009a).

Advocating for Self

Provision five of the Code of Ethics states that, “[t]he nurse owes the same duties to self as to others, including the responsibility to promote health and safety, preserve wholeness of character, and integrity, maintain competence, and continue personal and professional growth” (ANA, 2015a, p. 19). It is important for nurse leaders and managers to practice self-care, manage stress, and connect with those they manage (ANA, 2009a). Practicing self-care is essential to create a caring harmonious work environment (Turkel & Ray, 2004). Modeling self-care will also influence staff members in their self-renewal.
Nurse leaders and managers can avoid issues of vicarious liability by ensuring that staff members are qualified and competent to perform their assigned duties and that they consistently follow policies and procedures. Nurses are accountable for actions delegated to others assisting in providing nursing care. Therefore, nurses may also have vicarious liability related to delegation. (Chapter 11 examines delegation in more detail.) Nurse leaders and managers can be considered negligent when they do not fulfill specific responsibilities such as the following (Guido, 2010):

- **Failure to orient, educate, and evaluate:** Nurse leaders and managers have an ongoing duty to ensure that nurses are performing safe and competent care. This duty requires nurse leaders and managers to respond promptly to any concerns about unsafe or questionable nursing care. They must act immediately to investigate a situation, correct the situation, and evaluate the nurses involved. On a thorough investigation, nurse leaders and managers must follow up and document in the nurses’ employment records as evidence that the nurse is competent to practice in the clinical setting.

- **Inappropriate assigning of staff and failure to supervise:** Major responsibilities of nurse leaders and managers include delegation, assignments, and supervision of staff. Nurse leaders and managers retain liability when making assignments and delegating tasks; therefore, they must be knowledgeable about staff education, qualifications, and experiences.

- **Unsafe staffing:** Many state and federal legislation as well as regulatory agencies mandate adequate and safe staffing in health-care institutions. Nurse leaders and managers must address any unsafe staffing issues.

- **Negligent retention practices:** Nurse leaders and managers have a duty not to allow staff members to continue to work if they consistently function below the acceptable standard of care.

- **Failure to warn:** Nurse leaders and managers must provide factual and objective information to subsequent employers. Failure to warn potential employers of employee incompetence or substance misuse can lead to potential liability.

The challenges for nurse leaders and managers include determining and providing for educational needs, assessing competency, providing appropriate evaluations essential to enhance patient safety, and minimizing organizational liability.

---

**LEARNING ACTIVITY 4-3**

**How Can the Nurse Advocate for the Patient?**

Mr. H. is very spiritual. He developed cancer of the throat and was admitted for surgical removal of a tumor. After the surgical procedure, Mr. H. developed severe inflammation requiring a tracheostomy. His family approaches the surgeon to ask whether Mr. H. could wear an amulet that has healing properties around his neck. The surgeon responds angrily “No, absolutely not! He is to have nothing around his neck!” The family is very upset and tells Mr. H.’s nurse about the interaction. How can the nurse advocate for Mr. H. and his family?
Professional Liability Insurance

All nurses are vulnerable to malpractice claims. A malpractice suit can significantly impact a nurse’s life emotionally and financially. Professional liability insurance protects nurses against lawsuits related to alleged errors that occur while delivering nursing care. Professional liability insurance benefits include payment for the cost of legal advice and representation, payment for court costs, settlement, and reimbursement for lost wages incurred during a malpractice trial. Nurses can be covered by an individual insurance policy, under an institutional policy, or as a member of a group such as a nurse-owned corporation (Aiken, 2004). Health-care institutions typically carry employer-sponsored insurance and cover nurses with representation should the need arise. However, insurance provided by a health-care institution limits protection of the nurse to only activities performed within the scope of employment. In addition, if a nurse is sued for malpractice and as a result the employer pays for damages caused by the nurse’s action or inaction, the employer can sue the nurse to be paid back (Aiken, 2004). Therefore, it is in a nurse’s best interest to carry his or her own malpractice insurance. “An individual policy provides the nurse with 24-hour protection regardless of job description and setting” (Aiken, 2004, p. 406). The nurse would be protected when engaging in nursing activities such as volunteer work, consulting, private duty, and administering care to a neighbor (Aiken, 2004).

There are numerous arguments against nurses’ having professional liability insurance. A common argument is that if a nurse is found liable and has his or her own insurance policy, the monetary award will be higher. This is a fallacy because, to avoid prejudice and ensure justice, neither judge nor jury can be informed about insurance coverage (Guido, 2010). Another common argument is that the patient will more likely bring a lawsuit if he or she knows that a nurse has insurance. However, a patient would know whether a nurse has his or her own insurance policy only if the nurse tells the patient. Whether a nurse has insurance coverage has no bearing on whether or not a patient will sue. The bottom line is that having professional liability insurance will not protect a nurse from a lawsuit, but it will help the nurse with attorney fees, court costs, and the financial obligations if a nurse is found negligent (Guido, 2010).

ETHICAL AND LEGAL ISSUES

Some issues nurse leaders and managers face may be viewed from both an ethical and a legal perspective. In these cases, nurse leaders and managers must have a good understanding of the ethical principles that guide nursing practice as well as the laws and regulations that govern health care, nursing practice, and employment.

Advance Directives

According to ANA Code of Ethics for Nurses, nurses have an obligation to be knowledgeable about the moral and legal rights of their patients regarding self-determination (ANA, 2015a). The PDSA, discussed earlier, mandates that all
patients have the opportunity to initiate an **advance directive**, which is a document that provides information about a person’s desires should he or she become unable to make health-care decisions. In other words, an advance directive provides directions to family and health-care professionals by a person in advance of becoming ill and incapacitated. Nurses and other health-care professionals have an ethical and legal duty to respect a patient’s advance directive. Nurses can be held liable for violating a patient’s advance directive and could be charged with battery and malpractice. A nurse’s responsibilities related to advance directives include the following:

- Initiating discussion with a patient about advance directives
- Providing a patient with written information about advance directives
- Communicating the presence of an advance directive to all members of the health-care team
- Ensuring that advance directives are current and accurately reflect the patient’s wishes

Establishing an advance directive or having discussions with families about life-sustaining care can reduce the burden of decision making for loved ones (Hickman & Pinto, 2013). In addition, advance directives can assist with the delivery of patient-centered care. (See Exploring the Evidence 4-3.) There are three types of advance directives:

- A living will
- A do not resuscitate (DNR) order
- A durable power of attorney for health care

**Living Will**

A living will is a legal document that details a person’s wishes regarding health-care treatments and procedures in the event the person becomes incapacitated and is facing end of life. Living wills are legal in all states, but elements or what is allowed may vary. Nurses must be familiar with the statutes related to living wills in the state and organization in which they practice.

**Do Not Resuscitate**

A DNR order indicates the life-sustaining measures that should be withheld in the event of impending death. In some instances, an allow natural death (AND) order is initiated, which means that only comfort measures will be provided. As patient advocates, nurses play an active role in initiating discussions about DNR and AND orders with patients, families, and members of the health-care team (ANA, 2012). Nurses “actively participate in assuring the responsible and appropriate use of interventions to optimize the health and well-being of those in their care. This includes acting to minimize unwarranted, unwanted, or unnecessary medical treatment and patient suffering” (ANA, 2015a, p. 2).
Exploring the Evidence 4-3


Aim
This article aims to identify the relationships among advance directive status, demographics, and decisional burden of surrogate decision makers of patients with chronic critical illness.

Methods
The investigators conducted a secondary analysis of cross-sectional data obtained from 489 surrogate decision makers of patients with chronic critical illness. They used questionnaires to collect demographic and role stress data. The Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale was used to determine the surrogate’s decisional burden.

Key Findings
The presence of advance directives diminishes the decisional burden of surrogates by reducing their role stress and lessens the severity of depressive symptoms. Participants who were nonwhite and had low socioeconomic status and low educational levels were less likely to have documentation of an advance directive. The presence of advance directives promotes patient-centered care by improving the quality of shared decision making.

Implications for Nurse Leaders and Managers
Nurse leaders and managers can ensure that nursing staff members are aware of their responsibilities related to advance directives. Further, they can provide education to ensure that nurses understand the positive benefits of advance directives in reducing surrogate role stress and decisional burden as well as promoting patient-centered care.

Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care
A durable power of attorney for health care is a legal document that identifies a health-care surrogate. The surrogate is a person designated to make health-care decisions for another person, who is incapacitated. The health-care surrogate should have a clear understanding of the person’s wishes regarding health care and be willing to respect those wishes even if he or she does not agree. By participating in discussions with surrogates, providing guidance and referrals, and identifying problems in the decision-making process, nurses will support patient self-determination (ANA, 2015a).
Nurse leaders and managers must ensure that policies and procedures support the appropriate use of interventions to minimize patient suffering and optimize end-of-life nursing care.

**Confidentiality and Information Security**

Every patient has an ethical and legal right to privacy and confidentiality. Nurses are bound by their code of ethics to respect patients’ privacy and confidentiality, which includes ensuring patient information is secure at all times. The HIPAA, discussed earlier in this chapter, requires that nurses protect all verbal and written communication about patients, including medical records, electronic records, and verbal exchange of patient information such as patient teaching and change-of-shift report. The HIPAA requires health-care agencies to monitor staff adherence to related policies and procedures, computer privacy, and data security. Nurses must be aware of institutional policies and procedures related to patient privacy and confidentiality.

A new area of concern internationally is the use of social media and other electronic communication. Although social networks such as Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat, Instagram, YouTube, and LinkedIn offer opportunities for knowledge exchange and dissemination among local, national, and global communities, they also pose substantial risks. All nurses have an obligation to understand the nature, benefits, and consequences of participating in social networking (ANA, 2011).

Misusing social media can have severe consequences, such as disciplinary action by state boards of nursing that range from cautionary letters to licensure suspension. Violation of federal and state laws can result in civil or criminal penalties including fines and imprisonment (Spector & Kappel, 2012). Nurses can also face liability for defamation, invasion of privacy, and harassment, depending on the type of postings and social media (NCSBN, 2011c).

Nurse leaders and managers are obligated to enforce organizational policies and procedures related to social media and networking and to address any breach of confidentiality and privacy immediately. As long as nurses remain aware of their professional obligations, using social networking will not be an issue. The ANA’s Principles for Social Networking are listed in Box 4-4.

### BOX 4-4 American Nurses Association Principles for Social Networking

| 1. | Nurses must not transmit or place online individually identifiable patient information. |
| 2. | Nurses must observe ethically prescribed professional patient-nurse boundaries. |
| 3. | Nurses should understand that patients, colleagues, institutions, and employers may view postings. |
| 4. | Nurses should take advantage of privacy settings and seek to separate personal and professional information online. |
| 5. | Nurses should bring to the attention of appropriate authorities content that could harm a patient’s privacy, rights, or welfare. |
| 6. | Nurses should participate in developing institutional policies governing online conduct. |

From ANA, 2011, pp. 6–7.
Informed Consent

Informed consent represents the ethical principle of autonomy and reflects the patient’s autonomous decision to accept or refuse health care. Informed consent is also a legal process by which a patient or legal representative voluntarily gives permission for a treatment or procedure. There are two required components to informed consent: “The patient must be fully informed and there must be voluntary consent” (Guido, 2010, p. 152). Informed consent mandates that the patient must be given information in terms he or she understands, alternatives to the planned procedure, and the related risks and benefits of all options. This information allows the patient to make an informed decision. A nurse’s role in obtaining informed consent includes the following (Guido, 2010):

- Verifying that the health-care provider gave the patient the necessary information to make an “informed” consent
- Ensuring that the patient understands the information and procedure or treatment
- Validating that the patient is competent to give consent
- Witnessing that the patient sign the consent form
- Notifying the health-care provider if the patient does not understand the procedure or treatment
- Documenting the informed consent process

Disruptive Behavior, Incivility, and Bullying

In 2008, TJC published a Sentinel Event Alert describing behaviors that undermine a culture of safety. Disruptive behavior includes “overt actions such as verbal outbursts and physical threats, as well as passive activities as refusing to perform assigned tasks or quietly exhibiting uncooperative attitudes during routine activities” (TJC, 2008, para 2). Such behavior threatens patient safety and a healthy work environment because of a breakdown in communication and collaboration.

Lateral violence, incivility, and bullying are examples of disruptive behaviors often seen on the nursing unit. Lateral violence refers to acts that occur between nurses. Incivility consists of rude and discourteous actions and includes gossiping and spreading rumors. Bullying is described as unharmful actions intended to humiliate, offend, and cause distress (ANA, 2015c). Bullying can include

---

**LEARNING ACTIVITY 4-4**

Is This a Breach of Privacy?

Susan is a registered nurse caring for Mr. Jones, who was just admitted for possible pancreatic cancer. Bill, a nurse from a different unit, stops by to visit and tells Susan that Mr. Jones is his neighbor. Later, Susan observes Bill at the computer looking at Mr. Jones’s electronic health record.

1. What provision(s) in the ANA Code of Ethics could apply to this situation?
2. Do Bill’s actions violate HIPAA rules?
3. What action should Susan take?
4. What action should the nurse leader and manager take?
negative acts perpetrated by one in a higher level of authority, a misuse of power (ANA, 2013, 2015c). Lateral violence, incivility, and bullying have a major impact on nursing, including low staff morale; increased absenteeism; attrition; unmanaged anger leading to insomnia, hypertension, depression, and gastrointestinal disorders; and threatened patient care quality (ANA, 2013, 2015c). Nurses must treat all individuals with whom they interact with respect and compassion. The ANA Code of Ethics for Nurses asserts that nurses must create an ethical environment and culture of civility and kindness and treat colleagues, coworkers, employees, students, and others with dignity and respect. Further, “disregard for the effects of one’s actions on others, bullying, harassment, intimidation, manipulation, threats, or violence are always morally unacceptable behaviors” (ANA, 2015c, p. 4).

Nurses can help combat disruptive behavior by being mindful of their own behavior and stepping in when they see disruptive behavior (ANA, 2009b). Nurse leaders and managers must promote workplace respect and develop and maintain policies and procedures to address disruptive behavior. Disruptive behavior, incivility, and bullying are discussed further in Chapter 13.

Unsafe or Questionable Practice

The ANA Code of Ethics for Nurses directs nurses to intervene when unsafe or questionable practice is witnessed. “Nurses must be alert to and must take appropriate action in all instances of incompetent, unethical, illegal, or impaired practice, or actions that places the rights or best interests of the patient in jeopardy” (ANA, 2015a, p. 12). Examples of unsafe or questionable practice include providing substandard nursing care, neglecting to follow hand washing procedures, failure to follow institutional policy and procedures, and practicing while under the influence of alcohol or drugs. A nurse leader or manager who observes a nurse performing unsafe practice should confront the nurse in an effort to change the practice. After speaking to the nurse, if care continues to be unsafe, a nurse leader or manager must take action (disciplinary action is further discussed in Chapter 10). Nurse leaders and managers must also support staff members who report unsafe practice by listening and acting on the information provided. In some cases, the unsafe practitioner is reprimanded for violating policy and procedure. However, nurse leader and managers may be required to report the nurse to the state board of nursing if the NPA is violated.

SUMMARY

There are many ethical and legal aspects of professional nursing. Nurses must use the ANA Code of Ethics for Nurses, Nursing’s Social Policy Statement, Scope and Standards of Practice, and their state NPA to guide their nursing practice daily. Nurses at all levels and in all settings are accountable and responsible for their decisions, judgments, and actions. Nurse leaders and managers play a major role in establishing, maintaining, and monitoring standards of nursing care. Nurse leaders and managers are charged with determining and providing for educational needs of their staff and with assessing and evaluating staff competency to optimize patient safety and minimize organizational liability.
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Chapter 5

Critical Thinking and Decision Making

Elizabeth J. Murray, PhD, RN, CNE

KEY TERMS

- Appreciative inquiry
- Critical thinking
- Decision making
- Intuitive thinking
- Problem solving
- Reactive thinking
- Reflective thinking
- Shared decision making

LEARNING OUTCOMES

- Explain the importance of critical thinking skills in the provision of safe and quality care.
- Describe elements of critical thinking and the cognitive skills necessary to think critically.
- Examine how nurse leaders and managers can foster critical thinking among staff members.
- Discuss the relationship between the nursing process and decision making.
- Describe the benefits of shared decision making.
- Describe the four steps of appreciative inquiry.

In response to advances in health care since the 1960s, the responsibilities of professional nurses have evolved to accommodate the complexity of health care, advanced technology, changing demographics of the patient population, and the acuity of patients. Nurses must be able to process an ever-increasing amount of information to make complex decisions and solve complicated problems in the delivery of patient care (Facione, Facione, & Sanchez, 1994). Nurses must master effective critical thinking, clinical judgment, clinical reasoning, communication, and assessment skills (American Association of Colleges of Nursing [AACN], 2008).

Nurse leaders and managers must not only practice critical thinking and effective decision making but also be role models to their staff. They must develop the intellectual capacities and skills necessary to become disciplined, self-directed, critical thinkers (Heaslip, 2008, para. 1). In addition, they must be experts in decision making and problem solving at various levels of the organization. This chapter
breaks down the processes of critical thinking and decision making, relates them to the nursing process, and describes effective tools nurse leaders and managers can use when engaged in these processes.

Knowledge, skills, and attitudes related to the following core competencies are included in this chapter: patient-centered care, teamwork and collaboration, and informatics.

CRITICAL THINKING

Critical thinking is a complicated process that involves skillfully directing the thinking process and imposing intellectual standards on the elements of thought. A more formal definition is as follows: “the intellectually disciplined process of actively and skillfully conceptualizing, applying, analyzing, synthesizing, and/or evaluating information gathered from or generated by, observation, experience, reflection, reasoning, or communication, as a guide to belief and action” (Scriven & Paul, n.d., para. 1). Nursing organizations and accrediting agencies identify critical thinking as an important skill for professional nursing practice (AACN, 2008; American Nurses Association [ANA], 2015a; National Council of State Boards of Nursing [NCSBN], 2013).

Critical thinking in nursing “includes adherence to intellectual standards, proficiency in using reasoning, a commitment to develop and maintain intellectual traits of the mind and habits of thought and the competent use of thinking skills and abilities for sound clinical judgments and safe decision-making” (Heaslip, 2008, para. 2). Table 5-1 displays various definitions of critical thinking found in the nursing literature. Critical thinking is an important component of professional nursing because it is an essential skill for processing patient data and is inherent in making sound clinical judgments and safe patient care decisions. Nursing actions require critical thinking to integrate increasingly complex knowledge, skills, technologies, and patient care activities into evidence-based nursing practice (NCSBN, 2013, p. 3). Critical thinking plays an integral role in clinical practice as well as in nursing leadership and management. It is a critical process that systematically frames the nurse leader and manager’s thoughts, decisions, and actions (Porter-O’Grady et al., 2005).

Elements of and Cognitive Skills for Critical Thinking

Critical thinking involves eight elements of thought (Heaslip, 2008, para. 5):

1. The problem, question, concern, or issue being thought about by the thinker (i.e., what the thinker is attempting to figure out)
2. The purpose or goal of the thinking (i.e., what does the thinker hope to accomplish?)
3. The frame of reference, point of view, or worldview the thinker holds about the issue or problem
4. The assumptions the thinker holds true about the issue or problem
5. The central concepts, ideas, principles, and theories the thinker uses in reasoning about the issue or problem
6. The evidence, data, or information provided to support the claims the thinker makes about the issue or problem
Critical thinking is a skill that requires practice and that must be nurtured and reinforced over time (Ignatavicius, 2001). It is more than seeking a solution to an issue or problem—it involves examining and analyzing situations, considering all points of view, and identifying options. To think critically and make sound decisions, nurse leaders and managers must engage in the processes of reflection, judgment, evaluation, and criticism (Zori & Morrison, 2009). There are six essential

### Table 5–1 Definitions of Critical Thinking in Nursing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Masters, 2014</td>
<td>Critical thinking for clinical decision making is the ability to think in a systematic and logical manner, with openness to question and reflect on the reasoning process used to ensure safe nursing practice and quality care (p. 218).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porter-O’Grady &amp; Malloch, 2013</td>
<td>[Critical thinking is] active, purposeful, organized thinking that takes into consideration focus, language, frame of reference, attitudes, assumptions, evidence, reasoning, conclusions, implications, and context when deciding what to believe or do (pp. 432–433).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AACN, 2008</td>
<td>Critical thinking underlies decision making and involves the process of questioning, analyzing, synthesizing, interpreting, inferring, using inductive and deductive reasoning, using intuition, and creativity (p. 36).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benner, Hughes, &amp; Sutphen, 2008</td>
<td>Critical thinking involves the application of knowledge and experience to identify patient problems and to direct clinical judgment and actions that result in positive patient outcomes (p. 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heaslip, 2008</td>
<td>[Critical thinking is] the ability to think in a systematic and logical manner with openness to question and reflect on the reasoning process used to ensure safe nursing practice and quality care (para 2).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alfaro-LeFevre, 2006</td>
<td>Critical thinking is deliberate, purposeful, and informed outcome-focused thinking that requires careful identification of key problems, issues, and risks involved. Further, critical thinking requires specific knowledge, skills, and experience (p. 30).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignatavicius, 2001</td>
<td>Purposeful, outcome-directed thinking is based on a body of scientific knowledge derived from research and other courses of evidence (p. 31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheffer &amp; Rubenfeld, 2000</td>
<td>[Critical thinking is] an essential component of professional accountability and quality nursing care and includes the cognitive skills of analyzing, applying standards, discriminating, information seeking, logical reasoning, predicting, and transforming knowledge (p. 357).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bittner &amp; Tobin, 1998</td>
<td>[Critical thinking is] a process influenced by knowledge and experience using strategies such as reflective thinking as a part of learning to identify the issues and opportunities and holistically synthesize the information in nursing practice (p. 268).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facione, Facione, &amp; Sanchez, 1994</td>
<td>[Critical thinking is] purposive, self-regulatory judgment (p. 349).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. The interpretations, inferences, reasoning, and lines of formulated thought that lead to the thinker’s conclusions
8. The implications and consequences that follow from the positions the thinker holds on the issue or problem
cognitive skills necessary to becoming an expert critical thinker (Porter-O’Grady et al., 2005):

1. **Interpretation** involves clarifying data and circumstances to determine meaning and significance. For nurse leaders and managers, interpretation reflects their ability to comprehend the significance of a wide variety of circumstances, establish priorities, categorize data, and clarify the related impact on people and systems.

2. **Analysis** is determining a problem or issue based on assessment data. Nurse leaders and managers engage in analysis to identify relationships among structures, processes, outcomes, and other frameworks of thought with the goals of examining various arguments, issues, and themes and determining elements and origins of the argument.

3. **Inference** is about drawing conclusions. Nurse leaders and managers draw conclusions about situations after careful analysis and begin to form a foundation on which an action will be based.

4. **Evaluation** is determining whether expected outcomes have or have not been met. If outcomes have not been met, evaluation also involves examining why. Nurse leaders and managers engage in evaluation to assess the reliability and credibility of the descriptions, perceptions, experiences, situations, and relationships of these elements to determine their value in the overall process. The nurse leader and manager gains confidence in the evaluation of the outcome, which will direct decisions and actions.

5. **Explanation** is the ability to justify actions with evidence. Nurse leaders and managers establish a viable explanation about the conclusions drawn during the evaluation process. The role of the nurse leader and manager is to provide systematic and organized reasoning behind the conclusion so that it can be translated into a level of understanding for others.

6. **Self-regulation** is the process of examining one’s practice for strengths and weaknesses in critical thinking and promoting continuous improvement. Nurse leaders and managers engage in self-regulation to become more informed and refine their skills in problem identification, analysis, and inference and to develop expert critical thinking skills.

**Reactive, Reflective, and Intuitive Thinking**

Nurses use critical thinking to explore, understand, analyze, and apply knowledge in various practice situations. Not engaging in critical thinking when caring for patients, making decisions, or dealing with challenging situations can result in the use of reactive thinking. **Reactive thinking** is an automatic or kneejerk reaction to situations that has consequences leading to vague or inaccurate reasoning, sloppy and superficial thinking, and poor nursing practice (Heaslip, 2008; Zori & Morrison, 2009). Nurse leaders and managers who engage in reactive thinking use automatic, thoughtless responses to solve problems that often result in errors or ineffective decision making. Consider the following scenario: Several nurses are going back to school to advance their education, and they approach the nurse manager about implementing a different scheduling method that would allow nurses to work
every weekend with extra days off during the week, rather than the current practice of scheduling all nurses to work every other weekend. The nurse manager does not believe that the proposed scheduling method would be fair to all nurses and refuses to consider any changes. In this example, the nurse manager does not consider input from the staff, makes an assumption without taking any time to think about the decision critically, and does not give staff the opportunity to engage in shared decision making, thus possibly resulting in nurse dissatisfaction. The nursing staff members will probably not challenge the nurse manager’s decision because they may not feel comfortable discussing the topic further. Reflective thinking restricts innovation and maintains status quo (Zori & Morrison, 2009).

Rather, critical thinking should involve some reflection on previous experiences to analyze a situation, make judgments, and draw conclusions. Reflective thinking consists of deliberate thinking and understanding using one’s own personal experiences and knowledge, and it involves assessing what is known, what needs to be known, and how to bridge the gap between the two (Masters, 2014). Reflective thinking requires thoughtful personal self-assessment, analysis, and synthesis of strengths, all of which can help nurses develop the skill of self-improvement. Using reflective thinking, nurses must examine and question underlying assumptions and their validity (Benner, Hughes, & Sutphen, 2008).

When engaged in reflective thinking, nurses (Masters, 2014, p. 221):

- Determine what information is needed for understanding the issue.
- Examine what has already been experienced related to an issue.
- Gather available information.
- Synthesize the information and opinions.
- Consider the synthesis from different perspectives and frames of reference.
- Create some meaning from the relevant information and opinions.

Nurse leaders and managers find that using reflective thinking in complex situations is beneficial because it forces them to step back, assess the situation, and think about how to solve the problem. Reflective thinking can result in fewer errors and more effective decision making. Considering the situation just discussed, using reflecting thinking when the staff members makes their request, the nurse manager tells the staff members that she will consider alternative scheduling methods. She reviews the organization’s staffing policies and determines that a change is feasible. The nurse leader and manager creates a team and asks for nurses from all shifts to volunteer to be part of the team. At the first meeting, she outlines the current policies and charges the team to determine the number of nurses willing to work weekends and to identify a feasible schedule to ensure safe staffing. After input from all staff members, the team finalizes a feasible schedule, which is then implemented. By engaging in reflective thinking, the nurse manager promotes shared decision making among the staff members, who then feel empowered and satisfied with the scheduling process.

There are instances in which nurses claim to use intuition or “gut feelings” when providing patient care. Intuitive thinking is an instant understanding of knowledge without supporting evidence. It has also been described as an intuitive grasp or a clear understanding of a situation based on a background of similar situations.
(Benner, 1984). Some reject intuition as an element of critical thinking because it is abstract and seems irrational. However, intuition is a cognitive skill used by nurses to assist assessment of situations and can lead the nurse to take quick action in the delivery of safe, effective patient care (Robert, Tilley, & Petersen, 2014). Intuitive thinking is a nonconscious state of knowing that integrates memory and pattern recognition without cognitive direction (Payne, 2015). Expert nurses do not rely on critical thinking alone; rather, they form an intuitive understanding of a patient’s situation based on previous knowledge, experiences, and pattern recognition (Benner, 1984; Payne, 2015). Nurse leaders and managers use intuitive thinking as they deal with day-to-day unit-level situations. Intuition is based on previous knowledge and experience and triggers a response or reflection to resolve an issue.

**Modeling Critical Thinking**

Nurses use critical thinking continually while caring for patients, coordinating care, collaborating with others, advocating for patients, problem solving, resolving issues, and ensuring that safe and quality patient care is provided. One’s ability to think critically can be affected by many factors such as age, education, experience, and work environment. Nurse leaders and managers play a pivotal role in helping staff members enhance their critical thinking skills (Ignatavicius, 2001). A major function of nurse leaders and managers is to be a role model for staff by being critical thinkers themselves. In addition, staff members rely on nurse leaders and managers to help solve clinical, interpersonal, and unit-related problems. Nurse leaders and managers who use reflective thinking and provide guidance to staff in a credible manner will create a sense of trust and safety on the unit (Zori, Nosek, & Musil, 2010). In contrast, nurse leaders and managers who engage in reactive thinking may miss opportunities for self-growth, to role model critical thinking for staff, and to create changes that are long-lasting and goal driven (Zori & Morrison, 2009). In an evidence-based practice world, it is becoming increasingly important that nurse leaders and managers articulate to staff the value and application of critical thinking as a normal expectation of professional nursing practice (Porter-O’Grady et al., 2005). Nurse leaders and managers must encourage staff to analyze situations, challenge assumptions, explore alternative options, and embrace continuous improvement. Enforcing the expectation of using critical thinking with rewards and recognition can result in a positive work environment. The encouragement of critical thinking by nurse leaders and managers creates a legitimate foundation for accurate and effective decision making on the unit (Porter-O’Grady et al., 2005).

**DECISION MAKING**

People, in general, make many decisions in an average day. Some decisions are small and are made with little effort (i.e., deciding what to eat for breakfast), whereas others may be more involved and take several days (i.e., purchasing a new car). Regardless of how complex a decision may be, the basic elements of the decision-making process are present. **Decision making** “is a process of choosing the best alternatives to achieve individual and organizational objectives” (Guo,
2008, p. 118). Nurses at the bedside typically make two types of decisions: 1) patient care decisions, or those that affect direct patient care; and 2) condition-of-work decisions, or those that affect the work environment (Krairiksh & Anthony, 2001). Decisions made by nurse leaders and managers have a broader scope, in that they can affect many people and can have a greater impact on the overall unit or organization.

Decision making consists of the following steps (McConnell, 2000):

1. **Gathering information** involves collecting information that will direct the decision-making process. Often, gathering information involves observations. The focus during this step is to gather data that are worthwhile and pertinent to the decision to be made. One shortcoming for most people is the tendency to move from observation to conclusion without enough information.

2. **Analyzing information and creating alternatives** often overlap with gathering information because, in this step, information is logically arranged and put into context for evaluation. As information is being organized, alternatives emerge. The amount of time spent analyzing and creating alternatives is directly related to the weight of the decision to be made.

3. **Selecting a preferred alternative** comes about during analysis, when often the best alternative emerges. During this step, it is important to consider what is a realistic and feasible alternative, keeping in mind factors such as time, money, quality, personalities, and policies.

4. **Implementation** consists of taking the selected alternative and putting it into action.

5. **Follow-up on implementation** includes communication and clarification to ensure that staff members know what is expected of them; checking on the timing and ensuring that the change is not overwhelming to staff because of other factors; performing ongoing analysis and monitoring of any circumstances that may require adjustments to the implementation plan; evaluating suggestions from others; withdrawing a poor choice, if necessary; admitting mistakes; and, in the end, sticking with the right decision.

Decision making is a dynamic process and must include evidence-based research. All nurses have the authority, accountability, and responsibility to make decisions and take action consistent with the obligation to promote health and to provide optimal patient care (ANA, 2015a). Nurse leaders and managers must make autonomous operational decisions with the same considerations.

**Decision Making and the Nursing Process**

The ANA (2015a) *Nursing Scope and Standards of Practice* delineates the competent level of nursing practice and uses the nursing process as a critical-thinking framework to guide nursing practice. The nursing process is cyclical and dynamic, interpersonal and collaborative, and universally applicable. It is fundamental to nursing practice and provides a clinical reasoning approach to patient care that uses six interrelated steps (ANA, 2015a). Nurse leaders and managers integrate the nursing process with leadership and management competencies to effectively make decisions that guide nursing practice, set strategic goals, create and sustain healthy work
environments, influence organizational and public policy, resource management (human, material, financial), population health management, legal and regulatory compliance, and promote safe quality patient outcomes (ANA, 2016). Nurse leaders and managers apply the steps of the nursing process when making decisions at the unit and organizational levels:

- **Assessment** involves continually collecting data in a systematic manner relative to an issue, situation, the work environment, or trends. Nurse leaders and managers use data collected to problem solve, make decisions, identify gaps in care, and identify patterns and variances related to the situation.

- **Diagnosis (analysis)** includes identifying issues, problems, or trends and validating them with stakeholders when possible. Nurse leaders and managers use data to support and enhance decision-making and document issues, problems, or trends to help determine an individualized plan.

- **Outcomes identification** includes identifying expected outcomes for an individualized plan of care. Nurse leaders and managers identify expected outcomes for a plan developed to address issues, problems, or trends.

- **Planning** is the development of an individualized plan in partnership with members of the health-care team and the appropriate stakeholders. The plan is prioritized and includes a timeline. Nurse leaders and managers design the plan by considering the current statutes, rules, regulations, and standards and by integrating best practices.

- **Implementation** of the plan involves coordinating the implementation of a plan and associated processes in collaboration with the health-care team in a safe and timely manner using evidence-based interventions specific to the issue, problem, or trend (ANA, 2016). Nurse leaders and managers incorporate principles of systems management, new knowledge, and strategies to initiate change, achieve desired outcomes, and establish strategies to promote health, education, and a safe environment (ANA, 2016).

- **Evaluation** involves ongoing evaluation of the outcomes in relation to structures, processes, nurse-sensitive indicators, and stakeholder responses. Nurse leaders and managers use the results of evaluation analysis to make or recommend changes to policies and procedures as needed.

The nursing process encompasses all actions taken by nurses at every level, provides a framework for critical thinking, and forms the foundation of decision making with the goal of safe, quality, and evidence-based nursing care (ANA, 2015a, 2016). Table 5-2 shows the relationship between the nursing process and decision making for nurse leaders and managers.

### Tools for Decision Making

Tools for decision making provide nurse leaders and managers a systematic way to collect and manage necessary data and assist in visualizing alternatives. There are numerous tools and techniques available that can be used to ensure effective decision making. By using a tool for decision making, nurse leaders and managers can approach decision making in an organized and systematic manner.
DECIDE Model

Using a decision-making model can help ensure that all steps of decision making are addressed, thereby avoiding jumping to a conclusion before all information is collected and analyzed. A model for decision making identified by Guo (2008) uses the acronym DECIDE to represent the steps in the decision-making process. The steps of the DECIDE model are listed in Box 5-1.

Decision-Making Grid Analysis

Decision-making grid analysis is one of the simplest tools a nurse leader and manager can use, especially if the decision involves more than one feasible alternative. This technique involves listing options and factors on a table or grid. The possible options or alternatives are listed on the rows of the table, and factors impacting the

### Table 5–2 Comparison of Nursing Process and Decision Making for Nurse Leaders and Managers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nursing Process</th>
<th>Decision Making</th>
<th>Example Related to Short Staffing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>D = Define the problem</td>
<td>● The nurse leader and manager gathers data related to the issue and trends.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>E = Establish the criteria</td>
<td>● Data to consider would be unit census, patient acuity, the number of discharges and admissions, and staff mix.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification of outcomes</td>
<td>C = Consider alternatives I = Identify the best alternatives</td>
<td>● The nurse leader and manager identifies the problem, explores possible causes, considers alternative strategies for staffing, and identifies the expected outcome.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>D = Develop and implement a plan of action</td>
<td>● Alternatives to consider may include altering current staffing methods and increasing staff levels during peak admission and discharge times.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation</td>
<td>E = Evaluate and monitor the solution and feedback if necessary</td>
<td>● The expected outcome is safe staffing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>D = Define the problem</td>
<td>● The nurse leader and manager develops a staffing plan that identifies strategies to achieve the expected outcome of safe staffing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E = Establish the criteria</td>
<td>● The expected outcome is safe staffing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C = Consider alternatives I = Identify the best alternatives</td>
<td>● The nurse leader and manager implements the staffing plan in a timely and efficient manner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D = Develop and implement a plan of action</td>
<td>● The nurse leader and manager coordinates the material and the interprofessional and intraprofessional resources needed to implement the plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E = Evaluate and monitor the solution and feedback if necessary</td>
<td>● The nurse leader and manager evaluates the progress of the staffing plan and whether the expected outcome of safe staffing is met.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

decision are listed on the columns. Next, a numerical score (e.g., in a range of 0 to 3) is assigned to each option to indicate poor to very good or not likely to very likely; it is acceptable to use the same score more than once. For example, a nurse manager is determining which shift would be best for a particular unit. Options or alternatives include 12-hour shifts, 10-hour shifts, and 8-hour shifts. Next, factors to consider are determined by the nurse manager with staff input and are based on evidence. Factors to be considered in this case are nurse satisfaction, nurse fatigue, patient satisfaction, and potential for adverse events. Then, the nurse manager assigns weights first to each option and then to each factor based on importance, with 0 being the least important and 3 being the most important. The weights for each option are multiplied by the weights assigned to the factors for a total. The option with the highest total becomes the most feasible option. In the example shown in Table 5-3, 10-hour shifts have the highest total, and this shift length is the final outcome of this decision-making process.

### Table 5–3 Decision-Making Grid for Determining Shifts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>High Nurse Satisfaction</th>
<th>Low Nurse Fatigue</th>
<th>High Patient Satisfaction</th>
<th>Few Adverse Events</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 hours</td>
<td>3 (6)</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
<td>2 (4)</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 hours</td>
<td>3 (6)</td>
<td>2 (6)</td>
<td>2 (4)</td>
<td>2 (6)</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 hours</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>2 (6)</td>
<td>2 (4)</td>
<td>3 (9)</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### LEARNING ACTIVITY 5-1 Using a Decision-Making Grid

Think about an important personal decision you need to make. Use a decision-making grid to analyze this decision.

### SWOT Analysis

A SWOT analysis is a tool frequently used in marketing and organizational strategic planning. However, it can also be very useful in decision making for nurses. SWOT stands for Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats. Strengths and weaknesses are internal factors, or those within the organization or the unit, whereas
opportunities and threats are seen as external factors, or those outside the organization or unit (Pearce, 2007). Nurse leaders and managers who make decisions using a SWOT analysis can improve outcomes for both patients and nurses by identifying the strengths and weaknesses of the staff, areas for improvement, and opportunities for facilitating positive change (Roussel, 2013). SWOT analysis is discussed further in Chapter 8.

**Shared Decision Making**

The role of the nurse leader and manager is shifting from making all unit-related decisions to designing effective shared decision-making processes. Shared decision making is the inclusion of staff nurses in decision making related to patient care and work methods at the unit and organizational levels. Shared decision making requires nurse leaders and managers to involve staff nurses in decisions about hiring, scheduling, and performance evaluations (appraisals), as well as include them in general unit discussions (Graham-Dickerson et al., 2013). Nurses engaged in shared decision making are empowered to provide effective, efficient, safe, and compassionate quality care and have opportunities for ongoing professional growth and development (ANA, 2015b). Unit cultures with shared decision making foster a healthy work environment and promote safe and quality patient care. Moreover, shared decision making is a positive factor in job satisfaction and nurse recruitment and retention (Houser et al., 2012; Scherb, Specht, Loes, & Reed, 2011; Shiparski, 2005).

Although not yet the norm in all organizations, shared decision making is a standard in Magnet-recognized organizations and has been shown to have a positive impact on nurse satisfaction, nurse recruitment and retention, patient satisfaction, and reduction of adverse events (Houser et al., 2012). The ANA’s *Code of Ethics for Nurses With Interpretive Statements* suggests that nurse leaders and managers are responsible to ensure that nurses are included on teams at the unit and organizational level and in decision-making processes that affect the quality and safety of patient care (ANA, 2015b). According to the ANA’s *Nursing Administration: Scope and Standards of Practice*, nurse leaders and managers are encouraged to develop skills in shared decision making (ANA, 2016). Shared decision making is identified by the American Organization of Nurse Executives (AONE) as a communication and relationship-building competency and states that nurse leaders and managers should “engage staff and others in decision-making; promote decisions that are patient-centered; and provide an environment conducive to opinion sharing” (AONE, 2007, p. 4).

**Appreciative Inquiry**

In many cases, part of the decision-making process involves problem solving. Problem solving consists of the act of identifying a problem and implementing an active systematic process to solve that problem. Problem solving requires looking closely at problems, failures, and negative outcomes and then finding a solution.

One possible approach to problem solving is appreciative inquiry. Appreciative inquiry is a problem-solving strategy that capitalizes on the positive characteristics
The end product of appreciative inquiry is a culture change or the development of a vision or plan (Manion, 2011). Appreciative inquiry is based on the belief that there is something similar in the organization somewhere that is already working, and it focuses on recognizing and finding a positive attribute and studying that element to gain insight into handling the current issue (Manion, 2011; Meline & Brehm, 2015). Appreciative inquiry is a collaborative process that engages staff in a healthy exchange of knowledge to solve problems and innovate change. It avoids focusing on the negatives by shifting the perspective to what works best in the organization.

There are four stages of appreciate inquiry, commonly referred to as the four Ds. Stage one is discovery, or the discovery phase, and it involves storytelling.

### E X P L O R I N G T H E E V I D E N C E 5 - 1


**Aim**
The aims of this study were to explore the perceptions of hospital-based nurses regarding their involvement in decision making and to gain an understanding of the ways nurses would like to be involved in decision making.

**Methods**
The investigators used a qualitative descriptive design and conducted focus groups with registered nurses and individual interviews with chief nursing officers from 10 rural and suburban hospitals in Colorado.

**Key Findings**
Data were analyzed using components of grounded theory. Seven themes emerged: collaboration, increased involvement, problem identification, formal or informal communication, accountability, autonomy in decision making, and empowerment. Involvement in decision making was perceived by all in the study as having a positive impact on the work environment and nurse satisfaction at work. Nurses indicated that being involved in decision making made them feel more confident and valued by the organization. Further, they described involvement as an investment and a sense of personal ownership of the organization.

**Implications for Nurse Leaders and Managers**
Nurse leaders and managers can use the findings of this study to inform their management styles. The authors suggest that nurse leaders and managers should listen to their staff when they make recommendations and provide feedback on how the recommendations will be implemented or modified. Further, including staff nurses in unit-level decision making can improve patient outcomes and nurse satisfaction.
question answered in this phase is “What gives life?” The goal in this first phase is
to identify what works best. The next stage is dreaming, or the envisioning phase,
during which the question to be answered is “What might be?” Staff members think
ahead and imagine a future based on the positives identified during the discovery
phase. Stage three is design, or the co-constructing phase, because the focus during
this stage is to design the ideal and to identify the structures and processes neces-
sary to make the dream a reality. The question asked at this stage is “What should
be?” The final stage is destiny, or the sustaining phase. The goal of the last phase
is to determine how to actualize, sustain, or create the identified characteristics.
During the last stage, the focus is on the positive and on empowering everyone to
sustain the vision. For an example of using appreciative inquiry in shared decision
making, see Exploring the Evidence 5-2.

**EXPLORING THE EVIDENCE 5 - 2**


**Aim**
The authors share their experience of using appreciative inquiry to enhance shared
decision making. The nursing division of a hospital in Ohio established a shared
decision-making task force that convenes biennially to critically review current
suggestions, structures, and processes to improve patient care and professional
nursing practice.

**Process**
At the first meeting of the task force each year, a current purpose is defined. In
the example provided by the authors, the purpose was to influence and enhance
the future of professional nursing practice through evaluation of their shared
governance structure and function (p. 53). Once the focus of the appreciative
inquiry process is identified, the task force proceeds with discovery, dream,
design, and destiny:

- **Discovery:** The task force asks the following questions:
  - What is working now?
  - What do we not want to lose?
  - What are our shared decision-making strengths?
  The task force then focuses on the strengths, to shift the process from problem
  solving to appreciating and improving the positive qualities.
- **Dream:** The goal in this step is to start a creative process. The team begins this
  step asking the members to draw a picture to symbolize their dream for the
  nursing division. During this step, they also engage in brainstorming.
- **Design:** The task force identifies the top ideas for improvement from the brain-
  storming session. Communication, mentoring, and accountability were identi-
  fied in the example the authors presented. The team then identified a list of
specific desires related to each topic. Next, to merge the dream with reality, the task force asks the following questions:

- What is the benefit?
- What actions are needed to make the change?
- Who will the change affect?
- Who should be involved?

*Destiny:* The task force envisions their destiny by writing recommendations with detailed rationales and submits them to the leadership council.

**Outcomes**
The authors conclude that using appreciative inquiry in their shared decision-making process has enhanced their process and guided the task force in making their dream a reality.

**Implications for Nurse Leaders and Managers**
This article provides nurse leaders and managers with an example of the real-life application of shared decision making and appreciative inquiry in nursing. The processes can be used at both the unit and organizational levels.

### SUMMARY

All nurses, regardless of their role, must develop critical thinking and decision-making skills. Providing safe and quality patient care involves effective critical thinking skills, and nurse leaders and managers must encourage staff members to be critical thinkers. Critical thinking involves thinking in a systematic and logical way and generating, implementing, and evaluating approaches to promoting positive patient and nurse outcomes. Reflective thinking and intuitive thinking are elements of critical thinking, and they are based on well-established experiences and provide valuable insight into decision making. Critical thinking is interrelated with decision making and the nursing process. Nurse leaders and managers achieve outcomes by building on the nursing process when making patient care and unit decisions. Effective nurse leaders and managers model sound critical thinking and decision-making skills as well as foster open communication and give voice to staff by encouraging shared decision making. In turn, nurses find meaning in their work and share a commitment to patient safety and quality (ANA, 2016).

### SUGGESTED WEBSITES

American Organization of Nurse Executives (AONE) Nurse Executive Competencies: System CNE: [www.aone.org/resources/nec-system-cne.pdf](http://www.aone.org/resources/nec-system-cne.pdf)

Center for Appreciative Inquiry: [www.centerforappreciativeinquiry.net](http://www.centerforappreciativeinquiry.net)

Foundation for Critical Thinking: [www.criticalthinking.org](http://www.criticalthinking.org)
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Chapter 6

Effective Communication

Sara Jo Foley, MSN, ARNP
Elizabeth J. Murray, PhD, RN, CNE

Communication is an essential tool for nursing practice because a critical link exists between effective communication and positive patient outcomes. Nurses must communicate effectively with all members of the health-care team, including other nurses, the patient, and the patient’s family (American Association of Colleges of Nursing [AACN], 2008). Effective communication involves two distinct steps: first, adequately articulating ideas; and second, understanding the listening audience with whom one is communicating (Rosenblatt & Davis, 2009).
Effective communication is accurate and timely, enhances quality of care, and fosters a healthy work environment. Mastering the art of communication seems simple because communicating is something people do every day. However, the intricacies of effective communication, such as knowing when communication is blocked or ineffective and registering nonverbal cues, must be studied and practiced. This chapter illustrates communication basics, details the elements of effective communication, and describes the three most common types of communication used in nursing: organizational, interprofessional, and intraprofessional.

Knowledge, skills, and attitudes related to the following core competencies are included in this chapter: patient-centered care and teamwork and collaboration.

WHY EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION IS CRITICAL

Nurses must be as proficient in communication skills as they are in clinical skills (American Association of Critical-Care Nurses, 2016). In fact, effective communication is as critical to clinical practice as it is to building interprofessional and intraprofessional teams, and it is a key element of successful nursing leadership.

Effective communication is also vital to each Quality and Safety Education for Nurses (QSEN) core competency, particularly patient-centered care, teamwork and collaboration, and safety (Cronenwett et al., 2007). To achieve patient-centered care, nurses must effectively communicate with patients and their families to ensure that patients can make informed decisions and participate fully in their care. Teamwork and collaboration require nurses to be competent in communication skills to function productively on interprofessional and intraprofessional teams. Most importantly, nurses must understand that ineffective communication, in the form of miscommunication and gaps in communication, can lead to medical errors that jeopardize patient safety. In fact, The Joint Commission (TJC, 2014) cites communication errors as a leading root cause of sentinel events.

In 2004, VitalSmarts, in partnership with the American Association of Critical-Care Nurses, conducted a nationwide study to explore specific concerns of healthcare professionals related to communication that may contribute to avoidable errors (Maxwell, Grenny, McMillan, Patterson, & Switzler, 2005). The investigators identified seven crucial conversations that healthcare professionals frequently fail to have that could add to unacceptable error rates. The lack of these crucial conversations is still prevalent today, and the conversations relate to “medical errors, patient safety, quality of care, staff commitment, employee satisfaction, discretionary effort, and turnover” (Maxwell et al., 2005, p. 2). The researchers conducted focus groups and interviews and collected survey data from more than 1,700 participants. The areas of concern identified were broken rules, mistakes, lack of support, incompetence, poor teamwork, disrespect, and micromanagement. Although more than half of the healthcare professionals surveyed witnessed colleagues cutting corners and demonstrating incompetent practice in these areas, only 1 in 10 discussed their concerns with the coworker. Further, most surveyed did not believe it was their responsibility to address these concerns.

The three primary reasons healthcare professionals do not speak up regarding their concerns were identified as a person’s lack of ability, belief that it was not his
or her responsibility, and low confidence that speaking up would result in any good. Interestingly, the researchers identified a minority of 5% to 15% of health-care professionals who did speak up and noted a significant correlation that indicates that health-care professionals “who are confident in their ability to have crucial conversations achieve positive outcomes for their patients, for the hospitals, and for themselves” (Maxwell et al., 2005, p. 7). In contrast, when health-care professionals do not speak up and address their concerns, morale and productivity suffer, and patient safety is compromised (Maxwell et al., 2005). The investigators urged health-care organizations to create cultures of safety in which all employees feel comfortable approaching each other about concerns. Such an environment will improve productivity, reduce nursing turnover, and increase physician cooperation.

Nurses at all levels must communicate effectively in all areas of practice (American Nurses Association [ANA], 2016). However, nurse leaders and managers have an obligation to promote effective communication in the workplace and, essentially, must model effective communication for staff. In fact, nurse managers spend more than 80% of their time communicating (Roussel & Swansburg, 2013). Characteristics of effective communicators include respecting what others have to say, having empathy, listening actively, avoiding sarcasm, asking not commanding, avoiding talking down or up to others, and encouraging input from others (Smith, 2011). Facilitating effective communication and teamwork and ensuring that nurses are competent in communication skills are the responsibilities of nurse managers and leaders (Timmins, 2011). Nurse leaders and managers can significantly influence the use of effective communication by the following (Huston, 2014):

- Being effective communicators and role models themselves in all settings
- Establishing and upholding administrative structures to support and require effective communication and teamwork
- Effectively confronting and managing conflicts that arise from poor communication

A nurse leader and manager who is a role model for good communication skills can provide staff nurses with informal support and leadership, which ultimately create positive work environments and improve nurses’ confidence, motivation, and morale (Timmins, 2011).

**BASICS OF COMMUNICATION**

To succeed in communicating effectively, nurses first become experts in the basics of communication. The following is a brief review of communication basics.

**The Communication Process**

The communication process includes the following elements (Adler & Proctor, 2014; Harkreader, Hogan, & Thobaben, 2007):

- **Sender**: The person who begins the transfer of information, thoughts, or ideas, and engages one or more other persons
- **Encoding**: The process the sender uses to transmit the message, including verbal language, voice inflection, and body language
• Message: The information or content the sender is transferring, which can be transmitted verbally, nonverbally, and in writing
• Sensory channel: The manner in which the message is sent, including visual (e.g., facial expressions, posture, and body language), auditory (e.g., spoken word), kinesthetic (e.g., touching and nonverbal communication), and electronic (e.g., media such as e-mail or text message)
• Receiver: The person or persons whom the sender intended to receive the message
• Decoding: The process of interpreting the message
• Feedback: Determines whether the message was received as intended; can be verbal and nonverbal and allows the sender to correct or clarify the message sent and verify the message was received accurately

Figure 6-1 illustrates the basic model for communication.

A fatal flaw in the communication process is overlooking the final step of feedback. As George Bernard Shaw once said, “The greatest problem in communication is the illusion that it has taken place” (Shaw, n.d.). Simply sending a message and believing it to be clear and therapeutic does not mean that the message was clear or therapeutic to the receiver. For instance, when communicating with a patient who is hearing impaired, using the auditory channel only most likely will not result in effective communication. Because the receiver must be able to decode the information the sender is transmitting, a hearing-impaired patient would benefit more from the visual channel than from the auditory channel. Nurses should never assume that they have communicated effectively until they have verified through feedback that the receiver clearly understood the message.

**Verbal and Nonverbal Communication**

People communicate using a combination of verbal language, or the use of words to convey messages by speaking or writing, and nonverbal cues, such as gestures, facial expressions, eye contact, posture, and use of space. Effective communication results when verbal and nonverbal messages are congruent.

**Verbal Communication**

Verbal communication is a conscious method of communication (Blais & Hayes, 2011; Harkreader et al., 2007). It occurs face to face, by telephone, and through written
messages such as e-mails and memos. The average person uses approximately 20,000 words in an average day to communicate with others (Schuster & Nykolyn, 2010). Unfortunately, not all words have the same meaning for everyone, be it because someone speaks English as a second language or someone speaks English but in another part of the world. To communicate effectively, selecting words that are clear and avoiding ambiguous messages are best, as is seeking feedback to ensure that the message was received with the intended meaning (Schuster & Nykolyn, 2010).

Effective communication, whether spoken or written, is essential for nurses when dealing with patients, especially when documenting nursing care and providing discharge instructions for patients and families. Precise documentation of nursing care is vital because it is used by other nurses and health-care professionals and in administrative records across an organization (ANA, 2010). Clear and understandable discharge instructions can make the difference between a patient’s complete recovery and a repeat visit to the hospital.

For nurse leaders and managers, communicating verbally with staff in an effective matter is also critical. Nurse leaders and managers must convey clearly, typically in writing, information that is important for employees to know, such as policies and procedures and performance evaluations. When communicating through memos, e-mail, and faxes, nurse leaders and managers must write professionally and use easily understandable language (Marquis & Huston, 2015). With written communication particularly, clarity is important because feedback is typically not immediate, and it may be some time before nurse leaders and managers are able to address questions and concerns. Regardless of the purpose, effective written communication must contain language and terminology appropriate to the party or parties being addressed; correct grammar, spelling, and punctuation; logical organization; and appropriate use and citation of references (Blais & Hayes, 2011).

**Nonverbal Communication**

Even in moments of silence, communication continues. Nonverbal communication encompasses behaviors, actions, and facial expressions that transmit messages in lieu of or in addition to verbal communication. Nonverbal communication plays a central role in human interactions and is crucial in transmitting emotional and relational information (Henry, Fuhrel-Forbis, Rogers, & Eggly, 2012). Nonverbal communication can be conscious as well as subconscious and includes eye contact, facial expressions, gestures, posture, body movement, touch, and physical appearance. Facial behavior and expressions in particular (e.g., eye contact or lack of, smiling or grimacing) provide valuable clues and can indicate a person’s comfort level with the topic under discussion.

Beyond paying attention to the receiver’s nonverbal cues, the speaker must be aware of his or her own body language because it must match the verbal message being sent. Consider a staff nurse who approaches the nurse leader and manager and asks whether he or she has a few minutes to discuss a patient situation. The nurse leader and manager says “sure” but proceeds to continually look at his or her watch, and hence the verbal message sent to the staff nurse is incongruent with the nonverbal message. In addition, nonverbal communication alone can have great
impact. Sometimes the mere presence of the nurse manager on the unit sends a message to staff, “I am interested in what is going on here.” Never underestimate the power of nonverbal communication.

**Active Listening**

Effective communication requires the ability to listen actively (ANA, 2015). Hearing and listening are two different things: Hearing is the physiological process of sound communicating with the hearing apparatus, whereas listening is more active and participatory (Rebair, 2012) and requires energy and a high level of concentration (Weaver, 2010). **Active listening** is broken down into five stages (Rebair, 2012):

1. **Receiving:** Ensuring the nurse is in a good position to hear information clearly
2. **Attending:** Engaging in the conversation by adopting positive body language, facial expressions, and gestures
3. **Understanding:** Gaining an understanding of what is being said and what may not be said
4. **Responding:** Responding to the patient in a nonjudgmental manner and being aware if anything may have upset him or her
5. **Remembering:** Recalling previous conversations with the patient to establish a starting point when re-engaging

Active listening also requires the nurse to put aside judgment, evaluation, and approval in a concerted effort to be aware of the emotions and attitudes of others (Weaver, 2010).

Although nurses are often the senders of messages in the communication process, they also need to practice attentive listening skills to achieve effective communication. Without active listening, a nurse will not be able to determine the patient’s perspective and consequently provide safe and quality nursing care. Nurses should take as many opportunities as possible to be the receiver, by focusing on adopting body language, facial expressions, and gestures that are positive and relay to the sender that they are engaged in the conversation (e.g., being eye level with the patient, positioning the body so it is squarely in front of him or her), as well as reducing or blocking out distractions (Rebair, 2012). Responding appropriately to the information communicated is also necessary and can be accomplished by reflecting back to the person (e.g., “I heard you say . . .”) or requesting clarification for something that was not understood (e.g., “I’m not sure I understand . . .”) (Beach, 2010; Rebair, 2012).

Actively listening to staff as well as patients is also important. To have a satisfied and productive staff, nurse leaders and managers must hear what employees are saying as well as what they are not saying. A nurse leader who actively listens empowers staff, provides information that facilitates work and quality improvement, and speeds up problem solving and decision making (Roussel & Swansburg, 2013). Whether communicating with patients or staff, nurse leaders and managers who listen to and remember what others says gain rapport and trust for future encounters. “When trust is high, communication is easy, effortless, instantaneous, and accurate. . . . When trust is low, communication is extremely difficult, exhausting, and ineffective” (Covey, 1991, p. 138).
FACTORS THAT IMPACT COMMUNICATION

When the message the sender transmits is what the receiver understands, clear and effective communication has taken place. However, elements that alter or affect communication can occur at any time during the process. Nurse leaders and managers must be aware of factors that can interfere with message transmission, including gender, generation, values and perceptions, personal space, environment, and roles and relationships.

Gender

Men and women commonly communicate differently: Typically, men tend to be assertive and more verbal, whereas women are more likely to collaborative and use nonverbal cues and metaphors (Marquis & Huston, 2015). In addition, men tend to talk more, disagree more, and focus on the issue rather than the person, whereas women overuse descriptive statements and qualifiers and more often relate personal experiences (Sullivan, 2012). Nurse leaders and managers can bridge the gender gap by using gender-neutral language in all communication methods and being aware of how their own gender affects their communication style.

Generation

The nursing workforce is comprised of individuals spanning four different generations: veterans (1922 to 1945), baby boomers (1946 to 1964), generation X (1965 to 1981), and generation Y (1982 to 1999) (Murray, 2013). Each generation comes with its own unique characteristics, values, work ethic, communication style, and expectations of a work environment (Murray, 2013; Strauss & Howe, 1991). Nurse leaders and managers must identify and implement various communication strategies to reach all generations. For example, baby boomers prefer personal forms of communication, whereas generations X and Y are more comfortable with technology and favor electronic forms of communication.

Culture

A person’s culture can influence communication in many ways, whether because of the native language of the culture or because of verbal and nonverbal behavior variations. Nurse leaders and managers must be attentive to cultural differences in employees. In one study, health-care professionals identified the ability to adjust language, whether verbal or nonverbal, to the target audience as an important communication skill, whether communicating with patients and families or working in interprofessional and intraprofessional teams (Suter et al., 2009).

Values and Perceptions

One’s own values and perceptions influence how one communicates. Patients, families, and other nurses may encode, send, receive, decode, and interpret messages differently based on their own value systems, life experiences, and worldviews.
Nurse leaders and managers must consider differences in values and perceptions when communicating with patients, families, health-care providers, peers, and managers to avoid miscommunication and misunderstandings.

**Personal Space**

Personal space, or the space between parties when communication takes place, also influences communication. What one individual considers appropriate personal space, an amount that feels comfortable and safe, can differ dramatically from another person’s view (Hall, 1990; McLaughlin, Olson, & White, 2008). However, there are commonly accepted parameters for distance between persons communicating, depending on the situation.

**Environment**

Environment plays a major role in whether communication is effective, staff is productive, and teamwork is collaborative. Nurse leaders and managers should strive to create an environment that supports communication as a two-way dialogue in which people think and make decisions together and with minimal distractions (American Association of Critical-Care Nurses, 2016). A supportive environment such as this allows patients and families to feel comfortable enough to share information, ask questions, and offer opinions. In addition, a healthy environment ensures that staff members feel more comfortable sharing ideas, asking questions, and offering solutions to problems. In contrast, a negative or unhealthy environment promotes one-way communication and a sense that staff and patients have little power.

**Roles and Relationships**

A nurse’s role and his or her relationships with others influence the communication process. Roles can influence the words people choose, their tone of voice, communication channel, and body language (Blais & Hayes, 2011). For example, nurses may choose a face-to-face method when communicating with patients and families but may use the telephone to communicate with health-care providers. Nurse leaders and managers often use a face-to-face method to communicate sensitive information to staff and e-mail to communicate policy changes.

To be an effective communicator, nurse leaders and managers must also adapt their communication style based on the ability of the individual—whether a patient, family member, or staff member—to process and comprehend the interaction (Smith, 2011). Often, noise occurs during transmission (Fig. 6-2). Noise comprises the physical and/or psychological forces that can disrupt effective communication. Physical noise includes conspicuous environmental distractions, such as excessive sounds, activity, physical separation, and interruptions, that interfere with a person’s ability to listen actively. Psychological noise includes internal distractions, such as one’s values, stress and anxiety levels, emotions, and judgments, that impede his or her ability to send or receive a message clearly.

Nurse leaders and managers can prevent physical noise by creating a supportive environment with as few distractions as possible, as described earlier. Psychological
noise can be reduced by encouraging staff to employ empathy for the patient. Physical touch and caring nonverbal cues also can help establish a calm atmosphere for a patient and his or her family.

### LEARNING ACTIVITY 6-1

**Reflect on a Recent Communication Interaction**

Think about a recent interaction you had or observed that resulted in miscommunication. Consider the following:

1. Were verbal communication and nonverbal communication congruent?
2. What factors may have affected communication (e.g., gender, generations, culture, values, environment)?
3. Could there have been physiological or psychological noise?

### FORMAL AND INFORMAL COMMUNICATION

Communication in health care occurs along two different channels: formal and informal. **Formal communication** is described as “a type of verbal presentation or document intended to share information and which conforms to established professional rules, standards and processes and avoids using slang terminology” (“Formal communication,” 2014). Formal communication follows the line of authority in an organizational hierarchy (Marquis & Huston, 2015), and it also reflects the culture of the organization; communication is planned rather than allowed to occur randomly (Triolo, 2012). Examples of formal communication that nurse leaders and managers may use include interviewing, counseling, dealing with complaints, managing conflict, evaluating, and disciplining (Sullivan, 2012). During the formal communication process, it is critical for nurse leaders and managers to maintain professionalism and be effective communicators by:

- Using plain, direct language and avoiding jargon
- Using familiar illustrations to get points across
- Listening objectively
- Keeping questions short
- Giving clear, concise direction or instructions
● Seeking frequent feedback
● Providing frequent feedback

On the other end of the spectrum, informal communication occurs among staff members at the same or different level in an organization with no formal lines of authority or responsibility (Marquis & Huston, 2015). Informal communication is a “casual form of information sharing typically used in personal conversations with friends or family members” (“Informal communication,” 2014). Nurse leaders and managers may use informal communication when conversing with patients about personal business, such as children or pets. Informal communication is used for nurse managers and leaders to establish open lines of communication with staff and to create a culture in the workplace that allows employees to feel connected with each other (Parboteeah et al., 2010).

One negative example of informal communication is the grapevine. Grapevine communication flows quickly and haphazardly at all levels of the organization and becomes more and more distorted as it moves along (Phillips, 2007). Communication on the grapevine travels in multiple directions at a rapid speed and carries both positive and negative information. Misinformation can run rampant, thus causing low morale and decreased productivity. Nurse leaders and managers must monitor the grapevine and intervene quickly to provide accurate information to avert unrest and job dissatisfaction among employees. Employees prefer regular communication from nurse leaders and managers, rather than hearing information through the grapevine (Triolo, 2012). To prevent grapevine communication, nurse leaders and managers must share as much information as possible with staff; the only information that should not be shared is information protected by law and ethics (Roussel & Swansburg, 2013).

**TYPES OF COMMUNICATION IN A HEALTH-CARE ENVIRONMENT**

Three types of communication come into play in a health-care work environment: organizational, interprofessional, and intraprofessional. Nurse must understand and be able to apply all three when communicating.

**Organizational Communication**

Health-care systems must communicate important information, such as regulations, policies, and procedures. The goal of organizational communication is to convey the same message across the entire system. The ease with which communication flows through an organization has a great impact on the individual employee because it sets the tone for the climate of the working environment (Parboteeah et al., 2010). In fact, lack of effective communication at the organizational level can result in conflict and poor adherence to guidelines (Parboteeah et al., 2010; Pavlakis et al., 2011).

Various directions of communication may be used at the organizational level. Downward communication reflects the hierarchical nature of the organization (e.g., the sending of information by administrators to nurse leaders and managers or by nurse leaders and managers to staff). Downward communication includes directives to employees, expectations for employees, and performance feedback (Phillips, 2007; Sullivan, 2012).
Lateral communication is the sharing of information among nurse leaders and managers or other staff at the same level. Examples of lateral communication are coordination between units and services, information sharing, problem solving, and conflict management (Phillips, 2007).

Communication with others in the organization who are not on the same level in the hierarchy is considered diagonal communication. This occurs, for example, when a nurse leader and manager communicates with the chief financial officer or the medical director (Phillips, 2007).

Finally, upward communication is the sending of information up the hierarchical chain (e.g., staff to the nurse manager or leader, or nurse leader and manager to higher-level managers and administrators). Common instances of upward communication are requests for resources, sharing ideas or suggestions for improvement, and employee grievances (Phillips, 2007; Sullivan, 2012).

Organizational communication occurs in staff meetings, group discussions, committee meetings, and in-service education. Written communication is by far the most common form of organizational communication used (Parboteeah et al., 2010). E-mail, faxes, and bulletins posted in high-traffic areas are common forms of organizational written communication.

Interprofessional Communication

According to the AACN (2008), interprofessional refers to “working across healthcare professions to cooperate, collaborate, communicate, and integrate care in teams to ensure that care is continuous and reliable” (p. 37). Effective interprofessional communication fosters patient-centered care and results in quality outcomes. To communicate interprofessionally, nurse leaders and managers must communicate with all members of the health-care team, as well as with patients and their families. The Interprofessional Education Collaborative Expert Panel (2011) identified communication as one of four competencies for interprofessional collaborative practice; the specific interprofessional communication competencies are listed in Box 6-1.

Failure to effectively communicate interprofessionally has been found to be a significant contributing factor associated with many preventable medical errors (Stevens, Bader, Luna, & Johnson, 2011). In fact, evidence suggests that poor interprofessional communication impacts patient safety and quality of care globally. The World Health Organization (2008) identified the lack of communication and coordination as the number one research priority in developed countries and the number three research priority in countries in transition.

Specifically, miscommunication between nurses and physicians contributes to medication errors, patient injuries, and patient deaths (Kesten, 2011). Part of the challenge in combating interprofessional miscommunication between nurses and physicians is that styles differ between the two disciplines. Nurses are taught to be more descriptive, whereas physicians are taught to communicate in a more concise manner (Thomas, Bertram, & Johnson, 2009). In addition, some traditional health-care environments often support a culture in which nurses are intimidated by physicians, thus leading to delays in sharing important medical information. Communication between nurses and physicians should be timely, accurate, complete, and unambiguous for care to be
Effective communication among all health-care professionals is a worldwide goal today (Mitchell, Groves, Mitchell, & Batkin, 2010).

Common strategies that enhance and promote interprofessional communication include team rounding, TeamSTEPPS, and SBAR.

**Interprofessional Team Rounding**

One strategy that is enhancing communication among health-care professionals, producing quality outcomes, increasing patient satisfaction, reducing error rates, and improving patient safety is **interprofessional team rounding** (Baldwin, Wittenberg-Lyles, Oliver, & Demiris, 2011). As the coordinator of care, the nurse possesses the majority of information that is valuable to the health-care team. With interprofessional team rounding, key members of the interprofessional team gather at specified times to discuss the progress of the patient’s plan of care. The patient and his or her family have the opportunity to meet with all members of the health-care team as well. Each member of the interprofessional team, including the patient and his or her family, contributes during team rounding to provide individual expertise to a holistic plan of care. For example, during interprofessional team rounding, the patient’s bedside nurse ensures that patient information is current and available for the meeting and offers the team insight into care issues, with the goals of advocating for the patient and respectfully communicating the patient’s wishes to the health-care team (Weaver, 2010). After team rounding, nurse leaders and managers are responsible for communicating the outcome of the interprofessional team round to any members not present and for communicating feedback to the team as needed.

---

**BOX 6-1 Interprofessional Communication Competencies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GENERAL COMPETENCY STATEMENT</th>
<th>understanding of information and treatment and care decisions.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communicate with patients, families, communities, and other health professionals in a responsive and responsible manner that supports a team approach to the maintenance of health and the treatment of disease. Specific interprofessional communication competencies:</td>
<td>4. Listen actively, and encourage ideas and opinions of other team members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Choose effective communication tools and techniques, including information systems and communication technologies, to facilitate discussions and interactions that enhance team function.</td>
<td>5. Give timely, sensitive, instructive feedback to others about their performance on the team, and respond respectfully as a team member to feedback from others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Organize and communicate information with patients, families, and health-care team members in a form that is understandable, and avoid discipline-specific terminology when possible.</td>
<td>6. Use respectful language appropriate for a given difficult situation, crucial conversation, or interprofessional conflict.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Express one’s knowledge and opinions to team members involved in patient care with confidence, clarity, and respect, and work to ensure common understanding.</td>
<td>7. Recognize how one’s own uniqueness, including experience level, expertise, culture, power, and hierarchy within the health-care team, contributes to effective communication, conflict resolution, and positive interprofessional working relationships.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Communicate consistently the importance of teamwork in patient-centered and community-focused care.</td>
<td>9. Communicate consistently the importance of teamwork in patient-centered and community-focused care.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Interprofessional Education Collaborative Expert Panel, 2011, p. 23, with permission.
TeamSTEPPS

TeamSTEPPS, or Team Strategies and Tools to Enhance Performance and Patient Safety, is an evidence-based teamwork system developed by the U.S. Department of Defense in collaboration with the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) that is aimed at optimizing patient safety outcomes by improving communication and teamwork skills among health-care professionals (AHRQ, n.d.). One of the competencies covered by TeamSTEPPS is positive and conflict-free communication as a requirement for effective teamwork. The focus of TeamSTEPPS is concise information exchange techniques, including the following (Guimond, Sole, & Salas, 2009; Sherman & Eggenberger, 2009):

- **Two-challenge rule**: Requires the nurse to voice concerns at least twice to receive acknowledgment from another interprofessional team member. The two-challenge rule is used when a standard of care is not followed. If the team member does not acknowledge the concern being challenged, the nurse takes stronger action or follows the hospital chain of command. Nurse leaders and managers use this technique when dealing with team members who do not follow policies.
- **Call out**: Simultaneously informs team members of important information and assigns tasks during a critical event or situation. Nurse leaders and managers use this technique when an emergency situation arises on the unit (e.g., respiratory arrest).
- **Check-back**: Requires the nurse to use closed-loop communication and verify that the information that is being received is correct. Nurse leaders and managers use this technique when assigning care to staff or when clarifying a change in treatment or medications.

SBAR

SBAR, or Situation-Background-Assessment-Recommendation, is a communication tool meant to simplify communication by framing it in the following manner (Institute for Healthcare Improvement, 2014):

S = Situation (a concise statement of the problem)
B = Background (pertinent and brief information related to the situation)
A = Assessment (analysis and considerations of options—what the nurse found or thinks)
R = Recommendation (action requested/recommended—what the nurse wants)

The SBAR communication tool is an effective method for improving communication within the interdisciplinary health-care team because it assists team members in organizing and prioritizing their thoughts before communicating with other health-care professionals. It fosters improved critical thinking and professional communication skills by developing a brief synopsis of the reason for the contact between providers through an organized and predictable format. When used properly, SBAR allows for an assertive dialogue, the precise relay of crucial information, and an increased situational awareness that can greatly enhance safe delivery of patient care by setting expectations for the information communicated and for how information is delivered (Stevens et al., 2011). Table 6-1 illustrates the SBAR tool.
and examples of statements nurses can use to relay information and recommendations to the health-care provider.

By enabling the continuous and collaborative exchange of information pertaining to patient care throughout the care environment, the SBAR tool increases the satisfaction level of nurses, physicians, and patients while improving the safety of the care being delivered. In fact, SBAR can effectively decrease the rate and frequency of medical errors associated with miscommunication among health-care providers. Teamwork is crucial to the delivery of safe and effective high-quality patient care, and SBAR has been shown to build teamwork and strengthen working relationships among health-care providers. Moreover, it can facilitate proficient communication and continuity during the transfer of care among nurses, levels of acuity, or other organizations (Thomas, Bertram, & Johnson, 2009). It also allows the nurse to express changes in patient status successfully and leaves little room for missed or inaccurate information being relayed, thereby leading to an increased level of safety and the quality of care given. Research has shown that when SBAR is used, patients have reported an enriched atmosphere of patient protection within the hospital setting (Beckett & Kipnis, 2009). Nurses use SBAR during patient care and shift reports and to communicate an unexpected change in a patient’s condition. SBAR has been

### Table 6–1 SBAR Tool

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S = Situation</th>
<th>B = Background</th>
<th>A = Assessment</th>
<th>R = Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The nurse describes the problem and why he or she is calling.</td>
<td>The nurse provides pertinent information related to the situation (i.e., the clinical facts).</td>
<td>The nurse provides an analysis of the situation (i.e., what he or she thinks the problem is).</td>
<td>The nurse makes recommendation(s) (i.e., what he or she believes will resolve the situation or problem).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specifics to report:</td>
<td>Specifics to report could include:</td>
<td>Possible phrases:</td>
<td>Recommendations could include:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Identify self, unit, patient, room number</td>
<td>● Current medications, allergies</td>
<td>● “I think the problem is . . .”</td>
<td>● “I request that you [say what you want done]:”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Briefly state problem, when it happened, how severe</td>
<td>● Recent laboratory results</td>
<td>● “I am not sure what the problem is, but the patient is getting worse . . .”</td>
<td>● Come into see the patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● “I am concerned about . . .”</td>
<td>● Most recent vital signs</td>
<td></td>
<td>● Talk to family about code status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Code status</td>
<td></td>
<td>● Transfer the patient to the intensive care unit (ICU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Other clinical information</td>
<td></td>
<td>● If change in treatment, be sure to ask:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● How often do you want vital signs?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● When do you want me to call again?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on SBAR Tool developed by Kaiser Permanente (Institute for Healthcare Improvement, 2014).

**Aim**
This study had three goals: 1) translation of SBAR for paraprofessionals, 2) reduction of cultural and educational barriers to interprofessional communication, and 3) examination of the Educating and Mentoring Paraprofessionals on Ways to Enhance Reporting (EMPOWER) intervention on barriers to interpersonal communication practices and perceptions of a safety culture using SBAR.

**Methods**
The project was implemented in two phases. The first phase focused on surveying paraprofessional staff members to establish baseline measures related to patient safety culture. The second phase focused on validation, testing of the EMPOWER training module, and recommendations for improving the safety culture by using SBAR.

**Key Findings**
The evaluation of the EMPOWER project focused on effectiveness of the SBAR training for paraprofessionals and reinforcement of SBAR training among all staff members. Initial surveys were conducted among 280 paraprofessionals, and 182 completed the survey. As part of the project, the leadership team began making rounds throughout the hospital to ensure that staff members understood their commitment to a culture of safety. After implementation of the EMPOWER project, surveys were conducted again and were compared with the first survey. The following key changes were revealed:

- In the first survey, 33% of the paraprofessionals indicated that when a patient safety event was reported, it felt as if the person was being written up rather than the problem; in the second survey, this percentage dropped to 21.7%.
- In the first survey, 78% of the paraprofessionals indicated that hospital management felt that patient safety was a top priority; in the second survey, this percentage increased to 86%.
- The use of SBAR by paraprofessionals increased from 74% at the end of the EMPOWER project to 90% after 1 year.

**Implications for Nurse Leaders and Managers**
Nurse leaders and managers can learn from this project the importance of recognizing paraprofessionals as members of the interprofessional team. The results of this study further promote the value of SBAR as an effective tool for increasing team communication and a standard for enhancing a culture of safety.
applied in many settings, including high-risk departments such as intensive care, emergency departments, and operating rooms, and has yielded improved satisfaction of patients and care providers, enhanced quality of clinical outcomes, improved communication among interprofessional team members, and an increase in the safety of the delivery of patient care (Kesten, 2011).

The SBAR technique can also be used to address nonclinical, management issues, such as workload and staffing levels. In one example, staff nurses on a rehabilitation unit used the technique to present poor staffing and workload issues to management. The tool provided them with a mechanism to present the issues along with recommendations for improvement in a professional manner (Boaro, Fancott, Baker, Velji, & Andreoli, 2010).

**Case Study Using SBAR**

Tracey is a registered nurse caring for a 70-year-old female patient who returned from recovery after abdominal surgery approximately 4 hours ago. On admission to Tracey’s unit, the patient’s blood pressure was 128/80 and pulse was 86. One hour after admission, the patient complained of pain and indicated that her pain was 8 on a scale of zero to 10. At that time, her abdomen was firm and tender without bowel sounds, and her blood pressure was 110/68 with a pulse of 98. Tracey medicated the patient for pain. Two hours after admission, the patient continues to complain of abdominal pain and says “It’s the worse pain I’ve ever had.” Her abdomen continues to be firm and tender without bowel sounds. Her blood pressure is now 90/60, and her pulse is 110. Tracey decides to contact the health-care provider. Using the SBAR tool in Table 6-1, indicate what Tracey should communicate to the health-care provider.

S = Situation:
B = Background:
A = Assessment:
R = Recommendation:

**Intraprofessional Communication**

Intraprofessional means “working with healthcare team members within the profession to ensure that care is continuous and reliable” (AACN, 2008, p.38). For nurses, intraprofessional communication means working with other nursing staff to deliver safe and quality patient care. In the Principles for Collaborative Relationships Between Clinical Nurses and Nurse Managers developed by the ANA and the American Organization of Nurse Executives (AONE) (ANA and AONE, 2012), one focus is effective communication. The principles of effective communication can bridge the “us versus them” divide often prevalent between nursing management and staff (ANA and AONE, 2012). The principles related to effective intraprofessional communication are listed in Box 6-2.
Health-care organizations have found how important it is to standardize nurse-to-nurse transitions in care. At one time commonly referred to as a *handoff* and more recently termed a *handover* to reflect more accurately the two-sided process (Barnsteiner, 2012), these transitions in care occur when a patient is transferred from one unit to another, when a nurse must accompany one patient to a procedure and leave other patients under the care of another nurse, when a nurse takes a break for lunch, and when there is a change of shift (Chen, Wright, Smith, Jaggers, & Mistry, 2011; Griffin, 2010). The purpose of the nurse-to-nurse handover is to acquaint a nurse who has not cared for the patient with the patient’s needs and condition; to provide an opportunity for education on unfamiliar medications, equipment, and the care process; and to acquaint the nurse with the patient and not just the tasks (Griffin, 2010). The handover of patient care from one nurse to another requires effective communication to avoid negative consequences for patients (Barnsteiner, 2012). Handovers also transfer accountability and responsibility from one nurse to another (Griffin, 2010).

Nurse-to-nurse handovers vary with each facility. For example, handovers in the acute care setting look very different from those in an outpatient care environment. Handovers may also vary from unit to unit in inpatient settings, although inpatient care facilities have begun standardizing handovers to reduce errors (Chen et al., 2011; Griffin, 2010). Reports on handovers may be verbal or written and given in an individual or group format. Many health-care institutions are deciding to “bring report to the bedside” in an effort to improve patient satisfaction and reduce medical errors because studies show that increasing patient involvement reduces errors in communication and the continuum of care (Griffin, 2010). The Institute for Patient- and Family-Centered Care (2011, para 1) identified four concepts that apply during nurse-to-nurse handovers, specifically if given at the bedside:

1. **Respect and dignity:** Nurses must understand and respect the choices of patients and families and honor perspectives. The nurse must clearly communicate those perspectives and choices that directly affect care choices and help to create meaningful partnerships among patient, family, and nursing staff.

2. **Information sharing:** Accurate and unbiased information regarding care choices and plan of care must be shared with patients and families to include them in the care process. Information sharing at the time of nurse-to-nurse report,
if given with the patient present, may bring to light information of which the patient or the nurse is unaware.

3. Participation: When report is given at the bedside and patients or family members are included, this allows them to participate in care in a meaningful way and at the level that they choose. Participation must be outlined by the competent adult patient and may vary from day to day based upon the emotional and physical well-being of each party.


**Aim**
The aim of this integrated review was to synthesize outcomes from research of nursing handoffs on medical surgical units to guide future computerization of the handoff process.

**Methods**
The investigators conducted an integrated literature review of studies published in peer-reviewed nursing journals between 1980 and March 2011. Studies about nurses’ perceptions and informal reports were excluded from the review. The search yielded 247 references, of which 62 were duplicates. The references were reviewed and rated for relevance. The studies were classified as relevant, not relevant, or questionable. A total of 81 studies were retrieved by the investigators for additional review and classification. The final sample included 30 research studies (20 qualitative, four experimental, and six descriptive).

**Key Findings**
All studies examined handoffs from the nursing perspective except two, which traced patient-centered handoffs across hospitalizations. One-third of the studies reviewed found issues with information effectiveness, accuracy, and efficiency. All studies revealed that handoffs are complex processes. Researchers found that structured formats tailored to individual medical and surgical units improved information completeness. The investigators noted that most studies did not address the context of handoffs, even though context is critical to the computerization of the handoff process. The investigators found that the current trend of bedside face-to-face handoffs in medical and surgical units was not supported in the studies reviewed. In addition, no findings reflected the patient’s perspective, which can have implications for the accuracy of information being relayed across units and settings.

**Implications for Nurse Leaders and Managers**
Nurse leaders and managers should be aware of these findings to assist in more effective relay of information during handoffs. In addition, the process of bedside handoffs that is common practice today in medical and surgical units is not supported by the available evidence.
4. **Collaboration:** Patients and family members may provide insights into the care process or report process that may be invaluable to future patients. Collaborating with patients and family members, not only regarding the care of the patient but also in exploring how the process can be more patient centered, provides endless resources to improving the process of including the patient at bedside report.

Patient care handovers can result in important information gaps, omissions, errors, and harm to the patient (Staggers & Blaz, 2013). Potential causes of errors during handovers include the following (Chen et al., 2011, p. 380):

- Environmental distractions
- Simultaneous transfer of equipment and knowledge
- No previous information for the receiving nurse on the patient’s history or condition, thereby creating a situation in which vast amounts of information are shared in a limited time
- Clinically unstable patients who require attention during handovers, thus resulting in a limited time for reviewing medical history

It is not possible to eliminate all of these causes for error during the handover process; for instance, if a patient requires care immediately, it must be given. However, standardizing handovers may help to decrease confusion and errors. When the receiving nurse is given information in a format that is familiar, such as SBAR, the information will not seem overwhelming. In addition, this approach provides a standard of care for what information is shared and reminds the nurse who is giving report to furnish complete information on each point before moving onto the next (Chen et al., 2011).

**SUMMARY**

Communication is one of the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that nurse leaders and managers—and in fact all nurses—must use with extreme proficiency. Communicating across the organization, among professionals, and among nurses is critical for safe and quality patient-centered care. Miscommunication is a source for error that could be potentially harmful to patients, so nurse leaders and managers must genuinely try to understand what others are saying, listen carefully, and maintain composure in difficult situations (Batcheller, 2007). Lack of effective communication can impact the health-care work environment and result in misinformation, misunderstanding, fear, suspicion, insecurity, and job dissatisfaction, as well as compromise patient safety and quality of nursing care. Nurse leaders and managers who are role models for good communication skills can provide staff nurses with informal support and leadership, which ultimately create a positive work environment and improve nurses’ confidence, motivation, and morale (Timmins, 2011).
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LEARNING OUTCOMES
● Discuss the nurse leader and manager’s role in ensuring safe and quality patient care.
● Discuss the prevalence of medical errors in today’s health-care environment, and identify types of medical errors.
● Describe a culture of safety and strategies to promote a culture of safety.
● Describe initiatives to promote patient safety and how nurse leaders and managers can use these initiatives to improve patient care.
● Identify the principles of quality improvement and quality management.
● List common tools used in quality improvement.
Patient safety and quality care are concepts on a continuum: Although safe nursing care results in the lowest potential to do harm to patients, high-quality nursing care results in the greatest potential to achieve the best possible patient outcomes (Galt, Paschal, & Gleason, 2011). Since the Institute of Medicine’s (IOM) groundbreaking report To Err Is Human: Building a Safer Health System was released in 2000, there has been tremendous movement toward decreasing errors and improving the safety and quality of health care (Kohn, Corrigan, & Donaldson, 2000). Two additional IOM reports in 2004, Patient Safety: Achieving a New Standard for Care (Aspden, Corrigan, Wolcott, & Erickson, 2004) and Keeping Patients Safe: Transforming the Work Environment of Nurses (Page, 2004), also brought significant attention to the need to improve the safety and quality of the care delivered.

However, patient safety issues present an ongoing threat to achieving quality health care, and despite significant achievements since the IOM reports were published, patients remain at risk of serious harm (Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, 2014). In 2010, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services reported that in a study of 780 Medicare beneficiaries, 13.5% experienced adverse events and 13.5% experienced temporary harm events during hospitalization. Further investigation revealed that at least 44% of the events were preventable. The IOM’s estimate of 44,000 to 98,000 preventable medical errors per year has been challenged by a newer report that reviewed contemporary literature (published between 2006 and 2012) to identify types and numbers of preventable adverse events in hospitals (James, 2013). The report’s findings suggest that 210,000 to 400,000 deaths each year in hospitals in the United States are associated with preventable adverse events.

Improving safety and quality in health care is not just an issue in the United States; rather, it is a global public health concern. Close to 10% of patients hospitalized in developed countries will fall victim to preventable errors or adverse events (World Health Organization [WHO], 2014a). In fact, patients are at higher risk of injury while hospitalized (1 in 300) than when flying on an airplane (1 in 1,000,000) (WHO, 2014a).

As the largest group of health-care professionals—as of 2014, there were 2,661,890 registered nurses in the workforce in the United States (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2014)—nurses are in the key position to impact patient safety and quality care, and in fact they have an ethical obligation to promote safe and quality care. This obligation is reflected in Provision 3 of the ANA Code of Ethics for Nurses With Interpretive Statements: “The nurse promotes, advocates for, and protects the rights, health, and safety of the patient” (American Nurses Association [ANA], 2015a, p. 9). Further, Provision 4 states that “nurses have vested authority, and are accountable and responsible for the quality of their practice” (p. 15). In addition, it is the mission of the International Council of Nurses (ICN) “to ensure quality nursing care for all and sound health policies globally” (2014, para. 1). The ICN also believes that nurses must ensure patient safety in all aspects of care delivery. According to the ICN, promoting patient safety:

*involves a wide range of actions in the recruitment, training and retention of health care professionals, performance improvement, environmental safety and risk management, including infection control, safe use of medicines, equipment safety, safe clinical practice, safe environment of care, and accumulating an integrated body of scientific knowledge focused on patient safety and the infrastructure to support its development (ICN, 2012, para. 1).*
Although the nursing profession has an obligation to take the lead in the patient safety and quality movement, nurses need to do more than they have in past decades if there is to be progress (Johnson, 2012).

This chapter presents an overview of the prevalence and types of medical errors in health care today and patient safety initiatives underway to address them. Further, it discusses the roles of nurses at all levels in ensuring patient safety, from developing a culture of safety to standardizing processes, and improving patient safety, including using safety initiatives and incorporating tools for quality improvement (QI).

Knowledge, skills, and attitudes related to the following core competencies are included: patient-centered care, teamwork and collaboration, QI, and safety.

**MEDICAL ERRORS**

Health care is becoming more complex, and along with increased complexity comes the growing problem of medical errors. The IOM defines a *medical error* as “the failure of a planned action to be completed as intended (i.e., error of execution) or the use of a wrong plan to achieve an aim (i.e., error in planning)” (Kohn, Corrigan & Donaldson, 2000, p. 28). An injury to a patient caused by medical management rather than the patient’s underlying condition is called an *adverse event* or a *patient safety event* (The Joint Commission [TJC], 2016a), and most of these events are preventable. Several highly publicized cases of preventable medical errors spurred numerous initiatives to promote patient safety and improvement of quality of care. Table 7-1 illustrates some of these incidents related to preventable errors and the policy outcomes that resulted.

There are two types of errors: an error of omission and an error of commission. An *error of omission* results when an action is not taken or omitted, such as when a nurse does not assess a patient after surgery or does not administer a medication; in both situations, the nurse omitted an action that is a standard of care. An *error of commission* results when the wrong action is taken or committed. Examples of errors of commission include a nurse giving a medication to the wrong patient or performing a procedure incorrectly (e.g., a nurse breaking sterile technique when inserting a Foley catheter).

When an error occurs in the presence of a potential hazard, it is an unsafe act (Reason, 1990). Some unsafe acts do not result from errors but from violations. A violation is a deliberate deviation from safe practices as identified by designers, managers, and regulatory agencies to maintain a safe system (Reason, 1990). For example, a common standard of care is that nurses must check a patient’s name band before medication administration; neglecting to check a patient’s name band before administering medications is a violation. Errors and violations do not always result in harm or accidents. However, they have the potential to do so.

Further, errors can be classified as slips, lapses, and mistakes (Reason, 1990). Slips and lapses are execution failures—in other words, they occur from actions that do not result in the intended outcome. Slips are observable by others (e.g., a nurse documenting that she gave a medication on the wrong patient’s chart), whereas lapses usually involve memory failure and may be apparent only to the person experiencing the failure (e.g., a nurse forgetting to administer a medication but not documenting it anywhere). Mistakes are errors that occur when an action...
Public discussion came about regarding the excessive work hours and lack of supervision of residents in training. In 2003, the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) established standards dictating a maximum of 80 work hours/week and no more than 30 hours/shift.

This case was the one of the catalysts for the modern patient safety movement. It resulted in a new focus on medication errors and an impetus for computerized prescribing (Wachter, 2012).

TJC established the Universal Protocol for Preventing Wrong Site, Wrong Procedure, and Wrong Person Surgery that became effective July 1, 2004. The three components of the Universal Protocol are a preprocedure verification, site marking, and a time out (TJC, n.d.).

Josie’s mother, Sorrel King, has used her experience to become an advocate for patient safety. She established the Josie King Foundation to “prevent others from dying or being harmed by medical errors” (Niedowski, 2003).

Helen Haskell, Lewis’s mother, has worked diligently to ensure that patients and families have access to physicians and rapid response teams (Acquaviva, Haskell, & Johnson, 2013).

Thao has become a spokesperson for patient safety and second victims (Quaid, Thao, & Denham, 2010).

The Quaids renewed attention to dangerous medical errors and started a patient safety foundation (Quaid, Thao, & Denham, 2010).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Incident</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Libby Zion was an 18-year-old college student with a history of depression who went to the emergency department with complaints of fever, agitation, jerking body movements, and disorientation. She was admitted for hydration and observation but died several hours later from a possible drug-drug interaction. Of note, an intern and a resident assigned to Libby’s care were working 36-hour shifts, which are believed to have contributed to the error that caused her death (Lerner, 2006).</td>
<td>Public discussion came about regarding the excessive work hours and lack of supervision of residents in training. In 2003, the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) established standards dictating a maximum of 80 work hours/week and no more than 30 hours/shift.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Betsy Lehman was a 39-year-old award-winning health columnist for the Boston Globe who died after a massive overdose of chemotherapy medications (Altman, 1995).</td>
<td>This case was the one of the catalysts for the modern patient safety movement. It resulted in a new focus on medication errors and an impetus for computerized prescribing (Wachter, 2012).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Willie King was a 51-year-old man with diabetes who had the wrong foot amputated (Leisner, 1995).</td>
<td>TJC established the Universal Protocol for Preventing Wrong Site, Wrong Procedure, and Wrong Person Surgery that became effective July 1, 2004. The three components of the Universal Protocol are a preprocedure verification, site marking, and a time out (TJC, n.d.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Josie King was an 18-month-old little girl admitted with second-degree burns over 60% of her body after falling into a bathtub full of hot water. After 2 weeks in the intensive care unit, Josie was transferred to a general unit, and her family was making plans for her discharge. Josie died 1 week later of severe dehydration that had gone unnoticed and as a result of an administration of methadone that should not have been given (Niedowski, 2003).</td>
<td>Josie’s mother, Sorrel King, has used her experience to become an advocate for patient safety. She established the Josie King Foundation to “prevent others from dying or being harmed by medical errors” (Niedowski, 2003).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Lewis Blackman was a 15-year-old boy admitted for a routine surgical procedure for <em>pectus excavatum</em>. Four days later, Lewis bled to death from an undetected perforated ulcer (Monk, 2002).</td>
<td>Helen Haskell, Lewis’s mother, has worked diligently to ensure that patients and families have access to physicians and rapid response teams (Acquaviva, Haskell, &amp; Johnson, 2013).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Julie Thao was a registered nurse who unintentionally administered an epidural anesthetic intravenously, instead of an antibiotic. The patient died, and Thao was arrested on felony charges (“Nurse charged,” 2007).</td>
<td>Thao has become a spokesperson for patient safety and second victims (Quaid, Thao, &amp; Denham, 2010).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Dennis Quaid’s twins were hospitalized in the neonatal intensive care unit and received heparin overdoses twice. The twins were administered 10,000 units/mL for a catheter flush instead of 10 units/mL (Ornstein, 2008).</td>
<td>The Quaids renewed attention to dangerous medical errors and started a patient safety foundation (Quaid, Thao, &amp; Denham, 2010).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7-1 Medical Error Incidents and Policy Outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Incident</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Libby Zion was an 18-year-old college student with a history of depression who went to the emergency department with complaints of fever, agitation, jerking body movements, and disorientation. She was admitted for hydration and observation but died several hours later from a possible drug-drug interaction. Of note, an intern and a resident assigned to Libby’s care were working 36-hour shifts, which are believed to have contributed to the error that caused her death (Lerner, 2006).</td>
<td>Public discussion came about regarding the excessive work hours and lack of supervision of residents in training. In 2003, the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) established standards dictating a maximum of 80 work hours/week and no more than 30 hours/shift.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Betsy Lehman was a 39-year-old award-winning health columnist for the Boston Globe who died after a massive overdose of chemotherapy medications (Altman, 1995).</td>
<td>This case was the one of the catalysts for the modern patient safety movement. It resulted in a new focus on medication errors and an impetus for computerized prescribing (Wachter, 2012).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Willie King was a 51-year-old man with diabetes who had the wrong foot amputated (Leisner, 1995).</td>
<td>TJC established the Universal Protocol for Preventing Wrong Site, Wrong Procedure, and Wrong Person Surgery that became effective July 1, 2004. The three components of the Universal Protocol are a preprocedure verification, site marking, and a time out (TJC, n.d.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Josie King was an 18-month-old little girl admitted with second-degree burns over 60% of her body after falling into a bathtub full of hot water. After 2 weeks in the intensive care unit, Josie was transferred to a general unit, and her family was making plans for her discharge. Josie died 1 week later of severe dehydration that had gone unnoticed and as a result of an administration of methadone that should not have been given (Niedowski, 2003).</td>
<td>Josie’s mother, Sorrel King, has used her experience to become an advocate for patient safety. She established the Josie King Foundation to “prevent others from dying or being harmed by medical errors” (Niedowski, 2003).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Lewis Blackman was a 15-year-old boy admitted for a routine surgical procedure for <em>pectus excavatum</em>. Four days later, Lewis bled to death from an undetected perforated ulcer (Monk, 2002).</td>
<td>Helen Haskell, Lewis’s mother, has worked diligently to ensure that patients and families have access to physicians and rapid response teams (Acquaviva, Haskell, &amp; Johnson, 2013).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Julie Thao was a registered nurse who unintentionally administered an epidural anesthetic intravenously, instead of an antibiotic. The patient died, and Thao was arrested on felony charges (“Nurse charged,” 2007).</td>
<td>Thao has become a spokesperson for patient safety and second victims (Quaid, Thao, &amp; Denham, 2010).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Dennis Quaid’s twins were hospitalized in the neonatal intensive care unit and received heparin overdoses twice. The twins were administered 10,000 units/mL for a catheter flush instead of 10 units/mL (Ornstein, 2008).</td>
<td>The Quaids renewed attention to dangerous medical errors and started a patient safety foundation (Quaid, Thao, &amp; Denham, 2010).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
goes as planned but the action is incorrect. Mistakes are subtler and more complex than slips or lapses. As a result, mistakes are often difficult to detect and pose a greater danger to patients than slips or lapses (Reason, 1990). For example, a nurse is told by unlicensed assistive personnel (UAP) that a patient’s temperature is elevated. The nurse checks the patient’s chart for an order and administers medication for the fever. Later, the nurse realizes that the UAP told her that the wrong patient had the elevated temperature, and so the nurse gave the medication to a patient who had an order but did not have an elevated temperature. This constitutes a mistake because the action was taken with the incorrect patient, and therefore the action was incorrect.

To truly ensure safety, any near miss, or a potential error that was discovered before it was carried out, must be monitored. For example, a nurse enters a patient’s room to administer a medication and realizes that it is the wrong patient. She immediately leaves the room with the medication and avoids the commission of an error. In this situation, a near miss occurred and should be investigated to avoid an actual error in the future.

A sentinel event is a patient safety event that results in any of the following: death, permanent harm, and severe temporary harm and intervention required to sustain life (TJC, 2016c, para. 2). A sentinel event signals “the need for immediate investigation and response” (TJC, 2016a, para. 4). Sentinel events are tracked by TJC. However, reporting a sentinel event is voluntary.

Human errors can be viewed from two perspectives: the person approach and the systems approach (Reason, 2000). The person approach focuses on unsafe acts of health-care professionals and errors as the result of human behaviors, such as inattention, forgetfulness, negligence, and incompetence. Organizations that focus on the person approach often attempt to correct human behavior through naming, blaming, shaming, and retraining. The systems approach, however, acknowledges that errors happen because humans are not perfect. With this approach, the focus is less on the individual making the error and more on system processes that led to the error. In fact, errors are expected, and many defenses are in place to safeguard against them. Organizations that focus on the systems approach concentrate on changing the work environment by establishing barriers and safeguards against the errors (Reason, 2000). Highly educated and competent nurses make errors; human factors can provide explanations for these errors.

Unintentional human errors and system errors account for most preventable adverse events (Denham, 2007). Although most errors have multiple causes, the most common are related to human factors, communication, and leadership (Shepard, 2011):

- **Human factors** include staffing levels, staff education and competency, and staffing shortages. When staffing is inadequate or nurses lack experience, patient safety is jeopardized.
- **Communication** includes intraprofessional and interprofessional communication as well as interactions with patients and their families. Optimal patient outcomes rely on effective communication.
- **Leadership** includes leadership and management at all levels, organizational structure, policies and procedures, and practice guidelines. When leadership factors are inadequate, nurses may make decisions that can result in adverse events or near misses.
Preventing errors and adverse events relies on a systems approach that reduces the likelihood of patient safety events. Nurse leaders and managers must be able to follow through with the following activities to ensure patient safety (Galt, Paschal, & Gleason, 2011, pp. 8–9):

- Develop a culture that is founded on the concept of safety for both patients and staff.
- Standardize as many processes as possible while simultaneously allowing staff the independent authority to solve problems in a creative manner as well as avoiding automatic action.
- Implement initiatives created by health-care organizations to improve safety and quality.

**Second Victim**

The primary victim of any medical error is the patient, as well as his or her family. However, there is always a second victim: the nurse or health-care professional involved in an error that injures a patient (Smetzer, 2012). Fatal errors and those that cause major injury or disability can result in stress-related psychological and physiological reactions for the nurse involved. Often, second victims experience a medical emergency equivalent to post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Many second victims feel abandoned, isolated, and a loss of security, and the traumatic event changes their self-perception (Denham, 2007; Smetzer, 2012). The second victim needs compassion, caring, and respect. Provision 1.5 of the ANA Code of Ethics states “Respect for persons extends to all individuals with whom the nurse interacts. Nurses maintain professional, respectful, and caring relationships with colleagues and are committed to fair treatment, transparency, integrity-preserving compromise, and the best resolution of conflict” (ANA, 2015a, p. 4).

Five rights for second victims have been identified using the acronym TRUST: 1) Treatment that is just, 2) Respect, 3) Understanding and compassion, 4) Supportive care, and 5) Transparency and the opportunity to contribute (Table 7-2; Denham, 2007). Health-care leaders must address the rights of all health-care professionals involved in unintentional harm to patients through systems failures and human errors. Nurse leaders and managers must promote respect for nurse’s rights and responsibilities, maintain empathetic and caring relationships, and establish a supportive and healthy work environment (ANA, 2015b).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRUST</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Treatment that is just</strong></td>
<td>Nurses who make an error cannot be held 100% accountable when system failures predispose them to human errors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Respect</strong></td>
<td>All health-care professionals are susceptible to making an error and deserve to be treated with respect should an error occur. Health-care organizations must avoid the name-blame-shame cycle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Understanding and compassion</strong></td>
<td>Nurses who make an error need to be allowed to progress through the stages of grief.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supportive care</strong></td>
<td>Nurses who make an error can experience the signs and symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder and need psychological support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transparency and the opportunity to contribute</strong></td>
<td>Improving patient safety requires all health-care professionals to be more honest and transparent about errors by identifying, disclosing, and reporting medical errors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7-2 TRUST

From Denham, 2007.
- Analyze complex processes by using appropriate tools.
- Collect data on errors and incidents within the unit to identify opportunities for improvement and track progress.

**CREATING A CULTURE OF SAFETY**

A *culture of safety* is a blame-free environment in which staff members feel comfortable reporting errors and near misses. Until the early 2000s, when an error was made by a nurse, the approach by management was punitive and involved identifying the individual who made the error and requiring that he or she be named in an incident report and complete a medication review course. This approach did not seek the root cause of the error and was not effective in reducing errors. Sadly, this approach still occurs today. A culture of safety supports nurses in that it is non-punitive and emphasizes accountability, excellence, honesty, integrity, and mutual respect (Johnson, 2012).

In a culture of safety, patient and employee safety is the priority, and organizational leadership is committed to providing safe and quality care as well as creating a safe work environment. A culture of safety develops over time and includes three stages (Page, 2004, pp. 296–298):

**Stage 1. Safety management is based on rules and regulations:** The organization sees safety as an external requirement imposed by regulatory bodies, and mere compliance with rules and regulations is considered adequate.

**Stage 2. Good safety performance becomes an organizational goal:** Safety is perceived by leadership and management as important, but safety performance is addressed in terms of goals rather than as part of the strategic plan and culture of the organization.

**Stage 3. Safety performance is seen as dynamic and continuously improving:** Safety performance is viewed by everyone in the organization as dynamic and in need of continuous improvement in this stage. There is a strong emphasis on communication, training, management style, and improving efficiency and effectiveness.

A culture of safety promotes staff engagement and empowerment and focuses on *why* an error was made rather than *who* made the error. Embedded within a culture of safety is a *just culture*, or a culture that is fair to those who make an error. A just culture improves patient safety because it encourages nurses to learn from each other’s mistakes and to report all errors and near misses without fear of repercussions. Nurses are responsible for their own actions and are expected to provide constructive feedback to their peers (Shepard, 2011; Wachter, 2012).

Nurse leaders and managers are responsible for promoting a culture of safety and creating an environment where nursing care is delivered safely and effectively (ANA, 2015b). Creating a culture of safety is hard work; however, once a culture of safety is established, “it is easy to identify its presence, as well as its absence” (Wachter, 2012, p. 275).

Part of creating a culture of safety is encouraging staff members to voice their concerns when they feel that a situation is a safety risk. This can be done through a communication technique called “CUS,” a three-step process that assists staff...
members in stopping an activity when they sense or discover a safety breach. CUS
stands for the following (TJC, 2012, p. 52):

1. I am Concerned.
2. I am Uncomfortable.
3. This is a Safety issue.

Further, nurse leaders and managers can “promote a process of mistake or error
mitigation that recognizes that errors may be the result of system breakdowns or
failures to build a good system, as opposed to putting the total blame on individ-
uals” (ANA, 2015b, p. 6).

A culture of safety relies on a systems approach that reduces the likelihood of pa-
tient safety events. A key aspect of preventing errors and adverse events is to avoid
automatic actions. As nurses become experienced with a specific task, cognitive adap-
tive mechanisms kick in and allow for nurses to go on “autopilot” (Galt, Fuji, Gleason,
& McQuillan, 2011). Unfortunately, this ability to take complex skills and make them
routine can negatively impact patient safety. As tasks and skills become automatic,
nurses pay less attention to details, and this deficit can result in variations in care and
the possibility of a patient safety event or error. Evidence shows that varying patterns
of care lead to poor clinical outcomes. In contrast, standardizing care can improve
clinical outcomes, reduce inefficiencies, and decrease costs (Tsakos et al., 2014). Nurse
leaders and managers can intervene by ensuring that nurses use standardized pro-
cedures and checklists rather than relying on memory and automatic approaches to
patient care. When there are variations in processes and procedures, confusion, delays
in care, and varying levels of nursing care quality can result. Standardizing processes
and procedures can help reduce errors and improve quality care. Standardization is the
process of developing, agreeing on, and implementing uniform criteria, methods,
processes, designs, or practices that can improve patient safety and quality of care
(Tsakos et al., 2014). Standardized processes benefit health care by:

- Providing nurse leaders and managers and nursing staff with a method for com-
  paring outcomes resulting from standardized processes across the organization
- Enabling nurse leaders and managers to compare data and interpret relevance and
efficacy of a specific intervention or process
- Allowing for a way for nurses at all levels (as well as other health-care profes-
sionals) to communicate with one another in meaningful ways (i.e., use of stan-
dardized terms)
Increasing the likelihood of user familiarity with technology and equipment that can reduce risk of human errors

Allowing nurses at all levels as well as other health-care professionals to learn from each other’s experiences

Standardization can take many forms including using checklists, approved abbreviations and practice guidelines, electronic health records, and computerized physician order entry; storing equipment and supplies in the same location on units; and designing units using the same floorplan within a facility. Although a challenge, nurse leaders and managers must standardize as many processes as possible while simultaneously allowing staff the independent authority to solve problems in a creative manner.

PATIENT SAFETY INITIATIVES

Patient safety advocacy groups have emerged since the 1980s in response to concerns about the less than stellar quality of the American health-care system and the prevalence of patient safety concerns. The leaders of many of these groups are people who have had personal experiences with medical errors, thus putting a human face on patient safety issues (Wachter, 2012). The modern patient safety movement does not call for perfection from our health-care professionals; rather, it acknowledges that humans make errors and replaces the blame-and-shame game with systems thinking (Wachter, 2012).

The following are organizations that have put in place safety initiatives that can be used by nurse leaders and managers to promote safe and quality care. All of these patient safety initiatives can positively impact the overall quality of health care.

Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality

Established in 1989 as the Agency for Health Care Policy and Research within the Department of Health and Human Services, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (or AHRQ, which it became in 1999) has always had the mission “to make health care safer, higher quality, more accessible, equitable, and affordable” (AHRQ, 2016, para. 1). In response to the IOM sentinel report To Err Is Human, the AHRQ set out to build a foundation to better understand patient safety. In 2005, the AHRQ established the Patient Safety Network (PSNet), a website featuring essential resources relevant to the patient safety community. Materials are selected for inclusion on the site according to the following criteria (AHRQ, n.d., para. 4):

- Support multidisciplinary, “systems” approach to minimizing errors in health care
- Come from a wide range of disciplines and sources
- Have been written and/or sponsored by credible sources
- Are of interest to the patient safety community at large, both expert and novice
- Are of value for gaining insight into and supporting patient safety

Nurses at all levels can use PSNet to find tips for preventing medical errors and promoting patient safety. Nurse leaders and managers can use PSNet for
American Nurses Association

In 1994, the ANA launched an initiative to investigate the impact of health-care restructuring on the safety and quality of patient care and the nursing profession (Montalvo, 2007). The Patient Safety and Quality Initiative focused on educating registered nurses about quality measurement, informing the public about safe and quality health care, and investigating methods to evaluate the safety and quality of patient care empirically. Through this initiative, strong links between nursing actions and patient outcomes were identified (Montalvo, 2007).

In 1998, the ANA established the National Database of Nursing Quality Indicators (NDNQI), which collects data from participating facilities on 19 nursing-sensitive quality indicators. The NDNQI is used by 2,000 hospitals nationwide and reports national comparison information related to nursing-sensitive quality indicators and unit performance. Until recently, the NDNQI was managed by the University of Kansas School of Nursing. In 2014, Press Ganey acquired NDNQI to offer more specific insights into nursing performance to improve patient experiences and outcomes (Press Ganey, 2014). Nurse leaders and managers should use these nursing-sensitive quality indicators as part of a comprehensive approach to measuring and evaluating quality of care and assist in improving patient safety. These indicators reflect the characteristics of the nursing workforce, nursing processes, and patient outcomes, which vary according to the characteristics or processes of nursing (Montalvo & Dunton, 2007, p. 1). In addition, the NDNQI also measures characteristics of the nursing workforce that impact the quality of patient care and the patient’s experience such as staffing levels, nurse turnover, and nurse education and certification (Press Ganey, 2014).

Nursing-sensitive quality indicators are indicators that reflect elements of patient care that are directly impacted by the quality and quantity of nursing care and include the following:

- **Structure indicators** relate to the care environment and include staffing levels, hours of nursing care per patient day, nursing skill levels, and education of staff.
- **Process indicators** relate to how nursing care is provided and include elements falling under the nursing process (i.e., assessment, diagnosis, planning, intervention, and evaluation of nursing care) and job satisfaction.
- **Outcome indicators** relate to the results of nursing care and include changes in a patient’s health status related to nursing care, such as pressure ulcers and patient falls. Outcome indicators improve when there is greater quality and quantity of nursing care.

Box 7-1 provides a list of nursing-sensitive quality indicators currently being collected.

National Quality Forum

The National Quality Forum (NQF) is a nonprofit organization established in 1999 in response to the recommendations from the Advisory Commission on Consumer
Protection and Quality in the Health Care Industry (NQF, 2016a). The NQF is committed to helping the United States achieve better and affordable care and, ultimately, improving the overall health of Americans (NQF, 2016c). The NQF is involved in the following activities to meet this goal (NQF, 2016c):

- Setting standards for health-care measurements
- Recommending measures for use in payment and public reporting programs
- Identifying and accelerating QI priorities
- Advancing electronic measurement to capture necessary data needed to measure performance
- Providing information and tools to help health-care decision makers

One national priority the NQF is focusing on is patient safety. The NQF identifies the following three goals as critical in making health care safer for Americans (NQF, 2016b, para. 2):

1. Reduce preventable hospital admissions and readmissions.
2. Reduce the incidence of adverse health-care–associated conditions.
3. Reduce harm from inappropriate or unnecessary care.

The NQF has endorsed a set of nursing-sensitive quality indicators that have been pivotal to understanding nursing’s influence on patient outcomes as well as promoting a measure for QI. The nursing-sensitive quality indicators endorsed by the NQF are indicated by an asterisk in Box 7-1. Nurse leaders and managers should consider monitoring and measuring these quality indicators as they strive to create an environment of safe and quality care.

**Institute for Healthcare Improvement**

The Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI) was founded in the late 1980s and is currently a leading innovator in health and health-care improvement in the
United States and globally (IHI, 2016a). The IHI collaborates with the health-care improvement community to remove improvement roadblocks and launch innovations that dramatically improve patient care (IHI, 2016b).

The IHI has been responsible for two nationwide initiatives, the 100,000 Lives Campaign and the 5 Million Lives Campaign, which spread best practice changes to thousands of hospitals in the United States. The 100,000 Lives Campaign ran from January 2005 through June 2006, with the goal to reduce morbidity and mortality significantly in the American health-care system. The IHI called on hospitals and health-care providers to implement the following interventions to reduce harm and death from medical error (IHI, 2016e, para 3):

- Deploy rapid response teams to patients at risk of cardiac or respiratory arrest.
- Deliver reliable, evidence-based care to patients with myocardial infarctions to prevent deaths from heart attacks.
- Prevent adverse drug events through medication reconciliation, a process of comparing the patient’s list of medications with those ordered by health-care providers on admission, transfer, and/or discharge.
- Prevent central line infections by implementing a series of evidence-based steps called the “Central Line Bundle.”
- Prevent surgical site infections by administering the appropriate preoperative antibiotics and at the proper time.
- Prevent ventilator-associated pneumonia by implementing a series of evidence-based steps called the “Ventilator Bundle.”

The IHI estimated that more than 2,000 hospitals made a commitment to implement the interventions to reduce harm, and 122,300 lives were saved during the 18-month campaign (IHI, 2016e; Saver, 2006).

The 5 Million Lives Campaign ran from December 2006 through December 2009. The goal was to reduce illness or medical harm, such as adverse events and surgical complications, and patient mortality significantly. The IHI encouraged hospitals and health-care providers to continue the efforts begun in the 100,000 Lives Campaign, which nurse leaders and managers should do, as well as employ the following additional strategies to reduce harm and death from medical errors (IHI, 2016e, para 2):

- Prevent pressure ulcers by using evidence-based guidelines.
- Reduce methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* (MRSA) through basic changes in infection control processes throughout hospitals.
- Prevent harm from high-alert medications with a focus on anticoagulants, sedatives, narcotics, and insulin.
- Reduce surgical complications by reliably implementing changes in care identified by the Surgical Care Improvement Project.
- Deliver evidence-based care to patients with congestive heart failure to reduce readmissions.
- Get hospital boards on board by defining and spreading new processes to encourage boards of directors to be more effective in the improvement of care.

At the close of the campaign, 4,050 hospitals were enrolled, reflecting an unprecedented commitment to patient safety and quality. The IHI believes that the
campaign resulted in a massive reduction of patient injuries and tremendous improvement in patient outcomes, “with more than 2,000 facilities pursuing each of the Campaign’s 12 interventions to reduce infection, surgical complication, medication errors, and other forms of unreliable care in facilities. Eight states enrolled 100% of their hospitals in the Campaign, and 18 states enrolled over 90% of their hospitals in the Campaign” (IHI, 2016e, para 10). The IHI emphasizes that a national study is needed to determine whether 5 million instances of harm were prevented as a result of the campaign (IHI, 2016e).

The Joint Commission

TJC, a nonprofit organization founded in 1951, accredits and certifies approximately 20,000 health-care organizations in the United States based on established standards (TJC, 2016b). TJC is involved in numerous activities to ensure that patients “experience the safest, highest quality, best-valued health care across all settings” (TJCs, 2016b). Its mission is to “continuously improve health care for the public, in collaboration with other stakeholders, by evaluating health-care organizations and inspiring them to excel in providing safe and effective care of the highest quality and value” (TJC, 2016b, para 2). In support of its mission, TJC reviews agency activities in response to sentinel events.

TJC is committed to patient safety through initiatives including its Speak Up programs. TJC worked with the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid to launch the Speak Up programs in 2002 with the goal of urging patients to take an active role in preventing medical errors by becoming informed participants in their care. Speak Up encourages health-care consumers to do the following (TJC, 2016c):

- **Speak up** if you have questions or concerns. If you still do not understand, ask again. It is your body, and you have a right to know.
- **Pay attention** to the care you get. Always make sure you are getting the right treatments and medicines by the right health-care professionals. Do not assume anything.
- **Educate yourself** about your illness: Learn about the medical tests you have and your treatment plan.
- **Ask a trusted family member or friend** to be your advocate (advisor or supporter).
- **Know what medicines** you take and why you take them. Medicine errors are the most common health-care mistake.
- **Use a hospital, clinic, surgery center, or other type of health-care organization** that has been carefully checked out.
- **Participate in all decisions** about your treatment: You are the center of the health-care team.

The Speak Up programs include free brochures, posters, and videos available at www.jointcommission.org/speakup.aspx. The Speak Up programs are very successful at promoting increased communication with both patients and staff about safety. Nurse leaders and managers should promote the Speak Up programs by including information about them in unit meetings and staff orientation. As advocates, nurse leaders and managers should assist patients and their families with obtaining information about Speak Up programs.
TJC also established the National Patient Safety Goals (NPSGs) program in 2002 to assist health-care organizations address patient safety concerns. A panel of patient safety experts works with TJC to identify emerging patient safety issues and strategies to best address these issues. The first set of NPSGs became effective in January 2003 and are still updated annually (TJC, 2016d). Nurse leaders and managers can keep up with the NPSGs, which address specific clinical areas such as ambulatory health care, behavioral health care, critical access hospitals, home care, hospitals, laboratory services, long-term care, and office-based surgery, at https://www.jointcommission.org/topics/patient_safety.aspx.

**World Health Organization**

WHO member states agreed on a resolution on patient safety in 2002 and recognized patient safety as a global health-care issue in 2004. Believing that every patient should receive “safe health care, every time, everywhere,” the WHO launched the Patient Safety Programme in 2004. The WHO defines patient safety as “the absence of preventable harm to a patient during the process of health care” (WHO, 2016, para 3).

In 2006, the WHO launched the High 5s Project to address major concerns about patient safety globally. The project derived its name from the WHO’s goals to reduce the frequency of five patient safety problems in five countries over 5 years (WHO, 2014b, p. 9). The goals of the High 5s Project were to use standardization across multicountry settings and to use a multipronged approach to evaluating the standard operating protocols (WHO, 2014b).

Five standard operating protocols and associated evaluation instruments were developed between 2007 and 2014 to address the following issues (WHO, 2014b, p. 17):

1. Medication accuracy at transitions in care
2. Correct procedure at the correct body site
3. Use of concentrated injectable medicines
4. Communication during patient care handovers
5. Health-care–associated infections

The first two standard operating protocols have been implemented by all countries participating in the High 5s Project, including the United States. Nurses at all levels should be aware of these patient safety initiatives and their impact on best practices and safe, quality nursing care. Nurse leaders and managers must embrace patient safety initiatives as they establish a work environment that fosters safe, quality care delivery.

**PRINCIPLES OF QUALITY IMPROVEMENT**

Florence Nightingale was concerned about quality 150 years ago. She has been called “the woman who discovered quality” (Meyer & Bishop, 2007, p. 240), and she could also be considered an evangelist for performance improvement. When working in the British Military hospital system, she worked tirelessly to change the conditions for patients. She collected data, developed tables to display the data, and reported statistics to British leaders. Initially, Nightingale’s work was related
to mortality rates in hospitals. However, she soon informed those she reported to that “hospital mortality statistics have hitherto given little information on the efficiency of the hospital, i.e., the extent to which it fulfils the purpose it was established for, because there are elements of existence of which such statistics have hitherto taken no cognizance” (Nightingale, 1859, p. 5). She goes on to discuss the need for better sanitary conditions in hospitals and that surgical operations and their results should be monitored. In essence, what Nightingale was referring to is what we know today as quality improvement.

**Quality improvement** (QI) as it is used in health care today was first used in industry in the early 1900s. In the 1920s at the Bell Telephone company, a young engineer by the name of Walter Shewhart explored using statistical methods to identify issues and establish strategies to improve them. His main premise was that statistical control would allow identification of causes of variations in a process. Further, by maintaining control over processes, future outputs could be predicted and allow processes to be managed economically (Smith, 2009). His quality methods were used in American industry in the 1930s. He developed various tools such as charts and graphs and principles of statistical control that resulted in the basic principles of quality control still used today. Shewhart is known as the modern father of quality control (Tague, 2005).

A student of Shewhart’s, W. Edwards Deming, worked for the United States Census Bureau in the 1940s and also taught quality control methods to engineers and statisticians. He became disillusioned with many engineers and statisticians because they did not understand or value the benefits of the methods he taught. After World War II, he went to Japan, where he lectured on quality control and statistical and managerial concepts for quality to Japanese engineers and scientists (Tague, 2005). He believed if the Japanese manufacturers applied the principles, they could improve the quality of their products, and those products would be desired worldwide (Tague, 2005). He is known for 14 key principles for management that are used by managers and leaders to improve business and organizational effectiveness. Deming was a visionary whose belief in continuous improvement led to many theories and teachings that influence quality, management, and leadership today (W. Edwards Deming Institute, 2016).

Joseph Juran was another engineer interested in statistical control and quality. Like Shewhart, he also worked for Bell and was involved in conducting statistical quality control. He is often called the “father of quality.” Juran developed the Pareto principle, which is one of the most useful tools used in management today (Juran Global, 2016). He described quality from the customer’s perspective and suggested that higher quality means that more features will meet customer needs, and higher quality will also include fewer defects. Juran visited Japan and worked with Deming to further teach and help industrial managers understand their responsibilities for quality production.

In the 1970s and 1980s, the American auto industry and electronics industries experienced the influx of high-quality products from Japanese competition in the automotive and electronics industries. The U.S. companies requested assistance from Deming and Juran to begin quality management and quality control programs or total quality management (TQM) (Tague, 2005). TQM is “any quality management program that addresses all areas of an organization, emphasizes customer satisfaction, and uses continuous improvement methods and tools” (Tague, 2005, p. 14).
Health-care organizations are called to use TQM by implementing QI programs aimed at monitoring, assessing, and improving the quality of health care delivered and to continuously seek higher levels of performance to optimize care. QI entails a systematic and continuous series of actions that leads to measurable improvement in health care and the health status of specific patient groups (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services [HHS] Health Resources and Services Administration [HRSA], 2011). All QI programs incorporate four key principles (HHS and HRSA, 2011):

1. QI works as systems and processes.
2. There is a focus on patients.
3. There is a focus on being part of the team.
4. There is a focus on the use of data.

Successful QI also requires the following elements: “fostering and sustaining a culture of change and safety, developing and clarifying an understanding of the problem, involving key stakeholders, testing change strategies, and continuous monitoring of performance and reporting of findings to sustain the change” (Hughes, 2008, p. 18). In addition, effective QI programs require committed management, an established QI model and processes, and a set of QI tools.

There are many frameworks for QI, and most have steps that assist in asking questions, gathering appropriate data, and taking effective and efficient action to address the issue (Tague, 2005). The QI process is similar to the nursing process in that, once a plan is in place to address an issue or problem, it is re-evaluated. The QI process is cyclical and involves setting standards of care, taking measures according to standards of care, evaluating care, recommending improvements, ensuring that improvements are implemented, and evaluating the improvements. Nurse leaders and managers are integral in the QI process because they are responsible for ensuring the safety and quality of nursing care. Nurse leaders and managers can improve patient safety by applying the QI principles by using a patient-centered approach (Galt, Paschal, & Gleason, 2011).

The QI process begins with monitoring specific measures that are part of a care process to identify variations in care and compare findings with performance levels or benchmarks established. If a measure is outside the expected performance level, a problem is identified, and an investigation ensues to determine the root cause of the problem. The following steps (illustrated in Fig. 7-1) can be used to monitor and improve performance (Donabedian, 2003):

1. **Determining what to monitor:** Some activities are directed by government agencies that provide care, pay for care, and assume responsibility for its quality to be monitored. All activities that fall below an expected level of performance must be monitored.

2. **Determining priorities in monitoring:** All activities that could jeopardize patient safety should be monitored. Four characteristics guide determining the priority of a problem: the problem is believed to occur frequently; error or failure in performance is known or believed to occur frequently; when it occurs, such error or failure in performance is believed or known to have serious consequences to health and is costly; and the error or failure in question can be rather easily corrected (p. 40).
3. **Selecting approaches for assessing performance:** This step requires the nurse leader or manager to determine the type of information needed (structure, process, or outcome) to make an inference about quality. It is important to avoid focusing only on outcome measurements and to recognize that there can be weaknesses in the structure and process that lead to failures or poor performance. A combination of approaches is needed for a more comprehensive assessment of quality. By using a combination of approaches, the cause of poor performance or outcome can be attributed to structure and/or process, and this attribution helps direct the improvement process.

4. **Formulating criteria and standards:** A criterion is “an attribute of structure, process, or outcome that is used to draw an inference about quality” (p. 60), whereas a standard is “a specified quantitative measure of magnitude or frequency that specifies what is good or less so” (p. 60).

5. **Obtaining the necessary information:** Data can be collected from medical records, surveys, financial records, statistical reports, databases, and direct observations.
6. **Choosing how to monitor:** Monitoring can be prospective (or anticipatory), occurring before the event; concurrent, conducted during the course of patient care; and retrospective, occurring after the event. The most frequent type is retrospective.

7. **Constructing monitoring systems:** Monitoring of activities for improvement should be an organizational endeavor with a specific department or unit responsible to plan, coordinate, direct, and implement the process as a whole. In addition, there should be coordinated efforts at the unit level including all personnel involved in the activity under investigation.

8. **Bringing about behavior change:** Change is implemented with the goal of changing the structure and/or process and, ultimately, improving the outcome or level of performance.

Once a QI activity is identified, nurse leaders and managers form an interprofessional team to implement the QI process. Nurses at all levels may be part of an intraprofessional or interprofessional team to explore the problem identified. The team should be made up of members representing those involved with the problem. Nurse leaders and managers may lead the team or designate a nurse or other health-care professional to facilitate the QI team. For the QI process to be effective and successful, nurse leaders and managers must promote teamwork and collaboration in the workplace environment.

As members of the interprofessional team, nurses should be able to understand and use QI principles and processes as well as outcome measures. Nurses at all levels must be concerned about what they are responsible for, what is the most in need of improvement, and what they can improve (Donabedian, 2003). Moreover, nurses at all levels have an obligation to collaborate with others to provide quality health-care services safely (ANA, 2015a). Nurse leaders and managers must foster staff involvement in safety initiatives and QI processes to begin changing the processes, attitudes, and behaviors of staff (Newhouse & Poe, 2005). They must help staff members understand that patient safety and QI are not interchangeable but should be implemented simultaneously and continuously to make the most impact (McFadden, Stock, and Gowen, 2014).

### MODELS FOR QUALITY IMPROVEMENT

#### Donabedian Model

One of the most popular frameworks for assessing quality in health care is the **Donabedian Model**. This model provides a framework for examining and evaluating the quality of health care by looking at three categories of information that can be collected to draw inferences about the quality of health care: 1) structure, the conditions under which care is provided; 2) process, the activities that encompass health care; and 3) outcomes, the desirable or undesirable changes in individuals as a result of health care (Donabedian, 2003) (Table 7-3). The model has been used in health care as well as other industries. Figure 7-2 illustrates the Donabedian Model as it relates to nursing practice.

The Donabedian Model provides a starting point for any QI activity, and other QI models can be used to further define and assess safety and quality problems in...
health care. Typically, a health-care agency selects a model or a combination of models that will best fit their organization’s mission, vision, and philosophy as well as the goals and objectives of the improvement activity. Everyone in an organization is part of continuous QI, and nurse leaders and managers often oversee QI initiatives.

**Lean Model**

The **Lean Model** assumes that all processes contain waste and involves the thought process of doing more with less. The model, originated at Toyota and also known as the Toyota Production System (TPS), is built on four basic principles: 1) all work processes are highly specified; 2) all customer and supplier relationships are clear; 3) pathways between people and process steps are specific and consistent; and 4) improvements are made based on scientific methods and at the lowest level of the organization (Spear & Bowen, 1999). Factors involved in the successful application of TPS in health care include eliminating non-value-added activities associated with complex processes, work arounds, and rework; involving frontline
nurses throughout the QI process; and tracking issues that arise during the process (Hughes, 2008). A major advantage of the TPS is that frontline workers are empowered to identify problems and make improvements at the point of care. In this model, nurse leaders and managers provide direction and function as coaches.

**Six Sigma Model**

Originally designed as a business strategy, the Six Sigma Model is a rigorous method that encompasses five steps: 1) define, 2) measure, 3) analyze, 4) improve, and 5) control (DMAIC; Table 7-4). Sigma is a letter from the Greek alphabet (σ) used in statistics and measures variation or spread. Six Sigma refers to six standard deviations from the mean (Tague, 2005). It is used in QI to define the number of acceptable errors produced by a process. Six Sigma involves improving, designing, and monitoring processes to minimize or reduce waste (Hughes, 2008).

**Institute for Healthcare Improvement Model of Improvement**

The IHI Model of Improvement has two parts. First, three fundamental questions are asked, in any order: 1) What are we trying to accomplish? 2) How will we know that a change is an improvement? 3) What changes can we make that will result in improvement? Second, the plan-do-study-act (PDSA) cycle is implemented: Plan involves developing a plan to initiate a small change, do is implementing the plan and collecting data about the process, study includes studying and summarizing the results of the change, and act encompasses three possible actions—adopt the change, adapt the change, or abandon the change. Once the cycle is complete, the process starts over again (IHI, 2014). Using the PDSA promotes continuous QI. The PDSA cycle is used to identify issues and improve care (Fig. 7-3). PDSA includes implementing small tests of change to improve care; therefore, it can be integrated with any of the QI models to implement and evaluate small tests of change. Nurse leaders and managers may use PDSA when implementing any change in procedures and when planning data collection and analysis to verify root causes of a problem or error.

**Failure Modes and Effects Analysis**

Failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) is useful in determining what aspect of a process needs to change. The goals of FMEA are to prevent patient safety events by identifying all possible ways a process could result in failure, estimate

---

**Table 7-4  Six Sigma DMAIC Principles**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Define</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Analyze</th>
<th>Improve</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Define the process and outcome to be improved.</td>
<td>Track performance through data collection.</td>
<td>Analyze data to verify poor performance.</td>
<td>Use data analysis to inform a plan for improvement.</td>
<td>Use ongoing monitoring and improvement as needed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Tague, 2005.
the probability of failure, estimate the consequences of failure, and establish an action plan to prevent potential failures from occurring.

The steps in the FMEA process include failure modes, or what could go wrong; failure causes, or why would the failure happen; and failure effects, or what would be the consequences of each failure (Nolan, Resar, Haraden, & Griffin, 2004, p. 9). FMEA is a systematic approach to evaluate a process. Potential failures are prioritized according to their consequences, with most serious first. Nurse leaders and managers may use FMEA before developing plans to modify a process or analyzing failures in a current process (Tague, 2005).

**Root Cause Analysis**

Root cause analysis (RCA) is a “formalized investigation and problem-solving approach focused on identifying and understanding the underlying causes of an event as well as potential events that were intercepted . . . used with the understanding that system, rather than individual factors, are likely the root cause of most problems” (Hughes, 2008, pp. 6–7). Should a sentinel event occur, an RCA is required and must be followed by a realistic action plan to address and eliminate risks (TJC, 2012).

An RCA is completed after a patient safety event and includes the sequence of events that led up to the event, possible causal factors and root cause, and an action plan that identifies specific strategies to reduce the risk of a similar incident occurring in the future. A typical action plan should address the following: responsibility for implementing and overseeing the plan, pilot testing or a small test of change,
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EXPLORING THE EVIDENCE 7-1


**Aim**
The aim of this quality improvement project was to remove barriers to gait belt use by providing a visual cue to remind staff to use a gait belt when ambulating patients.

**Methods**
The PDSA framework was used to determine whether hanging gait belts on hooks in patients’ rooms would increase their use:

- **Plan**
  - A target unit was selected to implement the “test of change.”
  - Staff was educated about the upcoming change.
  - Project goals were established.
  - Hooks were installed in patients’ rooms.
- **Do**
  - Audit tools were developed, and preaudit data were collected for 2 weeks to provide a baseline.
  - Six audits were completed over a 4-month period.
- **Study**
  - The QI team used a risk-for-injury screening tool and reviewed patient fall risk scores, risk for injury scores, mental health status, mobility status, and use of assistive devices
  - The team also looked at missed opportunities where patients could have benefited from a gait belt but one was not used.
- **Act**
  - The QI team reported ongoing results and collaborated with staff to foster engagement.
  - Data analysis showed that nurses were identifying patients at risk for falls accurately, and there was an overall increase of 38% in placing gait belts in patients’ rooms.

**Implications for Nurse Leaders and Managers**
This QI project offers an example of a nurse-driven quality improvement activity that encouraged patient ambulation and promoted patient safety. Nurse leaders and managers can involve staff in QI initiatives to assist them in identifying areas for improvement, foster engagement and accountability, and provide consistent support for staff during the process.

time lines, and an appropriate approach for measuring the effectiveness of the plan. Nurse leaders and managers use RCA to investigate any medical error that occurs on their unit. Often, nurse leaders and managers use RCA to find the root cause of an error and use PDSA to implement a change aimed at improving or alleviating the cause.
QUALITY IMPROVEMENT TOOLS

There are many tools available to use in the QI process for different purposes, whether it is to communicate information, determine whether a problem exists, or help in decision making (Boxer & Goldfarb, 2011). QI tools also help to guide data collection, identify trends and possible problems, and provide a way to display data collected. All nurses participating in the QI process should be able to use basic QI tools, such as run charts, histograms, fishbone diagrams, flow charts, and Pareto charts, to collect, analyze, and display data. Selection of an appropriate tool to analyze and display data is based on the goal of the QI project. When determining how to display data, it is important to consider the type of data and the time period during which the data is collected. For example, monthly data are best collected over a 13-month period. This provides trends over an entire year and compares the current month with the same month the previous year (Boxer & Goldfarb, 2011).

**Run Chart**

A run chart communicates data, shows trends over time, and reflects how a process is operating (Boxer & Goldfarb, 2011). In a run chart, the vertical axis (y) represents the process variable and the horizontal axis (x) represents time. The mean or median of data is displayed as a horizontal line and allows nurses and the QI team to see changes in measurements without having to compute statistics. Data points above the median indicate an improvement in a process, whereas data points below the median reflect a deterioration in the process. Run charts are among the most important tools for determining whether a change was effective (IHI, 2016f). QI teams would use run charts to display trends over time and changes in quality over time. For example, nurse leaders and managers would use a run chart to determine whether there was a change in the number of central line infections after a new dressing change protocol was implemented. Figure 7-4 displays an example of a run chart for the number of falls on a unit over a 5-month period. Looking at the chart, falls on the unit were above the median line in February and April, thus indicating a problem with the fall precaution protocols.

![Figure 7-4 Run chart](image-url)
Bar Chart

A bar chart is the most common method used to display categorical data, and the scale must start at zero. When using a bar chart, categories are listed along the horizontal axis, and frequencies or percentages are listed on the vertical axis (Tague, 2005). Nurse leaders and managers would use a bar chart to illustrate categorical data. For example, in looking at the increase in the number of falls on the unit, the nurse leader and manager may investigate the staff mix (i.e., number of registered nurses, licensed practical nurses, technicians) on the unit during those time periods. Figure 7-5 displays an example of a bar chart for the educational level and gender of registered nurses employed in a hospital.

Histogram

A histogram is a type of bar chart used to display frequency distributions and is useful when the time sequence of events is not available. For QI, histograms assist the team in recognizing and analyzing patterns in numerical data that may not be apparent by looking at data in a table or finding the mean or median of data (IHI, 2016d). Nurse leaders and managers could use a histogram to illustrate the average length of stay of surgical patients on the unit. Figure 7-6 displays an example of a histogram for student grades on a dosage calculation test.

Fishbone Diagram

The fishbone diagram, also known as an Ishikawa diagram or a cause-and-effect diagram, is used to identify the many possible causes of a problem and any relationships among the causes (Phillips & Simmonds, 2013). It provides a retrospective review of
events and can help nurse leaders and managers determine the root causes of a problem. Fishbone diagrams are key tools used to conduct RCAs. They encourage the team to look at all possible causes and contributing factors of an issue, not just the most obvious. The fishbone provides a graphic display of the relationship between an outcome and possible factors, such as people, processes, equipment, environment, and management. For example, a fishbone diagram would be used by nurse leaders and managers if they wanted to investigate a medication error or an event such as a patient’s suicide. The fishbone allows the QI team to consider all possible causes of the event. Categories of factors that could cause a problem vary depending on the incident. Figure 7-7 illustrates a fishbone diagram and includes people, processes, equipment, environment, management, and materials, but these components are not set in stone.

**LEARNING ACTIVITY 7-2 Using a Fishbone Diagram for Central Line Infections**

Over the past 6 months, patients in the intensive care unit have experienced an increase in central line infections. The nurse leader and manager suspects that the increase is related to more central lines being inserted in the emergency department. A QI team is being formed to identify the root causes of central line infections. Discuss the following with classmates:

- Who should be on the QI team?
- Outline the steps in the QI process to use in this situation.
- What type of QI tools would be used to:
  - Track central line infections
  - Investigate possible causes of infections
  - Identify areas for improvement
- How would the QI team implement an activity to improve the infection rate, and how will the team know the activity worked?
**Flow Chart**

A *flow chart* helps clarify complex processes, shows blocks in activity in the process, and serves as a basis for designing new processes (IHI, 2016c). Flow charts provide a picture of the various steps in a sequential process and allow QI teams to understand an existing process, identify complexity in a process, identify non-value-added steps in a process, and develop ideas about how to improve a process. Nurse leaders and managers would use a flow chart to identify problematic areas in the process of admitting a patient. Figure 7-8 displays a flow chart related to the patient admission process.

**Pareto Chart**

The *Pareto chart* resembles a bar chart in which the height of the bars represents frequency, and the bars are arranged on the horizontal axis in order from highest to lowest. The Pareto chart is designed to look at various causes of a specific problem. Based on the 80/20 principle, the Pareto chart is a tool to help determine the “small portion of causes that account for a large amount of the variance” in a process (Boxer & Goldfarb, 2011, p. 151). Joseph Juran developed the Pareto chart to help managers determine where to focus improvement activities because it
separates the “vital few” from the “useful many.” The Pareto chart visually shows areas that are most significant and provides information to help identify where to focus improvement for the greatest impact. Nurse leaders and managers would use a Pareto chart when there are many causes of an issue, such as breaks in isolation procedures, but the QI team wants to focus on the most significant cause. Figure 7-9 illustrates a Pareto chart for identifying possible causes of medication errors on a unit during a specific period of time. Based on this chart, the “vital
few” categories are being short staffed, high number of admissions, high number of float nurses, and staff mix. These are the areas where QI should be focused.

The QI tools presented can assist nurses at all levels with measuring processes and outcomes of care. Additional information about QI tools can be found on the Society for Quality (ASQ) website at www.asq.org/learn-about-quality/quality-tools.html and the Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI) website at www.ihi.org/resources/Pages/Tools/default.aspx.

**Figure 7-9** Pareto chart.
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**EXPLORING THE EVIDENCE 7-2**


**Aim**

The aim of this study was to investigate how transformational leadership, safety culture, and continuous QI initiatives are related to objective quality and patient safety outcome measures.

**Methods**

Using a survey methodology, the investigators collected and compared data from 204 hospitals in 48 states. They used a questionnaire that measured transformational
leadership, safety climate, and continuous QI and compared findings with hospital-acquired infections and process quality scores from the Hospital Compare website. To test four hypotheses, they used Structural Equation Modeling.

**Key Findings**
Research findings supported three of the four hypotheses. Transformational leadership was positively associated with patient safety climate, process quality scores were positively associated with continuous quality improvement initiatives, and continuous quality initiatives were positively associated with process quality scores. However, continuous quality improvement was associated with an increase in hospital-acquired infections, rather than the lower rates hypothesized. The investigators suggest that preventing hospital-acquired infections requires a broad approach, and continuous quality improvement in many hospitals may be focused on improving business processes rather than patient safety. They also found that transformational leadership was directly related to employees’ perceptions of a strong safety climate.

**Implications for Nurse Leaders and Managers**
Transformational leadership is important to creating and sustaining a positive patient safety climate. Nurse leaders and managers can use the findings of this study to promote broad continuous quality initiatives and to foster a positive patient safety climate on their units and throughout the health-care organization. Nurse leaders and managers at all levels of an organization must play an active role in creating a climate where staff members feel comfortable to voice safety concerns.

**SUMMARY**
Safety is a basic component of health-care quality. Because nurses are at the frontline of care, have the most contact with patients, and are the last line of defense against medical errors, they have an integral role in discovering and correcting processes that can result in an adverse event. In addition, nurses can significantly influence the quality of care provided and are essential members of the QI team. Nurse leaders and managers must promote a culture that focuses on patient and staff safety by encouraging error reporting, error reduction, and patient safety (ANA, 2016). Nurse leaders and managers are responsible for evaluating the quality and appropriateness of nursing care (ANA, 2016), and to do so, they must engage nurses in the QI process.

**SUGGESTED WEBSITES**
ASQ Quality Tools A to Z: www.asq.org/learn-about-quality/quality-tools.html
Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI) Tools: www.ihi.org/resources/Pages/Tools/default.aspx
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Health-Care Organizations

Elizabeth J. Murray, PhD, RN, CNE

**KEY TERMS**

- Centralized structure
- Chain of command
- Complexity theory
- Continuum of care
- Decentralized structure
- For-profit
- Futures thinking
- General systems theory
- Learning organization
- Learning organization theory
- Magnet
- Magnet Recognition Program
- Mission statement
- Not-for-profit
- Organizational structure
- Organizational theory
- Philosophy
- Primary care
- Secondary care
- Span of control
- Strategic foresight
- Strategic planning
- Tertiary care
- Unity of command
- Vision statement

**LEARNING OUTCOMES**

- Explain the elements of a health-care organization.
- Discuss the impact organizational structure and culture has on patient safety, quality of care, and nurse satisfaction.
- Explain the relationships among the mission, vision, and philosophy of an organization and nursing unit.
- Describe the purpose and steps of strategic planning.
- Explain the impact of regulation and accreditation on nursing and health-care organizations.
- Define historical organizational theories and how they influenced contemporary organizational theories.
- Explain how nurse leaders and managers can use contemporary organizational theories to provide safe and quality care.
Nurses work in many different types of health-care organizations and take on varying roles within each. Nurses at all levels must have a good understanding of how health-care systems work to be able to function effectively within an organization and deliver safe and quality nursing care. Understanding the nuances of health-care systems allows nurse leaders and managers to better navigate an organization, recognize the level of complexity, comprehend the need for change and innovation, and, in turn, see how nurses best play a role in the environment. With knowledge of how different systems work, nurse leaders and managers can better facilitate compliance with health-care regulations, identify opportunities and threats for strategic planning, and manage personnel and units and/or departments effectively.

In this chapter, the basic elements of a health-care organization are outlined, including their role in the continuum of care. In addition, organizational structures and theories that provide the frameworks for today’s health-care environment are discussed.

Knowledge, skills, and attitudes related to the following core competencies are included in this chapter: patient-centered care and quality improvement.

**BASIC ELEMENTS OF A HEALTH-CARE ORGANIZATION**

Various types of health-care organizations providing different levels of care are needed in today’s society. The variety of care and services received by patients from a variety of health-care providers in a variety of settings constitutes a continuum of care. Continuum of care is defined as “a concept involving a system that guides and tracks patients over time through a comprehensive array of health services spanning all levels and intensity of care” (Young, Clark, Kansky, & Pupo, 2014, para. 1). The continuum of care covers the delivery of health care over a period of time, as expansive as from birth to end of life, and is important to ensure safe and quality care and to decrease fragmentation of care.

Nurses at all levels need to develop an understanding of the continuum of care and the basic elements of health-care to integrate health promotion, injury prevention, disease prevention, and disease management elements into their nursing practice (American Association of Colleges of Nursing [AACN], 2008). Nurse leaders and managers must be knowledgeable and develop necessary skills to coordinate the care of patients with many other health-care providers and organizational units involved in providing care. Understanding the basic types of health-care organizations and the levels of services provided across them is the first step in achieving a continuum of care.

**For-Profit Versus Not-for-Profit Organizations**

Some health-care organizations are for-profit organizations, meaning they are owned by stockholders, shareholders, or corporate owners. Money brought in is reinvested into the organization to keep it running (e.g., in areas including maintenance, expansion, purchasing of equipment and supplies) and to develop new services. A for-profit organization must always have reserve funds to pay the corporate owners or the stockholders. As a result, funds may not always be readily
available for certain purposes that can affect nurses and patient care. In contrast, not-for-profit organizations do not have stockholders or shareholders yet must also have funds available to run the organization. Possible sources of funding for not-for-profit organizations are public and/or government funding, grants, private donations, or a combination of these sources. A not-for-profit organization typically serves a large number of nonpaying patients. This can cause the organization to spend more money than it is bringing in. Additionally, a not-for-profit organization may have to cut services or make other changes to ensure a positive cash flow.

Types of Health-Care Organizations

Hospitals represent the largest type of health-care organization, and, in fact, more nurses work in hospitals than in any other type of health-care organization (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2015). Other types of health-care organizations include extended care facilities, retirement and assisted living facilities, ambulatory care centers, home health care agencies, medical homes, psychiatric care facilities, and substance abuse treatment facilities. See Figure 8-1 for a breakdown of the types of health-care organizations in which nurses work.

Levels of Service

Health-care organizations are frequently categorized according to the complexity of the level of care provided throughout the continuum, which can be primary care, secondary care, or tertiary care. Primary care is the first line of defense and involves health promotion and illness prevention. In a primary care facility, the focus is on health education and health screening. Examples of primary care facilities include health-care provider’s offices, immunization centers, and wellness centers. Secondary care involves emergency care and acute care. In this environment, the focus is on diagnosis, treatment, and limiting disability. Examples of secondary care facilities include hospitals, urgent care centers, ambulatory care facilities, and birthing centers. Tertiary care involves restoration and rehabilitation. In this environment, the focus is on maintaining and improving (if appropriate) the current state of health. Examples of tertiary care facilities are rehabilitation centers, assisted living centers, long-term care facilities, and hospices.
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND CULTURE, AND STRATEGIC PLANNING

The structure and culture of a health-care organization need to be understood by nurse leaders and managers to ensure a safe and healthy work environment.

Organizational Structure

Organizational structure outlines who is accountable and responsible for the work in an organization and subsequently helps define working relationships. Health-care organizations continue to be fairly traditional, with most having a hierarchical organizational structure and reflecting the classical principles of chain of command, unity of command, and span of control (Rundio & Wilson, 2013). Chain of command refers to a formal line of authority from the top to the bottom of the organization. Each unit is connected to another, and reporting relationships are hierarchical (i.e., a unit’s immediate manager reporting to the one above). Unity of command suggests that each individual employee is accountable to only one manager, with expectations clearly defined and well understood (Rundio & Wilson, 2013, p. 15). Span of control defines a manager’s scope of responsibility and reflects the number of employees who report to a given manager. Theoretically, the goal is to accomplish the work of the organization by dispersing responsibilities and duties equally so that one individual or unit is not overburdened. Organizational charts visually represent these principles, with each unit connected in a hierarchical manner. The goal of an organizational chart is to reflect formal relationships between and among units within an organization.

Organizational structures can be centralized or decentralized. A centralized structure, often referred to as tall (or hierarchical), is one in which the authority for decision making is held by a few individuals at the top level of management. Typically, the chief executive officer and administrators hold the highest level in the organization. They have authority to hire and fire, make financial decisions, and implement change. Depending on the levels of management, some authority may be delegated to those employees reporting to an administrator. In a centralized structure, there is minimal innovation or creativity, and problems are dealt with by a few leaders and managers; this system sometimes results in delays in decision making. Communication flows from top to bottom and is tightly controlled. Nurses may or may not participate in decision making in a centralized structure. Responsibilities of nurse leaders and managers vary depending on their position and level in the organization. Figure 8-2 illustrates a centralized organizational chart.

In a decentralized structure, often referred to as flat, authority and power for decision making are shared by a number of individuals across the organization. In this environment, problems can often be solved at the level where they occur. Typically, staff members are responsible for making decisions related to their areas of expertise. Communication flows from the bottom upward and between units. Nurses participate in decisions that affect their nursing practice and patient care. Nurse leaders and managers foster shared governance and teamwork and collaboration. A decentralized structure fosters autonomy at all levels. Figure 8-3 illustrates a decentralized organizational chart.
Figure 8-2 Centralized (or tall) organizational chart. CCU, coronary care unit; CEO, chief executive officer; CNO, chief nursing officer; ICU, intensive care unit; RN, registered nurse; VP, vice president.

Figure 8-3 Decentralized (or flat) organizational chart. CEO, chief executive officer; CNO, chief nursing officer; ICU, intensive care unit; RN, registered nurse.
Organizational Culture

Organizational culture is an informal, yet recognizable, group philosophy or worldview that guides behaviors of the members of the organization. It is shaped by the mission, vision, and philosophy of the organization and reflects its values and beliefs as well.

The mission statement of an organization describes the organization’s overall purpose. Being future oriented, the mission statement should reflect the direction toward which the organization intends to head. The vision statement reflects the image for the future the organization plans to create (Roussel, 2013, p. 343). Mission and vision statements often are created by top-level administration. However, when all staff members are involved in developing mission and vision statements, they will believe in their abilities and become committed to the organization (Roussel, 2013; Rundio & Wilson, 2013). A philosophy is a statement of beliefs, values, concepts, and principles that reflect the ideas, convictions, and attitudes of the organization. The philosophy of an organization becomes the basis for operationalizing the mission and vision of the organization (Tuck, Harris, & Baliko, 2000).

Nurse leaders and managers have a major responsibility to model the core values of the organization and ensure that the activities of their unit or department reflect the vision, mission, and philosophy of the organization. The nursing mission, vision, and philosophy emerge from the organization’s and should articulate the nature of the nurse’s role, the values of nursing, what nursing should and will be, and what populations are served, as well as a purpose statement (Roussel, 2013). Additionally, the mission, vision, and philosophy of nursing should be known and understood by everyone within the organization including health-care providers, patients and families, and the community (Roussel, 2013).

The ideal culture in a health-care environment is a culture of safety, as discussed in detail in Chapter 7.

Strategic Planning

Strategic planning is how an organization defines its future. It aligns an organization with defined goals and can be considered a roadmap for the future of an organization (Roussel, 2013; Schaffner, 2009). Strategic planning is defined as “a continuous, systematic process of making risk-taking decisions today with the greatest possible knowledge of their effects on the future; organizing efforts necessary to carry out these decisions and evaluating results of these decisions against expected outcome through reliable feedback mechanisms” (Drucker, 1974, p. 125). Nurse leaders and managers participate in strategic planning at the organizational and department or unit level. Strategic planning forecasts the future success of an organization and begins by ensuring that its mission, vision, and philosophy are up to date (Conway-Morana, 2009). Steps of the strategic planning process are displayed in Box 8-1.

A primary goal of strategic planning is to maximize organizational performance. One strategy used in the planning process is evaluation of the organization’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats, known as SWOT analysis. SWOT analysis can assist nurse leaders and managers in improving care delivery
by identifying the strengths of the unit and/or staff, areas for improvement, and opportunities for facilitating positive change (Roussel, 2013). The first step in a SWOT analysis is to collect data, which may include staff characteristics, unit census, patient characteristics, and more. Next, the data are analyzed and sorted into one of the four categories: strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. Organization or unit strengths and opportunities are viewed as positive or helpful, whereas weaknesses and threats are considered negative or harmful. Additionally, strengths and weaknesses originate internally, whereas opportunities and threats originate externally. Table 8-1 displays a SWOT matrix commonly used in a SWOT analysis.

Nurse leaders and managers lead strategic planning, conduct SWOT analyses, and provide strategic direction for their department and units (American Organization of Nurse Executives [AONE], 2011). Typically, nurse leaders and managers also contribute to organizational strategic planning. An expectation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 8–1 SWOT Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive or Helpful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_________________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STRENGTHS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal characteristics that assist an organization or unit in achieving goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result in outstanding organizational or unit performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff expertise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OPPORTUNITIES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External influences that assist an organization or unit in achieving goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New programs and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of nurse leaders and managers in upper-level positions within an organization is that they will provide leadership in the development of the organizational mission, vision, and philosophy and the strategic planning process (American Nurses Association [ANA], 2016). Further, nurse leaders and managers are accountable for communicating, implementing, and evaluating strategic plans. Employees must have the necessary skills to participate in developing and designing care delivery models that support the organization’s strategic visions (ANA, 2016). Nurse leaders and managers are critical to ensuring that the nursing strategic goals are in line with the organization’s goals.

Given the current state of health care and the focus on cost containment, operational efficiencies, and safety and quality mandates, some believe that strategic planning will need to shift from a traditional business approach to a more futuristic approach. Impeding this change is the reality that many health-care stakeholders continue to be entrenched in an outdated mindset that focuses on financial rewards for providing health-care services to the sick, rather than promoting health and preventing disease (Luzinski, 2014). The enactment of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 placed pressure on health-care organizations to improve their patients’ experiences, the safety and quality of care, employee culture, and financial status. This change requires a more futuristic approach to planning, such as using strategic foresight (Luzinski, 2014). Although new to health care, strategic foresight has been used for years in other industries. Strategic foresight is seeing the relevant opportunities that could emerge from the future and strategizing how to make the most of them. Leaders must shift their focus from the current existing state of the organization to envisioning the organization 10 years into the future (Luzinski, 2014).

Futures thinking and foresight are seen as prerequisite competencies for success in the dynamic health-care system (Freed & McLaughlin, 2011; Luzinski, 2014). Futures thinking entails bringing vision to the planning process, seeing the relevant opportunities that are emerging, and creating a desired future. Nurse leaders and managers need to become self-aware of their current mental model and embrace changing to futures thinking. Four practices that “create a culture where the future can be assessed and leveraged” are collaborating, reflecting, envisioning, and strategizing (Emelo, 2011, p. 8). Collaboration is needed because foresight emerges from the interactive vision of people throughout the organization. Collaborating with people with differing perspectives helps leaders better reflect on the past, evaluate current data and trends, and thoughtfully consider possible future options. Foresight embraces the past and requires leaders to reflect on previous performance to identify patterns that may indicate actions for the future. Reflecting on the past
allows all involved parties to envision the future. Once future opportunities are identified, leaders must strategize approaches to bring the opportunities into reality (Emelo, 2011).

Nurses have always been prepared for the future, but now nurse educators are called to help nursing students develop futures thinking. Thinking for the future will assist all nurses as well as nurse leaders and managers to “make decisions in future-oriented ways, develop increased awareness and sensitivity to multiple influences and their interactions that have bearing on the future, take responsibility to build and shape desired futures (their own futures, the profession’s future, and the future of the health care system)” (Freed & McLaughlin, 2011, p. 177).

**REGULATION AND ACCREDITATION**

Nurses at all levels must understand the complex health-care system and the impact of policy, regulations, and accreditation on these systems (AACN, 2008). Nurse leaders and managers are responsible for educating staff on legislative and regulatory processes and interpret the impact on nursing and health-care organizations (AONE, 2011).

**Regulation**

Health care is a highly regulated industry. Health-care regulatory policies directly and indirectly influence nursing practice and the nature and functioning of the health-care system (AACN, 2008). Regulations are developed and implemented by federal, state, and local governments, as well as private organizations, and can be very complex and difficult to understand (Mensik, 2014). Regulations and policies can affect the quality of patient care, the workplace environment, the availability of resources, and finances. Nurse leaders and managers need to stay current regarding federal and state laws and regulations that can affect patient care (AONE, 2011).

**Accreditation**

Nurses must have a basic understanding of not only the legislative and regulatory processes but also the accreditation process. Accreditation ensures that health-care organizations meet certain national quality standards. When health-care organizations are accredited, it means the accrediting agency has conferred deeming status on the organization and the organization has met Medicare and Medicaid certification standards (Shi & Singh, 2008). Although accreditation is voluntary, Medicare, Medicaid, and most insurance companies require accreditation by The Joint Commission or the DNV GL through state regulatory agencies to provide funds to an organization. State governments also oversee the licensure and certification of health-care organizations. State standards address the “physical plant’s compliance with building codes, fire safety, climate, control, space allocations, and sanitation” (Shi & Singh, 2008, p. 320). State departments of health certify health-care organizations through periodic inspections. Certification entitles health-care organizations to receive Medicare and Medicaid funding.
The Joint Commission

The mission of The Joint Commission (TJC) is “to continuously improve health care for the public, in collaboration with other stakeholders, by evaluating health care organizations and inspiring them to excel in providing safe and effective care of the highest quality and value” (TJC, 2015, para. 2). TJC accredits more than 20,000 health-care organizations in the United States, and the international arm of TJC accredits health-care agencies in more than 90 countries. TJC accreditation can be earned by many types of health-care organizations, including hospitals, doctor’s offices, nursing homes, office-based surgery centers, behavioral health treatment facilities, and providers of home care services (TJC, 2015).

DNV GL

DNV GL was created in 2013 in a merger between Det Norske Veritas (Norway) and Germanischer Lloyd (Germany). The international organization partners with National Integrated Accreditation for Healthcare Organizations (NIAHO) to provide accreditation for health-care agencies. The NIAHO standards are based on Medicare Conditions of Participation standards and the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 9001 quality management standards. The ISO 9001 standards provide a framework for organizations to implement quality management systems that will streamline processes, maintain efficiency, and increase productivity (ACS Registrars, 2014, para. 1). More than 500 hospitals now have accreditation through DNV GL (DNV GL, 2015).

LEARNING ACTIVITY 8-2

**Identifying the Accrediting Body and Magnet Status of an Organization**

Explore the Web site of a clinical agency where you have worked or had clinical experience during nursing school. Address the following:

1. Identify the accrediting body.
2. Does the agency have Magnet status?
3. Was it easy to find the information for the above?

Magnet Recognition Program

In 1983, the American Academy of Nursing task force on nursing practice in hospitals conducted a study to determine what attracted nurses to hospitals (American Nurses Credentialing Center [ANCC], 2016e). The study determined that 41 of 163 hospitals could be considered Magnet hospitals—in other words, they possessed qualities that attracted and retained nurses (ANCC, 2016e). A total of 14 qualities were identified that distinguished these hospitals from others, and these qualities became known as the “Forces of Magnetism” (Table 8-2). Building on this study, the Magnet Hospital Recognition Program for Excellence in Nursing was approved by the American Nurses Association in December 1990 (ANCC, 2016e). The University
Knowledgeable, strong, risk-taking nurse leaders follow a well-articulated, strategic, and vision ary philosophy in the day-to-day operations of nursing services. Nursing leaders, at all organizational levels, convey a strong sense of advocacy and support for the staff and for the patient. The results of quality leadership are evident in nursing practice at the patient’s side. Organizational structures are generally flat, rather than tall, and decentralized decision making prevails. The organizational structure is dynamic and responsive to change. Strong nursing representation is evident in the organizational committee structure. Executive-level nursing leaders serve at the executive level of the organization. The chief nursing officer typically reports directly to the chief executive officer. The organization has a functioning and productive system of shared decision making.

Health-care organization and nursing leaders create an environment supporting participation. Feedback is encouraged, valued, and incorporated from the staff at all levels. Nurses serving in leadership positions are visible, accessible, and committed to effective communication. Salaries and benefits are competitive. Creative and flexible staffing models that support a safe and healthy work environment are used. Personnel policies are created with direct care nurse involvement. Significant opportunities for professional growth exist in administrative and clinical tracks. Personnel policies and programs support professional nursing practice, work/life balance, and the delivery of quality care.

There are models of care that give nurses responsibility and authority for the provision of direct patient care. Nurses are accountable for their own practice as well as the coordination of care. The models of care (i.e., primary nursing, case management, family-centered, district, and holistic) provide for the continuity of care across the continuum. The models take into consideration patients’ unique needs and provide skilled nurses and adequate resources to accomplish desired outcomes.

Quality is the systematic driving force for nursing and the organization. Nurses serving in leadership positions are responsible for providing an environment that positively influences patient outcomes. There is a pervasive perception among nurses that they provide high-quality care to patients.

The organization possesses structures and processes for the measurement of quality and programs for improving the quality of care and services within the organization.

The health-care organization provides adequate resources, support, and opportunities for the use of experts, particularly advanced practice nurses. The organization promotes involvement of nurses in professional organizations and among peers in the community.

Autonomous nursing care is the ability of a nurse to assess and provide nursing actions as appropriate for patient care based on competence, professional expertise, and knowledge. The nurse is expected to practice autonomously, consistent with professional standards. Independent judgment is expected within the context of interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary approaches to patient, resident, or client care.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forces</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Quality of Nursing Leadership</td>
<td>Knowledgeable, strong, risk-taking nurse leaders follow a well-articulated, strategic, and visionary philosophy in the day-to-day operations of nursing services. Nursing leaders, at all organizational levels, convey a strong sense of advocacy and support for the staff and for the patient. The results of quality leadership are evident in nursing practice at the patient’s side.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Organizational Structure</td>
<td>Organizational structures are generally flat, rather than tall, and decentralized decision making prevails. The organizational structure is dynamic and responsive to change. Strong nursing representation is evident in the organizational committee structure. Executive-level nursing leaders serve at the executive level of the organization. The chief nursing officer typically reports directly to the chief executive officer. The organization has a functioning and productive system of shared decision making.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Management Style</td>
<td>Health-care organization and nursing leaders create an environment supporting participation. Feedback is encouraged, valued, and incorporated from the staff at all levels. Nurses serving in leadership positions are visible, accessible, and committed to effective communication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Personnel Policies and Programs</td>
<td>Salaries and benefits are competitive. Creative and flexible staffing models that support a safe and healthy work environment are used. Personnel policies are created with direct care nurse involvement. Significant opportunities for professional growth exist in administrative and clinical tracks. Personnel policies and programs support professional nursing practice, work/life balance, and the delivery of quality care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Professional Models of Care</td>
<td>There are models of care that give nurses responsibility and authority for the provision of direct patient care. Nurses are accountable for their own practice as well as the coordination of care. The models of care (i.e., primary nursing, case management, family-centered, district, and holistic) provide for the continuity of care across the continuum. The models take into consideration patients’ unique needs and provide skilled nurses and adequate resources to accomplish desired outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Quality of Care</td>
<td>Quality is the systematic driving force for nursing and the organization. Nurses serving in leadership positions are responsible for providing an environment that positively influences patient outcomes. There is a pervasive perception among nurses that they provide high-quality care to patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Quality Improvement</td>
<td>The organization possesses structures and processes for the measurement of quality and programs for improving the quality of care and services within the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Consultation and Resources</td>
<td>The health-care organization provides adequate resources, support, and opportunities for the use of experts, particularly advanced practice nurses. The organization promotes involvement of nurses in professional organizations and among peers in the community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Autonomy</td>
<td>Autonomous nursing care is the ability of a nurse to assess and provide nursing actions as appropriate for patient care based on competence, professional expertise, and knowledge. The nurse is expected to practice autonomously, consistent with professional standards. Independent judgment is expected within the context of interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary approaches to patient, resident, or client care.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of Washington Medical Center in Seattle, Washington, became the first ANCC Magnet-designated organization, in 1994. Since then, the Magnet Recognition Program has expanded to include long-term care facilities and health-care organizations internationally (ANCC, 2016e). As of 2015, about 7% of all hospitals in the United States had achieved Magnet recognition (ANCC, 2016d).

Magnet recognition is a credential that organizations earn in recognition for quality patient care, nursing excellence, and innovations in professional nursing practice (ANCC, 2016f). Organizations recognized as Magnet organizations must meet three goals (para. 8):

1. Promote quality in a setting that supports professional practice.
2. Identify excellence in the delivery of nursing services to patients or residents.
3. Disseminate best practices in nursing services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forces</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>10. Community and the Health-care Organization</strong></td>
<td>Relationships are established within and among all types of health-care organizations and other community organizations, to develop strong partnerships that support improved client outcomes and the health of the communities they serve.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11. Nurses as Teachers</strong></td>
<td>Professional nurses are involved in educational activities within the organization and community. Students from a variety of academic programs are welcomed and supported in the organization; contractual arrangements are mutually beneficial. There is a development and mentoring program for staff preceptors for all levels of students (e.g., including students, new graduates, experienced nurses). In all positions, staff members serve as faculty and preceptors for students from a variety of academic programs. There is a patient education program that meets the diverse needs of patients in all the care settings of the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12. Image of Nursing</strong></td>
<td>The services provided by nurses are characterized as essential by other members of the health-care team. Nurses are viewed as integral to the health-care organization’s ability to provide patient care. Nursing effectively influences systemwide processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>13. Interdisciplinary Relationships</strong></td>
<td>Collaborative working relationships within and among the disciplines are valued. Mutual respect is based on the premise that all members of the health-care team make essential and meaningful contributions in the achievement of clinical outcomes. Conflict management strategies are in place and are used effectively, when indicated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>14. Professional Development</strong></td>
<td>The health-care organization values and supports the personal and professional growth and development of staff. In addition to quality orientation and in-service education addressed in Force 11 (Nurses as Teachers), emphasis is placed on career development services. Programs that promote formal education, professional certification, and career development are evident. Competency-based clinical and leadership or management development is promoted, and adequate human and fiscal resources for all professional development programs are provided.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From ANCC, 2016c.
The ANCC integrated the 14 Forces of Magnetism into the following five model components, which form a framework of excellence in nursing practice and make up the Magnet Model (ANCC, 2016a):

1. **Transformational leadership:** Nursing leaders at all levels of a Magnet-recognized organization must use futures thinking and demonstrate advocacy and support on behalf of staff and patients to transform values, beliefs, and behaviors. Nurse leaders and managers must be transformational and lead staff “where they need to be in order to meet the demands of the future” (para. 6). The Forces of Magnetism represented in this element are Quality of Nursing Leadership and Management Style.

2. **Structural empowerment:** Nurse leaders and managers at all levels of a Magnet organization are influential and participate in an innovative environment where professional practice flourishes. Nurse leaders and managers must develop, direct, and empower staff to participate in achieving organizational goals and desired outcomes. The Forces of Magnetism represented in this element are Organizational Structure; Personnel Policies and Programs; Community and the Health-Care Organization; Image of Nursing; and Professional Development (para. 8).

3. **Exemplary professional practice:** Exemplary professional practice in Magnet-recognized organizations is evidenced by a comprehensive understanding of the role of nursing, strong intraprofessional and interprofessional teamwork, and ongoing application of new knowledge evidence in practice. Nurse leaders and managers must promote interprofessional collaboration and teamwork. The Forces of Magnetism represented include Professional Models of Care, Consultation and Resources, Autonomy, Nurses as Teachers, and Interdisciplinary Relationships (para. 9).

4. **New knowledge, innovations, and improvements:** Magnet-recognized organizations embrace transformational leadership and foster professional empowerment. Nurse leaders and managers must focus on redesigning and redefining practice to be successful in the future. The Force of Magnetism represented is Quality Improvement (para. 10).

5. **Empirical quality results:** The empirical measurement of quality outcomes related to nursing leadership and clinical practice in Magnet-recognized organizations is imperative. Currently, organizations have some structure and processes in place. However, the focus in the future must shift from “What do you do?” or “How do you do it?” to “What difference have you made?” Nurse leaders and managers must participate in establishing quantitative benchmarks for measuring outcomes related to nursing, the workforce, patients, consumers, and the organization. The Force of Magnetism represented is Quality of Care (paras. 12 to 14).

Achieving Magnet status benefits the organization and all stakeholders. Further, Magnet-recognized organizations are able to recruit and retain top-notch nursing talent; improve patient care, patient safety, and staff safety; increase patient satisfaction; foster a collaborative culture; advance nursing standards and professional practice; and improve business stability and financial success (ANCC, 2016f). Magnet designation is associated with many positive outcomes for patients and
nurses (Ulrich, Buerhaus, Donelan, Norman, & Dittus, 2007). Higher overall patient satisfaction, lower morbidity and mortality rates, decreased numbers of pressure ulcers, patient safety, and higher-quality care are evident in Magnet hospitals (ANCC, 2016b). Nurses report job satisfaction, autonomy and control over nursing practice, fewer injuries, and less burnout than do nurses working in non-Magnet organizations (Ulrich et al., 2007). Health-care consumers are becoming more aware of the Magnet designation and recognize a Magnet hospital as one with high-quality nursing care. The *US News & World Report* uses the Magnet designation as a primary competence indicator to rank the best medical centers in 16 specialties. In fact, in 2013, 15 of the 18 medical centers on the *US News Best Hospitals in America Honor Roll* were Magnet organizations (ANCC, 2016f).

---

**EXPLORING THE EVIDENCE 8-1**


**Aim**

The aims of this study were:

1. To identify the differences in HCAHPS scores between Magnet and non-Magnet hospitals.
2. To assess the extent to which Magnet status and other variables among hospital and nursing characteristics contributed to the HCAHPS scores.

**Methods**

This study was a cross-sectional, secondary analysis of data from the Illinois Hospital Report Card. The database houses more than 175 indicators of quality, safety, utilization, and charges for specific procedures and medical conditions among Illinois hospitals.

The study included all adult acute care hospitals in Illinois with 100 beds or more, available results of HCAHPS, nursing hours per patient day (NHPPD), RN nursing hours per patient day, and RN turnover rate in 2009. The sample consisted of 110 hospitals or 58.8% of total adult acute care hospitals in Illinois. The researchers analyzed data reported between January 2009 and December 2009. Data were analyzed using independent samples t test, Pearson $\chi^2$, and linear multiple regression.

**Key Findings**

Magnet hospitals were significantly more likely to:

1. be teaching hospitals.
2. have a larger number of beds.
3. have lower percentages of African American patients and Medicare payments.
4. have more NHPPD and RN-NHPPD than the non-Magnet hospitals.

*Continued*
Magnet hospitals received higher scores than non-Magnet hospitals in all of the seven HCAHPS measures with significant differences in all measures, except for “patients always received help as soon as they wanted.”

Magnet status of the hospital was the second important contributor to the HCAHPS scores, explaining 5% to 13% of the variance in six of the seven HCAHPS measures. Again, the only measure that it did not explain was “patients always received help as soon as they wanted”.

The positive association between Magnet status and the HCAHPS scores was most significant in the following two measures:

1. “Percentage of patients highly satisfied.”
2. “Patients would definitely recommend this hospital to friends and family.”

Hospitals with higher RN-NHPPD were more likely to receive higher scores in “patients always received help as soon as they wanted.” Hospitals with lower RN turnover rate were more likely to receive higher scores in “percentage of patients highly satisfied,” “patients would definitely recommend this hospital to friends and family,” and “staff always explained about medicines.”

**Implications for Nurse Leaders and Managers**

The findings of this study support the need to consider RN-NHPPD and RN turnover rates as significant contributors to positive scores on some HCAHPS measures. In addition, this study suggests that other factors embedded in Magnet hospitals positively influence HCAHPS scores. The investigators suggest that an environment that supports professional practice and environmental factors such as structural empowerment and adequate access to support and resources can promote quality of care and improve patient satisfaction.

Nurse leaders and managers, even those not working in Magnet hospitals, can use these findings to create a work environment that embraces Magnet characteristics with the goals of improving the quality of nursing care and patient satisfaction outcomes.

**ORGANIZATIONAL THEORIES**

Health-care organizations are called to deliver safe, timely, effective, equitable, evidence-based, patient-centered care. To understand how health-care organizations function in today’s complicated health-care landscape, nurse leaders and managers need to be knowledgeable about some theoretical elements that shape organizations and explain organizational behavior. In general, organizations are complex, unpredictable, ambiguous, and, at times, deceptive. As a result, they can be difficult to manage (Bolman & Deal, 2008). Nurse leaders and managers who are able to see beyond the complexity and apply appropriate organizational theories can influence organizational effectiveness. **Organizational theory** can provide a framework to bring...
people together to accomplish work (Roussel, 2013). An organizational theory is not one size fits all. In fact, organizational administrators, leaders, and managers may vacillate among various theoretical concepts based on organizational behavior. Various schools of thought about leadership, management, and human behavior make up the various organizational theories (Mensik, 2014).

**Classical Organization Theories**

Organizational theories became prevalent during the industrial age, when large organizations were first developed; before this period in history, most businesses were family owned and run. Max Weber, a German sociologist, believed that a more formal approach was needed to foster success in the new organizations of the late 1800s and early 1900s. In turn, he developed the first organizational theory, the bureaucratic management theory, which focused on the structure of formal organizations, the authority of management, and rules and regulations to improve the success of an organization. He believed that a bureaucratic structure would protect employees from arbitrary decisions from supervisors and promote opportunities for employees to become specialists in their work area (Max Weber’s theory of bureaucracy, 2009). A subsequent
theory was the principles of management theory, developed by the engineer Henri Fayol, who is best known for identifying management functions of planning, organization, command, coordination, and control—all of which are still used today (Krenn, 2011). The scientific management theory was developed by another engineer, Frederick Taylor, who used scientific knowledge and mathematical formulas to manage the amount of work that could be accomplished in a specific time period and improve productivity. Taylor introduced the concept of using financial rewards to increase productivity (Dininni, 2011).

In the early 20th century, organizational theories began to explore the underlying differences in human behavior, characteristics, and roles of the work group. Mary Parker Follett was a theorist who embraced human relations theory and developed basic principles of participatory and humanistic management. She advocated for the principles of negotiation, conflict resolution, and power sharing (Dininni, 2010). All the classical theories were developed in an effort to improve overall organizational management and productivity, as well as define the functions of the manager and create a formal structure for solving problems in the organization.

Contemporary Organizational Theories

Contemporary organizational theories were built on the classical theories, and, in fact, elements of classical theories are present in many organizations today. However, modern organizations demand new organizational structures to survive as they discover that the linear theories of the past are not effective. Contemporary organizational theories need to reflect patterns, purposes, and processes and require a continuum-based, person- and outcome-driven system design (Porter-O’Grady & Malloch, 2013). Emerging theories are cyclical rather than linear and require organizations to react with speed and flexibility. Contemporary organizational theories that can be used to understand the complexity of health-care organizations include the general systems theory, complexity theory, and learning organization theory.

General Systems Theory

The primary premise of the general systems theory is that “the whole is greater than the sum of its parts” (Mensik, 2014, p. 38). The theory is based on two types of systems: an open system, which interacts with systems inside and outside; and a closed system, which has little or no interaction outside. Health-care organizations are seen as complex open systems in a dynamic state of flux. Open systems are composed of interrelated elements including inputs, throughputs, and outputs. The inputs are resources such as staff, patients, equipment, and supplies. The work of the organization is the throughput. The outcome of the work is the output. In the nursing environment, input is nursing personnel and their knowledge, skills, beliefs, and education; throughput involves the management of patient care by nurses; and output consists of patient care outcomes (Roussel, 2013). The system is a constant cycle of input, throughput, and output.

For example, a hospital is an open system, and within the hospital are departments or units, the subsystems (the laboratory, pharmacy, radiology, various nursing
units, and so on). The overall effectiveness of the organization relies on the interdependent functioning of the subsystems. Open subsystems have permeable boundaries and are in constant interaction with other subsystems. In contrast, closed subsystems do not interact with other subsystems.

Nurse leaders and managers need to be flexible and open to new ideas to maintain the nursing unit as part of the open system. A nurse leader or manager who works in a closed-system unit is overly focused on internal functions and does not recognize that the unit is part of the larger system. This thinking can negatively impact the overall functioning of the organization. By being open to the system, nurse leaders and managers can maximize the functioning of the unit and enhance patient outcomes (Mensik, 2014).

**Complexity Theory**

*Complexity theory* is derived from the general systems theory, as well as physics, and it suggests that relationships are the key to everything (Mensik, 2014). Some key concepts of complexity theory are attractors, patterns, nonlinearity, self-organization, and emergence. Attractors are points of attraction that describe behavior in a complex system in which patterns of energy attract more energy (Crowell, 2011, p. 20). As attractors interrelate in many different nonlinear ways, self-organization occurs, and unexpected new ideas or structures emerge. Hierarchical structures with top-down management approaches are no longer effective in the complexity of health care today. Patient care involves numerous processes with multiple factors that influence outcomes in various ways. At any given time, it is impossible to predict patient outcomes with 100% accuracy because many of the factors that influence patients’ responses are unknown.

Nurse leaders and managers need to abandon linear, controlling, orderly, and predictable approaches to management. Instead, they must embrace the complexity of health care, patients, staff, and the work environment to promote a relationship-oriented structure that is adaptable, self-organizing, and self-renewing. Nurse leaders and managers face situations daily in which stability and instability are present at the same time (Crowell, 2011). In this paradox, nurse leaders and managers must balance three areas of tension in their roles. First, the nurse leader and manager must be efficient and effective, which involves managing the relationship between resource inputs and clinical outputs. Nurse leaders and managers are called to do more with less and manage staffing, skill mix, and patient care process while ensuring that safe, effective, evidence-based nursing care is delivered, all in compliance with regulations and professional standards. Second, nurse leaders and managers are ultimately accountable for the knowledge and competency of nursing staff and for the relational aspects of nursing care. Finally, nurse leaders and managers are responsible for stability and change, by balancing the need to ensure that patient care activities are on track and predictable with the drive for innovation and change needed for safe nursing practice (Crowell, 2011, p. 64). Nurse leaders and managers must constantly monitor the balance between stability and complete chaos to maximize variety and creativity within the system (Porter-O’Grady & Malloch, 2010). Further, nurse leaders and managers must focus on outcomes, develop fluid roles, and be able to act with speed and adaptability through chaos.
Learning Organization Theory

The learning organization theory was first described by Peter Senge (1990), who suggested that to excel, future organizations will need to “discover how to tap people’s commitment and capacity to learn at all levels in an organization” (p. 4). He called on leaders to move away from traditional authoritarian “controlling organizations” and instead create learning organizations. Senge (1990) defined a learning organization as an “organization where people continually expand their capacity to create the results they truly desire, where new and expansive patterns of thinking are nurtured, where collective aspiration is set free, and where people are continually learning how to learn together” (p. 3). Senge (1990) identified five disciplines that organizations need to adopt and practice to become learning organizations:

1. **Systems thinking**: The understanding that everything is connected and interdependent
2. **Personal mastery**: The development of high-level personal proficiency, involving “the discipline of continually clarifying and deepening our personal vision, of focusing our energies, of developing patience, and of seeing reality objectively” (p. 7)
3. **Mental models**: Deeply ingrained assumptions that influence how a person understands and reacts to the world; understanding current mental models through reflection and inquiry, resulting in awareness of one’s attitudes and perceptions and helping avoid jumping to conclusions and assumptions
4. **Building shared vision**: The establishment of a “mutual purpose” (p. 32) that fosters genuine commitment to the vision and organizational goals, rather than compliance
5. **Team learning**: Involving dismissal of assumptions, free-flowing exchange of meaning that allows group members to discover insights they would not attain individually, and a focus on working toward common goals

Members of a learning organization are continually practicing the five disciplines and are continually learning. Nurse leaders and managers can support a learning organization by involving staff in problem solving and decision making, promoting interprofessional and intraprofessional teamwork, improving communication, and empowering staff. In the quest to deliver safe and quality patient care, health-care organizations must seek continuous learning and quality. A learning organization is no longer an ideal but an imperative (Glaser & Overhage, 2013).

**SUMMARY**

Health-care organizations are complex systems that are constantly changing and that are moving away from being disease focused to patient centered. Nurses at all levels must understand the basic makeup of these systems as well as the role that organizational structure and culture, regulation and accreditation, and organizational theories play in the delivery of safe and quality evidence-based care.
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Information Technology for Safe and Quality Patient Care
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LEARNING OUTCOMES

● Define nursing informatics.
● Identify legislation and regulations that have advanced information technology and informatics.
● Explain the roles of information technology and informatics in ensuring safe and quality patient care.
● Describe several common information systems used in health care.
● Describe the nurse leaders and managers’ role in using information technology and informatics.

KEY TERMS

Application
Barcode medication administration
Coding
Computerized provider order entry
Data
Data mining
Data set
Database
Decision support systems
Electronic health record
Electronic medical record
Electronic medication administration record
Information systems
Information technology
Interfaces
Meaningful Use program
Network
Nursing informatics
Personal health record
Standardized languages
Superusers
Nurses deal with volumes of information on a daily basis. Safe and quality nursing care relies on a nurse’s ability to obtain adequate and appropriate information for effective decision making. Part of this includes development of basic computer literacy and information management skills to support all aspects of nursing practice.

Nurse leaders and managers must understand how to integrate nursing informatics and health information technology (IT) to ensure the delivery of safe and quality nursing care. They must recognize the importance of nursing data in improving practice, monitoring health-care and patient outcome trends, making judgments based on those trends, evaluating and revising patient care processes, and collaborating with others in the development of nursing systems (American Nurses Association [ANA], 2015; American Organization of Nurse Executives [AONE], 2011).

Nursing informatics integrates nursing science, computer science, information science, and IT to manage and communicate data, information, knowledge, and wisdom (e.g., appropriate use of knowledge to solve human problems) in nursing practice (ANA, 2008, p. 92). Although a relatively new specialty in nursing, informatics is essential to improving patient care and meeting regulatory requirements.

This chapter describes the basic elements of informatics and IT as well as provides a brief overview of some of the more technical aspects. Various legislative and regulatory requirements related to the advancement of informatics and the critical role informatics plays in the delivery of safe and quality patient care are discussed. Also presented are common information systems employed in health care and the secure use of electronic health records and information systems. Finally, how nurse leaders and managers facilitate the use of IT by staff to improve work efficiency, reduce costs, foster effective communication, and enhance the quality and safety of patient care are discussed.

Knowledge, skills, and attitudes related to the following core competencies are included in this chapter: teamwork and collaboration, informatics, and safety.

UNDERSTANDING NURSING INFORMATICS

To discuss nursing informatics, an understanding of common elements in the specialty is important, as is an at least cursory understanding of the more technical aspects.

Basic Elements of Informatics

Information systems are any systems, technology-based or otherwise, that store, process, and manage information at both the individual level and the organizational level. The two major types of information systems are administrative and clinical. Administrative systems encompass both administrative and financial systems. Vendors provide either a suite of applications within a single system to satisfy the organization’s patient care needs or best of breed systems, which are designed for a specific specialty and do not tend to integrate well with other systems.

Although most information systems are purchased from a vendor, an information system may be a home-grown system as well. Most organizations use a
vendor-developed system because of the time required to develop a home-grown system. Vendor systems do allow for varying degrees of customization.

System acquisition is the process of obtaining an information system. The document that initiates this process with the vendor is a request for information (RFI) form from the vendor or a request for proposal (RFP) form, depending on the organization. The vendor provides details about the information system in both these processes. The format varies. The selection process extends until the contract is signed for the purchase of the system. Activities that take place during this phase include establishing the steering committee, developing goals and objectives for the system, determining system requirements, evaluating vendor proposals, conducting cost-benefit analysis, holding vendor demonstrations, and conducting contract negotiations (Wager, Lee, & Glaser, 2013).

The purchase of the information system should be well integrated into the strategic plan for the organization. An information system provides an infrastructure for the organization and requires resources for development, maintenance, and eventual retirement. Because it is such a large investment, the selection of the information system should be a thoughtful decision, and it is essential that the process includes input from the members of the organization, including nurses.

Once the system is delivered, the life of the system begins. The system development life cycle (SDLC) refers to the life of the system. The phases of the SDLC are planning and analysis, design, implementation, and support and evaluation (Wager, Lee, & Glaser, 2013), as described in Table 9-1.

Nurse leaders and managers must be involved in all aspects of the process. They must be included from the beginning and have active roles in the acquisition of information systems, as well as all phases of the SDLC.

Information technology (IT) combines computer technology with data and telecommunications technologies to provide solutions to the health-care industry. Some examples of the way IT supports safe and quality patient care are through 1) providing cues in the tools that are used for documentation that align with nursing best practice; 2) providing data elements for data collection; and 3) real-time display of pertinent patient information.

Nursing informatics facilitates decision making in all nursing roles through the use of information systems and technology. An essential part of nursing

---

**Table 9–1 Phases of the System Development Lifecycle**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase of the System Development Lifecycle</th>
<th>Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning and analysis</td>
<td>Project planning and analysis of current state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Deciding what the system will look like (future state); requires user input, with many decisions required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation</td>
<td>Deciding how the system will be implemented; requires use of superusers and support staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support and evaluation</td>
<td>Maintenance and modification of the system after implementation; in all, 80% of budget resources invested in this phase (Wager, Lee, &amp; Glaser, 2013)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

informatics is the computerized patient record. Patient records are needed for communication, legal documentation, and billing and reimbursement (Wager, Lee, & Glaser, 2013). Electronic records improve research and quality management, metrics, data quality, and access to data that support population health. The three most common types of electronic records are the electronic medical record (EMR), the electronic health record (EHR), and the personal health record (PHR). All of these electronic records contain medical information and details about the care provided to the patient. Many people use the terms electronic medical record and electronic health record interchangeably; however, there is a difference between these technologies. The electronic medical record (EMR) is the electronic record of a patient that is used by a single organization. The electronic health record (EHR) is used by more than one organization, provides information throughout the continuum of care, and can be shared by other organizations. The EHR also provides interoperability among systems or locations (Sewell, 2016). This means that EHR information can be accessed from more than one location or organization. The personal health record (PHR) is an electronic form of a patient’s medical record that the patient can take with him or her or send to a health-care provider (Hebda & Czar 2009). The patient manages the PHR, including setting up, accessing, and updating the record (Wager, Lee, & Glaser, 2013).

The Institute of Medicine (IOM; 2003) describes eight core functions of an EHR: 1) health and information data, 2) result management, 3) order management, 4) decision support, 5) electronic communications and connectivity, 6) patient support, 7) administrative processes and reporting, and 8) reporting and population health. The strength of the data in an EHR can be augmented through the use of tools for financials and clinical decision support. These tools provide the ability to compare or combine data from clinical, financial, and administrative sources, thus supplying an added benefit to the organization. Depending on the health-care organization, the specialty systems with these tools may be bought from the same vendor or from multiple different vendors; this has a bearing on how difficult it will be to integrate patient information across systems or into one central data repository. Integration of clinical and financial information is becoming increasingly important in today’s health-care environment because of regulatory quality and financial integration. Another benefit of electronic records is that multiple clinicians are able simultaneously to access the patient’s electronic chart, and this eliminates the risk of loss that often results from tracking paper documentation.

**Technical Aspects of Informatics**

As a nurse leader and manager or an informatics nurse, it is extremely beneficial to have some technical level of understanding of an information system. The IT personnel who maintain the system and the clinical specialists who actually use the systems may have entirely different educational backgrounds and may think and communicate differently. Understanding these differences will help to improve communication between these groups, and that, in turn, promotes safe and quality patient care.
Network

A network is the fundamental framework of an information system that allows electronic devices to transfer information to each other. The Internet is the most common example of a public network. Most health-care organizations have their own networks within the confines of their system, called intranets (Hebda & Czar, 2009). With the advancement of mobile computing in the health-care industry, most organizations also offer access to their network through wireless technology. This access requires a separate network using wireless antennas for coverage.

Data

Data comprise a collection of information, facts, or numbers. Nurses collect and manage data constantly when caring for patients. Nurse leaders and managers gather, manage, analyze, and interpret data to ensure effective operation of the unit as well as safe and effective delivery of nursing care.

Database

The central place that stores data is referred to as a database. Databases provide a key location for data to be stored and retrieved for analysis when needed. This is where the importance of discrete data, discussed in more detail later in this chapter, comes into play because these data can be stored in the same place within the database and easily compared. (For example, when a nurse documents “yes” as a discrete response to the question “Does the patient have a history of falls in the last 6 months?” it is much easier to find and compare this value in the database.) A clinical data repository is a database in which data from all information systems within an organization is kept and controlled (Hebda & Czar, 2009). Organizations may extract information from the database and use it to create new knowledge, establish best practice, or predict outcomes; this extraction is a form of data mining, discussed next (Connolly & Begg, 2005; Sewell, 2016).

Data Mining

EHRs contain an enormous amount of data. To collect data from these records manually is an unrealistic undertaking. Data mining is the process of extracting specific data or knowledge that was previously unknown (Sewell, 2016). This process can be used to understand patients’ symptoms, predict diseases, and identify possible interventions (Sewell, 2016). All nurses should have a basic understanding of data mining. Nurse leaders and managers use data mining to extract, predict, evaluate, and apply knowledge to develop best practices in patient care, delivery, staffing and scheduling, error reporting, incident reporting, budgeting, and forecasting and planning.

Interfaces

The health-care setting is brimming with technological devices that are capable of gathering and/or analyzing electronic data. Unfortunately, these devices are not
all designed and built by the same manufacturer or with the same purpose in mind, so they often do not communicate with other devices or systems. Interfaces are used to match data points from one system to the other so that this information can be communicated among systems or sent to a main information system for collective use and analysis. These interfaces can send information as it is gathered (real-time processing) or can function with a delay (batch processing) to save system resources (Hebda & Czar, 2009). Interfaces can also allow devices to communicate directly with an information system, thereby reducing the time nurses spend manually entering the information as well as eliminating data entry errors. For example, a health-care organization can use a device to gather vital sign data and transmit it through an interface into a patient’s medical record.

**Decision Support Systems**

With the use of an information system, a health-care organization may choose to use tools called decision support systems, which provide warnings or other decision support methods to help health-care professionals become more aware of certain clinical information (i.e., infection precaution) or use evidence-based practices (Hebda & Czar, 2009).

**Rules and Alerts**

Health-care organizations may also use rules and alerts to provide decision support. Rules require an action within the system to trigger or “fire” them, such as a patient’s being admitted with certain criteria, a laboratory result, or information documented by a health-care professional. For example, during influenza season an organization may have a rule that is triggered by all patients admitted with an inpatient status from October through April that reminds the health-care provider to perform influenza screening.

A more obtrusive decision support tool is an alert. An alert could be straightforward, such as a warning that a patient has tested positive for a resistant organism (e.g., methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* [MRSA]) and to implement precautions per institutional policy. Alerts could also be used to require the nurse to acknowledge the warning or select a reason for override (if clinically appropriate). For example, health-care providers may receive an alert when ordering a medication that is contraindicated for the patient. They may acknowledge the warning and remove the order, or they may override it for a valid reason. The risk with alerting is that it can lead to “alert fatigue” among clinicians, in which they become used to the warnings and start to ignore them, often not realizing what the warnings said. Rules and alerts should be used on a limited basis and focus on the most crucial patient care issues.

**Standardized Languages**

Standardized languages are used in information systems to enable understanding among disciplines and across information systems. This common language allows for streamlined sharing of information because the same terms are used by everyone
to describe the same condition. Standardized language is important for effective data mining and is required for nursing documentation in EHRs (ANA, 2008). Using standardized language ensures that medical information as well as nursing actions and outcomes are included in EHRs and provide data that may need to be analyzed. Health Level Seven International is an American National Standards Institute–accredited nonprofit organization that provides a common platform for information systems or devices to exchange information among other systems or devices (Health Level Seven International, 2007–2016).

**HOW INFORMATICS CONTRIBUTES TO PATIENT SAFETY**

Patient safety is a priority in health care. The IOM published multiple reports on quality and patient safety that affect patients in this country, including the following: *To Err Is Human: Building a Safer Health System* (Kohn, Corrigan, & Donaldson, 2000); *Crossing the Quality Chasm: A New Health System for the 21st Century* (IOM, 2001); *Health Professions Education: A Bridge to Quality* (Greiner & Knebel, 2003). *The Future of Nursing: Leading Change, Advancing Health* (IOM, 2011); and *Health IT and Patient Safety: Building Safer Systems for Better Care* (IOM, 2012).

These reports reflect the important safety and quality issues in our health-care system. The use of evidence-based practice cues within the information system, decision support (rules and alerts), and reminders or tasks that decrease memory-based care all contribute to improved patient outcomes. All nurses are called to assume more of a leadership role in the integration of informatics in health care (IOM, 2011, 2012).

All nurses must be able to locate pertinent information and best practices to be able to provide safe and effective nursing care (Wahoush & Banfield, 2014). Further, nurses must have specific informatics competencies to be able to assist in designing user-friendly technologies that ensure patient safety and improve care delivery and patient outcomes (Sewell, 2016). Nurse leaders and managers must be active in the assimilation of information systems and evaluate and revise patient care processes and systems to facilitate safe and effective patient care (AONE, 2011).

**EXPLORING THE EVIDENCE 9-1**


**Aim**

The aim of this study was to describe information-seeking behaviors of student nurses and registered nurses (RNs) within their clinical settings.

**Methods**

This pilot study used a two-phase descriptive cross-sectional design. Participants included senior nursing students, new graduate RNs, and nurse leaders and library
staff. Senior nursing students and new graduate RNs were surveyed to identify the information sources and resources they used in clinical practice. Qualitative interviews were conducted with nurse leaders and library staff to understand the extent of resources available for nurses and how new RNs learned about available resources.

In phase I, 62 undergraduate senior nursing students completed the Nurses Informative Sources Survey. In phase II, 18 new graduate RNs completed the Nurses Informative Sources Survey, and six nurse leaders and library staff members were interviewed. Senior nursing students and new graduate RNs responses were grouped into three categories of information sources: electronic, print, and interpersonal.

**Key Findings**

Senior nursing students and new graduate RNs reported accessing at least one example from each category for information to inform their practice. Both groups reported that electronic sources of information were mostly used. Nursing students reported using print resources more than interpersonal resources, whereas new graduate RNs reported using interpersonal resources more than print resources. In all, 11% of new graduate RNs reported using personal handheld devices for clinical information, whereas no nursing students used such devices. Both groups indicated they had limited access to hospital library resources.

All nurse leaders and library staff indicated that their organization provided orientation and mentoring for new staff. Library staff reported that they welcome opportunities to assist new RN staff better access information. However, they also reported that when hospitals encountered financial challenges, services not directly linked to patient care may be reduced. In one example, the library was moved outside of the hospital, thus making it difficult for staff to use the resources.

**Implications for Nurse Leaders and Managers**

The findings of this pilot study support that senior nursing students and new graduate RNs use various information sources to inform their practice, including personal information devices. Nurse leaders and managers must be aware of current practices and consider needed policies and practice guidelines to ensure information security. In addition, nurse leaders and managers should be advocates for information access by nurses through new library services that provide on-demand information in the clinical setting.

**LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY IMPACTS ON INFORMATICS**

Federal and state governments as well as independent institutions are establishing standards and accreditation guidelines to encourage further implementation of information systems within the health-care setting.
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act

The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), discussed in depth in Chapter 4, introduced three rules to protect health information: privacy, security, and breach notification. The HIPAA Privacy Rule was designed to safeguard an individual’s health information. The HIPAA Security Rule established a set of national standards to protect electronic health information. Finally, the Breach Notification Rule requires all health-care organizations to report any data breaches (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, n.d.). The electronic age introduced a means to minimize patient data loss, but it also introduced a platform for making patient information easier to copy and transfer. Health-care organizations need to be vigilant with enforcing data protection policies and/or use software such as data encryption to minimize data breaches.

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009

The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA) helped to advance the field of informatics. The health-care component of this bill is known as the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act, or HITECH Act. The requirements include metrics to improve patient care, quality, and public health.

The ARRA initially provides incentives when metrics are met by both physician practices and hospitals to move toward electronic documentation and processes to improve patient care. In time, penalties will be assessed if these standards are not achieved. The standards for eligible hospitals and eligible providers are similar.

Regulatory Requirements

The Joint Commission, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), and the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services are all regulatory bodies that have standards that must be met. The EHR assists in meeting these requirements. Data are collected from the EHR to improve health-care and patient outcomes. The number and topics of required data vary from year to year as regulatory requirements are updated. There are also many national quality organizations that provide recommendations for organizations, including Leap Frog, IOM, Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, National Quality Forum, and Quality and Safety Education for Nurses (Newbold, 2013)

Many regulatory requirements also have financial implications. One of these is the Meaningful Use program, part of CMS Quality Incentive Programs. Meaningful Use is a CMS program that requires use of the electronic record to improve patient care. The purpose of this program was to move health care to electronic records. This program ensures that certain required components will be available, thus providing “meaningful use of the EHR.”

Meaningful Use consists of three stages (CMS, 2016):

Stage 1: Data capture and sharing
Stage 2: Advanced clinical processes
Stage 3: Improved outcomes

Reporting must be done directly from a certified EHR and must be from discrete data elements.
INFORMATICS DEPARTMENTS

Nurse leaders and managers will work with many types of IT professionals. Table 9-2 outlines some of the roles and responsibilities of this group.

USE OF DATA IN INFORMATICS

Maintaining a high level of data quality is essential in informatics. Data quality must be reliable and effective. Standardizing data can help to provide a higher level of data quality. Data quality should be kept in mind during design of electronic records so that discrete data elements are available. Discrete data elements are much easier to pull from the system’s data repository than are narrative entry (free text) data entry elements. These discrete data elements may be used for research or for meeting regulatory requirements.

Data Set

A data set is simply a standardized group of data. There are multiple types of data sets, which may be used for billing, research, or other data uses. Data sets are used to provide a standard set of data on a patient, as well as standard definitions of data elements. Examples of data sets include the UB-04, which is standard data set required for institutional billing by federal and state governments, and the CMS-1500, which is a similar data set required for noninstitutional health-care settings. The data from both of these data sets is used by the CMS for health-care reimbursement, clinical, and population trends (Wager, Lee, & Glaser, 2013). There are several other standard data set types for specific settings or data use.

Coding

Coding is the process of taking the data in a patient’s file and applying an industry-standard medical code to the data. Two basic types of coding systems are used in

| Table 9–2  Roles and Responsibilities of Informatics Departments |
|-------------|------------------------|
| **Role**                | **Responsibilities**                           |
| Chief information officer | Strategically plans for technology and computer systems in an organization |
| Chief medical information officer | Physician who integrates the field of medicine and IT; participates in design and interfaces with providers |
| Chief nursing information officer | Integrates nursing and IT; is in charge of strategic planning for the information system |
| Project manager | Responsible for planning, monitoring, and execution of an informatics project; reports status to nursing leadership and other stakeholders |
| Network engineer | Technical expert who develops and maintains the computer network |
| Clinical analyst | Focuses on design, testing, and implementation of an information system; works with clinical experts from the organization |
| Clinical systems educator | Analyzes education needs of clinical staff members who will use the information system; develops educational materials, provides instruction, and supports users of the system |

IT, information technology.

The ICD-10-Clinical Modification (CM) is the system currently used for coding diagnoses in the United States. CPT is the coding system for procedures. CPT coding manuals are published by the American Medical Association every year. They are used widely in both inpatient and outpatient settings.

Both of these coding systems are used to provide information for billing, research, and other data purposes.

Data Security

Data security is a critical aspect in a health-care environment. Patient data can be lost, changed, or held hostage by viruses or malware attacks. There are several tools and methods used by health-care organizations to maintain data security. The most basic level of security includes the use of unique usernames and passwords, biometric identification, and security token identification. Unique usernames and passwords allow the system to collect an audit trail of who has accessed the system, when they did, and often which areas of the information system they accessed. Some systems are also starting to use biometric identification, such as fingerprint or retina verification, or devices that provide a randomly generated code for signature (security token identification).

Data that are transmitted can be encrypted, and firewalls can be in place to prevent unauthorized access. Data encryption is a tool used to protect information that is transferred electronically (e-mail) or physically (laptop computer). This process transforms the data into an unreadable form by using mathematical formulas (Hebda & Czar, 2009). A firewall is a mix of hardware and software that aims to prevent unauthorized access to a health-care organization’s system (Hebda & Czar, 2009). This added security can also create difficulties for internal systems. A firewall must be taken into account when setting up an interface connection.

Nurse leaders and managers are critical to maintaining successful data security. They must take an active role in protecting a health-care organization’s information assets and patient information. Nurse leaders and managers must enforce a culture that promotes and respects patient information security. They should be involved in the development and enforcement of organizational security policies that reflect rules and regulations and are designed to reduce or alleviate security risks. In addition, nurse leaders must ensure ongoing education for all staff related to information security and HIPAA.

INFORMATION SYSTEMS USED IN HEALTH CARE

All nurses must have an understanding of some basics of information systems. Information systems are usually composed of several different applications that work together to provide a comprehensive record. An application is a computer program that performs a certain function or activity. Switching between applications can be either seamless or very apparent (e.g., selecting another application may require another login or another window to open). The following subsections describe some of the main information systems and applications used in a health-care information system.
Electronic Medication Administration Record

A common mantra in nursing school is “if it was not documented, it was not done.” Documentation is the record of all assessments, treatments, and evaluations. Applications supporting documentation need to be dependable and support the clinician’s workflow. The application that supports documentation of medications is the electronic medication administration record (eMAR). The eMAR has multiple features that enhance patient care. It provides a list of medication orders and when they are due to be administered. Once the medication is administered, it also provides a place to document medication administration. After medication administration is documented, the eMAR also provides historical information regarding medications that have been administered.

Computerized Provider Order Entry

An important application within an electronic record is the computerized provider order entry (CPOE). This application allows providers within a health-care organization to enter orders directly into a patient’s record, thus omitting any transcription errors. It also allows integration of decision support systems (e.g., allergy alerting) and helps standardize patient care by encouraging groups of evidence-based orders (order sets). CPOE also has the potential to improve workflow among ancillary services by allowing them to receive notice of an order (e.g., from radiology) immediately, rather than depending on someone to monitor paper orders and relay the order either by fax or pneumatic tube system.

Barcode Medication Administration

Barcode medication administration is the process in which clinicians use a barcode reader to verify a patient’s identity and drug information immediately before giving medication to a patient. This system requires both the patient identifier (wrist band) and drug packaging to have a barcode. Barcode medication administration is one of the best patient safety tools at the point of care (patient bedside).

Patient Portals

Many vendors of EMR systems have developed Web-based platforms for patients to access their health information online called patient portals. Patient portals may allow the patient to e-mail their provider, request refills, and view information such as immunizations, medications, and laboratory results (HealthIT.gov, 2015).

Telehealth

Telehealth is a specialty in health care in which electronic devices (e.g., computers) and telecommunication technology are used to serve education and health care to clinicians and patients (Hebda & Czar, 2009). An example of Telehealth is wound assessment with care done remotely by supplying a health-care provider with images or video of the wound.
Online Health Information

The number of consumers accessing health information online is growing. It is not unusual for patients to arrive for an appointment with their health-care provider equipped with information and questions based on suspect online information. This creates a need to ensure that health-care websites provide credible information. The ability to publish anything on the Internet results in information that may or may not be reliable and credible. Nurses are in the ideal position to assist patients and families in evaluating health information available online and guiding them to trusted websites (Sewell, 2016).

Evaluating an Online Web Site

LEARNING ACTIVITY 9-1

Use an online evaluation checklist and evaluate two health Web sites:

1. Score both Web sites and discuss how they compare.
2. Describe the strengths and weaknesses of each Web site.

Helpful online evaluation tools are available at https://nnlm.gov/outreach/consumer/evalsite.html.

IMPLEMENTATION OF AN INFORMATICS PROJECT

Identifying potential issues in advance of implementation of the project is important. Superusers can help in this process. Superusers are generally representatives from the local nursing locations who receive enhanced training to help with implementation success and stability over the life of the system. They understand the new application and can help the staff members in the area integrate the new system or application into the future state workflow.

Once implementation begins, it is important to remember the following:

- Productivity will decrease initially while staff members are learning and becoming comfortable with the change.
- People learn at different rates and in different ways.
- Motivation to change comes from a positive assessment of the upcoming change.
- Communication is the key to successful change management.
- The environment should be one that does not expect perfection. This approach allows staff to learn and become use to the new system.

Addressing change management is essential for any informatics projects, such as the successful transition to a new EHR.

Conversion Strategy and Conversion Planning

Conversion is that point in time when you switch from one system to another or turn on a new application. Conversion planning needs to take place to ensure a smooth transition. The following questions should be asked:

- Who is involved?
- Where will the system be implemented?
When (time and date) will the conversion take place?
Is it better to do the conversion at shift change or midshift?
How will chart continuity be maintained?
Will any information be backloaded into the new system?
What activities need to be included, and who will do them?

All of these items must be taken into account during the conversion. There should always be a contingency plan in case the change needs to be backed out (reversed).

Implementation Support Model

Implementation support for conversion to a new electronic system or application requires technical, vendor, education, and support resources. Most sites set up a command center that has these resources available onsite 24 hours day, 7 days a week for a designated period of time. In addition to the command center, support resources are available in the unit. Analysts and educators are placed in the units to assist with support as well as superusers. Organizations also often have vendor or consultant assistance with support, especially for “big bang” (simultaneous conversion from old to new system) implementations.

Superusers play an essential role in implementation support. Different models are used at different organizations. One common model is to have three levels of superuser: expert, shift, and unit. The expert user is the representative who assisted with design. Shift experts on each shift help with the actual implementation. The shift expert has both clinical knowledge and supplemental computer training that is helpful as staff members transition to the new system. The role of the unit leader is to solve management issues that arise during the implementation.

Maintenance

The system maintenance phase begins after the implementation and close of the project. Many of the project team members move on to other activities, but some team members continue to support the application and make enhancements to the system throughout the rest of the system lifecycle. Each organization has a philosophy regarding the degree of software and coding enhancements that will be made during the maintenance phase. Some sites make changes only for additional regulatory requirements, whereas other sites may do a high level of customization during the maintenance phase. All sites must perform upgrades to keep the code for the application up to date so that the vendor will continue to support the application.

System Downtime

Downtime procedures need to be developed and communicated before implementation. Staff members must know how they will obtain information when the system is down. There may be different levels of downtime that will determine what can be accessed in the system. There may be an entire network downtime, which may mean that no information is accessible. There may also be partial downtimes,
which may affect certain parts of the system that will determine what information is accessible. Downtimes may also be planned or unplanned.

Planned downtimes occur when the system is taken down to make some specific changes such as an upgrade or other enhancements to the system. Planning and communication are done in advance to lessen the effects of the downtime. Backup systems are put into place to provide access to important patient data. The backup systems may be electronic or paper.

Unplanned downtimes present additional challenges. These situations do not allow the same preparation as planned downtimes. There needs to be a plan for these situations. Again, the backup plan may be another electronic system or paper. Another challenge during unplanned downtimes is communication to end users as the downtime is taking place. These communication avenues must be established before the downtime. The IT department has formal processes for determining when a downtime has occurred, when downtime processes should start, and what those processes are.

**SUMMARY**

Nursing informatics is crucial to improving patient safety and patient outcomes. Its importance can be seen in administrative and clinical arenas. Information systems comprise a complex arrangement of hardware and software that, once successfully put in place, provide the foundation for an enhanced way of providing patient care. Electronic records provide data necessary to make clinical decisions, do research, and support regulatory requirements.

The field of informatics has expanded the potential roles for nurses. Roles for nurses in informatics span from an entry-level position (analyst or educator) to upper-level management. Nursing leaders and managers may be called on to work with a variety of these technical specialists. Nursing participation is required in all of the phases of an informatics project.

All nurses at all levels must have basic informatics skills to manage the large amount of data involved in safe and quality patient care. Nurses must be “computer fluent, information literate, and informatics knowledgeable” (Sewell, 2016, p. 17). Nurse leaders and managers have a responsibility to ensure that adequate technological resources are available to staff to provide safe and quality nursing care.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES

- Outline the steps nurse leaders and managers must follow to create a sustainable workforce, including recruiting, interviewing, orienting, and retaining.
- Identify appropriate and inappropriate interview questions.
- Describe how the creation of a healthy work environment helps to retain quality nurses.
- Explain the importance of collaboration among nurses of different generations.
- Describe criteria used to give an effective performance appraisal.
- Explain the peer review process.
- Explain how corrective action can be used to improve staff performance.
The nursing shortage is forecast to continue indefinitely as more nurses retire and as the need for health care increases, particularly because of aging baby boomers. It is estimated that 1.13 million registered nurses (RNs) will be needed by 2022 to fill new jobs and replace retiring nurses (American Nurses Association [ANA], 2014). Several reasons for the ongoing nursing shortage are nurse job dissatisfaction, unhealthy work environments, lack of recognition for accomplishments, and unclear role expectations (Bryant-Hampton, Walton, Carroll, & Strickler, 2010; Masters, 2014; Riley, Rollband, James, & Norton, 2009). The continuing nursing shortage, high turnover in nursing, complex health-care systems, increasing patient acuity, and fiscal constraints may influence nurse leaders and managers who are eager to fill nursing positions to make quick and sometimes hasty hiring decisions. However, nurse leaders and managers have a responsibility to hire safe, competent nurses with high integrity (Hader, 2005). Recruiting, developing, and retaining quality staff must be a priority for all nurse leaders and managers. In addition, addressing areas of dissatisfaction to retain experienced nurses is critical to provide the level of complex care needed today. To retain nurses, nurse leaders and managers must establish a healthy work environment that creates joy and meaning at work, creates synergy, and fosters workforce sustainability (American Association of Critical-Care Nurses, 2005; Lucian Leape Institute, 2013).

In this chapter, the nurse leader and manager’s role in creating a sustainable workforce is covered, from the recruiting stage through retaining quality nurses. In addition, management of staff is discussed, including the performance review process and corrective action.

Knowledge, skills, and attitudes related to the following core competency are included in this chapter: teamwork and collaboration.

**Creating a Sustainable Workforce**

It is estimated that more than 1 million RNs will reach retirement age between 2025 and 2030 (Health Resources and Service Administration [HRSA] Bureau of Health Professions, 2013). In 2000, many RNs were 41 to 45 years old. Those nurses are now reaching retirement age, yet the smallest numbers of RNs today are 35 to 45 years old, and there has been only a marginal increase in the number of RNs less than 35 years old (HRSA Bureau of Health Professions, 2013). To maintain a higher percentage of experienced nurses at the bedside, nurse leaders and managers must identify methods to increase nurse satisfaction and explore creative strategies to accommodate older nurses. Key elements of the nurse leader and manager’s role related to sustaining a quality nursing workforce are displayed in Box 10-1. Nurse leaders and managers also need to bring younger nurses into the workforce to prepare for the retirement of older nurses. To achieve the goal of creating a sustainable workforce, nurse managers and leaders must be able to recruit, interview, orient, and retain quality nurses of all ages.

**Recruiting**

The cost of recruiting and orienting new nurses requires nurse leaders and managers to make hiring decisions carefully and to seek and select the best person for the right
position. Based on the complexity of health care and high acuity of patients, some health-care organizations prefer to hire experienced nurses and/or nurses with baccalaureate degrees or advanced education. However, nurse leaders and managers should consider recruiting and hiring a balance of new nurse graduates and experienced nurses, given the increasing demand for health care, aging baby boomers, and upcoming nurse retirements (McMenamin, 2014). Nurse leaders and managers must be committed to recruiting and hiring the brightest and the best. By employing new nurse graduates and providing adequate transition-to-practice (TTP) programs, nurse leaders and managers can develop and retain increasingly experienced nurses in anticipation of the retirement of aging nurses—essentially, “growing their own” experienced nursing workforce (McMenamin, 2014). Attracting talented nurses requires providing continuing education, up-to-date-technology, professional development, and opportunities for advancement (Roussel, 2013).

**Interviewing**

Once a quality applicant is identified, the nurse leader and manager should prepare for interviews by reviewing the applicant’s information, resume, and letters of reference and by making notes of key questions to ask during the interview. The interview should be scheduled when the nurse leader and manager is available to meet for an adequate amount of time and without interruption; in addition, it is important to ensure that there is ample time for the applicant to ask questions. Some organizations may use a team approach to interviews in which applicants are also interviewed by a panel of nurses and other staff members. Involving staff can be an effective approach and reduce bias on the part of the nurse leader and manager. The focus of the interviews should be on the roles and responsibilities outlined in the position description. A *position description* reflects current practice standards and provides clear, written expectations about the roles and responsibilities of the position. It should also include the name of the person to whom the employee reports. Nurse leaders and managers must treat all applicants equally and as professionals, as well as keeping in mind that applicants may have other positions they are considering.

During the interview, the nurse leader and manager must avoid asking questions that are considered inappropriate. Although information related to the
applicant’s age, marital status, and medical information may be needed for payroll, benefits, and insurance purposes, the nurse leader and manager should not inquire about this information during the interview. Such information can be obtained after the employee is hired. Some of the laws discussed in Chapter 4 are relevant during the interview, including the Civil Rights Act, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act, and the Americans with Disabilities Act. Table 10-1 provides examples of questions that are illegal to ask and alternative questions to ask instead. When the nurse leader and manager is interviewing several applicants for the same position, it is important to ask all applicants the same questions.

The interview is a two-way process. While the nurse leader and manager is interviewing applicants to determine whether they are qualified to fill a specific position, applicants should be assessing the interaction and gathering as much information as possible to be able to make an informed decision to accept or decline an offer. A wise applicant researches the organization before the interview. Reviewing the mission, vision, and philosophy of the organization can help nurses determine whether the organization’s values and beliefs are congruent with their individual beliefs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Avoid Asking</th>
<th>Laws They May Violate</th>
<th>What to Ask Instead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>● How old are you?</td>
<td>Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) of 1967</td>
<td>● Are you old enough to do this type of work?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● When did you graduate from college?</td>
<td>Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990</td>
<td>● If hired, can you supply transcripts of your college education?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● When do you plan on retiring?</td>
<td>Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964</td>
<td>● What are your long-term career goals?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Do you have a disability?</td>
<td>Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; Pregnancy Discrimination Act (an amendment to Title VII)</td>
<td>● Are you able to do the duties listed in the job description without accommodations?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Have you ever filed a workers’ compensation claim?</td>
<td>Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; Immigration Reform and Control Act</td>
<td>● What professional associations are you a member of?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Do you have a preexisting medical condition?</td>
<td>Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; Immigration Reform and Control Act</td>
<td>● Are you available to work evenings and weekends?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Do you go to church?</td>
<td>Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; Immigration Reform and Control Act</td>
<td>● Are you available to travel on short notice?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● What outside activities do you participate in?</td>
<td>Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; Immigration Reform and Control Act</td>
<td>● If you are hired, are you able to provide documentation to prove you are eligible to work in the United States?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Are you married?</td>
<td>Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; Immigration Reform and Control Act</td>
<td>● Have you ever been convicted of a crime?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Do you have children?</td>
<td>Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; Immigration Reform and Control Act</td>
<td>● In what branch of the military did you serve?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● When do you plan to start a family?</td>
<td>Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; Immigration Reform and Control Act</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Are you a U.S. citizen?</td>
<td>Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; Immigration Reform and Control Act</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● What was your maiden name?</td>
<td>Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; Immigration Reform and Control Act</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Have you ever been arrested?</td>
<td>Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; Immigration Reform and Control Act</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● If you have been in the military, were you honorably discharged?</td>
<td>Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; Immigration Reform and Control Act</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Orienting

Nurse leaders and managers must be dedicated to providing a proper orientation for new staff to enhance retention. When the cost of recruiting and orienting new staff is calculated, the estimated average cost of turnover is equivalent to a nurse’s annual salary (Halfer, 2007). In addition, approximately 25% of new graduate nurses will leave their position within the first year (National Council of State Boards of Nursing [NCSBN], 2015). To retain new graduate nurses, orientation programs need to bridge the gap between the student nurse clinical setting and the real-world clinical setting. Programs for new nurses that focus on effective TTP and that include both competency development and role transition have been shown to improve retention rates (Halfer, 2007; Spector et al., 2015).

The NCSBN (2015) explored the issue of educating and retaining new nurse graduates since 2005 and found that the inability of new nurse graduates to transition into clinical practice has and will continue to have great consequences for the nursing profession and patient outcomes. In collaboration with more than 35 nursing organizations, the NCSBN worked to develop an evidence-based TTP model to assist new nurses as they transition from the classroom to the clinical setting (NCSBN, 2015); more information about the TTP model is available on the NCSBN Web site at www.ncsbn.org/transition-to-practice.htm. Structured TTP programs that are at least 6 months long and include core competencies, clinical reasoning, regular feedback on progress, self-reflection, and specialty knowledge in an area of practice improve the quality and safety practice of new graduate nurses, increase job satisfaction, decrease work stress, and decrease turnover (Spector et al., 2015).

When setting up orientation for new nurses as well as seasoned nurses, the nurse leader and manager must consider the characteristics of the new staff members and select an appropriate preceptor. The novice-to-expert model can assist with making successful preceptor assignments (Benner, 1984). Most new graduate nurses exhibit characteristics of the novice and advanced beginner stage, and new nurse graduates demonstrate marginally acceptable performance (NCSBN, 2011). In many cases, new nurse graduates use context-free rules to guide their actions or may begin to formulate some guidelines for their actions. New nurse graduates have not developed enough insight to discern which tasks are relevant in real-world situations (NCSBN, 2011).

The appropriate preceptor is critical to successful on-boarding of new nurses. Novices and advanced beginners do not have past experiences to base decisions on, so their approach to patient care is slow and methodical; they are very focused on being safe and efficient (Benner, 1984). In addition, the new generation of nurses needs regular verbal and written feedback to build confidence and self-esteem. The best preceptor for the new nurse graduate may be a nurse who is at the competent stage (i.e., has about 3 years of experience and is able to demonstrate effective organizational, time management, and planning abilities). Competent nurses can differentiate important tasks from less important aspects of care. In addition, their time as a new nurse graduate is recent enough that they can approach the preceptorship with empathy. A less than ideal preceptor is an expert and proficient nurse because nurses at this stage make rapid decisions based on previous experiences, have difficulty putting what they know into...
words for the new nurse to understand, and may have less patience for the on- going feedback the new nurse graduate requires (Benner, 1984). On its Web site, the NCSBN provides a chart to assist nurse leaders and managers in assigning preceptors to new nurses (ncsbn.org/Preceptor-Novice-to-ExpertChart.pdf).

Retaining

Examining strategies to retain experienced nurses is critical in finding a solution to the long-term nursing shortage. Inadequate staffing leads to nurse dissatisfaction, burnout, and turnover, all of which jeopardizes the quality of patient care. High turnover can have negative consequences on patient safety, nurse satisfaction, and the health-care organization overall as a result of low staff morale, insufficient
monitoring of patients, increased errors, poor-quality care, increased patient costs, and decrease in hospital profitability (American Association of Critical-Care Nurses, 2016; Page, 2004). Moreover, high turnover threatens the overall experience level of the nursing staff, which, in turn, compromises patient safety (Page, 2004). The number one strategy to retain nurses is by creating and sustaining a healthy work environment. Accomplishing this requires strong nursing leadership at all levels of the health-care organization, but especially at the unit level, where frontline nurses and nurse leaders and managers work and where patient care is delivered (Sherman & Pross, 2010). Nurse leaders and managers must create a vision for a healthy work environment and authentically live it (American Association of Critical-Care Nurses, 2005).

A healthy work environment is one in which nurses feel safe from physiological and psychological harm and can find meaning and joy in their work. Nurse leaders and managers are responsible for creating the cultural norms and environment that result in workforce safety, meaning, and joy (Lucian Leape Institute, 2013). A work environment can be considered healthy and as one that brings meaning and joy to the worker’s life when each nurse is able to answer “yes” every day to the following questions (Lucian Leape Institute, 2013, p. 15):

1. Am I treated with dignity and respect by everyone?
2. Do I have what I need so I can make a contribution that gives meaning to my life?
3. Am I recognized and thanked for what I do?

Meaningful recognition is important in retaining experienced nurses. “Nurses must be recognized and must recognize others for the value each brings to the work of the organization” (American Association of Critical-Care Nurses, 2016, p. 29). Nurses who are not recognized often feel invisible, undervalued, and disrespected, feelings that eventually can sap their motivation (American Association of Critical-Care Nurses, 2016). Nurse leaders and managers have an ethical responsibility to “establish, maintain, and promote conditions of employment that enable nurses to practice according to accepted standards” (ANA, 2015a, p. 28). Nurse leaders and managers can provide recognition, mentoring, coaching, and career or professional development opportunities to enhance the nursing workforce. Retaining experienced nurses is critical to providing safe and quality care, and a healthy work environment is paramount to retaining experienced nurses. Healthy work environments are discussed further in Chapter 13.

**MANAGING THE WORKFORCE**

Daily and ongoing management of the workforce includes many challenges, including managing generational differences, coaching team members, appraising performance, and using corrective action.

**Managing Generational Differences**

On any nursing unit, as many as four different generations of nurses may be working side by side. Each generation has its own unique characteristics, work ethic, and
expectations of the workplace (Murray, 2013). (The characteristics of each generation are discussed in Chapter 15.) Nurse leaders and managers must identify strategies to create cohesive partnerships among the different generations to ensure safe and quality nursing care and create a healthy work environment. Stereotypes and judgmental attitudes about each generation can undermine the nursing team. For example, often there is the perception that older nurses do not like younger nurses; on the other end of the spectrum, there is sometimes the assumption by the new generation of nurses that older generations of nurses are old-fashioned and technologically challenged. When generations collide in the workplace, patient care can be compromised. In addition, nurse satisfaction can be affected, resulting in miscommunication, interpersonal tension, decreased productivity, increased absenteeism, and increased turnover. Nurse leaders and managers must foster a supportive and collegial environment that brings the various generations together to achieve their common goals. Acknowledging what each generation brings to the table and learning from the various generations can decrease tension and enhance personal and professional growth, leading to mutual respect (Murray, 2013; Weston, 2006).

Improved health and technological advances are allowing older nurses to work longer, and these expert nurses are needed for their skills and experiences to fill many essential positions (American Organization of Nurse Executives [AONE], 2010). In fact, according to data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (2013–2014), more than one-third of RNs are more than 50 years old. Many older nurses are healthy and want to work beyond retirement years. In fact, a new view of aging is being recognized today as the average life expectancy increases and the quality of life in the final decades improves; in fact, a new middle period of life from age 50 to 70 years old is emerging, called the third age (Bower & Sadler, 2009). This new paradigm of successful aging is challenging the view of what is “old”—and many say “60 is the new 40” (Bower & Sadler, 2009).

Third-age nurses are needed today to combat the current and future nursing shortage. They know the health-care system and provide a valuable resource because of their experience, knowledge, wisdom, and competence (AONE, 2010; Bower & Sadler, 2009). Nurse leaders and managers have “a vested interest in ensuring that qualified and talented nurses are not lost to traditional retirement, but instead redirected to other rewarding jobs and careers in nursing” (Bower & Sadler, 2009, p. 20). They must consider strategies to retain and develop older nurses for new and emerging roles. This approach may involve exploring environmental modifications to meet the needs of older nurses and prevent injuries because loss of strength and agility may affect older nurses’ ability to turn, lift, and transfer patients, as well as tolerate the overall physical demands of the job (Page, 2004).

To leverage generational differences, nurse managers and leaders can use the following strategies to make the workplace more generationally comfortable (Murray, 2013):

- Accommodate differences by recognizing the strengths of each generation, and use those strengths to build a sustainable workforce.
- Be flexible when giving options in the workplace, and consider alternate scheduling options. Seek input from staff on recruitment, retention, and staffing matters that could decrease turnover and increase job satisfaction.
Use a sophisticated management style, and modify management approaches to address the differences and similarities of each generation. Keeping staff informed, providing the big picture, and using rewards, recognition, and feedback are management strategies that appeal to all generations.

Respect competence and initiative, and value the talents and work ethics of each generation, even though they differ. For example, use the expertise and experience of older and seasoned nurses to help develop policies and procedures and set up programs to assist new nurses. Provide younger nurses with opportunities to solve problems and contribute to teamwork on their own terms. Nurses of younger generations tend to be collaborators and prefer frequent feedback, so provide them with seasoned mentors who will coach them as they launch their nursing career.

**Coaching Staff Members**

Coaching is the art of guiding another individual toward fulfilling his or her future; to assist a person in achieving his or her goals, a coach helps him or her develop and prioritize viable solutions and then act on them (Narayanasamy & Penney, 2014; Porter-O’Grady & Malloch, 2013). Coaching is a strategy used by nurse leaders and managers to motivate and assist their staff members to improve their work performance. Part of coaching includes observing employee performance and providing ongoing feedback and constant encouragement. Staff members need to feel supported by the nurse leader and manager to be successful and excel in their roles (Roussel, 2013). Effective coaching is transformative because it results in significant changes in an individual that motivate him or her to find achievement, fulfillment, and joy in the workplace (Narayanasamy & Penney, 2014). An effective coach assists nurses in recognizing opportunities for learning and development.

Nurse leaders and managers can use coaching when team building, in managing change, for professional development, and in career planning. The coaching relationship must be built on respect and trust. Nurses being coached must feel safe and secure, valued, and validated by the coach (Narayanasamy & Penney, 2014). To be effective coaches, nurse leaders and managers must become self-aware. Qualities of an effective coach are listed in Box 10-2. Coaching is beneficial to sustaining the workforce because it increases productivity, patient safety, quality of nursing care, and nurses’ confidence and professionalism.

**BOX 10-2 Characteristics of an Effective Coach**

- Be a good listener.
- Demonstrate professionalism and leadership qualities.
- Be inspiring and motivating to others.
- Be able to build confidence, self-esteem, and personal leadership in others.
- Act as a “sounding board,” allowing problems and issues to be aired and redirected.
- Provide constructive feedback when necessary.
- Acknowledge work well done.
- Emphasize achievement, learning and development, and joy in work.

Appraising Performance

Nurse leaders and managers must ensure that their staff has the requisite knowledge, skills, and attitudes to perform professional responsibilities. Nurse competencies, performance standards, and educational preparation directly impact patient safety and quality outcomes.

A performance appraisal is a formal evaluation of the work performance of an employee that is conducted by the nurse leader and manager. An effective performance appraisal can foster staff growth and development and promote retention. The employee’s performance is evaluated according to the position description and established standards of practice. Nurse leaders and managers may use a performance appraisal for the following reasons:

- To assess a new employee at the conclusion of probationary status to determine whether the minimum level of performance for a position has been met
- To provide recognition for accomplishments or constructive feedback when improvement in performance is needed
- For an annual performance review of the employee’s past goals, including performance related to position description, and to plan for professional development over the next year

As with interview questions, some of the laws discussed in Chapter 4 must be considered when conducting a performance appraisal, including the Civil Rights Act, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act, the Americans With Disabilities Act, and the Fair Labor Standards Act.

During a performance appraisal, the nurse’s performance is weighed against the position description, professional standards of practice, and policies and procedures. The position description reflects legal, regulatory, and accreditation requirements; delineates the employee’s roles and responsibilities; and specifies the person to whom the nurse reports. In addition, the position description outlines expected performance standards, which are often based on the ANA (2015c) Scope and Standards of Practice and represent the minimal level of acceptable nursing practice. Nurses working in specialty areas may have standards related to the clinical specialty included in their position description. Performance appraisals should relate only to the nurse’s position description and expected performance standards and not to the personality of the individual.

An effective performance appraisal should promote successful work relationships and enhance employee development as well as motivate staff to improve performance and productivity (Pearce, 2007). However, nurses may view performance appraisals as threatening, based on previous negative experiences. Providing frequent feedback on a regular basis throughout the review period can lessen fear of the process. Nurse leaders and managers should follow these steps when conducting effective performance appraisals (Pearce, 2007):

1. Prepare for the performance appraisal by keeping employee files updated with appropriate data and anecdotal notes that reflect performance observed throughout the review period. This ensures that feedback is based on facts.
2. Plan for the performance appraisal to be conducted in a formal but relaxed atmosphere. Schedule the performance appraisal at a time that is convenient for the employee, and ensure there will be no interruptions.
3. Conduct the performance appraisal in such a manner as to encourage productive exchange of ideas and joint problem solving. Review self-appraisal and peer reviews with the employee, and encourage discussion.

4. Review the employee’s achievements and ask whether he or she has achieved goals set during the previous performance appraisal.

5. Provide the employee feedback on his or her achievements.

6. If the performance appraisal process calls for ratings or scoring, seek input from the employee and strive for agreement.

7. Discuss plans for improvement, and assist the employee in identifying areas to work on and developing a realistic plan, but avoid actually developing the plan for the employee.

8. Address the employee’s career plans, and offer realistic feedback regarding opportunities for advancements.

9. Assist the employee in developing new goals and objectives for the upcoming year by using the SMART (specific, measurable, appropriate, realistic, timed) technique.

10. Ask the employee for feedback, including how you can support the employee.

11. Provide an opportunity for the employee to add written comments on the performance appraisal.

The performance appraisal should be written and signed by the nurse leader and manager and the employee, and the employee should be provided with a copy of the signed document.

Effective nurse leaders and managers use performance appraisals as a way to enhance the work experience for staff, facilitate productivity, promote professionalism and career development, measure nursing performance, and, ultimately, create joy in the workplace (Roussel, 2013).

**LEARNING ACTIVITY 10-1**

**Using SMART**

Use the SMART technique to develop five goals you would like to accomplish during the next year.

An important aspect of performance appraisal is a self-assessment or a self-appraisal. A **self-appraisal** is the process of the employee reflecting on his or her own personal actions and professional performance related to sense of self, values, beliefs, decisions, actions, and outcomes (Porter-O’Grady & Malloch, 2013). The self-appraisal should include a review of the employee’s performance related to the previous year’s goals and list specific accomplishments during the year. The employee may want to include feedback from peers as well as from patients and their families. An accountable nurse will also acknowledge areas of weakness during self-appraisal and identify strategies to make changes in practice to improve performance. Self-appraisal is part of professional autonomy, accountability, and self-regulation in nursing and “requires personal accountability for the knowledge base for professional practice, [and reflects] an individual’s demonstrated personal
control based on principles, guidelines, and rules deemed important” (ANA, 2010, p. 30). Nurse leaders and managers must also engage in self-appraisal of their own practice in relation to professional practice guidelines, standards, statutes, rules, and regulations on a regular basis (ANA, 2016).

Another possible element of a performance appraisal is a peer review, in which nurses from common practice areas assess, monitor, and make judgments about the quality of nursing care provided by a nurse peer (Haag-Heitman & George, 2011, p. 48). The peer review process also fosters accountability and supports self-regulation. Nurse leaders and managers have a critical role in establishing an effective peer review process. They may need to coach staff in the peer review process and encourage the use of constructive feedback versus destructive feedback. Constructive feedback is supportive, motivates the employee to succeed and grow, and involves showing respect and praising the employee for a job well done (e.g., “I really appreciate how you handled that difficult patient yesterday”), whereas destructive feedback includes threats and fear to control employee behavior, by criticizing the employee and making him or her feel humiliated (e.g., “Are you stupid? You should never walk out of the patient’s room with gloves on!”). Often, nurse leaders and managers are evaluated by superiors based on peer reviews and input from staff related to employee satisfaction, successful recruitment and retention efforts, and quality outcomes.

One form of peer review is 360-degree feedback, which is a type of constructive feedback in which nurses receive feedback from everyone around them—supervisors, peers, physicians, other health-care professionals, and even patients and their families. Typically, 360-degree feedback is anonymous. The nurse leader and manager summarizes the feedback and reviews it with the employee. The goal of 360-degree feedback is to provide specific opportunities for the employee to use in his or her development plan. It also provides the nurse leader and manager with particular areas in which to coach the nurse for growth and professional development.

Peer reviews and 360-degree feedback can be used not only for nurses but also for nurse leaders and managers. Informal and formal feedback on their performance from those they work with as well as from their subordinates can help nurse leaders and managers understand the effects of their leadership style and identify strengths and weaknesses in their interprofessional and intraprofessional communication skills. This feedback can be used by nurse leaders and managers in their own professional development.

Using Corrective Action

The emphasis on patient safety and quality care globally is motivating health-care organizations to focus attention on recruiting and retaining quality workers. This means keeping excellent employees (the high performers), further developing the good employees (the middle performers), and forcing the weak or poor employees (the low performers) to leave the organization (Matheny, 2005, p. 296). With regard to middle and low performers, nurse leaders and managers must address deficiencies and substandard performance immediately to avoid escalation of the behavior.
When substandard performance or deficiencies are identified, these may need to be addressed by the nurse leader and manager through corrective action, a progressive process used to improve poor performance.

Nurse leaders and managers must explore the deficiencies and determine whether the employee violated rules or policies and procedures or whether the deficiencies are related to lack of skill or competence. Evidence must be gathered to establish a case. Minor rule infractions such as tardiness or excessive absences should be addressed directly with the employee, and the employee should be given an opportunity to improve. Typically, this is accomplished through a written agreement between the employee and the nurse leader and manager that clearly outlines expected behavior and the consequences should the employee not meet the expectations. When a major infraction occurs, such as mistreatment of a patient, use of alcohol at work, or deferring medications from a patient, the employee should be terminated immediately (more on this later in this section).

Nurse leaders and managers are bound by the ANA (2015a) Code of Ethics for Nurses with Interpretive Statements to address any and all instances of incompetent, unethical, illegal, or impaired practice that compromise the safety or well-being of the patient. Further, any nurse who observes inappropriate behavior or questionable practice by another nurse that jeopardizes the rights or safety of a patient should report these concerns to the supervisor immediately (ANA, 2015a).

When establishing a corrective action plan, the nurse leader and manager must first determine the reason for the substandard performance: Is it the result of a lack of knowledge, skill, or experience, or did the employee violate policy or procedure? Next, the nurse leader and manager should address the behavior with a progressive corrective action plan according to the organization’s policy and procedure; the plan may include a verbal reprimand, a written reprimand, suspension with or without pay, and termination. Corrective action should include constructive feedback to improve behavior or performance, rather than destructive feedback, which does not encourage the employee to succeed and can be detrimental to his or her development. Nurse leaders and managers must explore their approach to corrective action and adopt constructive techniques whenever possible. Table 10-2 outlines the nurse leader and manager’s role in corrective action.

Once poor performance is addressed and the employee meets the conditions of the corrective action plan, the incident should not be held against the employee unless the behavior is repeated. It is unfair to bring up poor performance in the next performance appraisal if it has not been a problem since the employee met the conditions of the corrective action plan. However, if the employee repeats the behavior, and continued efforts to assist him or her in meeting the minimum standards of performance are not successful, termination may be necessary (McConnell, 2011).

Terminating an employee is a painstaking process. It requires the nurse leader and manager to conduct a thorough investigation of the incident, collect pertinent data and materials related to performance (e.g., policies and procedures, position description, and standards of practice), and objectively formulate a judgment based
on the facts (Cohen, 2006; Hader, 2006). The nurse leader and manager should seek advice from human resources to ensure that the necessary information and documents have been collected to support the termination before contacting the employee to set up a meeting (Cohen, 2006). Planning the meeting in three segments is a strategy the nurse leader and manager can use to present the decision in a professional manner and stay on track. First, the nurse manager or leader should state the reason for the meeting. Second, details of the incident should be presented. The nurse leader and manager must stay objective during this phase and present facts related to the event and the specific policies and procedures and standards that were violated. Third, the employee should be informed of his or her termination in as straightforward a manner as possible. Terminating an employee is a difficult and stressful task; following a standard procedure, including carefully reviewing all facts, remaining objective, and making an informed decision, only makes it easier (Cohen, 2006; Hader, 2006).

Nurse leaders and managers must ensure that reasonable efforts have been taken to help employees succeed. Allowing poor performance to continue without action can have a deleterious effect on the work environment. Staff morale can be negatively impacted when staff members feel that the poor performance of a nurse is not dealt with in a timely manner or is ignored. In fact, nurses who are high performers may begin to slow down their performance, reduce the quality of their own work, or leave an organization if they perceive that nurse leaders and managers tolerate those who are unwilling or unable to perform at a level necessary to deliver safe and quality care (Matheny, 2005).
A continuing challenge nurse leaders and managers face entails recruiting and retaining new nurse graduates as well as experienced nurses. In addition, nurse leaders and managers must promote a healthy work environment and implement plans to make the workplace generationally friendly to sustain a competent workforce. Nurse leaders and managers must also effectively manage the workforce. To do so, nurse leaders and managers must consider the nurse’s performance related to the position description and organizational performance standards. Performance appraisals can improve staff morale, productivity, and job satisfaction. Finally, nurse managers and leaders must deal with violations of policies and procedures and poor performance immediately to avoid escalation of the problem. Regardless of the reason for poor performance, the goal of corrective action should be to help the employee succeed in his or her position.
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Organizing patient care is a critical role for nursing leaders and managers, whether in a hospital, a skilled nursing facility, home care, or other health-care settings. The primary goal when organizing patient care is delivering safe and quality nursing care using available resources effectively.

In this chapter, the major components of organizing patient care are covered, including identifying, implementing, and monitoring a care delivery model; determining staffing needs for safe and quality care; developing and implementing a staffing plan; monitoring productivity; and evaluating staffing effectiveness.

Knowledge, skills, and attitudes related to the following core competencies are included: patient-centered care, teamwork and collaboration, quality improvement, informatics, and safety.

**CARE DELIVERY MODELS**

Care delivery models are used to organize and deliver nursing care and focus on structure, process, and outcomes (Duffield, Roche, Diers, Catling-Paull, Blay, 2010; Neisner & Raymond, 2002; Wolf & Greenhouse, 2007). Additionally, care delivery models serve to drive assessments, decisions, planning, organization, and evaluation of structures, processes, and outcomes (Wolf & Greenhouse, 2007). These models have evolved over the past century in response to issues such as war, politics, economics, social environment, technology, and advances in health care. The care delivery model used in an organization is usually determined by nurse leaders and managers at the executive level, with the model chosen reflective of the organizational mission, philosophy, and goals. Nurse leaders and managers at the unit level should have input regarding the model chosen to ensure that it is appropriate for the unit, skill mix, number of nursing personnel available, and the acuity of the patients. Unit level leaders and managers are also responsible for implementing, monitoring, and evaluating the effectiveness, efficiency, and outcomes of the selected care delivery model. Frontline nurses should assist in monitoring and evaluating outcomes of the process.

Nursing care delivery models address five questions (Neisner & Raymond, 2002, p. 8):

1. Who is responsible for making decisions about patient care?
2. How long do that person’s decisions remain in effect?
3. How is work distributed among staff members: by task or by patient?
4. How is patient care communication handled?
5. How is the whole unit managed?

Care delivery models must foster effective communication and also balance the needs of the patients with the competencies and availability of the nursing staff. Models of care provide for continuity of care across the continuum and give nurses the authority and responsibility for the provision of nursing care (Kaplow & Reed, 2008). To be effective, care delivery models should be in alignment with the organization, sustainable over time, and replicable (Wolf & Greenhouse, 2007). Regardless of the care delivery model employed, nurse leaders and managers have a responsibility to ensure that safe and quality patient care is provided by competent nursing staff. The American Organization of Nurse Executives (AONE, 2010) contends that nurse leaders and managers will need to participate in redesigning nursing
care delivery in the future by focusing on patient- and family-centered care, ensuring that frontline nurses participate in the decision-making process, and optimizing nursing roles and care across the continuum. In addition, the AONE includes effective use of delivery models as a component of the knowledge of the healthcare environment competency (AONE, 2015, p. 6) in the following ways:

- Demonstrate current knowledge of patient care delivery systems across the continuum.
- Describe various delivery systems and patient care models and the advantages/disadvantages of each.
- Assess the effectiveness of new care delivery models.
- Align care delivery models and staff performance with key safety and economic drivers.

There are many care delivery models in use today, classified as traditional, nontraditional, and contemporary models.

**Traditional Models**

Traditional care models are rooted in nursing’s historical beginnings. The best-known traditional models of care delivery are total patient care, functional nursing, team nursing, primary nursing, and nursing case management. Many of these models are still in use today, with many newer models incorporating aspects of traditional models.

**Total Patient Care**

Total patient care, also known as case method, is the oldest model of care delivery. At the turn of the 20th century, nursing care took place in the patient’s home. The nurse was responsible for complete nursing care of the patient as well as other duties, such as cooking and cleaning. As nursing care transitioned into the hospital in the 1930s, total patient care remained the principal care delivery model (Tiedeman & Lookinland, 2004). In the total patient care method, often used in settings such as critical care and hospice care, the nurse provides holistic care. When used in a hospital setting, total patient care is provided by one nurse during a shift; communication is hierarchical, and the charge nurse is responsible for making assignments, interfacing with physicians, and shift reports. Some variations of this method are in use today.

**Functional Nursing**

During World War II, a nursing shortage developed in response to increased demands for nurses abroad, resulting in a need to reorganize nursing care in hospitals stateside. Functional nursing was implemented as a means to accomplish patient care with the assistance of ancillary personnel. In this model, staff members work side by side and are assigned to complete specific tasks, such as passing medications, taking vital signs, and providing hygiene, for all or many patients on a unit (Tiedeman & Lookinland, 2004). Although it was intended to be used as a temporary mode of care delivery until nurses returned from the war, with the increase in population after
World War II functional nursing continued in popularity because of efficient management of time, tasks, and resources. Because this model allows care to be provided by a limited number of registered nurses (RNs), it is often used today in long-term care and ambulatory care facilities. Although the functional model is viewed as efficient and cost effective, it can also result in fragmented care because nurses focus on physician’s orders and necessary tasks. This model does not promote autonomy or professional development (Tiedeman & Lookinland, 2004). Communication is hierarchical, and the charge nurse is primarily responsible for assigning shifts, supervising tasks, interfacing with physicians, and writing shift reports.

**Team Nursing**

In response to criticism of functional nursing, **team nursing** was designed. In team nursing, licensed and unlicensed personnel collaborate to deliver total care for a group of patients under the direction of a team leader. Typically, the team leader is an RN and is responsible for the following: assigning duties to team members, based on licensure, education, ability, and competence; supervising care provided; and providing more complex care. In this model, the team leader must have effective communication skills and the necessary experience to provide strong leadership for his or her team (Tiedeman & Lookinland, 2004). Typically, the team leader is responsible for interfacing with physicians and providing shift reports to the oncoming team leader. In some modifications, communication can be hierarchical, and the charge nurse is responsible for related tasks directly. Some adapted versions of team nursing are still in use today on medical-surgical units.

**Primary Nursing**

Developed in 1968, **primary nursing** brought the RN back to the bedside. Initially, this model was developed for inpatient units on which an RN managed care for a group of patients for 24 hours a day, 7 days a week throughout their hospital stay (Manthey, 2009). When the primary nurse is not available, an associate nurse cares for the same group of patients and follows the plan of care developed by the primary nurse. The primary nursing model fosters a strong relationship between the nurse and the patient and his or her family because much of the decision making occurs at the bedside (Tiedeman & Lookinland, 2004). Primary nursing is popular in situations in which one nurse manages care for an extended number of hours or on a long-term basis, such as in ambulatory care units and home health-care settings (Manthey, 2009). In this model, communication is lateral, with the primary nurse being responsible for direct care, interfacing with physicians and other members of the health-care team, and providing shift reports.

**Nursing Case Management**

In an attempt to improve the cost effectiveness of patient care, **nursing case management** emerged in the late 1980s (Neisner & Raymond, 2002). Nursing case management was borrowed from social work, psychiatric settings, and community health. The goal of nursing case management is to organize patient care according to major
diagnostic-related groups to achieve measurable quality outcomes while meeting predetermined time frames and costs. Case management focuses on decreasing fragmented care, improving patient self-care and quality of life, and optimizing use of resources and decreasing costs (Neisner & Raymond, 2002, p. 11). The RN functions as a case manager and is assigned to coordinate care for high-risk populations, such as patients with congestive heart failure, and manage care from admission through discharge. Historically, case management was used primarily in the hospital setting, but it now extends to community settings. The RN case manager typically has earned an advanced degree and rarely provides direct care. Case management improves communication among health-care professionals and is identified as an approach to improve patient safety while transitioning patients among levels of care.

**Nontraditional Models**

During the 1980s and into the 1990s, the health-care system experienced many challenges, including pressure to cut health-care expenses. In an effort to reduce costs, hospitals examined strategies to change how patient care was delivered. The result consisted of nontraditional models of nursing care that borrowed from team nursing and included the incorporation of unlicensed assistive personnel (UAPs). The most popular models of nontraditional care delivery are patient-focused care, partnership models, nonclinical models, and integrated models (Lookinland, Tiedeman, & Crosson, 2005; Neisner & Raymond, 2002).

Regardless of the care delivery model used, nurse leaders and managers must ensure that nurses deliver culturally competent, safe, effective, and quality care. In addition, nurse leaders and managers must support nursing control of nursing practice, respect nurses’ rights and responsibilities, and respect patients’ rights and preferences (American Nurses Association [ANA], 2015c).

**Patient-Focused Care**

**Patient-focused care** revolves around a multiskilled team approach to nursing care. In this model, the RN functions as the patient care manager and coordinates all patient-related activities. Goals of patient-focused care are to make nursing care more patient centered rather than caregiver centered, reduce the number of caregivers a patient sees during a hospital stay, and increase direct patient care time for RNs (Jones, DeBaca, & Yarbrough, 1997). In the most extreme forms of patient-focused care, all patient care services are brought to the patient. In some cases, entire units are decentralized, meaning that all staff members from housekeeping, dietary, physical therapy, and nursing are employees of that specific unit. Ultimately, patient-focused care decreases the cost of providing health care while improving the quality of services (Myers, 1998). In this model, communication is lateral, and the team interfaces with the health-care providers.

**Partnership Models**

**Partnership models** emerged in the late 1980s with the goal of decreasing the cost of nursing care while increasing productivity. Examples include Partnership in
Practice (PIP), Partnership to Improve Patient Care (PIPC), and nurse extender models. In the PIP model, the RN hires the UAP, and they work as clinical partners on the same schedule; UAPs may be cross-trained to perform skills such as phlebotomy and dressing changes, thus allowing them to work with the RN to provide direct patient care (Manthey, 1989). The PIPC and nurse extender models are similar to the PIP model in that the UAPs are cross-trained to perform additional skills and typically work the same schedules as their RN partners; however, the RN is not involved in hiring (Lookinland, Tiedeman, & Crosson, 2005). Partnership models offer more continuity of care than team nursing and are more cost effective than primary nursing. In partnership models, communication is lateral, and RNs coordinate the care, provide direct patient care, and remain accountable for all patients.

**Nonclinical Models**

In nonclinical models, UAPs may or may not be partnered with the RN and do not provide direct patient care. In this model, the UAP’s role is supportive and includes nonclinical tasks such as assisting patients with hygiene needs, feeding patients, answering call lights, ordering supplies, and transporting patients (Lookinland, Tiedeman, & Crosson, 2005). In the nonclinical model, RNs are responsible for coordinating care, and communication is lateral.

**Integrated Models**

In integrated models, UAPs provide both direct care and indirect care. In some cases, the UAP is responsible for combined duties, such as housekeeping and food service (Lookinland, Tiedeman, & Crosson, 2005). RNs may work with only a UAP or with a licensed practical nurse (LPN)/licensed vocational nurse (LVN) and a UAP. The goal of integrated models is to relieve RNs of non-nursing tasks to improve the quality of patient care. In this model, the RN coordinates all nursing care, and communication is lateral.

**Contemporary Models**

Contemporary models of care, also called innovative models, are the newest approaches to organizing patient care to foster patient safety and quality outcomes. Contemporary models include the Professional Nursing Practice Model, the Differentiated Nursing Practice Model, the Clinical Nurse Leader Model, the Synergy Model for Patient Care, Transforming Care at the Bedside, and the Patient- and Family-Centered Care Model.

**Professional Nursing Practice Model**

The *Professional Nursing Practice Model* provides “a framework for guiding and aligning clinical practice, education, administration, and research in order to achieve positive patient and nurse staff outcomes” (Lineweaver, 2013, p. 14.) This model is identified as a core feature of Magnet hospitals (Neisner & Raymond, 2002) because
Magnet hospitals typically have higher RN-to-patient ratios, and many of these hospitals are moving to all-RN staffs. In this model, RNs have greater autonomy and control over practice, and there are higher rates of patient satisfaction, lower rates of nurse burnout, and safer work environments (Neisner & Raymond, 2002). This model supports the RN’s control over the delivery of nursing care as well as effective interprofessional and intraprofessional communication.

**Differentiated Nursing Practice Model**

The Differentiated Nursing Practice Model resulted from a meeting between the American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN) and the AONE in 1993, when members of a joint Task Force sat down together to develop a set of formal goals and recommendations regarding differentiated nursing practice (AACN-AONE Task Force, 1995). Care in this model is differentiated based on the level of education, competence, and clinical expertise of RNs: nurses with an associate degree function as technical nurses and provide the majority of bedside care; baccalaureate-prepared nurses function on a broader scale, collaborating and facilitating patient care from admission through discharge; and advanced practice nurses function within the broad healthcare system and provide care across all settings throughout wellness and death. The goals of this model include the following (Neisner & Raymond, 2002, p. 11):

- Optimal nursing care matching patients’ needs with the nurse’s competencies
- Effective and efficient use of scarce nursing resources
- Equitable compensation
- Increased career satisfaction among nurses
- Greater loyalty to the employer
- Enhanced prestige of the nursing profession

In the differentiated nursing practice environment, nurses must be clinically competent and flexible in providing nursing care, and they must value the differing roles. Nurse leaders and managers must match the unique capabilities of nurses with patient care requirements. Differentiated nursing practice recognizes that all nurses, regardless of education, are needed to provide high-quality, comprehensive care to all patients in all settings (AACN-AONE Task Force, 1995).

**Clinical Nurse Leader Model**

The Clinical Nurse Leader (CNL) Model was developed with the goal to improve the quality of patient care across the continuum and as a way to engage highly skilled clinicians in outcome-based practice and quality improvement (AACN, 2013). The graduate of a Master’s degree program, the CNL has responsibilities including designing, implementing, and evaluating patient care by coordinating, delegating, and supervising the care provided by an interprofessional team. The nurse in this role is the leader in the health-care delivery system and is not in an administrative or managerial role. “The CNL assumes accountability for patient-care outcomes through assimilation and application of evidence-based information to design, implement, and evaluate patient-care processes and models of care delivery” (AACN, 2013, para. 4). The CNL is a provider and coordinator of care and fosters interprofessional
and intraprofessional communication. The CNL graduate is eligible to sit for the CNL certification offered by the Commission on Nurse Certification.

**Synergy Model for Patient Care**

The American Association of Critical-Care Nurses developed the *Synergy Model for Patient Care* with the core concepts that the needs of patients and families influence and drive the competencies of nurses and that synergy occurs when the needs and characteristics of the patient, clinical unit, or system are matched with the nurse’s competencies (American Association of Critical-Care Nurses, n.d.). It is a framework that can be used to organize patient care in various settings. Because each patient and family is unique, has characteristics that span the health-illness continuum, and has varying capacity for health and vulnerability to illness, the model includes eight patient characteristics (Table 11-1) and eight nursing characteristics (Table 11-2) derived from patients’ needs (American Association of Critical-Care Nurses, n.d.). Assessment data collected based on the patient characteristics can assist nurses in the development of individualized plans of nursing care. This model fosters effective communication and collaboration in achieving optimal, realistic patient and family goals. Although the model was originally developed for critical care units, it has been used in a variety of clinical settings.

**Transforming Care at the Bedside**

A national initiative launched by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and the Institute for Healthcare Improvement in 2003, *Transforming Care at the Bedside* (TCAB) is a care model that empowers frontline nurses and nurse leaders and managers to (Lee, Shannon, Rutherford, & Peck, 2008; Rutherford, Moen, & Taylor, 2009):

- Improve the safety and quality of patient care on medical-surgical units
- Increase the vitality and retention of nurses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resiliency</td>
<td>The capacity to return to a restorative level of functioning using compensatory or coping mechanisms; the ability to bounce back quickly after an insult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vulnerability</td>
<td>Susceptibility to actual or potential stressors that may adversely affect patient outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stability</td>
<td>The ability to maintain steady-state equilibrium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>The intricate entanglement of two or more systems (e.g., body, family, therapies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource availability</td>
<td>Extent of resources (e.g., technical, fiscal, personal, psychological, and social) the patient or family brings to the situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in care</td>
<td>Extent to which patient or family engages in aspects of care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in decision making</td>
<td>Extent to which patient or family engages in decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictability</td>
<td>A characteristic that allows one to expect a certain course of events or course of illness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Engage and improve patients’ and their family’s experiences of care

Improve the effectiveness of the entire health-care team

The goal of TCAB is to empower nurses and other health-care team members to redesign work processes to improve the quality of patient care and decrease turnover. The initiative brings the health-care team together to collaborate on improving the quality of care. The framework includes “optimizing communication among clinicians and staff” as one of the four essential building blocks for improving staff vitality and enhancing patient safety (Lee, Shannon, Rutherford, & Peck, 2008, p. 4). Five themes comprise the TCAB model of care (Rutherford, Moen, & Taylor, 2009):

1. **Transformational leadership:** Leadership and management practices empower frontline staff, and this empowerment is critical to ensuring that innovations are sustained. The success of TCAB depends on the commitment of leaders and managers across the health-care system.

2. **Safe and reliable care:** Health-care teams can respond immediately to changes in a patient’s condition. Processes are in place to prevent medication errors, injuries from falls, pressure ulcers, and harm from adverse events. Additionally, the care delivered is effective and equitable.

3. **Vitality and teamwork:** When the health-care team functions in a joyful and supportive environment, teamwork is effective and communication is optimized. Health-care teams strive for excellence.

---

### Table 11–2 Synergy Model: Nurse Competencies With Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competencies</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical judgment</strong></td>
<td>Clinical reasoning, which includes clinical decision making, critical thinking, and a global grasp of the situation, coupled with nursing skills acquired through a process of integrating formal and informal experiential knowledge and evidence-based guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advocacy and moral agency</strong></td>
<td>Working on another’s behalf and representing the concerns of the patient or family and nursing staff; serving as a moral agent in identifying and helping to resolve ethical and clinical concerns within and outside the clinical setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Caring practices</strong></td>
<td>Nursing activities that create a compassionate, supportive, and therapeutic environment for patients and staff, with the aim of promoting comfort and healing and preventing unwanted suffering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collaboration</strong></td>
<td>Working with others (e.g., patients, families, health-care providers) in a way that promotes or encourages each person’s contributions toward achieving optimal or realistic patient or family goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Systems thinking</strong></td>
<td>Body of knowledge and tools that allow the nurse to manage whatever environmental and system resources exist for the patient or family and staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Response to diversity</strong></td>
<td>The sensitivity to recognize, appreciate, and incorporate differences into the provision of care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Facilitation of learning</strong></td>
<td>The ability to facilitate learning for patients or families, nursing staff, other members of the health-care team, and community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical inquiry</strong></td>
<td>The ongoing process of questioning and evaluating practice and providing informed practice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. **Patient-centered care**: Care is focused on the “whole person and family, respects individual values and choices and ensures continuity of care” (p. 13).

5. **Value-added care processes**: Patient care is free of waste, promotes continuous flow of work, and decreases redundancy. Nurses can spend more time on activities that have value for the patient and family.

Since the initiative was launched in 2007, many health-care agencies in the United States and internationally have applied improvement strategies used in TCAB for engaging frontline nurses in deciding on and implementing changes to improve patient outcomes. The TCAB model has the potential to transform care delivery and the work environment for nurses and to support interprofessional teamwork and communication at the bedside (Rutherford, Moen, & Taylor, 2009).

**Patient- and Family-Centered Care Model**

Health care is plagued with many problems that require systemwide solutions and partnerships with health-care professionals, administrators, planners, policy makers, and patients and their families (Conway et al., 2006). For health-care professionals to provide safe and quality care effectively, a shift is required from provider-centered care to **patient-centered care**. Additionally, as patients are becoming more knowledgeable and informed, and taking care into their own hands, nurses must be prepared to advocate strongly for patients and their families as they navigate the health-care system.

The Institute for Patient- and Family-Centered Care (IPFCC) is a nonprofit organization whose mission is to advance the understanding and practices of patient- and family-centered care and to integrate the core concepts of dignity and respect, information sharing, participation, and collaboration into all aspects of health care (IPFCC, 2011). The IPFCC defines patient- and family-centered care as:

> An approach to the planning, delivery, and evaluation of health care that is grounded in mutually beneficial partnerships among health care providers, patients, and families. ... an approach to health care that shapes policies, programs, facility design, and staff day-to-day interactions. It leads to better health outcomes and wiser allocation of resources and greater patient and family satisfaction. (IPFCC, 2010, para. 1).

Patient- and family-centered care places an emphasis on collaborating and planning care with patients (and their families) of all ages, at all levels of care, and in all health-care settings (Conway et al., 2006). Patient- and family-centered care should never be confused with patient-focused care mentioned earlier in this chapter. In the patient-focused care model, the RN is the coordinator and planner of care who brings as many care services to the patient as possible; in patient- and family-centered care, the patient has control over his or her care, and all health-care decisions are made with the RN as a collaborator in his or her care.

The model of patient- and family-centered care is based on four foundational concepts (Conway et al., 2006):

1. **Dignity and respect**: Health-care professionals listen to and respect the values and choices of the patient and family, and the values, beliefs, and cultural backgrounds of the patient and family are integrated into the planning and delivery of care.
2. **Information sharing**: Health-care professionals communicate and share all information with patients and families in a timely manner. Patients and families receive comprehensive and accurate information to participate in care and decision making effectively.

3. **Participation**: Patients and families are encouraged and supported in participating in care and decision making at the level they choose.

4. **Collaboration**: Patients and families as well as health-care professionals and leaders collaborate in policy and program development, implementation, and evaluation; health-care facility design; professional education; and delivery of care (Conway et al., 2006).

Nurses are strategically positioned to be the catalysts for integrating this model into practice. The nurse-patient relationship is inherently built on mutual trust, respect, and communication. In patient- and family-centered care, nurses initiate and promote a safe healing environment, respond to individual patients’ choices, recognize patients as the source of control, effectively communicate with patients and their families, and provide all necessary information for patients to make an informed health-care decision. The model of patient- and family-centered care can transform the experience of care for patients and families and of caregiving for all health-care professionals.

### STAFFING FOR PATIENT SAFETY

**Appropriate staffing** is critical to the delivery of quality care. “Appropriate staffing is a match of registered nurse expertise with the needs of the recipient of nursing care services in the context of the practice setting and situation” (ANA, 2012, p. 6). Nurse leaders and managers are responsible for making sure to have the appropriate number and mix of nursing staff at all times. Because staffing affects the ability of a nurse to deliver safe and effective care at every practice level and in all settings, staffing is a complex process (ANA, 2012). Nurse leaders and managers must understand and follow federal, state, and local regulations related to staffing and scheduling; uphold nurse practice acts; verify and track licensure of nursing staff; respect nurses’ rights; ensure staff competencies; and substantiate staff compliance with regulatory and professional standards (ANA, 2015c).

Safe staffing results in fewer hospital-acquired infections, reduces nurse fatigue, decreases nurse turnover, reduces hospital costs, improves patient satisfaction, and increases nurse productivity (ANA, 2015a). Research in the United States specifically indicates that when units are staffed with more RNs, patients experience fewer complications, fewer urinary tract infections and cases of pneumonia, shorter lengths of stay, and decreased mortality rates (Aiken, Clarke, Sloane, Sochalski, & Silber, 2002; ANA 2015a, 2015b; Kane, Shamliyan, Mueller, Duval, & Wilt, 2007; Knudson, 2013; Needleman et al., 2011; Unruh, 2008). On an international scale, a Registered Nurse Forecasting (RN4CAST) study reflected similar findings: “Improved patient-to-nurse staffing ratios, sound nursing work environments, and a better educated nurse workforce are associated with improved nurse wellbeing and better patient outcomes, including higher patient satisfaction and lower patient mortality rates” (European Commission, 2016, para. 1). Inadequate nurse staffing
is often cited as a contributing factor when unanticipated events happen that result in patient injury, disability, or death. In addition, inadequate nurse staffing can cause nurses to experience job dissatisfaction, burnout, high “intent to quit” levels, and injury or illness (Unruh, 2008).

Safe staffing fosters a positive environment for nursing practice by allowing nurses to apply the knowledge they have gained through education and practice experiences efficiently and effectively when caring for patients. Staffing must be effective to achieve positive outcomes for patients and the health-care organization.

Ensuring safe staffing is not an easy task for nurse leaders and managers, but it can be achieved by dynamic, multifaceted decision-making processes that consider a wide range of variables (ANA, 2012). The greatest challenge faced by nurse leaders and managers in maintaining safe staffing is the nursing shortage.

**Shortage of Nurses**

The nursing shortage is widespread globally (Knudson, 2013), and it affects all areas of nursing. This shortage is occurring at the same time the U.S. Department of Labor is suggesting that the need for nurses in outpatient settings, ambulatory care centers, outpatient surgery centers, and urgent care centers is rapidly increasing. The key to an ample supply of nurses in the future is the nation’s ability to produce new nurses. The number of nurses passing the NCLEX-RN licensure examination increased from 68,561 in 2001 to 142,390 in 2011; although this represents substantial growth in the nursing workforce, this growth is concentrated at the younger and older ends of the age spectrum, with the fewest RNs between the ages of 36 and 45 years old (Health Resources and Services Administration [HRSA], 2013). As of 2013, approximately one-third of the nursing workforce was older than 50 years, and the average age of an RN was 46.6 years old. Close to 1 million RNs will be retiring in the next 10 to 15 years, and this change will dramatically impact the number of nurses, as well as lead to a loss of experience, knowledge, and leadership of seasoned RNs (HRSA, 2013).

It is anticipated that the nursing shortage will reach 1.2 million by 2020. Besides the high number of RNs expected to retire in the near future, there are several additional contributing factors (AACN, 2014, pp. 2–4):

- **Nursing school enrollment is not growing fast enough to meet the projected demand for RN and advanced practice RN services.** Although there has been an increase in enrollments in entry-level baccalaureate programs over the past few years, it will not provide enough RNs to meet the need. The passage of the Affordable Care Act has increased the need for RNs and advanced practice RNs as more than 32 million Americans have gained access to health-care services.
- **A shortage of nursing school faculty is restricting nursing program enrollments.** Nursing schools have been forced to turn away qualified applicants because of insufficient numbers of faculty, clinical sites, classroom spaces, and clinical preceptors, as well as budget constraints, with faculty shortages noted as the major reason for not accepting qualified applicants into programs.
- **Changing demographic factors signal a need for more nurses to care for our aging population.** The demand for more nurses will increase as more baby boomers reach 60 years
old and older. However, the current numbers indicate that as the older population increases, the number of nurses available to care for them will decrease.

- **Insufficient staffing is raising the stress level of nurses, impacting job satisfaction, and driving many nurses to leave the profession.** Research supports the notion that the nursing shortage increases personal stress, lowers patient care quality, and causes nurses to leave the profession.

- **High nurse turnover and vacancy rates are affecting access to health care.** Newly licensed RNs have a high rate of job change after only 1 year, and the overall RN turnover rates and vacancy rates remain close to 15%.

The impact of the nursing shortage is surely felt by nurse leaders and managers as they attempt to staff their patient care areas safely. To provide safe and quality care effectively, there are many factors that must be considered by nurse leaders and managers when establishing safe staffing plans.

**Core Concepts of Staffing**

Historically, staffing decisions were dictated by the number of patients on the unit and fixed nurse-to-patient ratios; this method did not consider the needs of the patients or the nurses' levels of education, expertise, and work satisfaction. Staffing and workload are part of a complex process that can negatively impact patient and nurse outcomes (Unruh, 2008). For example, when nurses believe that they cannot deliver quality care, they become dissatisfied with the work, and this can negatively impact patient satisfaction and outcomes and becomes “a vicious cycle: inadequate staffing leads to reduced job performance and diminished patient and nurse satisfaction; the resulting burnout and high turnover rates worsen staffing levels” (Unruh, 2008, p. 64).

To ensure positive patient and nurse outcomes, nurse leaders and managers must consider critical factors, such as number of patients, intensity of care, contextual issues, and level of expertise when determining staffing needs. Although cost effectiveness is an important factor in the delivery of safe and quality care, the reimbursement structure should not influence the staffing plan. Rather, nurse leaders and managers must consider the staffing needs and staffing plan for the unit when developing the fiscal budget. It is critical that health-care organizations consider the financial impact of patient outcomes when evaluating the cost of nurse staffing.

To deal with staffing most effectively, understanding core concepts related to staffing is critical for nurse leaders and managers. Important concepts include full-time equivalent, productive time, average daily census, staffing mix, workload, units of service, nursing hours per patient day (NHPPD), unit intensity, patient acuity, and skill mix.

**Full-Time Equivalent**

**Full-time equivalent** (FTE) is a unit that measures the work of one full-time employee for 1 year (or 52 weeks) based on a 40-hour work week, equating a total of 2,080 paid hours per year. An FTE may comprise one person working full-time or several people sharing the full-time hours. For example, two nurses working 20 hours/week equate to one FTE.
**Productive Time**

*Productive time* refers to the actual hours worked on the unit caring for patients. In contrast, *nonproductive time* refers to benefit time, such as vacation hours, holiday time, sick hours, education time, and jury duty. When determining staffing needs, the manager accounts for nurses who are using benefit time and who in turn need to be replaced by additional staff. To determine available productive time for each FTE, the manager must subtract nonproductive time from the total hours a full-time employee works.

**Average Daily Census**

*Average daily census* (ADC) is the average total number of patients when census is taken (at midnight) over a given period of time, such as weekly, monthly, or yearly. ADC helps nurse leaders and managers project staffing needs of the unit.

**Staffing Mix**

*Staffing mix* refers to the appropriate numbers of RNs, LPNs/LVNs, and UAPs needed on a unit, and it is based on the type of care required for specific patients and who is qualified to provide such care. Determining the staffing mix requires nurse leaders and managers to assess staff competency and make sure that all staff members have the necessary skills to carry out assigned and delegated tasks. A higher-RN staff mix provides more staffing flexibility.

**Workload and Units of Service**

*Workload* is the number of nursing staff members required to deliver care for a specific time period and is dependent on patient care needs. *Units of service* (UOS) reflect the basic measure of nursing workload based on different types of patient encounters (Table 11-3). Staffing needs vary by clinical setting. UOS assist nurse leaders and managers in determining unit-specific needs for staffing.

One example of workload is *nursing hours per patient day* (NHPPD), which represents the nursing care hours provided to patients by nursing personnel over a 24-hour period. NHPPD is usually based on unit census at midnight and reflects only nursing staff productive time. NHPPD is discussed further in Chapter 16. The formula to calculate NHPPD is illustrated in Box 11-1 through the calculation of NHPPD for an inpatient medical-surgical unit.

**Table 11–3  Units of Service by Type of Unit or Department**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Unit or Department</th>
<th>Units of Service (UOS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emergency department</td>
<td>Patient visits per month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inpatient unit</td>
<td>Nursing hours per patient day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home care</td>
<td>Patient visits per month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor and delivery</td>
<td>Births per month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating room</td>
<td>Minutes per case</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Unit Intensity**

Unit intensity takes into account the totality of the patients for whom care is provided and the responsibilities of nursing staff. Unit intensity is very valuable in determining staffing because it takes into consideration admissions, transfers, and discharges (ANA, 2012). However, unit intensity can be difficult to measure in view of the many factors that influence it, such as severity of illness, patient dependency for activities of daily living, complexity of care, and amount of time needed to deliver care (Beglinger, 2006).

**Patient Acuity**

Patient acuity represents how patients are categorized according to an assessment of their nursing care needs (Harper & McCully, 2007). It is a critical factor in determining safe staffing. Patient classification systems are tools used to determine staffing based on patient acuity. Typically, patients with more acute conditions or sicker patients receive higher classification scores to indicate that they need more direct nursing care.

**Skill Mix**

Skill mix refers to the varying levels of education, licensure, certifications, and experience of the staff. Skill mix can include a team made up of various numbers of RNs, LPNs, and UAPs. Determining the skill mix occurs on every shift and depends on many factors, such as the model of care delivery, patient population, patient acuity, competency requirements to care for a specific patient, levels of experience and education of staff, and licensure of staff. Nurse leaders and managers must know their staff well and understand the scope of practice for each type of staff. Appropriate staffing and skill mix can have a positive impact on patient care (Dabney and Kalisch, 2015).

**RN Scope of Practice**

The RN scope of practice is fairly consistent nationally and globally and includes all aspects of the nursing process. RNs are licensed personnel who have completed a specific course of study at a state-approved school of nursing and passed the NCLEX-RN examination (National Council of State Boards of Nursing [NCSBN], 2016). The responsibilities of RNs include assessment, diagnosis, planning, intervention, and evaluation. Patient teaching, discharge planning, evaluating and monitoring changes in patient status, and complex patient care that requires special

**Aim**
The aim of this study was to extend previous research by exploring patient reports of missed nursing care and determine the relationship between patient reports of missed care and unit staffing levels.

**Methods**
A secondary analysis was used to determine the relationship between patient reports of missed care and the level of nurse staffing. The sample included 729 patients on 20 units in two hospitals. Missed nursing care was measured using the MISSCARE Survey–Patient. This tool consists of 13 questions organized according to three subscales: communication, timeliness, and basic care. Nurse staffing was measured using RNHPPD (total productive RN hours per patient day), NHPPD (total productive nursing hours per patient day, including RNs, LPNs/LVNs, and UAPs), and RN skill mix (the ratio of RNs to other nursing personnel).

**Key Findings**
No significant correlations were found between basic care and the nurse staffing variables or between communication and the nurse staffing variables. Significant relationships were found between missed timeliness of care and the three nurse staffing variables.

- The higher the RNHPPD, the timelier the provision of nursing care ($P = 0.0002$).
- The higher the NHPPD, the timelier the provision of nursing care ($P = 0.015$).
- The higher the RN skill mix, the timelier the provision of nursing care ($P = 0.0004$).

In addition, RN skill mix was found to be a predictor of missed timeliness. The investigators pointed out that RNs may be more focused than other nursing personnel on ensuring that patient needs are responded to quickly, and they suggested that there may also be a lack of teamwork, by citing that low levels of teamwork have been found to be predictive of missed care. Although staffing variables were not associated with communication and basic care in this study, the researchers emphasized that this finding is in contrast to finding of other studies.

**Implications for Nurse Leaders and Managers**
First and foremost, nurse leaders and managers must be cognizant of missed nursing care. The findings of this study provide evidence of the positive impact of appropriate staffing on patient care. Nurse leaders and managers must advocate for patients and be able to articulate to upper management that evidence shows that increased staffing, especially RN staffing, results in patient reports of more rapid responses to their needs and, in turn, can positively impact patient satisfaction.
knowledge and judgment are also within the scope of practice of the RN. In addition, RNs are responsible for assigning, supervising, and delegating appropriately to other team members to ensure that safe and quality care is delivered. Teaching the theory and practice of nursing and participating in the development of healthcare policies, procedures, and systems are also components of the RN’s scope of practice (NCSBN, 2012).

LPN/LVN Scope of Practice

The LPN/LVN scope of practice includes physical care, taking vital signs, and administering medication, and it can vary significantly from state to state. LPN/LVNs are licensed personnel who have completed a specific course of study of a state-approved practical or vocational nursing program and passed the NCLEX-PN examination (NCSBN, 2016). Regardless of their scope of practice, LPN/LVNs always work under the direction or supervision of an RN, advanced practice RN, physician, or other health-care provider designated by the state (NCSBN, 2012). Nurse leaders and managers must be cognizant of their state’s nurse practice act to ensure that LPN/LVNs are being assigned within their scope of practice.

UAP Scope of Practice

The UAP scope of practice typically includes activities of daily living, hygiene, and physical care. However, the scope of practice for UAPs also varies from state to state. UAPs are unlicensed personnel specifically trained to function in an assistive role to RNs and may or may not be regulated by a state board of nursing. UPAs perform tasks as delegated by an RN (NCSBN, 2016).

LEARNING ACTIVITY 11-1

Scopes of Practice

Review your state nurse practice act (visit www.ncsbn.org/npa.htm). Compare the specific scopes of practice for RNs, LPNs/LVNs, and UAPs.

Staffing Approaches

Research on safe staffing has revealed that it is effective in reducing adverse events, improves quality of care received, and improves nurse satisfaction, which in turn reduces costly nurse turnover. Determining adequate staffing levels requires nurse leaders and managers to recognize unique patient care settings, patient flow (admissions, discharges, and transfers), patient acuity, and the skills, education, and experience of the available nursing staff. However, there is not a perfect method for determining staffing. The AONE (2010) calls for nurse leaders and managers to develop core staffing models that support patient-centered care and allow staff members to function at the peak of their licensure. Nurse leaders and managers can use a variety of approaches to safe staffing, such as patient classification systems, ANA’s Principles for Nurse Staffing, the Agency for Healthcare and Research Quality nurse staffing model, and National Database of Nursing Quality Indicators staffing benchmarks.
Patient Classification Systems

A patient classification system (PCS) predicts patient needs and requirements for nursing care. A PCS groups patients according to acuity of illness and complexity of nursing activities necessary to care for the patients. Typically, patient acuity data are collected every shift by nursing staff and are analyzed to project nursing staff needs for the next shift. The advantage of using a PCS is that it is an objective approach to determining staffing based on patient care needs: a sicker patient requires more nursing care and therefore would have a higher acuity level. However, there are numerous issues regarding use of PCSs, including lack of standardization, lack of credibility among nurse leaders and managers, and no consideration of patient flow (Hertel, 2012).

Nurse leaders in informatics are investigating the use of information technology with PCSs to assist in effective nurse staffing (Harper, 2012). Information technology can potentially decrease costs, improve staffing efficiency, and improve quality of care and patient safety. Information technology incorporated with a meaningful model for nurse staffing, such as the Clinical Demand Index, “can make staffing based on evidence a reality” (Harper, 2012, p. 267).

Although there are commercial PCSs for purchase, many health-care organizations design their own. Regardless of the type of PCS used, it must be reliable and valid.

American Association of Nurses Principles for Safe Staffing

The ANA document Principles for Nurse Staffing was initially developed in 1999 to “focus the health care industry on how complex nurse staffing decisions are and to identify major elements to consider when evaluating safety and appropriateness of nurse staffing” (ANA, 2012 p. 3). The ANA (2012) defines appropriate nurse staffing as “a match of registered nurse expertise with the needs of the recipient of nursing care services in the context of the practice setting and situation” (p. 6). Evidence demonstrates that nursing care directly impacts the quality of services and that, when RN staffing is adequate, adverse events decrease and, overall, patient outcomes improve (ANA, 2012). The evidence linking adequate nurse staffing to improved patient outcomes has continued to grow.

After systematically assessing the original principles for scientific relevance, applicability, and gaps, the ANA published the second edition of ANA’s Principles for Nurse Staffing in 2012. The updated principles are focused on addressing the complexities of nurse staffing decisions and apply to all types of nurse staffing in all types of health-care settings. To take into account the various health-care settings and situations, the updated principles are organized into the following five categories (ANA, 2012, pp. 7–11):

1. The characteristics and considerations of the health-care consumer: Staffing decisions are based on the number and needs of the individual, families, and populations served.

2. The characteristics and considerations of RNs and other interprofessional team members and staff: The needs of the populations served determine the appropriate clinical competencies required of the RNs practicing in that clinical setting.
3. **The context of the entire organization in which the nursing services are delivered:** Health-care organizations must create work environments that value RNs and other staff as strategic assets and budgeted positions are filled in a timely manner.

4. **The overall practice environment that influences delivery of care:** Staffing is a structure and process that affects patient outcomes as well as nursing outcomes. Health-care organizations must recognize that nurse staffing is integral to a culture of safety.

5. **The evaluation of staffing plans:** Health-care organizations must use flexible staffing plans that demonstrate logical methods for determining staffing levels and skill mix based on evaluation data.

**Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality Nurse Staffing Model**

The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) nurse staffing model evolved from meta-analysis conducted by investigators (Kane et al., 2007) under contract with the AHRQ. After reviewing 28 research studies related to the effects of nurse staffing on patient safety, the investigators found a positive correlation between adequate RN staffing levels and patient outcomes. Based on the results, these investigators developed a conceptual framework to guide nurse staffing that considers the complexity of hospital care today and accounts for the following: patient, hospital, and organizational factors; nurse characteristics; nurse staffing; medical care; and the impact of these factors on patient outcomes and length of stay (Kane et al., 2007). They also identified two key consequences of safe nurse staffing—patient outcomes and nurse outcomes—while recognizing that although patient outcomes are nurses’ ultimate concern, nurse outcomes can positively or negatively affect patient outcomes and therefore must also be considered. The AHRQ model (Fig. 11-1) provides nurse leaders and managers a realistic framework for staffing because it reflects the complex relationships among patient factors, nurse staffing, nurse characteristics, hospital and organizational factors, and patient outcomes.

**National Database of Nursing Quality Indicators Staffing Benchmarks**

In 1994, the ANA launched the Safety and Quality Initiative to explore the empirical link between nursing care and patient outcomes (Montalvo, 2007). The ANA’s findings highlighted strong links between nursing actions and patient outcomes. The focus of the initiative since the 1990s has been educating RNs about quality measurement, informing the public and policy makers about safe and quality health care, and investigating research methods and data sources to evaluate safety and quality patient care empirically (Montalvo, 2007).

In 1999, the ANA joined with the University of Kansas School of Nursing and the Midwestern Research Institute to form the National Database of Nursing Quality Indicators (NDNQI), and together they work to establish definitions, data collection, and benchmarking criteria. The mission of the NDNQI is to aid RNs “in patient safety and quality improvement efforts by providing research-based national comparative data on nursing care and the relationship to patient...”
outcomes” (Montalvo, 2007, para. 7). In addition, the NDNQI facilitates the standardization of information on nursing quality and patient outcomes across the nation. Hospitals report unit-level data quarterly, and feedback reports are provided to hospitals quarterly. The ANA developed nursing-sensitive quality indicators to measure patient outcomes most affected by nursing care (Montalvo, 2007): “Nursing sensitive indicators reflect the structure, process, and outcomes of nursing care. Structure is indicated by the supply, skill level, and education of nursing staff. Process measures aspects of nursing care such as assessment, interventions, and RN job satisfaction. Patient outcomes are those that improve if there is a greater quantity or quality of nursing care (e.g., pressure ulcers, falls, and IV infiltrations)” (NDNQI, 2010, p. 3). In-depth discussion of nursing-sensitive quality indicators and how they relate to quality care is presented in Chapter 7.

The NDNQI measures characteristics of the nursing workforce related to quality of patient care, including staffing levels and turnover as well as other nursing-sensitive quality indicators. Although all the current nursing-sensitive quality indicators reflect safe staffing in some way, several indicators such as skill mix and NHPPD, which are discussed earlier in this chapter, are directly correlated to staffing (NDNQI, 2010).

The national database provides benchmark data for specific unit types that nurse leaders and managers can use to establish safe staffing plans. In 2014, Press Ganey Associates, Inc. acquired the NDNQI from the ANA. The NDNQI data program measures nursing quality, improves nurse satisfaction, strengthens the nursing work environment, assesses staffing levels, and improves reimbursement under current pay-for-performance policies. Currently, the NDNQI collects and evaluates
unit-specific nursing-sensitive data from hospitals in the United States and other countries and provides benchmarking data to measure RN job satisfaction, compare nursing measures, and improve nursing and patient outcomes (Press Ganey, 2014).

Developing and Implementing a Staffing Plan

Nurse leaders and managers must ensure that appropriate staff members are scheduled during each shift each day to provide safe and quality nursing care. A staffing plan describes the number and type of nursing staff needed from shift to shift and from day to day. When considering a staffing plan, nurse leaders and managers must consider regulatory requirements (federal and state legislation, as well as state boards of nursing). Accrediting agencies such as The Joint Commission also have guidelines for effective staffing that must be considered. Additionally, nurse leaders and managers are bound by standards of practice such as those outlined in the ANA Nursing Administration: Scope and Standards of Practice (2015c).

The ANA (2015a) supports legislation to empower nurses to establish safe staffing levels that are unit specific and to account for changes in patient needs, patient flow (admissions, discharges, and transfers during a shift), staff experience level, staff education, unit layout, and available resources. As of 2015, seven states had some type of legislation related to staffing that resembled the ANA recommendations (ANA, 2015b). The Registered Nurse Safe Staffing Act of 2015 (H.R. 2083/S. 1132) was introduced in Congress by an RN to empower RNs to drive staffing decisions in hospitals to improve quality of care (ANA, 2015b). Other requirements of the Registered Nurse Safe Staffing Act include the following (ANA, 2015b):

- Hospitals that participate in Medicare reimbursement must establish a committee, composed of at least 55% direct-care nurses, to create nurse staffing plans that are specific to each unit.
- The practice of “floating” nurses would be limited to ensure that RNs are not forced to work on units if they lack the education and experience in that specialty.
- Hospitals would be held accountable for safe nurse staffing by being required to ensure that RNs are not forced to work without orientation in units where they are not trained or experienced; develop procedures for receiving and investigating complaints; consider RN educational preparation, professional certifications, and level of clinical experience; consider the number and capacity of available health-care personnel, geography of a unit, and available technology; and consider the intensity, complexity, and stability of patients. In addition, the act includes whistleblower protections and requires public reporting of staffing information.

Nursing leaders and managers can also look to Benner’s novice-to-expert model for a framework for developing and implementing staffing plans. Benner’s model takes into account the tasks, competencies, and outcomes RNs can be expected to acquire based on five stages of experience (Benner, 1984):

Stage I—Novice: A novice is a nurse with no experience of situations in which they are expected to perform. Typically, the novice performs tasks from a rule-based perspective or a checklist approach. Nursing students are in the novice
stage, as are nurses who change their clinical area of work to one in which they do not have previous experience (pp. 20–21).

**Stage II—Advanced beginner:** An advanced beginner can demonstrate marginally acceptable performance of tasks with enough experience to grasp some meaningful aspects of the situation at hand. Newly graduated nurses are considered advanced beginners and need support in the clinical setting (pp. 22–25).

**Stage III—Competent:** Competent nurses have 2 or 3 years of experience. The competent nurse can establish a plan of care and can determine which aspects of a situation are important and which aspects are not priorities (pp. 25–27).

**Stage IV—Proficient:** Proficient nurses have 3 or more years of experience. They perceive the situation as a whole rather than as aspects and use maxims, or subtle changes nurses recognize based on previous experience, as guides (pp. 27–31).

**Stage V—Expert:** Expert nurses operate from a deep understanding of the total situation and do not rely on analytical principles to understand the situation (pp. 31–36). They use intuitive and reflective thinking in their practice.

Nurses transition from one stage to the next as they gain more knowledge and experience, and their performance becomes fluid and flexible depending on the situation. Understanding what stage each member of the nursing staff is in can help nurse leaders and managers when developing effective staffing plans. Novice and advanced beginner nurses need more direction and coaching than competent and proficient nurses, whereas expert nurses are able to function independently and are great resources for the less experienced nurses.

Benner’s model has been used over the years as a framework for teaching, as clinical ladders in health-care organizations, and for developing staffing plans. The model warns against using nurses interchangeably; rather, nurse leaders and managers should use staffing strategies that foster staffing stability and maximize expert clinical performance. Further, staffing should be such that expert nurses are available to advanced beginner nurses, competent nurses, and proficient nurses at all times for consultation to ensure safe and quality care.

**LEARNING ACTIVITY 11-2**

**Staffing Plans**

Determine how well your clinical setting staffs their unit:

- Do they use a patient classification system? What type do they use?
- Do they staff strictly by nurse-to-patient ratios? What is the typical nurse-to-patient ratio?
- What is the typical staff mix on the unit?
- Does this unit use LPNs/LVNs?

**Monitoring Productivity**

Staffing plans can have a positive or negative effect on staff morale, turnover, and retention, as well as the quality of nursing care delivered. Nurse leaders and managers can find themselves constantly balancing the care requirements of the patients with the needs of nursing staff and the economic and productivity
expectations of the organization (Roussel, 2013). Productivity is related to the efficiency of a nursing staff in delivering nursing care and the effectiveness of the care delivered relative to its quality and appropriateness (Roussel, 2013). These factors can be very difficult to quantify because they depend on the educational level, competence, and critical thinking skills of the nursing staff. Productivity can be measured using the following formula:

\[
\text{Required staff hours} / \text{Provided staff hours} \times 100 = \text{Productivity}
\]

Nurse leaders and managers have a major challenge today balancing safe and quality care with meeting organizational productivity requirements. They must monitor staff productivity and evaluate staffing effectiveness on a regular basis. Productivity can be improved by decreasing provided staff hours and maintaining or increasing required staff hours. Productivity is discussed further in Chapter 16.

**Evaluating Staffing Effectiveness**

Ensuring positive patient outcomes requires nurse leaders and managers to evaluate staffing effectiveness daily, weekly, and monthly. When evaluating staffing effectiveness, nurse leaders and managers must consider many of the elements already discussed, including patient acuity trends, staffing overtime, staffing mix, patient satisfaction, and patient outcomes. Variance reports are used to evaluate staffing effectiveness by comparing planned staffing with budgeted staffing. These reports assist in identifying trends in key areas.

All nurses have a role in evaluating staffing effectiveness. Nurses are responsible for reporting to nurse leaders and managers any concerns they have related to safe staffing. In return, nurse leaders and managers have a responsibility to investigate staffing concerns identified by nursing staff and to act immediately on any issues that could negatively impact patient or nurse outcomes.

**SUMMARY**

Organizing patient care to deliver safe and quality nursing care is a critical role for all nurse leaders and managers, whether organizing care for an individual patient in the hospital or at his or her home or whether organizing care for a group of patients in a community setting such as a skilled nursing facility. Nurse leaders and managers must anticipate patient volume, complexity of patient care needed, admissions, discharges, and transfers when establishing staffing plans to provide safe and quality nursing.
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Chapter 12

Delegating Effectively

Elizabeth J. Murray, PhD, RN, CNE

KEY TERMS

Accountability
Assignment
Authority
Delegate
Delegation
Delegator
Mindful communication
Nursing judgment
Overdelegation
Prioritization
Responsibility
Supervision
Underdelegation

LEARNING OUTCOMES

● Describe how the concepts of accountability, assignment, authority, prioritization, responsibility, and supervision pertain to delegation.
● Outline what can and cannot be delegated and who can and cannot delegate.
● Describe the five rights of delegation.
● Explain the four steps of the delegation decision-making process.
● Identify potential barriers to effective delegation.
● Describe the nurse leader and manager’s role in effective delegation.

Nurses at all levels and in all settings are required to assign and delegate tasks to and supervise other health-care workers. To do so effectively, nurses must develop skills in delegation, prioritization, and oversight of nursing care (American Association of Colleges of Nursing [AACN], 2008). Florence Nightingale first talked about delegation in 1860:

But again, to look to all these things yourself does not mean to do them yourself … But can you not insure that it is done when not done by yourself? Can you insure that it is not undone when your back is turned? … The former only implies that just what you can do with your own hands is done. The latter that what ought to be done is always done (Nightingale, 1860, p. 29).

Effective delegation is considered a core skill for professional nursing practice globally (American Nurses Association [ANA] and the National Council of State Boards of Nursing [NCSBN], 2006; International Council of Nurses [ICN], 2012). The ICN (2008) maintains that nurses are responsible for the delegation of nursing
care and supervision of assistive personnel. The ANA recognizes delegation as an important skill for nurses to deliver safe and effective care: The nurse “delegates according to the health, safety, and welfare of the healthcare consumer and considering the circumstance, person, task, direction or communication, supervision, evaluation, as well as the state nurse practice act regulations, institution, and regulatory entities while maintaining accountability for care” (ANA, 2015a, p. 61). Moreover, the ANA’s Code of Ethics for Nurses with Interpretive Statements states that “nurses are accountable and responsible for the assignment or delegation of nursing activities. Such assignment or delegation must be consistent with state practice acts, organizational policy, and nursing standards of practice” (ANA, 2015b, p. 17).

Delegation is essential to effective leadership and management as well as managerial productivity. As a management principle, delegation is necessary to obtaining desired outcomes through the work of nursing staff (NCSBN, 1997). Nurse leaders and managers must delegate many routine tasks to allow themselves time to handle more complex activities that require higher level of expertise.

In this chapter, the key principles of delegation are outlined, including what can be delegated and by whom. Next, the five rights of delegation are covered, followed by a breakdown of the delegation process.

Knowledge, skills, and attitudes related to the following core competencies are included in this chapter: patient-centered care, teamwork and collaboration, and safety.

KEY PRINCIPLES OF DELEGATION

Delegation requires problem-solving skills, critical thinking skills, and clinical judgment. Development of delegation skills begins early in a nurse’s academic career, but proficiency is achieved with education and experience. Indeed, delegation can be difficult for novice nurses because they are still acquiring foundational knowledge and skills, have limited experience, and are in the early stages of developing critical thinking skills (Duffy & McCoy, 2014). Delegation is defined as “the act of transferring to a competent individual the authority to perform a selected nursing task in a selected situation, the process for doing the work” (NCSBN, 2005, p. 1). Additionally, the individual delegating the task retains accountability for the outcome (ANA, 2015a, p. 86). Nurses delegate tasks based on patient needs, potential for harm, stability of a patient’s condition, complexity of the task, and predictability of the outcome. Also taken into consideration are the qualifications and skill level of the person to whom the task is delegated (ANA, 2012). Nurses must be familiar with their state nurse practice acts to ensure that they delegate within legal parameters. Most state nurse practice acts prohibit nurses from delegating certain aspects of the nursing process to licensed practical nurses (LPNs), licensed vocational nurses (LVNs), and unlicensed assistive personnel (UAPs). In addition, an individual cannot delegate a task that is not in his or her own scope of practice. Delegation is a management principle used to obtain the desired outcomes through the work of others (NCSBN, 1997). When delegation is used effectively, nurse leaders and managers can expand access to nursing care, promote safe and quality nursing care, and facilitate effective use of health-care resources.

In the delegation process, the delegator is the registered nurse (RN) who is delegating the task. The delegator must have the appropriate qualifications,
education, and authority to delegate as determined by the state nurse practice act, other regulatory agencies, and organization policy and procedures. The delegate (also referred to as delegatee) is the person to whom the task is being delegated, and he or she must also have the appropriate education and skills to carry out the activity. RNs may delegate nursing activities to other RNs, LPNs or LVNs, and UAPs.

**Accountability** is defined by the NCSBN (1995) as “being responsible and answerable for actions or inactions of self or others in the context of delegation” (p. 2). In the process of delegation, an RN must comply with the state nurse practice act or regulating bodies and is accountable for the quality of nursing care provided. Nurses have a professional accountability and obligation not to abuse trust and to be able to justify professional actions (Royal College of Nursing, 2015). Nurses are accountable for the decision to delegate and for the tasks delegated to others. In addition, “nurses are accountable for their professional practice and image as well as the outcomes of their own and delegated nursing care” (AACN, 2008, p. 9). The health-care organization is also accountable for delegation. Organizational accountability involves providing sufficient resources for nurses to provide nursing care effectively and safely, including the following (ANA and NCSBN, 2006, p. 3):

- Providing sufficient staffing with an appropriate staff mix
- Documenting competencies for all staff providing direct patient care and ensuring that RNs have access to the information
- Developing organizational policies on delegation with active participation of all nurses and acknowledging that delegation is a professional right and responsibility

Nurse leaders and managers are accountable for “establishing systems to assess, monitor, verify, communicate ongoing competence requirements in areas related to delegation” (ANA and NCSBN, 2006, p. 2). They set the expectations for appropriate delegation and ensure that RNs, LPNs or LVNs, and UAPs are aware of individual roles (Duffy & McCoy, 2014). Additionally, nurse leaders and managers are accountable for providing a safe environment that supports the delegation process (ANA, 2015a).

An RN has legitimate authority by virtue of his or her professional licensure to delegate specific tasks to other RNs or to a competent LPN, LVN, or UAP. In the delegation process, nurses have authority to make assessments, diagnose, plan nurse care, implement and evaluate nursing care, and exercise nursing judgment. **Authority** is a “legal source of power; the right to act or command the actions of others and to have them followed” (Porter-O’Grady & Malloch, 2013, p. 432). A nurse must have the authority or the right to act or command the actions of others to carry out patient care activities safely. Authority is based on the state nurse practice act and should also be reflected in a nurse’s job description. The organization must give the nurse the authority to direct the work of others. Nurse leaders and managers have the authority to determine how staff resources will be distributed on the unit based on patient needs.

**Responsibility** is the obligation one has to accomplish work. Additionally, responsibility involves the individual’s obligation to perform competently at the person’s level of education. In the delegation process, the nurse is responsible to assess the
situation, determine the competence of the delegate and appropriateness of delegation, supervise the delegate, evaluate the performance of the delegate, and manage the results (Porter-O’Grady & Malloch, 2013). Delegates accept responsibility when they agree to perform tasks delegated to them (ANA, 2012; Weydt, 2010). The delegate is responsible for his or her own actions and for accepting only tasks for which he or she is qualified and providing feedback to the delegator as directed (Porter-O’Grady & Malloch, 2013).

**Supervision** is provision of guidance or direction, oversight, evaluation, and follow-up (ANA and NCSBN, 2006, p. 1). The nurse supervises the activities delegated by monitoring the delegate’s performance of the task or function and ensuring compliance with standards of practice and policies and procedures. Organizational policies and procedures must be in place to support the nurse delegating a task. In the event the activity is being done inappropriately, there must be policy in place to allow the nurse to assess the situation and take back control of the task if necessary (ANA and NCSBN, 2006). Nurses engaged in “supervision of patient care should not be construed as managerial supervisors on behalf of the employer under federal labor laws” (ANA and NCSBN, 2006, p. 1).

**Assignment** describes the distribution of work that each staff member is responsible for during a given time period (ANA and NCSBN, 2006; Duffy & McCoy, 2014). When making an assignment, a nurse designates an individual to be responsible for specific patients or selected responsibilities the individual is already authorized to take on through the nurse practice act (ANA and NCSBN, 2006; Porter-O’Grady & Malloch, 2013). During the assignment process, a transfer of responsibility and accountability for the activity occur. The nurse assigning tasks must ensure that the activity is within the individual’s scope of practice. For example, the charge nurse of a unit typically makes the assignment of patient care for nurses on the shift. The charge nurse is accountable for his or her decisions related to the assignments but transfers the accountability for care to the assigned nurses.

Prioritization is another important principle of delegation. Although nurses are accustomed to prioritizing nursing care, delegation also requires effective prioritization. **Prioritization** is deciding which patient needs or problems require immediate action and which are not urgent and can be addressed at a later time.

### What Can and Cannot Be Delegated

Many state nurse practice acts, regulatory agency guidelines, and institutional policies specify nursing activities that may be delegated. Delegated tasks may involve monitoring patients, collecting specimens, reporting, providing care, and documenting data. The UAP may take vital signs, measure intake and output, and report the information to the nurse. The nurse interprets the reported information as part of the assessment and then makes clinical judgments and uses the data to establish a plan of care.

Tasks that should not be delegated include aspects of the nursing process (e.g., performing an assessment, formulating a nursing diagnosis, developing and updating a plan of care for a patient, and evaluating the patient’s progress toward achieving goals), as well as communicating with health-care providers, implementing orders from health-care providers, providing teaching to patient and/or
family, evaluating patient status, and triage (ANA, 2015a; Anderson, Twibell, & Siela, 2006; Duffy & McCoy, 2014). Table 12-1 displays role-specific nursing activities for professional nurses, LPNs or LVNs, and UAPs. In general, any nursing activity that requires specialized nursing knowledge or nursing judgment cannot be delegated. Nursing judgment is defined as the educated, informed, and experienced process that a nurse uses to form an opinion and reach a clinical decision based on the analysis of available information (NCSBN, 2005). Further, nursing judgment includes conscious decision making and intuition.

Who Can and Cannot Delegate

As mentioned earlier, RNs may delegate to other RNs, LPNs or LVNs, and UAPs. In addition, LPNs or LVNs may delegate to a UAP if directed to do so by an RN. An LPN or LVN cannot assign or delegate to an RN.

LPNs or LVNs can perform tasks that UAPs are not qualified to do. State nurse practice acts dictate the scope of practice for LPNs or LVNs, although the scope of practice varies from state to state. Often the role of the LPN or LVN can be confusing for new nurses or those who have not worked with them before, so all nurses must be knowledgeable about the nurse practice act in their state.

Monitoring patients’ health status and providing basic nursing care under the...
direction of an RN comprise the duties of LPNs or LVNs. Common tasks LPNs or LVNs can perform include those of the UAP in addition to updating initial assessments performed by the RN, reinforcing teaching, and monitoring patient status.

UAPs are health-care workers who provide low-risk care that does not require nursing knowledge or nursing judgment. UAPs typically assist patients with activities of daily living, such as bed making, bathing, and assisting with dressing, and they provide basic care under the supervision of an RN. Usually, UAPs do not hold a license; however, they may be certified.

THE FIVE RIGHTS OF DELEGATION

Nurse leaders and managers must work collaboratively with staff nurses to maintain the integrity of patient care (NCSBN, 1997). The five rights of delegation can be used as a guide for nurses to clarify critical elements of the delegation decision-making process: The right task is assigned to the right person under the right circumstances with the RN providing the right direction or communication and the right supervision. The five rights of delegation delineate accountability for nurses at all levels.

Right Task

In the nurse’s best judgment, the right task is one that can be safely delegated to a specific delegate for a specific patient. Appropriate activities for consideration for delegation include those that (NCSBN, 1997):

- Frequently occur in the daily care of patients
- Are within the scope of practice of the LPN or LVN
- Do not require the UAP to exercise nursing judgment
- Do not require application of the nursing process
- Do not have risks that are predictable or beyond minimal
- Use a standard and unchanging procedure

Nurse leaders and managers are responsible for ensuring that appropriate activities for consideration in the delegation process are identified in the LPN or LVN and UAP job description. In addition, nurse leaders and managers must describe the expectations and limitations of activities in organizational policies and procedures and in standards of practice (NCSBN, 1997).
Right Circumstances

When delegating, the nurse must consider the patient setting, available resources, and other relevant factors. Effective delegation requires the nurse to assess the status of patients, analyze the data, and identify patient-specific goals and nursing care needs. In addition, the nurse must match the complexity of the task with the competency level of the delegate and the amount of supervision needed. Nurse leaders and managers are responsible for assessing the needs of the patient population on the unit or department and identifying collective nursing care needs, priorities, and resources. Further, ensuring appropriate staffing and skill mix, as well as providing sufficient equipment and supplies, is critical for effective delegation.

Right Person

It is important for nurses to know the competency levels of those on the patient care team to delegate on an individual and patient-specific basis. Nurse leaders and managers must establish organizational standards consistent with state laws to ensure educational requirements and competencies of RNs, LPN or LVNs, and UAPs. Nurse leaders and managers should ensure that competence standards related to delegation are integrated into organizational policies and should assess RN, LPN or LVN, and UAP performance routinely. Performance evaluations should be based on standards, and nurse leaders must initiate steps to remedy any failure to meet standards (NCSBN, 1997). Further, it is inappropriate for nurse leaders and managers to require nurses to delegate when, in the nurse’s professional judgment, delegation is unsafe (NCSBN, 1995, p. 2).

Right Direction or Communication

Communication is critical to effective delegation. The nurse must provide a clear, concise description of the task, including its objective, limits, and expectations (NCSBN, 1995). Communication between the delegator and the delegate is essential to safe patient care. Situation-specific communication includes the following (NCSBN, 1997, p. 24):

- Specific data to be collected and method and timelines for reporting
- Specific activities to be performed and any patient-specific instruction and limitations
- The expected result or potential complications and timelines for communicating such information

Nurse leaders and managers are responsible for communicating acceptable activities, competencies, and qualifications of all staff members through standards of practice, role descriptions, and policies and procedures (NCSBN, 1997). Further, nurse leaders and managers must facilitate open communication with all staff members and encourage them to express concerns or refuse an assignment, without fear of reprisal, if they believe that they do not possess the required skills needed to perform the task safely (ANA, 2015a).
Right Supervision or Evaluation

The nurse provides feedback to the delegate as well as appropriate monitoring, evaluation, and intervention as needed. The nurse may supervise the activity or assign supervision to another licensed nurse. The nurse must provide specific directions and clear expectations of how the task is to be performed; in addition, the nurse should monitor the performance, obtain and provide feedback, intervene if needed, and ensure proper documentation (NCSBN, 1997). Finally, the nurse must evaluate the entire delegation process and provide feedback to all involved, including the patient. Nurse leaders and managers are responsible for ensuring that adequate human resources are available to provide for sufficient supervision. Nurse leaders and managers also must evaluate the outcomes of the patient population and use information to develop quality improvement programs and risk management plans (NCSBN, 1997).

THE DELEGATION PROCESS

Whatever the task that is delegated, decisions must be made with the goal of delivering safe and quality patient care. As mentioned earlier, the nurse must assess the knowledge, skill, and experience of the delegate, as well as the following (Snyder, Medina, Bell, & Wavra, 2004, p. 10):

- **Potential for harm:** The nurse must determine how much risk the activity can cause the individual patient.
- **Complexity of the task:** The more complex the task, the less desirable it is to delegate. Only an RN should perform complex tasks.
- **Amount of problem solving and innovation needed:** Activities that require special attention, adaptation, or an innovated approach should not be delegated.
- **Unpredictability of outcome:** It is not advisable to delegate an activity if the patient’s response is unknown or unpredictable.
- **Level of patient interaction:** The nurse should avoid delegating activities that may interfere with the nurse’s developing a trusting relationship with the patient.

Delegation is a complex but necessary process requiring skill in clinical judgment to accomplish safe and effective nursing care in a timely manner. The delegation process includes assessment and planning, communication, surveillance and supervision, and evaluation and feedback.

Delegation is based on patient needs and available resources. During the assessment and planning steps of the delegation process, the nurse plans for care and specifies the knowledge and skills required to accomplish the task (ANA and NCSBN, 2006). The nurse determines whether there are any cultural modifications needed, whether the patient’s condition is stable and predictable, and whether the environment in which care will be provided is stable (Duffy & McCoy, 2014). Next, the nurse develops a plan of care with the patient and his or her family. If the nurse determines that patient needs will be met without jeopardizing safety, then the nurse will proceed to the next step.

Clear directions must be given to the delegate, including unique patient information and expectations regarding what to do, what to report, and when to ask for
assistance (ANA and NCSBN, 2006; NCSBN, 2005). Communication must be a two-way process, with the nurse assessing the delegate’s understanding of expectations and providing clarification if needed. Communication should be mindful (Anthony & Vidal, 2010). Mindful communication is an active process in which those involved are focused on attending to, responding to, and perceiving information. In mindful communication, information is continually analyzed and categorized, thus allowing for dynamic information processing. The communication process is discussed in depth in Chapter 6.

Surveillance and supervision of delegation are related to the nurse’s responsibility for patient care and include determining the level of supervision required for the specific situation. Surveillance is the process of observing and staying attuned to the patient’s status and staff performance and, if necessary, following up on any problems that arise or a changing situation. The nurse must supervise the delegate by monitoring the task and ensuring compliance with standards of practice and policies and procedures (ANA and NCSBN, 2006; NCSBN, 2005).

Finally, evaluation and feedback are used to assess the effectiveness of the delegation and the outcome and to determine whether there is a need to modify the plan of care. The nurse evaluates the patient’s response to the delegated task, including feedback from the patient and/or family during this step. Evaluation is an important step in the process that is sometimes left out. The nurse should be prepared to provide feedback to the delegate regarding whether the care provided was performed correctly, whether the desired patient outcome was achieved, and any areas for improvement (NCSBN, 2005). Evaluation should be continuous during the delegation process. When evaluating and providing feedback, the nurse must consider accepting variations in the style in which tasks are performed as long as standards of care are met and patient outcomes are appropriate. The nurse monitors the delegation process, provides feedback to the delegate, obtains feedback from the delegate, considers the initial assessment, modifies the plan of care if necessary, and evaluates the patient outcome.

The four steps of the delegation process are illustrated by the NCSBN Decision Tree for Delegation to Nursing Assistive Personnel in Figure 12-1.

---

**LEARNING ACTIVITY 12-2**

Use the NCSBN decision tree (see Fig. 12-1) and Table 12-1 and determine whether you as the RN would delegate the following tasks to a UAP:

- Feeding a patient with difficulty swallowing
- Measuring intake and output
- Ambulating a patient for the first time after abdominal surgery
- Evaluating a patient’s pain level after receiving pain medication
- Emptying a urinary drainage bag
- Checking nasogastric tube placement
- Monitoring intravenous fluids
- Administering enteral feedings
Chapter 12  Delegating Effectively

Step One – Assessment and Planning

**Are there laws and rules in place that support the delegation?**

- **No**
  - If not in the licensed nurse’s scope of practice, then cannot delegate to the nursing assistive personnel (NAP).
  - Authority to delegate varies; so licensed nurses must check the jurisdiction’s statutes and regulations.

- **Yes**
  - **Is the task within the scope of the delegating nurse?**
    - **No**
      - Do not delegate.
    - **Yes**
      - **Has there been assessment of the client needs?**
        - **No**
          - Assess client needs and then proceed to a consideration of delegation.
        - **Yes**
          - **Is the delegating nurse competent to make delegation decisions?**
            - **No**
              - Do not delegate until evidence of appropriate education available, then reconsider delegation; otherwise do not delegate.
            - **Yes**
              - **Is the task consistent with the recommended criteria for delegation to nursing assistive personnel (NAP)? Must meet all the following criteria:**
                - Is within the NAP range of functions;
                - Frequently recurs in the daily care of a client or group of clients;
                - Is performed according to an established sequence of steps;
                - Involves little or no modification from one client-care situation to another;
                - May be performed with a predictable outcome;
                - Does not inherently involve ongoing assessment, interpretation, or decision making that cannot be logically separated from the procedure(s) itself; and
                - Does not endanger a client’s life or well-being.

              - **Yes**
                - **Does the nursing assistive personnel have the appropriate knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSA) to accept the delegation?**
                  - **Yes**
                    - **Does the ability of the NAP match the care needs of the client?**
                      - **Yes**
                        - **Proceed with delegation.***
                      - **No**
                        - Do not delegate.

                  - **No**
                    - Do not delegate until evidence of education and validation of competency available, then reconsider delegation; otherwise do not delegate.

                - **No**
                  - Do not delegate.

- **No**

**Figure 12-1** National Council of State Boards of Nursing delegation decision tree. From the National Council of State Boards of Nursing (2011). Reprinted with permission.
Step Two – Communication

Communication must be a two-way process.

The nurse:
- Assesses the assistant’s understanding of
  - How the task is to be accomplished
  - When and what information is to be reported, including
    - Expected observations to report and record
    - Specific client concerns that would require prompt reporting
  - Individualizes for the nursing assistive personnel and client situation
  - Addresses any unique client requirements and characteristics, and expectations
  - Assesses the assistant’s understanding of expectations, providing clarification if needed
  - Communicates his or her willingness and availability to guide and support assistant
  - Ensures appropriate accountability by verifying that the receiving person accepts the delegation and accompanying responsibility

The nursing assistive personnel:
- Asks questions regarding the delegation and seek clarification of expectations if needed
- Informs the nurse if the assistant has not done a task/function/activity before, or has only done infrequently
- Asks for additional training or supervision
- Affirms understanding of expectations
- Determines the communication method between the nurse and the assistive personnel
- Communicates his or her willingness and availability to guide and support assistant
- Determines the communication and plan of action in emergency situations

Documentation:
- Timely, complete, and accurate documentation of provided care
  - Facilitates communication with other members of the health-care team
  - Records the nursing care provided

Step Three – Surveillance and Supervision

The purpose of surveillance and monitoring is related to nurse’s responsibility for client care within the context of a client population. The nurse supervises the delegation by monitoring the performance of the task or function and assures compliance with standards of practice, policies, and procedures. Frequency, level, and nature of monitoring vary with needs of client and experience of assistant.

The nurse considers the:
- Client’s health care status and stability of condition
- Predictability of responses and risks
- Setting where care occurs
- Availability of resources and support infrastructure
- Complexity of the task being performed

The nurse determines:
- The frequency of onsite supervision and assessment based on:
  - Needs of the client
  - Complexity of the delegated function/task/activity
  - Proximity of nurse’s location

The nurse is responsible for:
- Timely intervening and follow-up on problems and concerns. Examples of the need for intervening include:
  - Alertness to subtle signs and symptoms (which allows nurse and assistant to be proactive, before a client’s condition deteriorates significantly)
  - Awareness of assistant’s difficulties in completing delegated activities
  - Providing adequate follow-up to problems and/or changing situations is a critical aspect of delegation

Step Four – Evaluation and Feedback

Evaluation is often the forgotten step in delegation.

In considering the effectiveness of delegation, the nurse addresses the following questions:
- Was the delegation successful?
  - Was the task/function/activity performed correctly?
  - Was the client’s desired and/or expected outcome achieved?
  - Was the outcome optimal, satisfactory, or unsatisfactory?
  - Was communication timely and effective?
  - What went well; what was challenging?
  - Were there any problems or concerns; if so, how were they addressed?
  - Is there a better way to meet the client need?
  - Is there a need to adjust the overall plan of care, or should this approach be continued?
  - Were there any “learning moments” for the assistant and/or the nurse?
  - Was appropriate feedback provided to the assistant regarding the performance of the delegation?
  - Was the assistant acknowledged for accomplishing the task/activity/function?

Figure 12-1—cont’d
Delegation can be very challenging for both the delegator and the delegate, and there are numerous reasons that delegation can be unsuccessful. Unfortunately, ineffective delegation can jeopardize the provision of safe and quality patient care in a timely manner and can result in missed care or omitted care (e.g., ambulating and turning patients, providing hygiene, documenting input and output, patient teaching, discharge planning) (Kalisch, 2006). Nurse leaders and managers must implement strategies to diminish factors contributing to poor delegation (Gravlin & Bittner, 2010). Recognizing potential barriers is the first step in overcoming them (Snyder et al., 2004). Major barriers to effective delegation can be related to the delegator, the delegate, and leadership and management. There are times when delegation can result in conflict between the delegator and the delegate. In a study to understand the differences in the perceptions of delegation between nurses and UAPs, investigators found that when conflict occurred during the delegation process, nurses and UAPs had different perceptions of the cause of the conflict (Potter, Deshields, and Kuhrik, 2010).

**EXPLORING THE EVIDENCE 12-1**


**Aim**

The aim of the study was to measure the reports of RNs and UAPs of missed nursing care and reasons for missed care; identify factors related to successful delegation as reported by RNs and UAPs; and describe nurse managers’ reports of missed care.

**Methods**

This study was a descriptive study using the MISSCARE Survey 2 and a delegation questionnaire. Surveys and questionnaires were distributed to 568 RNs and 232 UAPs. In addition, a unit characteristics questionnaire was distributed to 16 nurse managers.

RNs and UAPs were asked to rate factors that contributed to successful delegation and to rate their perceived effectiveness in the delegation process (e.g., assessment, planning, communication, supervision, and evaluation). RNs were also asked questions regarding delegation education, comfort level with delegation, number of nursing administrators on a routine shift, and the value of a well-educated and experienced UAP to them in their daily practice.

UAPs were asked to identify factors that contributed to successful delegation and report about the training they had related to delegation, as well as the number of RNs delegating to them per shift.

The nurse managers were given a questionnaire to collect data about the number of beds on the unit, skill mix during each shift, the number of patients assigned each shift to the UAP, and the number of RNs delegating each shift to the UAP.

*Continued*
Delegator-Related Barriers

Nurses may not delegate because they are not team players, prefer to work alone, or believe they can perform certain tasks better than others. Insecurity, lack of experience, and poor organizational skills are other reasons nurses do not delegate. The nurse may experience fear when considering delegation (e.g., that it will result in a negative outcome or that the safety of the patient could be jeopardized) (Snyder et al., 2004). Other nurses fear criticism from other nurses or delegates.

Nurses may also delegate too many tasks to a delegate or delegate to only a few select delegates. Overdelegation occurs when the workload is more than the delegate can accomplish in the allotted time frame. In addition, overdelegation can overwork some delegates while leaving others with little to do. Nurses may overdelegate when they feel uncomfortable performing certain tasks, are unorganized, or are inexperienced with delegation. Nurse leaders and managers often overdelegate.

Key Findings

The sample included 242 RNs (42.2% response) and 99 UAPs (42.6% response). In all, 100% of the nurse managers responded. Findings were as follows:

- 48.6% of the RNs and 59% of the UAPs reported never having formal education related to delegation.
- 82% of the RNs indicated that they were comfortable with the delegation process.
- 83% of the RNs reported that they delegated to two UAPs per shift, whereas UAPs indicated they reported to three to four RNs per shift.
- An alarming finding was that 65% of the UAPs reported that they were assigned more than 10 patients each shift.
- RNs and UAPs reported similar reasons for missed care. The three most common reasons were: an unexpected increase in patient volume and/or acuity; inadequate number of UAPs; and heavy workflow (admissions and discharges).
- Both RNs and UAPs reported tension or communication breakdowns as reasons for missed care, and 69% of RNs indicated that the UAP did not communicate that care was not done.
- 88% of the nurse managers indicated that their staff had reported missed care to them, and 66.7% reported that occurrences of missed care were frequent.

Implications for Nurse Leaders and Managers

Ineffective delegation and missed care have major implications for patient safety and quality care. Nurse leaders and managers must be notified of ineffective delegation or missed care episodes on the unit. In addition, nurse leaders and managers must assess the work environment, care delivery methods, and teamwork on the unit to ensure that effective communication is being used among staff members and that safe and effective care is being provided. To promote safe and effective care, nurse leaders and managers should consider including delegation education and effective communication when orienting new RNs and UAPs.
when they are unfamiliar with certain responsibilities, especially if staff members are comfortable with the task.

In contrast, **underdelegation** is the failure to transfer authority for a task or the failure to provide clear direction to the delegate. Underdelegation occurs for a variety of reasons. Some nurses fear losing control or authority and recognition. In some cases, nurses underdelegate because of a lack of willingness to accept variations in the style in which tasks are performed. Nurse leaders and managers may underdelegate because they feel insecure or are concerned that more experienced staff members may resent them. In addition, they may believe that they can accomplish the task quicker or do not want to take the time to explain, observe, and evaluate the delegate (Duffy & McCoy, 2014; Porter-O’Grady & Malloch, 2013). Other reasons for underdelegation are fear of the task being done incorrectly or poorly and of depending on others (Porter-O’Grady & Malloch, 2013). New nurses often underdelegate because they are inexperienced with using authority to delegate, fear being disliked, or fear making a mistake in the delegation decision-making process (Duffy & McCoy, 2014).

### Delegatee-Related Barriers

The delegate must be reliable and willing to accept delegated tasks; in fact, some delegates may refuse to accept a delegated task. Lack of confidence or fear of failure on the part of the delegate can impact the delegation process. The delegate may lack experience or confidence. Nurses should consider the following potential reasons for refusal and attempt to work with the delegate if possible (Porter-O’Grady & Malloch, 2013, p. 441):

- Lack of willingness to do the task
- Lack of skill or comfort with the skill required for the task
- Feeling overworked or perception of an unfair assignment
- Physical inability to do the work

### Leadership- and Management-Related Barriers

Leadership and management at the organizational and unit level that do not promote effective delegation can negatively impact patient outcomes. A lack of guidelines that address who can delegate and what tasks can be delegated does not provide support for effective delegation. There must be policies and procedures in place that allow input from nurses and support delegation as a nurse’s right and responsibility. Policies should protect the nurses from inappropriate assignments and delegation of inappropriate nursing activities or responsibilities (ANA, 2015b).

Job descriptions for RNs, LPNs or LVNs, and UAPs should address the delegation process to allow nurses to have the authority to delegate. The nurse’s job description must reflect the nurse’s authority, responsibility, and accountability for delegation. The delegate’s job description should indicate the type of nursing tasks and skills that he or she can take on. Nurses must also be knowledgeable about the delegate’s job description. Nurse leaders and managers are responsible for validating delegate credentials and qualifications and keeping staff nurses informed.

Lack of a supportive environment, poor staffing levels, lack of tolerance for mistakes, and the absence of processes for validation of competencies for delegation

**Aim**

The aim of this study was to understand RNs’ and UAPs’ perceptions of delegation practices in delivery of oncology patient care.

**Methods**

This qualitative study used semistructured group interviews to explore the lived experience of RNs and UAPs. Ten RNs and six UAPs were interviewed in separate groups and asked to describe their experiences with delegation on their nursing units. The interviews were transcribed verbatim using thematic analysis.

**Key Findings**

Major themes in the delegation process emerged from each group. From the RN groups, themes included the following:

- Conflict (age, role, work ethic, personality, and management)
- Communication
- Roles of RNs and UAPs
- Teamwork

On the UAP side, themes included the following:

- Conflict (work ethic, role, and personality)
- Communication
- Teamwork
- Initiative
- Accountability
- Patient centeredness

The participants described conflict as a central theme. Both groups suggested that when RNs delegate activities to UAPs, conflict often occurs, but the groups perceived the cause of the conflict differently. RNs identified reluctance of some UAPs to accept delegation as the cause of conflict between the two groups. In contrast, UAPs perceived the cause of conflict to be a breakdown in teamwork between the RN and the UAP.

**Implications for Nurse Leaders and Managers**

This study has important implications for patient safety. The clarity and quality of the delegation process influence patient outcomes. Nurse leaders and managers are responsible for ensuring that effective delegation occurs on the unit. They must develop clear guidelines for delegation and educate staff in effective communication and delegation processes. In addition, nurse leaders and managers must create a unit environment that fosters effective delegation and staff relationships and that, in turn, can potentially reduce risks for missed care and adverse events.
can pose major barriers to effective delegation. The quality of delegation practices on a unit can influence patient safety.

**Breaking Down Barriers**

Fostering trusting and respectful relationships among RNs, LPNs or LVNs, and UAPs is critical to effective delegation (Bittner & Gravlin, 2009). Establishing guidelines, policies, and procedures to support the delegation process promotes delegation and offers guidance for nurses engaging in delegation. Including delegation in the job descriptions of all nursing personnel establishes the authority, accountability, and responsibility for delegation. In addition, this allows nurse leaders and managers to hold all staff members accountable to principles related to delegation that are addressed in the job description. Nurse leaders and managers can provide periodic feedback related to the delegation process to RNs, LPNs or LVNs, and UAPs to promote the development of effective delegation skills.

Nurse leaders and managers must focus efforts on creating a supportive environment that promotes effective communication and teamwork. Creating a supportive environment for delegation can facilitate patient care and reduce risks for adverse events and near misses (Potter et al., 2010). Nurse leaders and managers should create “a culture of quality and safety that ensures attention to detail and honest reporting of omissions of nursing care” (Kalisch, 2006, p. 312). Nurse leaders and managers are accountable for compromised standards of care resulting from poor delegation practices. Therefore, nurse leaders and managers must promote reporting missed care followed by root cause analysis to determine underlying causes of the problem and identify strategies to improve the delegation process.

**SUMMARY**

Delegation is a complex process in nursing practice that requires nursing knowledge, nursing judgment, and final accountability for patient care. Effective delegation requires all nurses as well as nurse leaders and managers to be knowledgeable about the principles of delegation, the associated risks and benefits of delegation, and state regulations governing nursing practice. Effective delegation is critical to safe and quality patient care because it frees the nurse to be able to do more specialized tasks that involve making nursing judgments and coordinating patient care. Organizations must support nurse leaders and managers in the coordination, supervision, and delegation of care as needed. Effective leadership and management at the organizational and unit or department level foster successful delegation.
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Chapter 13

Creating and Sustaining a Healthy Work Environment

Rebecca Coey, BSN, RN
Elizabeth J. Murray, PhD, RN, CNE

LEARNING OUTCOMES

- Discuss the elements of a healthy nursing work environment.
- Identify how nurse leaders and managers can create and sustain a healthy work environment.
- Describe how effective techniques for safe patient handling and movement impact patient and nurse safety.
- Explore the association between nurse fatigue and patient safety.
- Describe types of workplace violence.

KEY TERMS

- Bullying
- Disruptive behavior
- Healthy work environment
- Incivility
- Lateral violence
- Nurse fatigue
- Vertical violence
- Workplace safety
- Workplace violence

The health-care work environment can impact nurses’ overall outlook as well as their own safety and the ability to provide safe and quality nursing care to patients. Unhealthy work environments create stress among nurses and can contribute to adverse events. Work environments that are unhealthy also typically lack civility, respect, and courtesy; in turn, ineffective interpersonal relationships and workplace violence are often tolerated in such climates. In contrast, a healthy work environment leads to work satisfaction, increased retention, effective organizational performance, and improved patient outcomes (Sherman & Pross, 2010). In addition, healthy work environments support meaningful work, joy in the workplace, and safer patient care delivery (Lucian Leape Institute, 2013). A healthy work environment also enhances nurse recruitment and retention and helps sustain an organization’s financial viability.

Nurse leaders and managers are responsible and accountable for creating and sustaining a safe and supportive work environment for their staff and patients. However, they face extraordinary challenges in creating a healthy work environment because of the increasing demand for and decreasing supply of registered nurses,
reimbursement declines, and constrained resources (Schwarz & Bolton, 2012). To create and sustain a healthy work environment effectively, nurse leaders and managers “must be skilled communicators, team builders, agents for positive change, committed to service, results oriented, and role models for collaborative practice” (American Association of Critical-Care Nurses, 2014, p. 19). This chapter details the elements needed for a healthy work environment, illustrates common challenges, and identifies realistic strategies for nurse leaders and managers to use to create and sustain a healthy work environment.

Knowledge, skills, and attitudes related to the following core competencies are included in this chapter: teamwork and collaboration, safety, and quality improvement.

GUIDELINES FOR BUILDING A HEALTHY WORK ENVIRONMENT

Over the years, nursing organizations have worked to identify elements and competencies for a healthy work environment. A healthy work environment “is one that is safe, empowering, and satisfying not merely the absence of real and perceived physical or emotional threats to health but a place of physical, mental, and social well-being, supporting optimal health and safety” (American Nurses Association [ANA], 2016a). A healthy work environment supports excellent nursing care, creates a culture of physiological and psychological safety, and gives nurses the satisfaction of knowing that they are valued and their work is meaningful. The ANA has developed numerous initiatives, position statements, and brochures focusing what is part of a healthy work environment (e.g., safe patient handling and mobility [SPHM] and healthy working hours) and what is not (e.g., bullying, workplace violence, and nurse fatigue). In 2001, the ANA developed the Nurses’ Bill of Rights to help nurses to improve their work environment and ensure their ability to provide safe, quality patient care (Wiseman, 2001). The ANA (2016b) Bill of Rights outlines seven premises regarding necessary workplace expectations for sound professional nursing practice across the United States (Box 13-1). According to the document, nurses have the right to practice nursing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOX 13-1 Nurses’ Bill of Rights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To maximize the contributions nurses make to society, it is necessary to protect the dignity and autonomy of nurses in the workplace. To that end, the following rights must be afforded:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Nurses have the right to practice in a manner that fulfills their obligations to society and to those who receive nursing care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Nurses have the right to practice in environments that allow them to act in accordance with professional standards and legally authorized scopes of practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Nurses have the right to a work environment that supports and facilitates ethical practice, in accordance with the Code of Ethics for Nurses with Interpretive Statements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Nurses have the right to advocate for themselves and their patients freely and openly, without fear of retribution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Nurses have the right to fair compensation for their work, consistent with their knowledge, experience, and professional responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Nurses have the right to a work environment that is safe for themselves and for their patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Nurses have the right to negotiate the conditions of their employment, either as individuals or collectively, in all practice settings.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From American Nurses Association (2016b), with permission.
in adherence to professional standards and ethical practice, advocate freely for themselves and their patients, and practice in a safe work environment (ANA, 2016b). Although the Bill of Rights is a statement of professional rights and not a legal document, it can assist nurse leaders and managers in the development of organizational policy and in advocating for healthy work environments for staff.

In 2002, the American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN) identified eight hallmarks of a work environment that foster professional nursing practice. The AACN’s (2016) hallmarks represent “characteristics of the practice setting that best support professional nursing practice and allow baccalaureate and higher degree nurses to practice to their full potential.” Intended to apply to all professional practice settings and all types of professional nursing practice, the hallmarks are as follows (2016):

1. Manifest a philosophy of clinical care emphasizing quality, safety, interdisciplinary collaboration, continuity of care, and professional accountability.
2. Recognize the contributions of nurses’ expertise on clinical care quality and patient outcomes.
3. Promote executive level nursing leadership.
4. Empower nurses’ participation in clinical decision making and organization of clinical care systems.
5. Maintain clinical advancement programs based on education, certification, and advanced preparation.
6. Demonstrate professional development support for nurses.
7. Create collaborative relationships among members of the health-care team.
8. Use technological advances in clinical care and information systems.

Nurse leaders and managers in all practice settings can find these hallmarks useful. These elements are key in creating and sustaining a work environment that recognizes professional nurses for their knowledge and skills as well as ensuring retention of nurses (AACN, 2016).

In 2005, the American Association of Critical-Care Nurses developed Standards for Establishing and Sustaining Healthy Work Environments to promote the creation of healthy work environments that support excellence in patient care wherever nurses practice. The organization identified six essential standards for establishing and sustaining a healthy work environment (American Association of Critical-Care Nurses, 2016, p. 10):

1. Skilled communication: Nurses must be as proficient in communication skills as they are in clinical skills.
2. True collaboration: Nurses must be relentless in pursuing and fostering true collaboration.
3. Effective decision making: Nurses must be valued and committed partners in making policy, directing and evaluating clinical care, and leading organizational operations.
4. Appropriate staffing: Staffing must ensure the effective match between patient needs and nurse competencies.
5. Meaningful recognition: Nurses must be recognized and must recognize others for the value each brings to the work of the organization.
6. **Authentic leadership**: Nurse leaders must fully embrace the imperative of a healthy work environment, authentically live it, and engage others in its achievement.

These standards provide an “evidence-based framework for organizations to create work environments that encourage nurses and their colleagues in every health-care profession to practice to their utmost potential, ensuring optimal patient outcomes and professional fulfillment” (p. 1). These standards also are interdependent (Fig. 13-1), and implementing them requires a commitment throughout the organization. In fact, all nurses have an ethical obligation to establish and sustain work environments conducive to providing safe, quality nursing care (ANA, 2015a). Nurses must promote a work environment that demands “respectful interactions among colleagues, mutual peer support, and open identification of difficult issues” (ANA, 2015a, p. 24). Further, nurses should actively participate in establishing, maintaining, and improving health-care environments and conditions of
employment conducive to the provision of quality health care and consistent with the values of the profession.

The American Organization of Nurse Executives (AONE) met with the Emergency Nurses Association in 2014 to develop a set of guiding principles for reducing violence in the workplace. What resulted was a set of guidelines for nurse leaders and managers to use to decrease and control workplace violence in the hospital setting. The AONE Guiding Principles: Mitigating Violence in the Workplace (2014) offers eight principles to reduce lateral and patient and family violence systematically in the workplace (para. 3):

1. That violence can and does happen anywhere is recognized.
2. Healthy work environments promote positive patient outcomes.
3. All aspects of violence (patient, family and lateral) must be addressed.
4. A multidisciplinary team, including patients and families, is required to address workplace violence.
5. Everyone in the organization is accountable for upholding foundational behavior standards, regardless of position or discipline.
6. When members of the health-care team identify an issue that contributes to violence in the workplace, they have an obligation to address it.
7. Intention, commitment, and collaboration of nurses with other health-care professionals at all levels are needed to create a culture shift.
8. Addressing workplace violence may increase the effectiveness of nursing practice and patient care.

SAFETY ISSUES IN A HEALTH-CARE ENVIRONMENT

An essential element of a healthy work environment is workplace safety, defined by the Lucian Leape Institute (2013) as “a workplace free from risks of both physical and psychological harm” (p. 1). Yet, compared with other occupations, health-care workers have a high number of work-related injuries and illnesses (The Joint Commission [TJC], 2012). The prevalence of physiological injuries among health-care professionals is much higher than in other industries, and psychological harm such as emotional abuse, bullying, and disrespectful treatment is also common (Lucian Leape Institute, 2013). In 2011, an ANA survey completed by 4,614 registered nurses regarding health and safety issues found that major safety concerns of nurses are disabling musculoskeletal injuries and the acute and chronic effects of stress and overwork (L. C. Williams & Associates Research Group, 2011).

Although patient safety programs are prevalent throughout health-care systems, focus on nurse safety is not readily apparent: “Workforce safety in healthcare organizations tends to be considered and managed in silos often unconnected to the work of patient safety” (Lucian Leape Institute, 2013, p. 11). However, patient safety and nurse safety are linked. A systems approach that involves integration of workforce safety efforts with patient safety initiatives fosters a healthy work environment. If conditions exist in a health-care work environment that compromise the physiological and psychological health of nurses, patient safety is jeopardized. Nurse leaders and managers are responsible for ensuring a safe work environment.
and addressing related problems, the most common being improper patient handling and mobility, nurse fatigue, and workplace violence. In fact, accrediting agencies and the Magnet recognition program include standards that address these issues because they impact patient safety and nurse outcomes.

**Safe Patient Handling and Mobility**

Registered nurses risk musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) on a daily basis through activities such as standing for extended periods of time and moving equipment. In the 2011 ANA survey, 62% of nurses reported that developing an MSD was a top concern, 56% indicated that they had experienced musculoskeletal pain that was made worse by their job, and 80% of the nurses surveyed who had pain from MSDs

---

**EXPLORING THE EVIDENCE 13 - 1**


**Aim**

The ANA surveyed 4,614 nurses in 2011 to determine nurses’ exposure to workplace hazards and compare findings with those of a similar survey conducted in 2001.

**Methods**

Data were collected through a Web-based survey. A URL link to the survey was sent out to 73,500 registered nurses in the United States in July 2011.

**Key Findings**

The major concerns identified by nurses were as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concerns</th>
<th>2001</th>
<th>2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The effects of stress and overwork</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Disabling musculoskeletal injuries</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Contracting an infectious disease</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Threatened or experienced verbal abuse in past 12 months</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Implications for Nurse Leaders and Managers**

The findings of this study can help nurse leaders and managers as they assess the workplace for factors that impact worker safety and health. The findings of this study are important to consider when creating and sustaining a healthy work environment.
continued working despite experiencing frequent pain (ANA, 2013). The most common tasks that can lead to MSDs include lifting, transferring, and repositioning patients (ANA, 2013). In the daily handling and movement of patients, nurses jeopardize their own physical health and the physical health and well-being of their patients (Ogg, 2011). Nursing experts contend “there’s no such thing as safe lifting” when nurses use their bodies as lifting mechanisms (Fitzpatrick, 2014, p. 1). Further, they contend that “old school teachings about body mechanics have been proven invalid,” and nurses as well as nurse leaders and managers must change the techniques used to move, transfer, and reposition patients.

There are significant clinical consequences of improper and/or awkward patient handling and mobility techniques that can negatively impact the quality of care, patient safety, and patient comfort. The two principle methods for lifting and moving patients are the two-person lift and the hook-and-toss methods (TJC, 2012). Use of proper body mechanics and training in lifting techniques have been the sole methods in the United States used to prevent or minimize injuries related to moving patients, yet these methods alone continuously fail to reduce injuries during the delivery of patient care (Krill, Raven, & Staffileno, 2012), and they are still prevalent in nursing care today (ANA, 2013; TJC, 2012). Use of body mechanics is simply insufficient to protect nurses from the extremely heavy weight, uncomfortable positioning, and repetition associated with manual patient handling. Commonly, manual lifting results in microinjuries to the spine that may not be noticeable to the nurse immediately but, when cumulative, can result in a debilitating injury (ANA, 2013).

Many barriers to eliminating the risk of harm exist. Nurses cite specifically the lack of a “no-lift” policy, the lack of adequate lifting equipment, and inadequate space on patient care units as major barriers to the development of safe patient handling measures. Lack of equipment, decreased staffing levels, and the architecture of the environment are the three main modifiable attributes to improving the environment of care and increasing the safety of patient handling and mobility (Krill, Staffileno, & Raven, 2012).

Furthermore, nurses frequently do not report their injuries, most commonly because nurses believe that they would be letting their patients down, they consider injuries to be part of the profession (e.g., many nurses believe that back pain is expected), and they think that making a report would be pointless (Callison & Nussbaum, 2012).

To effect change and to ensure safer patient handling and mobility, nurse leaders and managers must implement Safe Patient Handling and Mobility (SPHM) programs and establish policies to prevent nurses and patient injuries across the care continuum. They must also gain the knowledge, skills, and attitudes to best create an environment that focuses on minimizing risk of harm to the workforce and patients alike.

A helpful resource for managers and leaders is the set of interprofessional national standards for SPHM developed by the ANA (2013). The SPHM standards outline the roles of nurse leaders and managers as well as staff and encompass the following (ANA, 2013):

- A culture of safety
- A formal and sustainable SPHM program throughout the organization
- An ergonomic-specific approach
Inclusion of SPHM technology
- An effective system of education, training, and maintaining competence
- Patient-centered assessments and plans of care adapted to meet individual patient needs
- Reasonable accommodations and postinjury return to work for staff members who have been injured
- A comprehensive evaluation system to evaluate SPHM program status

The ANA supports the adoption of “no-lift” policies and the elimination of manual handling nationwide (ANA, 2008). However, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) cannot enforce such policies; rather, it can only require employers to evaluate work environment safety.

Currently, 11 states (California, Illinois, Maryland, Minnesota, Missouri, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Rhode Island, Texas, and Washington) have enacted safe patient handling laws. Additionally, Hawaii has a resolution in place calling for support of safe handling and mobility policies. Of these states, 10 require a comprehensive program in health-care facilities, including an established policy, guidelines for securing appropriate equipment and training, collection of data, and evaluation (ANA, 2016c). In December 2015, legislation on SPHM was introduced in the House of Representatives (H.R. 4266) and the Senate (S. 2408).

The implementation of SPHM programs involving the use of patient handling equipment and devices, education, ergonomic assessment protocols, no-lift policies, and patient lift teams has facilitated the reduction in incidences of workplace injuries. These programs are believed to improve the quality of care for patients, reduce work-related health-care costs, and improve the safety of patients (Krill, Staffileno, & Raven, 2012). Further, they can increase worker satisfaction and increase health-care savings as a result of reductions in worker’s compensation, patient falls and pressure ulcers, and employee turnover (ANA, 2013).

LEARNING ACTIVITY 13-1
Comparing Policies and Procedures With Safe Patient Handling and Mobility Standards

Review the policies and procedures at your current clinical site. Is there a specific policy on safe patient handling and mobility? Compare the policy with the SPHM standards.

Nurse Fatigue

Occupations such as nursing that have extended shifts of more than 12.5 hours, rotating shifts, and higher workloads are associated with worker fatigue and sleep deprivation, both of which can lead to injuries, accidents, and performance errors (TJC, 2012). Nurse fatigue is the “impaired function resulting from physical labor or mental exertion” (ANA, 2014, p. 8). Fatigue can be one of three types: physiological, or reduced physical capacity; objective, or reduced productivity; and subjective, a
weary or unmotivated feeling (ANA, 2014). Findings from a landmark study (Rogers, Hwang, Scott, Aiken, & Dindes, 2004) indicated that the number of errors and near misses registered nurses make are directly related to the number of hours worked. In addition, nurses who work more than 12.5 hours in 24 hours are three times more likely to make errors than are nurses who work less than 12.5 hours. The Institute of Medicine (Page, 2004) found that prolonged work hours resulted in negative worker performance, including slow reaction times, lapses of attention to detail, errors of omission, and compromised problem-solving. In light of this evidence, the Institute of Medicine recommended that “state regulatory bodies should prohibit nursing staff from providing patient care in any combination of scheduled shifts, mandatory overtime, or voluntary overtime in excess of 12 hours in any given 24-hour period and in excess of 60 hours per 7-day period” (Page, 2004, p. 236).

Another common situation that contributes to nurse fatigue and that can jeopardize patient safety is the lack of rest breaks during working hours. Nurses are notorious for not taking meal breaks or rest breaks during a shift. If and when a nurse takes a break, he or she will often not completely relinquish patient care responsibilities (TJC, 2012). Although this practice is not safe for patients or nurses, rest breaks are not mandated by federal regulations, and fewer than 25 states currently have legislation enforcing workers’ legal rights to breaks (Witkoski & Dickson, 2010). Even though evidence supports recommendations that nurses take uninterrupted breaks, self-care is often sacrificed for patient care. Unfortunately, this is the current cultural attitude, and it puts both patient safety and nurse safety at risk.

There is a well-documented relationship between nurse fatigue and nurse errors that can compromise patient care and safety (ANA, 2014; Bae & Fabry, 2014; Rogers et al., 2004; Witkoski & Dickson, 2010). It is critical to safety and quality care that nurses carefully consider their level of fatigue when accepting a patient assignment that extends beyond the regularly scheduled workday or work week (ANA, 2006). In fact, nurses have an ethical obligation to practice in a manner that maintains patient and personal safety (ANA, 2014). As a patient advocate, nurses must be “alert to and take appropriate action regarding any instances of incompetent, unethical, illegal, or impaired practice by any member of the healthcare team or the healthcare system or any action on the part of others that places the rights or best interests of the patient in jeopardy” (ANA, 2015a, p. 12). Working when fatigued can place the nurse’s safety, as well as the patient’s, in jeopardy.

Fatigue can result in irritability, reduced motivation, inability to stay focused, diminished reaction time (TJC, 2012), increased risk for errors, decreased memory, increased risk-taking behavior, impaired mood, and ineffective communication skills. It can also negatively impact the health and well-being of nurses (ANA, 2014). In December 2011, TJC issued a Sentinel Event Alert linking health-care worker fatigue and adverse events to high levels of worker fatigue, reduced productivity, compromised patient safety, and increased risk of personal safety and well-being (TJC, 2011, para. 1).

Nurses at all levels are obligated to seek balance between their personal and professional lives; fatigue can negatively impact both. Nurses have a responsibility to arrive at work well rested, alert, and prepared to deliver safe, quality nursing care.
In addition, nurse leaders and managers have an ethical responsibility to foster this balance among their staff members. Nurses and nurse leaders and managers have a joint responsibility in reducing the risk of fatigue and sleepiness in the workplace. Nurses at all levels should adopt evidence-based fatigue countermeasures and personal strategies to reduce the risk of fatigue (ANA, 2014, p. 4). Some examples include sleeping the recommended 7 to 9 hours within a 24-hour period, taking brief rest periods before work shifts, improving overall health, adopting stress management strategies, taking scheduled meal and rest breaks when working, and taking naps in accordance with organizational policies (ANA, 2014, p. 4).

Nurse leaders and managers are responsible for creating and sustaining a healthy work environment that promotes healthy work schedules. The ANA (2014) offers the following evidence-based strategies that nurse leaders and managers can use to prevent nurse fatigue (pp. 6–7):

- Limiting shifts nurses work to no more than 12 hours in 24 hours and no more than 40 hours per week
- Conducting regular audits to ensure that safe schedule policies are followed
- Ensuring that nurses are able to take scheduled meal and rest breaks
- Establishing policies to allow nurses to take naps during long shifts
- Supporting nurses’ decisions to decline working extra shifts or overtime without penalizing them

Nurse leaders and managers must be change agents to develop policies that support evidence-based recommendations for dealing with nurse fatigue. They must monitor overtime to ensure that staff members are not working fatigued, develop flexible work schedules, and implement work schedules with minimal rotation of shifts (TJC, 2012). Nurse leaders and managers are “responsible for establishing a culture of safety; a healthy work environment; and for implementing evidence-based policies, procedures, and strategies that promote health work schedules and that improve alertness” (ANA, 2014, p.5).

**Workplace Violence**

The health-care industry has a long history of tolerating disrespectful behaviors that erode confidence and self-esteem. Many of these behaviors fall under the umbrella of workplace violence and create a culture of fear, diminish staff morale, impact patient safety and job satisfaction, and drain joy and meaning from work (Lucian Leape Institute, 2013). Further, workplace violence in health-care settings results in disrupted work relationships, miscommunication, and an unhealthy work environment, and it is linked to negative patient and nurse outcomes.

A review of the literature suggests that workplace violence is a global problem and is not unique to any one specific nursing specialty (Hockley, 2014). The United States is believed to have more workplace violence than any other industrialized nation in the world, and the incidence of violence is higher for health-care workers than for those in other occupations (Nelson, 2014). The World Health Organization,

**Aim**

The aim of this study was to critically review and synthesize the literature for evidence of improvements in sleepiness and sleep-related performance deficits following planned naps taken during work-shift hours by night-shift workers.

**Methods**

The investigators conducted searches in CINAHL, the Cochrane Library, Health and Safety Science Abstracts, MEDLINE, and PsychoINFO by using the keyword *nap* along with *performance*, *fatigue*, *psychomotor vigilance*, *sleepiness*, *shift work*, *employment*, and *alert*. A total of 2,775 abstracts were retrieved and reviewed for eligibility to include in the systematic review. Original research reports of experimental and quasi-experimental studies included the following:

1. A specifically assigned nap (≥2 hours) taken during a night shift or simulated night shift of 7 to 13 hours in duration and beginning at 5:00 p.m. or later and ending between 6:00 a.m. and 8:00 a.m.
2. Comparison with no-nap conditions
3. The measurement of subjective sleepiness or fatigue or objective measures of sleep-related performance deficits including vigilance, cognitive functioning, logical reasoning performance, work tasks and driving, workload, and memory recall

Thirteen studies that met the criteria were analyzed by the investigators.

**Key Findings**

The findings of this systematic review indicated that planned naps during a night shift or simulated night shift reduced sleepiness and improved sleep-related performance deficits in some populations and in some settings. The investigators suggested that naps are safe to use in the workplace, and they recommended further research to document the effect of naps on work-specific outcomes (i.e., decision making, errors), as well as larger, randomized control trials.

**Implications for Nurse Leaders and Managers**

This study supports the need for scheduled rest periods for all workers. The findings provide data suggesting that actual scheduled naps can be beneficial for night-shift workers. Nurse leaders and managers can explore the findings from this study and others to identify data to support implementation of rest and nap periods in the workplace.
the International Council of Nurses, and Public Services International identified workplace violence as an important universal public health issue (Child & Mentes, 2010; Magnavita & Heponiemi, 2011). A meta-analysis of research studies conducted in 38 countries revealed that approximately 30% of nurses worldwide are physically assaulted and injured, and approximately 60% of nurses have experienced nonphysical violence (Spector, Zhou, & Che, 2014).

The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) uses the following classifications for workplace violence (NIOSH, 2013):

- Type 1: The perpetrator has criminal intent and no legitimate relationship with the organization or its employees.
- Type 2: The perpetrator is the customer or client, patient, family member, or visitor and has a relationship with the organization and becomes violent while receiving services. This type of workplace violence is very common in health care.
- Type 3: The perpetrator is another coworker or commits worker-on-worker violence. This type of workplace violence includes incivility and bullying and is very common in health care.
- Type 4: The perpetrator has a relationship with a worker but no relationship with the organization. This type of workplace violence involves personal relationships (e.g., an employee is followed to work by his or her spouse with the intent to threaten or harm the employee).

Nonphysical workplace violence includes emotional abuse, intimidation, putdowns, harassment, humiliation, and humor at the expense of a colleague (Lucian Leape Institute, 2013). Bullying and incivility are two examples of the most prevalent nonphysical workplace violence. Bullying is defined as “repeated, unwanted actions intended to humiliate, offend, and cause distress in recipients” (ANA, 2015a, p. 3). Bullying harms, undermines, and degrades others and includes hostile remarks, verbal attacks, threats, taunts, intimidation, withholding of support (ANA, 2015a; McNamara, 2012; Rocker, 2012). Incivility is defined as “disrespect, rudeness, and general disdain for others” (Rocker, 2012, p. 2) that often results in psychological and physiological distress for those involved (Griffin & Clark, 2014). Incivility can also include gossiping, spreading rumors about others, and refusing to assist a coworker. It typically constitutes a continuum of disruptive behavior (Fig. 13-2), with non-verbal behavior (eye rolling) on one end of the spectrum and physical violence and tragedy on the other (Clark, Barbosa-Leiker, Gill, & Nguyen, 2015).

**Types of Violence**

There are several different types of workplace violence: nurse-to-nurse violence, third-party violence, nurse-to-patient violence, patient-to-nurse violence, organizational violence, external violence, sexual harassment, and mass trauma or natural disasters.

**Nurse-to-Nurse Violence**

Nurse-to-nurse violence, or physical or nonphysical violence between or among nurses who have a workplace relationship, has many other names, such as lateral violence, horizontal violence, and vertical violence. Although these terms are used interchangeably, each has a slightly different meaning, although all can be considered
forms of bullying and incivility. Nurse-to-nurse violence falls under the NIOSH type 3 classification and is very common in health care. **Lateral violence** (also known as horizontal violence) consists of bullying or incivility between two or more nurses at the same level. For example, Susan, a registered nurse, is at the end of her shift and is told that Barb will be her relief. Susan says to several other nurses, “I hate to give report to Barb. She asks so many annoying questions.” When Barb arrives for report, Susan rudely says, “Don’t ask me any questions. I’m tired and want to go home!” The nurses who overhear all giggle. In this situation, Susan was gossiping about Barb and also spoke to her rudely. Both are examples of lateral violence.

In contrast, **vertical violence** consists of bullying or incivility between a nurse subordinate and someone at a higher level (e.g., a manager or charge nurse). For example, in a staff meeting, the nurse leader and manager is explaining to everyone about an upcoming change related to documentation. Several staff nurses ask about who made the decision to make the change. The nurse leader and manager rolls her eyes, sighs loudly, and says, “It was my decision, and I do not appreciate you questioning me!” In this situation, the nurse leader and manager was disrespectful to the nurses in the meeting. In addition, the nurse leader and manager made an important decision without discussing it with the staff members, those who are impacted most by the decision. When staff members are not treated with respect, they will not feel valued or appreciated. Repeated experiences such as this can lead to avoidance, communication blocks, and distractions, which ultimately impact patient safety (Lucian Leape Institute, 2013).

Violence among nurses negatively affects the environment of care; roughly 60% of new graduate nurses leave their first nursing position within a year as a result of
experiencing workplace violence (Embree & White, 2010). Nurse-to-nurse violence results in a negative community, emotional and physical aftermath, undesirable effects on patient care, and injured associations among coworkers. Nurses must keep in mind that they are called to create “an ethical environment and culture of civility and kindness, treating colleagues, coworkers, employees, students, and others with dignity and respect” (ANA, 2015a, p. 4).

**Third-Party Violence**

Third-party violence refers to violence that is witnessed directly or indirectly by others. This often occurs when another witnesses nurse-to-nurse violence. The person who observes the violence, the third party, can experience the same harm as the victim of the violence. When a nurse observes another nurse being rude or disrespectful to a coworker, he or she can experience the same physiological and/or psychological effects as the victim of the actual violence. Research shows that third-party violence jeopardizes the confidence and security of the individual witness, so the perpetrator is actually inflicting harm on secondary victims (Hockley, 2014).

**Nurse-to-Patient Violence**

Nurse-to-patient violence occurs when nurses are violent toward those in their professional care, with a resulting violation of the nurses’ code of ethics (Hockley, 2014). The most blatant example of this type of violence is a nurse hitting a patient. Other examples can be using restraints without an order and refusing to administer pain medication in a timely manner. Often this type of violence involves nurses violating professional boundaries (i.e., asking a patient on a date). Nurses must recognize and maintain boundaries that establish appropriate limits on the nurse-patient relationship. If professional boundaries are jeopardized, nurses have an ethical responsibility to seek assistance and/or remove himself or herself from the situation (ANA, 2015a).

**Patient-to-Nurse Violence**

Patient-to-nurse violence involves a patient or family member being violent toward a nurse and falls under the NIOSH type 2 category. A patient hitting or biting a nurse is an example of this type of violence. A family member yelling at a nurse is another example. Factors such as acute disease states, alcohol or drug intoxication, self-harming behavior, or a present exacerbation of a psychiatric disease are major contributors to this type of workplace violence. Intensified states of emotion in patients or their families (e.g., nervousness, distress, despair, sorrow, irritation, or loss of control) are also considered contributing factors to the incidence of workplace violence. Typically, male patients or family members are more likely to execute both physical violence and verbal violence toward nurses who are women (Hockley, 2014). Incidences of assault against male nurses are more likely to occur in a psychiatric setting, whereas female nurses are more likely to be attacked in other specialty areas, with the highest occurrence of violence taking place within the emergency department and psychiatric care environments (Child & Mentes, 2010).

**Organizational Violence**

Organizational violence affects the entire health-care organization and occurs as a result of a changing work environment (Hockley, 2014). For example, excessive
workloads and unsafe working conditions can be considered forms of workplace violence (International Council of Nurses, 2006). Often, this type of violence tarnishes the reputation of the organization as well as negatively impacts the employees.

**External Violence**

External violence is perpetrated by outside persons entering the workplace or when nurses are going to or from the workplace. This type of violence is type 1 according to NIOSH. It is usually random, and the perpetrators typically have criminal intent, such as rape, assault, armed robbery for drugs, or gang reprisals in emergency departments (Hockley, 2014).

**Sexual Harassment**

Sexual harassment has not received as much attention in recent nursing literature as workplace violence, yet it is still prevalent. Sexual harassment includes “inappropriately friendly behavior, sexually based verbal comments, vulgar, sexual language or inappropriate jokes or stories; unwelcome advances or requests for sexual favors; unwanted physical contact of a sexual nature; and sexual innuendo” (McNamara, 2012, p. 536). In a worldwide sample of 151,347 nurses, approximately one-fourth reported experiencing sexual harassment (Spector, Zhou, & Che, 2014).

Sexual harassment in nursing occurs between nurses, between nurses and their supervisors, and between nurses and patients or family members. Many nurses take sexual harassment in stride, view it as part of the job, and decide not to report it. Nurses and nursing students have a right to a workplace free of sexual harassment, and there are legal protections. It falls on nurse leaders and managers to be knowledgeable of federal and state legislation and to ensure that policies and procedures are in place and maintained to protect staff from sexual harassment.

**Mass Trauma or Natural Disasters**

Workplace violence can also come in the form of mass trauma, such as biochemical attacks or terrorist attacks, and natural disasters. Nurses’ work during mass trauma or natural disasters can be extremely stressful and has the potential to cause serious health and mental health issues. However, little research has been done on this type of violence (Hockley, 2014).

---

**LEARNING ACTIVITY 13-2 Reflecting on Workplace Violence During Recent Clinical Experiences**

Reflect on recent clinical experiences you have had and respond to the following:

- Have you observed any forms of workplace violence? What type? How did you feel?
- Were you the victim of workplace violence? What type? How did it make you feel?
- In the foregoing situations, did you confront the person? What was his or her response?
- In the foregoing situations, did you inform your clinical instructor or supervisor? What was his or her response?
Contributing and Risk Factors

Workplace violence continues to occur for three reasons: because it can, because it is modeled, and because it is left unchecked (McNamara, 2012). TJC (2012) suggests that disruptive behaviors that constitute workplace violence stem from individual and systemic factors. Some individuals who may lack interpersonal coping or conflict management skills can be more prone to disruptive behavior than others. Systemic factors include increased productivity demands, cost containment, and stress from fear of litigation. Inadequate information between organization leadership and staff and a lack of staff involvement in decisions can also contribute to workplace violence (Longo, 2012).

Another contributing factor is that nurses have been expected to cope with violence and accept abuse as part of the job. The pressure, be it spoken or unspoken, put on nurses to remain silent about workplace violence (e.g., more than 80% of incidents of workplace violence go unreported [American Association of Critical-Care Nurses, 2016]) hampers development and implementation of strategies to prevent it.

In terms of which nurses are more at risk for workplace violence, risk factors involve age, gender, nursing experience, and present or previous history of involvement in an abusive relationship. Younger and less experienced nurses are more likely to be victims of workplace violence. This reality may be attributed to the fact that older, more experienced nurses are in positions of management and experience fewer patient and family interactions than younger novice nurses. Nurses in the emergency department also face an increased risk of violence, mostly related to the degree of accessibility (i.e., 24-hour access), amplified noise level, diminished security, elevated stress, and extended wait times (Child & Mentes, 2010).

Consequences

As a result of the underreporting of workplace violence incidents, there is debate on its prevalence. Research has shown that as few as 16% of nurses actually report acts of workplace violence. Some nurses ignore workplace violence because of a lack of knowledge, whereas others fear repercussion if they report it (Kaplan, Mestel, & Feldman, 2010). Lack of time and inadequate administrative support have been identified as reasons that nurses fail to report events; 50% of nurses who reported acts of violence felt as if the hospital administrators neglected to act on it and in some instances that management was punitive and insinuated that the staff instigated the acts of violence (Chapman, Styles, Perry, & Combs, 2010). Nurses who have been exposed to workplace violence perceive that organizational factors such as the environment of care as well as specific personal factors establish the frequency and character of workplace violence (Chapman et al., 2010). However, the ANA (2015a) contends that any form of workplace violence puts the nursing profession in jeopardy. Further, the ANA contends that those who witness workplace violence and do not acknowledge it, choose to ignore it, or fail to report it are actually perpetuating it (p. 2).

There are many personal consequences of workplace violence, and they can be cumulative. Nurses who are victims of workplace violence can experience
physical and psychological problems as a result. Some physical effects include frequent headaches, gastrointestinal upset, weight loss or gain, sleep disturbances, hypertension, and decreased energy (Longo, 2012). The psychological effects may include stress, anxiety, nervousness, depression, frustration, mistrust, loss of self-esteem, burnout, emotional exhaustion, and fear (Longo, 2012). Health-care organizations can also be affected. Workplace violence can result in increased absenteeism, decreased worker satisfaction, and increased attrition. In addition, financial issues arise from increased use of sick pay and paying replacement workers (Longo, 2012).

Environments of care in which nurses perceive that they have a lack of control, work under authoritarian managers, have limited resources, and feel persecuted will lead to low morale and a toxic work environment, which fosters workplace violence. In contrast, a supportive environment with positive teamwork mitigates workplace violence (Embree & White, 2010; Hegney, Tuckett, Parker, & Eley, 2010).

**Strategies to Prevent Workplace Violence**

There are strategies nurse leaders and managers can use to prevent specific kinds of workplace violence, as well as in general. First, nurse leaders and managers must examine the workplace for the presence of elements of an unhealthy environment such as tolerance of incivility and bullying, high levels of stress and frustration among staff members, and a lack of trust among staff members and between staff and management. Next, increasing awareness of workplace violence by providing information at staff meetings can help prevent workplace violence. Nurse leaders and managers can model and promote positive and professional behaviors to foster a healthy environment. In addition, nurse leaders and managers should support the development of organizational zero-tolerance workplace violence programs and policies. Methods to prevent and overcome acts of lateral violence between nurses specifically should also focus on strengthening communication among providers of care. A significant source of stress for all nurses, especially a new nurse entering practice, lateral violence among nurses prohibits the delivery of quality health care. Nurse managers and leaders must ensure that communication is open, nonbiased, and respectful at all times. Nurses must be able to trust their colleagues and believe that they work within a team. Once an incident of workplace violence occurs, nurse leaders and managers should handle the situation by acknowledging the victim, confronting the perpetrator, and informing the perpetrator that such behavior will not be tolerated.

In cases of patient-to-nurse violence, evidence suggests that implementing measures to decrease the incidence of patient and family member attacks on health-care providers has succeeded. First, violence prevention training for staff can curve the onset of an act of violence within the health-care environment and in fact decrease the overall rates of violent incidents at the hands of patients and family members (Kling, Yassi, Smailes, Lovato, & Koehoorn, 2011). Second, the Alert System has been implemented and found to facilitate a reduction of the prevalence of workplace violence. The system is a violence prevention intervention that includes a risk assessment form nurses can use to assess patients and identify those at an increased risk of violence on admission into an acute care setting; if a patient is identified as
such, the chart is then flagged for other providers of care so they are aware and can take precautions (e.g., wearing a personal alarm while caring for the patient, having security within the vicinity, not having objects that may potentially be used as a weapon close to the patient surroundings, and not caring for the patient without an additional staff member present) (Kling et al., 2011).

To prevent workplace violence on a wider scale, an environment of care that fosters positive collegial relationships, facilitates open communication among health-care providers, and adopts a zero-tolerance policy for abuse must be cultivated. Nurse leaders and managers can enable an environment of safety that will minimize harm to patients and providers by embracing factors that create a culture of safety, such as effective communication and an organizational reporting system for incidences of workplace violence, as well as valuing the influences that positively impact the quality and safety of the delivery of patient care (Cronenwett et al., 2007).

There are several resources that nurse leaders and managers can use to ensure a healthy, safe work environment. TJC (2012) set standards for addressing workplace violence or behaviors that undermine a culture of safety as well as addressing the fact that behavior that intimidates others can create an environment of hostility and disrespect that affects morale, increases staff turnover, and leads to distractions and errors, all of which compromise patient safety (McNamara, 2012). Nurse leaders and managers can also use the ANA Code of Ethics for Nurses with Interpretive Statements (2015a), the ANA Nursing: Scope and Standards of Practice (2015b), and the ANA position statement Incivility, Bullying, and Workplace Violence (2015c) as guidelines to create and sustain a healthy work environment free of workplace violence. In addition, OSHA Guidelines for Preventing Workplace Violence for Healthcare and Social Services Workers (OSHA, 2015) is another valuable resource for nurse leaders and managers and provides violence prevention guidelines and effective ways to reduce risk of violence in the workplace.

Nurse leaders and managers must also remember that creating and sustaining a healthy work environment is not their sole responsibility, but rather all nurses are accountable for a healthy work environment. Nurses have an individual responsibility to focus on what they can do to affect a healthy work environment. In a healthy work environment, professionals can use skilled communication to achieve positive outcomes. A model was developed for becoming a skilled communicator and encouraging nurses to become aware of self-deception, reflective, authentic, mindful, and candid (Kupperschmidt, Kientz, Ward, & Reinholz, 2010). The five factors with operational definitions are displayed in Table 13-1.

Nurse leaders and managers can also look to another model that identifies and addresses quality-of-life issues, including workplace violence, for nurses (Todaro-Franceschi, 2015). The model uses the acronym ART, which stands for Acknowledging a problem, Recognizing choices and choosing purposeful actions to take, and Turning toward self and others to reconnect with self and the environment in a way that fosters contentment. This model urges nurses to speak up and advocate for themselves rather than remaining silent or “going along to get along,” which results in a lose-lose situation. Effective nurse leaders and managers understand that their staff members “want to be heard, understood, and respected for what they bring to the workplace” (Todaro-Franceschi, 2015).
Table 13–1  Five Factors for Becoming a Skilled Communicator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Becoming aware of self-deception</td>
<td>Process of acknowledging a misconception that is favorable to the person who holds the misperception or failure to see that one has a problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Becoming reflective</td>
<td>Process of pondering the meaning of an experience carefully and persistently, creating meaning from past or current events that guide future behavior, and self-questioning so situations become more clear and coherent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Becoming authentic</td>
<td>Process of self-discovery by understanding one’s purpose, holding and practicing professional values, practicing with heart, establishing enduring relationships, and practicing self-discipline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Becoming mindful</td>
<td>Process of developing a heightened awareness of and alertness to verbal and nonverbal communication, developing present-centered awareness, and acknowledging and accepting each thought and feeling as it is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Becoming candid</td>
<td>Process of purposefully speaking with frankness that is free from bias and risking speaking and hearing the truth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


---

**Exploring the Evidence 13–3**


**Aim**

This study aimed to provide a quantitative review to estimate nurses’ exposure rates to workplace violence by types of violence, setting, source, and world region.

**Methods**

The investigators conducted a meta-analysis of articles using the following key terms: *nurse or nursing and aggression, bullying, sexual harassment, violence, and workplace violence*. In all, 1,216 research reports were identified and narrowed down to 271 reports. The investigators reviewed the articles using the following criteria:

- Reports written in English
- Reports of empirical studies
- Reports related to violence against nurses

A total of 136 research studies were analyzed, including data from 151,347 nurses in 38 countries.

**Key Findings**

The investigators explored the rate of violence exposure by looking at the percentage of the sample that reported each type of violence and whether they were
physically injured. The five types of violence were physical, nonphysical, bullying, sexual harassment, and general violence (meaning nurses were asked if they were subjected to some type of violence at work). In all, 36.4% of nurses reported being physically assaulted, 67.2% reported experiencing a nonphysical assault, 37.1% were bullied, 27.9% reported sexual harassment, and 50.5% indicated that they experienced general violence in their workplace. The majority of physical violence was performed by patients and families. In contrast, health-care professionals accounted for the majority of nonphysical violence.

**Implications for Nurse Leaders and Managers**

This study provides an overview of the presence of workplace violence worldwide. Nurse leaders and managers can use this evidence as they implement workplace violence prevention programs. Understanding the types of violence prevalent and the initiators of the violence can help identify the type of programs necessary. Further, the authors suggested that violence prevention programs should include patients, families, physicians, nurses, and other health-care professionals.

**SUMMARY**

An unhealthy work environment lacks safe patient mobility equipment, ignores nurse fatigue, and encourages disruptive behaviors. Errors and preventable adverse outcomes, which are common in such environments, contribute to poor patient satisfaction, increase cost of care, and negatively impact nurse retention. All nurses, regardless of role, have a responsibility to contribute to a safe and healthy environment that encourages respectful interactions with patients, families, and colleagues (ANA, 2015a). Nurses at all levels and in all settings have a moral obligation to collaborate to create an environment that fosters respect and is free from workplace violence. Nurse leaders and managers have an ethical and legal responsibility to provide a safe and healthy work environment. An environment of mutual respect promotes joy and meaning at work and enables nurses to be more satisfied and able to deliver more effective care. All factors that contribute to an unhealthy work environment must be addressed to ensure quality and promote a culture of safety for both patients and staff. Otherwise, sustaining a culture of safety becomes impossible.

**SUGGESTED WEBSITES**


American Nurses Association: Safe patient handling and mobility: [www.nursingworld.org/MainMenuCategories/Policy-Advocacy/State/Legislative-Agenda-Reports/State-SafePatientHandling](http://www.nursingworld.org/MainMenuCategories/Policy-Advocacy/State/Legislative-Agenda-Reports/State-SafePatientHandling)
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American Nurses Association: Nursing practice and work environment: www.nursingworld.org/MainMenuCategories/WorkplaceSafety


Occupational Safety and Health Administration: Guidelines for preventing workplace violence for healthcare and social service workers: www.osha.gov/Publications/osha3148.pdf
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Learning Outcomes

- Compare and contrast traditional change theories and models.
- Discuss emerging change theories.
- Describe the nurse leader and manager’s role in the change process.
- Identify common human responses to change.
- Describe types of conflict common in the workplace.
- Describe five approaches to managing conflict.

Change and conflict are ever present in health care today, thanks to constantly evolving technology, new regulations, changing public expectations, increasing environmental concerns, and heavy demand on scarce resources. In turn, nurses must be knowledgeable about the change process and understand that conflict can result when the process is ineffective. In the dynamic environment of health care, change is inevitable and unpredictable, and it affects staff, patients, and the organization overall. Historian and critical feminist Joan Wallach Scott states, “Those who expect moments of change to be comfortable and free of conflict have not learned their history” (Quote Garden, 2016). Change in the work environment can create uncertainty and elicit emotional responses from employees (Bowers, 2011). Most people do not like change, and when experiencing change, not all people respond in the same way.

Nurses at all levels must develop a basic understanding of change theories and models to fulfill the social mandate for nursing practice outlined in the American Nurses Association (ANA, 2010) Nursing’s Social Policy Statement, which states
that nurses must be open to changes and willing to apply new evidence in practice as it emerges. In addition, nurses must embrace change to ensure that safe and quality nursing care is provided.

Change can be difficult and is often met with resistance, which can result in conflict. Nurse leaders and managers are instrumental in facilitating successful change at both the unit and organizational levels. Successfully leading and managing the change process are vital leadership skills (Stefancyk, Hancock, & Meadows, 2013). Nurse leaders and managers are called to “take a leadership role and become early adopters in leading change, removing barriers, challenging the status quo, and creating innovative solutions to address nursing workforce issues that contribute to the health of America” (ANA, 2016, p. 16).

Although change is a very common cause of conflict, wise nurse leaders and managers recognize that conflict is always present in the workplace (Porter-O’Grady & Malloch, 2013). Further, conflict is dynamic and does not disappear; rather, it can only be managed. Nurse leaders and managers have a responsibility to acquire the knowledge, skills, and attitudes to manage and lead change, engage staff in consensus building, and conflict management (ANA, 2016).

In this chapter, traditional and emerging change theories and models are discussed. In addition, guidelines for managing change and innovation and conflict are covered. Knowledge, skills, and attitudes related to the following core competencies are included in this chapter: patient-centered care and teamwork and collaboration.

**CHANGE THEORIES**

**Change** is a dynamic process that results in altering or making something different. Change can be planned or unplanned. **Planned change** is purposeful, calculated, and collaborative, and it includes the deliberate application of change theories (Mitchell, 2013; Roussel, 2013). Change that is purposeful and planned is usually well received by staff. In contrast, **unplanned change** occurs when the need for change is sudden and necessary to manage a crisis. Unplanned change can cause anxiety and stress among staff members. Successful nurse leaders and managers manage unplanned change “through effective communication, adaptability, coordination, and the ability to remain grounded” (Erickson, 2014, p. 125). Highly effective nurse leaders and managers develop high-functioning, empowered teams whose members know what is expected, remain calm during crisis, and do what is right for the patients (Erickson, 2014). Closely related to and frequently an integral part of change is **innovation**, the process of creating something new after thoughtful analysis of a phenomenon or situation.

Implementing change can be very challenging and yet is necessary for progress. Often, the change process fails because those executing the change neglect to take a structured approach. Planned change is best carried out using a theoretical framework or model (Mitchell, 2013; Shirey, 2013). The situation at hand and the type of change being implemented help determine the appropriate theory or framework to apply, lead, and manage the process, and this approach can result in a sustainable change (Shirey, 2013). Because not all theories fit all nursing situations, nurse leaders and managers must be familiar with various change theories to be able to select a framework wisely. The most common change theories and models used fall into two categories: 1) traditional theories and models and 2) emerging theories.
**Traditional Change Theories and Models**

Traditional change theories and models are linear and suggest that change occurs in a sequential manner. For the change to be successful, the organization or unit must progress through each stage. These theories require ongoing work to ensure that goals are met and change is sustained. Table 14-1 provides a comparison of traditional change theories.

**Lewin’s Force-Field Model (1951)**

Lewin’s Force-Field theory is one of the most widely used theories. Lewin believed that change results from two field or environmental forces: 1) driving forces (helping forces) that attempt to facilitate the change and move it forward and 2) restraining forces (hindering forces) that attempt to impede change and maintain the status quo.

| Table 14–1 Comparison of Traditional Change Theories and Models |
|---|---|---|---|
| **Theory and/or Model** | **Components in Model** | **When to Use** |
| **Lewin (1951)** | Force-Field Model | General model useful for problem-solving and most situations and planned change |
| **Lippitt et al. (1958)** | Phases of Change Model | General model useful for most planned change and changing processes |
| **Rogers (1995, 2003)** | Innovation-Decision Process | Model useful in individual and organizational change and very useful when implementing technological change |
| **Kotter (1996)** | Eight-Stage Process of Creating Major Change | Effective model for rapidly changing organizations and for learning organizations |

**Table 14–1 Comparison of Traditional Change Theories and Models**

Compiled from Kotter, 1996; Lewin, 1951; Lippitt, Watson, & Wesley, 1958; Rogers, 1995; and Rogers, 2003.
Successful change requires the driving forces to be greater than the restraining forces. This three-step change model involves unfreezing the status quo, moving toward the new way, and refreezing or stabilizing the change for sustainability (Lewin, 1951; Mensik, 2014; Shirey, 2013):

1. The **unfreezing stage** is the point at which it is determined that change is needed, and driving and restraining forces are identified. The change agent must create a sense of urgency to change, strengthen the driving forces, and weaken the restraining forces for successful change. During this stage, nurse leaders and managers can help prepare staff members for the change by helping them recognize the need for change, building trust, and actively engaging staff in the change process. Motivation to change occurs in this stage.

2. The **moving stage** begins the initiation of the desired change. Information is gathered, the change is planned, and movement toward changing begins in this stage. During the moving stage, the new innovation is examined, accepted, and tried. This stage requires unfreezing and moving toward a new way of thinking and behaving. Nurse leaders and managers can facilitate movement by coaching those affected by the change to overcome fears and engage them in problem-solving and working toward the desired outcome.

3. The **refreezing stage** involves stabilizing the change and achieving equilibrium. The innovation is incorporated into the routine. The change becomes the new norm. In this stage, nurse leaders and managers should reinforce the change through formal and informal processes including policies, procedures, standards of care, and other common tools used throughout the organization. This stage is crucial to sustaining change over time.

Throughout the process, the nurse leader and manager must employ strategies to increase driving forces and/or decrease restraining forces for the change to be successful. Many other theories are based on Lewin’s theory.

**Lippitt’s Phases of Change Model (1958)**

Lippitt, Watson, and Wesley (1958) expanded Lewin’s original theory by identifying additional stages of the change process. The Phases of Change Model uses language similar to the nursing process and focuses more on the people involved in the change process than on the change process itself. This model stresses the importance of communication and rapport with those involved in the process. The model follows these seven steps (Lippitt, Watson, & Wesley, 1958; Mensik, 2014; Mitchell, 2013):

1. **Diagnosing the problem** involves identifying the need for the change and recruiting others to assist with data collection. Effective communication is critical in the first phase to avoid miscommunication through the grapevine. Nurse leaders and managers can spearhead drafting a plan for change at this time.

2. **Assessing the motivation and capacity for change** is actually assessing the unit or organization for readiness to change. Nurse leaders and managers must communicate with those affected by the change, respond to concerns, provide rationale for the change, and identify possible resistance to the change.
3. Assessing the change agent’s motivation and resources must be done for successful change to occur. The change agent must be willing to commit to the change and see the process through to the end. This phase requires nurse leaders and managers to identify their role in the change process. They must be realistic about the time commitment necessary and recruit assistance.

4. Selecting progressive change objectives involves clearly defining the change, establishing realistic goals, and developing a plan for change. Nurse leaders and managers actively assess their team and delegate appropriate responsibilities during this phase of the process.

5. Choosing an appropriate role for the change agent and implementing the plan for change comprise one of the final steps. It is important that nurse leaders and managers remain flexible during this stage.

6. Maintaining the change after it has started and as it is being incorporated into the unit or organization culture is critical. Nurse leaders and managers monitor the stability of the change as it becomes part of the system. Communication and feedback are critical during this phase to avoid regressing to the previous state.

7. Terminating the helping relationship once the process has stabilized occurs when the change agent withdraws from the process and the change is evaluated. Nurse leaders and managers continue monitoring and evaluating the change for sustainability.

The role of the change agent is extremely important in Lippitt’s model. Nurse leaders and managers most often function in the change agent role and are responsible to drive “the innovation into everyday practice” (Mensik, 2014, p. 64).


Rogers (1995) broadened Lewin’s theory and developed a five-stage innovation-decision process, which consists of a series of actions and choices over time that an individual or decision-making unit must follow. Further, recognizing the common behavioral responses to change that individuals may experience can facilitate change. The five stages are as follows (Rogers, 1995; Shirey, 2006):

1. **Knowledge** occurs when an individual or decision-making unit is exposed to an innovation and gains understanding of how it functions. Nurse leaders and managers create the need for the innovation and increase motivation among staff members to learn more about the innovation.

2. **Persuasion** occurs when an individual or decision-making unit forms a favorable or unfavorable attitude toward the innovation. The perceived attributes of the innovation are key in this stage. Nurse leaders and managers can engage staff members to share positive experiences with the innovation with their peers to promote favorable attitudes.

3. **Decision** occurs when an individual or decision-making unit engages in activities to adopt or reject the innovation. To facilitate adoption, nurse leaders and managers may want to pilot the innovation on a specific unit. Staff members can then experience the desirable qualities of the innovation.
4. **Implementation** occurs when an individual or decision-making unit begins using an innovation. Nurse leaders and managers must ensure that adequate technical support and proper infrastructure are available during implementation to avoid stalling the innovation.

5. **Confirmation** occurs when an individual or decision-making unit seeks reinforcement of a decision made or reverses a previous decision to adopt or reject innovation (Rogers, 1995, p. 162). Overall, staff members desire to avoid conflict and work to keep the innovation going. Nurse leaders and managers may provide encouragement and validate that the decision was the correct one (Shirey, 2006). Long-term support may be needed to stabilize the change and help those involved develop self-reliance during this phase.

Rogers suggests that, for change to be successful, everyone involved with the change and/or affected by the change must be committed to the change. In addition, nurse leaders and managers must deal with behavioral responses to change and attempt to figure out how to channel negative responses into support for the change or innovation (Rogers, 1995). Nurse leaders and managers are involved in creating a shared vision for the innovation and provide the leadership needed to sustain the change (Mensik, 2014).

**Kotter’s Eight-Stage Process of Creating Major Change (1996)**

Kotter (1996) suggested that successful change involves a multistep process that overcomes all sources of resistance and must be directed by high-quality leadership. He describes eight stages of the change process that can help nurse leaders and managers manage change cognitively as well as emotionally (Kotter, 1996):

1. **Establishing a sense of urgency** involves examining the competition or need for change to improve quality and/or safety. During this stage, nurse leaders and managers must discuss major opportunities and potential crises identified and present convincing evidence for the need to change.

2. **Creating the guiding coalition** means putting together a group with the necessary power to lead the change and getting everyone to work together. Identifying key staff members and empowering them to participate in the change process is important for nurse leaders and managers during this stage.

3. **Developing a vision and strategy** means creating a vision to direct the change effort. Nurse leaders and managers spend time during this stage making the vision clear and understandable for everyone.

4. **Communicating the change vision** to everyone involved in or affected by the change is important, as is having the leader or manager model the behavior expected of employees. The goal for nurse leaders and managers is to persuade as many staff members as possible to embrace the vision.

5. **Empowering broad-based action** involves changing systems or structures that undermine the vision, getting rid of obstacles, and encouraging risk taking and nontraditional ideas. Nurse leaders and managers must actively confront opponents. In addition, they can provide information and assist staff members to embrace the vision.
6. Generating short-term wins consists of planning for and creating improvements in performance, or “wins,” and visibly recognizing and rewarding those responsible for the “wins.” The focus is on lessening the impact of the cynics, pessimists, and skeptics by rewarding and motivating staff members embracing the change (Salmela, Eriksson, & Fagerström, 2013).

7. Consolidating gains and producing more change include using increased credibility to change systems and processes that do not fit the vision. This stage also involves hiring, promoting, and developing those who can implement the vision, as well as reinvigorating the process with new projects and themes.

8. Anchoring new approaches in the culture is creating better performance through productivity orientation and through better and more effective leadership and management. In this stage, the connection between behavior and organizational success is emphasized, as well as ensuring leadership development and succession (Kotter, 1996, p. 21). Nurse leaders and managers focus on sustaining the change or innovation.

Nurse leaders and managers are seen in Kotter’s model as important during the various phases of the process because of their keen communication skills, ability to anchor the vision of the change, and skill in persuading staff members to embrace the change (Salmela et al., 2013).

**Exploring the Evidence 14-1**


**Aim**

The aim of this study was to understand nurse leaders’ perceptions of an approaching organizational change (e.g., a merger between a health-care center and a hospital).

**Methods**

This study was a qualitative study using a hermeneutical design and Kotter’s Eight-Stage Process of Creating Major Change as a theoretical framework. Seventeen nurse leaders participated in semistructured interviews. The interviews sought to obtain information related to nurse leaders’ views of the following:

- Change and the approaching merger and change process
- Their roles as leaders during the change process
- Their previous change experiences

Data from the interviews were analyzed using a hermeneutical interpretive process.
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**Key Findings**

The study resulted in three main themes:

1. **Positive and active engagement in continuous change:** Nurse leaders in the study indicated an understanding of change as part of the daily routine, and they were very willing to participate and influence staff members as nurse leaders.

2. **Confidence in change and adaptation without deeper engagement:** Nurse leaders in the study had positive attitudes, which enabled them to see the possibilities, and understood that change is necessary.

3. **Feelings of insecurity and anxiety:** Nurse leaders in the study were experiencing uncertainty about their roles as leaders and anxiety related to the demands placed on them currently and anticipated in the future. They also felt as if they were spectators in the change process.

**Implications for Nurse Leaders and Managers**

Nurse leaders and managers are great resources for organizational change. However, according to the authors of the study, nurse leaders and managers are not always included by upper administration when organizational change is being implemented. The findings of this study suggest that nurse leaders and managers are in critical positions to influence organizational change for a positive outcome. Further, including nurse leaders and managers at all levels can facilitate the change process across the organization.

**Emerging Change Theories**

Traditional theories are useful in providing structure and direction for change. However, the linear models do not recognize the dynamic context in which change occurs and the unanticipated human actions and responses. Newer theories are emerging that are more complex than the traditional theories. Systems theory provides the foundation for emerging theories of change. Using a systems approach to change and innovation results in a comprehensive view and realization that systems are complex. Human beings, families, organizations, cities, and nations are all systems with interrelationships among members, and a close look at those interrelationships reveals infinite complexity.

Emerging theories are cyclical rather than linear and require organizations to react with speed and flexibility. The newer theories provide another perspective from which to view change and innovation based on complexity science. Complexity science recognizes that the world is in continual motion and that a change in one area can result in numerous changes in other areas. Change and innovation from the perspective of complexity science are highly interrelated, dynamic, and unpredictable (Porter-O’Grady & Malloch, 2013). Understanding complex systems when leading and managing change results in a collective commitment to the
change created. Two theories based on complexity science and systems theory, chaos theory and learning organization theory (discussed in detail in Chapter 8), are actually used to understand organizational behavior. Chaos theory and learning organizations theory are also used to understand change and innovation. Nurse leaders and managers who understand these theories in relation to change and innovation can assist staff through the change process successfully.

**Chaos Theory**

Many relate chaos to complete randomness. In fact, the word *chaos* is derived from the Greek language and means “formless matter.” However, even when a system may appear chaotic and disorderly, there is actually an underlying complex order. *Chaos theory* is nonlinear and unpredictable, and it explains why a small change in one area can have a large affect across an organization. This is also known as the “butterfly effect,” or the notion that the flapping of a butterfly’s wings in one part of the world can have a major impact, such as a hurricane or tsunami, on the other side of the world (Crowell, 2011; Mensik, 2014; Porter-O’Grady & Malloch, 2010). Nurse leaders and managers must be aware of the complexity of health care, the unit, and the organization. Further, they must understand that, because of multiple factors, decisions made can result in changes that were unintended.

**Learning Organization Theory**

Learning organization theory was first described by Senge (1990), who suggested that to excel, future organizations will need to “discover how to tap people’s commitment and capacity to learn at all levels in an organization” (p. 4). He called on leaders to move away from traditional authoritarian “controlling organizations” to learning organizations. In a learning organization, all staff members are involved in problem-solving and implementing change and innovation, and this involvement enables the organization to respond quickly to chaos. Senge (1990) defined a *learning organization* as an “organization where people continually expand their capacity to create the results they truly desire, where new and expansive patterns of thinking are nurtured, where collective aspiration is set free, and where people are continually learning how to learn together” (p. 3). Senge identified systems thinking, personal mastery, mental models, building shared vision, and team learning as five disciplines that organizations need to adopt and practice to become learning organizations.

Members of a learning organization are continually practicing the five disciplines and are continually learning. The more learning that occurs, the more aware the members become of what they can still learn. In health care, adopting the five disciplines has the potential to result in high-quality and safe patient care. Nurse leaders and managers who help staff members see the larger system build an understanding of complex problems. This understanding enables staff members to develop long-term changes and work together to impact the whole system, rather than pursuing symptomatic fixes to parts of the whole (Senge, Hamilton, & Kania, 2015). In turn, change and innovation can be sustained over time.
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MANAGING CHANGE AND INNOVATION

Managing change and innovation requires nurse leaders and managers to know the who, why, what, when, and how of change (Porter-O’Grady & Malloch, 2013):

- **Who:** The who of change are the key stakeholders (e.g., patients and families, employees, communities) related to the work to be changed. To be able to change or motivate stakeholders, nurse leaders and managers must understand their own comfort and competence related to change. Nurse leaders and managers must be self-aware regarding their knowledge or lack of knowledge of the change process, personal comfort with change and risk taking, relationships, conflict, and negotiation skills.

- **Why:** The why of change is a reasonable rationale for the change. A lack of understanding for the reason for change can result in resistance and unsuccessful implementation of the change and innovation. Given the complexity of health care and the limited resources today, change and innovation should be evidence based and linked to patient safety, quality health care, and improving the work environment.

- **What:** The what of change is the actual change or innovation being implemented. Identifying what to change is determined after the rationale for the change is clear. Change and innovation may involve revising or creating policies, processes, procedures, and/or standards. Keep in mind that implementing the specific change may require additional resources and technology as well as education and competency development for staff.

- **When:** The when of change is determining at what point to start the change process and how long it will take to achieve the change. The timing for change can be directed by the impetus behind the change. However, when to change is best determined by those who will be most involved with or impacted by the outcome of the change.

- **How:** The how of change involves the techniques or processes needed for successful and sustainable change.

Facilitating change and innovation is more than establishing and implementing a plan. It requires four specific competencies (Porter-O’Grady & Malloch, 2013, p. 51):

1. Personal knowledge of and accountability for one’s own strengths and limitations specific to change and innovation, including technical capability and computer literacy
2. Understanding the essence of change and innovation concepts as well as the tools of innovation
3. The ability to collaborate and fully engage team members
4. Competence in embracing vulnerability and risk taking

Nurse leaders and managers are responsible for designing innovations to effect change in practice and outcomes (ANA, 2016). The American Organization of Nurse Executives (AONE) established competencies for nurse leaders and managers, including communication and relationship building, knowledge of the health-care environment, leadership, professionalism, and business skills (AONE,
2015). Change management is considered part of the leadership competency and includes the following skills (AONE, 2015, p. 8):

- Using change theory to plan for the implementation of organizational changes
- Serving as a change agent by assisting others in understanding the importance, necessity, impact, and process of change
- Supporting staff during times of difficult transitions
- Recognizing one’s own reaction to change and striving to remain open to new ideas and approaches
- Adapting leadership style to situational needs

Effective nurse leaders and managers should be concerned with both people and productivity during the change process. Nurse leaders and managers must value staff and create an environment that supports the change. Managing change means being a change agent, responding effectively to change, adopting change, and being prepared to deal with barriers to change.

**Becoming a Change Agent**

Nurses at all levels can facilitate change. A change agent is one who leads and manages the change process, including management of group dynamics, resistance to change, continuous communication, and the momentum toward the desired outcome. The responsibilities of a change agent can include the following:

- Gathering data necessary to identify a problem that needs to be changed
- Informing members of the group that change is needed and facilitating them to recognize and acknowledge the need for change
- Setting goals and objectives for the change and developing a plan
- Identifying those who will be affected by the change and including them in the process
- Identifying resisting and driving forces
- Implementing the change
- Communicating continuously during the process
- Providing support during the process
- Evaluating the change and make modifications to the plan as necessary

Change agents must be effective communicators and must excel at interpersonal skills. Change agents need to develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes to align people, processes, and purposes to achieve the change and innovation. Nurse leaders and managers often find themselves functioning as change agents. As change agents, nurse leaders and managers are responsible to manage change and assist staff in the change process.

When nurse leaders and managers model a positive and enthusiastic approach to change and innovation, they can inspire staff.

**Responding to Change**

Resistance to change is common. Various factors can affect a person’s ability to handle change and innovation, such as adaptability, comfort with the status quo,
perceptions of the benefits of the change, and how threatened a person feels by the change. Effective change agents anticipate human responses to change and include strategies to manage the responses in the plan. Staff members need time to adjust to the thought of change and time to adjust to the actual change. Nurse leaders and managers can help staff cope with change by making sure the rationale for the change is clear and allowing staff members to verbalize concerns and express their emotions. During the change process, nurse leaders and managers can also help staff members cope by ensuring open communication, providing feedback on a regular basis, and empowering them throughout the change process.

As change agents, nurse leaders and managers can use several strategies when dealing with resistance. Different strategies work in different situations, so change agents must consider which strategy is most appropriate for the change or innovation to be successful. Chinn and Benne (1969) described three common change strategies that can be useful for nurse leaders and managers during the change process. The **normative-reeducative strategy** focuses on the relationship needs of staff members, uses peer pressure, and relies on staff members’ desires to have satisfactory work relationships (Chinn & Benne, 1969). The normative-reeducative strategy is used when some resistance is expected but nurse leaders and managers believe that staff will succumb to peer pressure rather than resist the change. The **empirical-rational strategy** assumes that staff members are essentially self-interested and providing information and education will assist staff in changing behavior and adopting the change or innovation (Chinn & Benne, 1969). Typically, when a change is being implemented the first step is to explain the need for the change. Once staff members understand the need for change and perceive personal benefit, they will embrace it. The empirical-rational strategy is useful when minimal resistance is expected. The **power-coercive strategy** is based on power and authority and assumes that staff will respond to authority and threats of job loss (Chinn & Benne, 1969). This strategy is used when resistance is expected but nurse leaders and managers plan to implement the change regardless of how the majority feels. The power-coercive strategy results in rapid change and is often perceived by staff members as they must accept the change or find a new place to work.

**Adopting Change**

In general, people adopt change at different times during the process. Rogers (1995) suggested that people adopt change in various stages and can be categorized into five groups, as he illustrated the categories on a bell curve. Figure 14-1 illustrates the categories of change adopters. The first 2.5% of people to adopt change are the “innovators,” also known as venturesome. Innovators are willing to take risks. The next 13.5% to embrace the innovation are called “early adopters”; they are more discerning when choosing to adopt an innovation. The “early majority” makes up the next 34% to adopt the change. Known to be deliberate, the early majority usually interacts with the early adopters before making decisions. The “late majority” comprises the next 34%, who are skeptical and reluctant to adopt an innovation until most others have done so. Finally, the last to accept change are the “laggards” at 16%, who are stuck in the past traditions. Each category has specific characteristics. Nurse leaders must understand each group and how to focus time and energy appropriately to maximize the change effort. Table 14-2 lists the categories of change adopters and related characteristics.
Dealing With Barriers to Change

Change will happen. Change and innovation are necessary for survival and growth of health care and the nursing profession (Roussel, 2013). Continually facilitating staff to focus on the change or innovation must be a priority for nurse
leaders and managers. However, 75% of all change initiatives fail (Manion, 2011, p. 230). Change initiatives typically fail because of poor coordination, ineffective communication, and lack of staff cooperation. Thoughtful planning and ongoing communication can help overcome barriers to change. Nurse leaders and managers must position themselves to be in the forefront of change and innovation (Shirey, 2006). Further, they must be the coaches, encouragers, and positive role models for change (Anderson, 2014).

Nurse leaders and managers must be committed to and exhibit an attitude that supports the change or innovation. When change or innovation is imposed on the staff in an authoritarian manner, resistance is inevitable. Nurse leaders and managers can establish an environment for change by the following means (Roussel, 2013, p. 146):

- Emphasizing relationships among staff members
- Building mutual trust and confidence
- Emphasizing interdependence and shared responsibility
- Ensuring that responsibilities are shared equitably among all groups
- Managing conflict effectively
- Supporting careers by permitting job movement
- Anticipating and rewarding change
- Modifying the nursing organizational structure to accommodate changes that provide staff growth and development
- Promoting a “can-do” attitude
- Providing predictability and stability
- Sharing bad news early, when necessary
- Fostering a shift toward teamwork and process improvement

Savvy nurse leaders and managers recognize that there are different strategies for managing change and strive to match approaches to their particular circumstances to optimize the change process. Ineffective leaders try to make change happen, whereas system leaders focus on creating conditions that can create sustainable change (Senge et al., 2015).

**LEARNING ACTIVITY 14-1**

How Do You Respond to Change?

Think about a recent experience that involved some type of change on your part.

1. What category of adopters do you fall under? (See Table 14-2.)
2. Do you believe you need improvement in how you respond to change?
3. List two or three strategies you can use to improve your response to change.

**MANAGING CONFLICT**

The health-care system is complex and constantly changing, and various demands in the workplace can generate conflict among staff members and others. Conflict is a state of disharmony among people and occurs when people have differing views.
A little conflict is good and can result in organizational growth. In contrast, too much conflict can paralyze an organization or unit. Conflict, if not managed, can result in stress for all involved, interfere with the ability to work together, and negatively impact patient care. Further, unmanaged conflict can result in decreased staff morale, increased turnover, poor-quality patient care, increased health-care costs, and patient dissatisfaction (Losa Iglesias & De Bengoa Vallejo, 2012). Common factors that result in conflict can be related to personnel issues, personal issues, work environment, power struggles, differing value systems, and leadership and management styles (Padrutt, 2010). Therefore, all nurses at all levels must understand conflict and how it can be managed.

Nurse leaders and managers must strive to promote “ongoing evaluation and continuous improvement of conflict resolution skills” (ANA, 2016, p. 49). Nurse leaders and managers spend close to one-fourth of their time in conflict management activities (Padrutt, 2010; Rundio & Wilson, 2013; Valentine, 2001). It is imperative for nurse leaders and managers to learn how to deal with conflict and role model effective conflict management for staff. When managed effectively, conflict can provide a mechanism through which work can be accomplished. Findings from one study suggest that interpersonal conflicts in the workplace should be confronted directly, constructively, and together with those involved (Mahon & Nicotera, 2011). However, nurses in general are highly unlikely to confront conflict and respond by avoidance or withdrawal (Mahon & Nicotera, 2011). Poorly managed conflict can pose additional problems in the workplace such as job dissatisfaction, depression, increased turnover, compromised patient safety, and aggression.

**Types of Conflict**

Conflict management requires nurse leaders and managers to assess the situation, identify the type of conflict, and explore perceptions about the conflict with those involved. The type of conflict directs the conflict management strategy that is used.

**Intrapersonal Conflict**

Intrapersonal conflict is an internal conflict, or a conflict coming from within a person. An individual may be confronted with an issue or situation that creates a sense of discomfort within. An example of intrapersonal conflict is a nurse trying to make a decision to go back to school for an advanced degree who may experience conflict between personal and professional goals (e.g., balancing family life and pursuing professional advancement). An individual nurse’s intrapersonal conflict can affect others on the unit, thus resulting in interpersonal conflict (Padrutt, 2010).

**Interpersonal Conflict**

Interpersonal conflict occurs when there is a disagreement between or among two or more people. The disagreement can be related to differing values, ethics, goals, beliefs, or priorities. Interpersonal conflict is very common in the workplace. An
example of interpersonal conflict is a difference of opinion between a nurse and a family member regarding a patient’s living will.

**Intergroup Conflict**

Also common in the workplace is conflict that occurs between groups of people, also called intergroup conflict. For example, the emergency department staff may complain that patients are not moved to the intensive care unit in a timely manner, and in turn, staff members in the intensive care unit complain that the emergency department staff is always demanding to transport patients before patients are discharged, thereby making beds available.

**Organizational Conflict**

Organizational conflict can result when there is disagreement between staff and organizational policies and procedures, standards, or changes being made. For example, administration implements a new procedure for nurses to use when documenting nursing care without input from the nurses. This can cause organizational conflict because administration implements a change without consulting those it impacts most, nurses at the bedside.

**Conflict Management Strategies**

There are five common strategies for conflict management (Thomas & Kilman, 1977), and each is used successfully to manage conflict in different situations. Typically, most people use a combination of strategies when dealing with conflict. The five strategies are as follows (Thomas & Kilman, 1977):

1. The *avoiding* strategy involves withdrawing or hiding from the conflict. The strategy is not always effective in resolving conflict and just postpones the conflict. Because the conflict is not resolved, it may reappear again later.
2. *Accommodating* involves sacrificing one’s own needs or goals and trying to satisfy another’s desires, needs, or goals. This strategy does not resolve conflict and may result in future conflict.
3. Individuals who use the *competing* strategy pursue their own needs, desires, or goals at the expense of others. The competitor wants to win and is not cooperative. This strategy is power driven and can result in aggression.
4. *Compromising* is an effective conflict management strategy. When compromising, everyone gives something up, and everyone gets something they want in return. However, to be effective, those involved must be on an even playing field.
5. *Collaborating* is the best strategy to use in conflict management because it involves a shared approach to resolving conflict. Shared goals are identified, and a commitment to working together is implemented by those involved. Collaborating is time consuming, but it results in the best chance of a resolution (Padrutt, 2010).

Effective conflict management requires those involved to use a variety of strategies based on the situation (Sportsman & Hamilton, 2007). A nurse’s perceptions, values,
beliefs, and attitudes play a role in the conflict process and how conflict is managed (Whitworth, 2008). Effective nurse leaders and managers recognize the differences in personalities of staff members and their methods of handling conflict and understand the impact the differences can have in the workplace. Ineffective conflict management can result in excessive stress for those involved and negatively impact interpersonal relationships. In contrast, effective conflict management results in positive outcomes, including improved work relationships and increased productivity.

**Role of Nurse Leaders and Managers in Addressing Conflict**

Nurse leaders and managers are challenged to learn to deal with conflict in a way that will manage the issues at hand while maintaining positive relationships among staff members. Establishing open communication and employing active listening skills can help nurse leaders and managers manage conflict on the unit. Often, challenging individuals can cause conflict among staff. Nurse leaders and managers need to work to engage all staff members as a team to create safe, quality patient outcomes. In addition, nurse leaders and managers must encourage positive interactions among staff members and health-care providers as part of a healthy work environment (Sportsman & Hamilton, 2007). A healthy work environment is discussed in Chapter 13.

Nurse leaders and managers need to mediate when interpersonal or intergroup conflict occurs to avoid negative effects on nursing care and patient outcomes. Elements that should be explored include the following (Porter-O’Grady & Malloch, 2013):

- **Mutual respect:** Those involved in the conflict may need a reminder to be respectful and focus on the issue and not the other person.
- **Needs versus wants:** The nurse leader and manager must help those involved differentiate between what they need and what they want.
- **Compassion and empathy:** Those involved in the conflict may need assistance understanding each other and hearing the other person’s position.
- **Staying in the “I”:** The nurse leader and manager reminds those involved to focus on “I” statements and avoid using “you” statements and avoid blaming.

When dealing with conflict among staff members, nurse leaders and managers should avoid criticizing or passing judgment on others’ opinions. Instead, they must focus on how team members’ behaviors have impacted team outcomes. A successful nurse leader and manager identifies conflict, works with those involved to manage and/or resolve the issues, and moves on (Porter-O’Grady & Malloch, 2013).

**SUMMARY**

The rapidly changing health-care environment today requires nurse leaders and managers to develop knowledge and skills in leading and managing change and innovation. Nurse leaders and managers must be skilled in understanding change theory, serving as change agents, and supporting staff during the change process.
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Regardless of how important a change or innovation is, nurse leaders and managers must consider human response and include strategies to help staff members cope with change in the overall plan. Further, nurse leaders and managers must understand that conflict can result from change and be willing to apply strategies to manage change as needed. Nurses at all levels must also understand that conflict is part of change, it can be healthy, and it allows for new ideas to emerge.
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Building and Managing Teams
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LEARNING OUTCOMES
- Discuss the benefits of teamwork and collaboration.
- Explain the stages of team development.
- Identify characteristics of an effective team.
- Describe the role of nurse leaders and managers in fostering teamwork and collaboration.

KEY TERMS
- Adjourning
- Collaboration
- Forming
- Interprofessional team
- Intraprofessional team
- Norming
- Performing
- Storming
- Synergy
- Teamwork

International evidence suggests that teams composed of various health-care professionals can maximize the strengths of health-care professionals, enhance work processes, and improve patient care outcomes (World Health Organization [WHO], 2010). The complexity of health care globally today requires a collaborative approach to ensure patient safety and quality care. Historically, nurses have been in the habit of working alone, developing plans of care without considering the patient and their family or other health-care professionals. Nurses are called to provide patient-centered care as members of interprofessional teams, emphasizing evidence-based practice, quality improvement approaches, and informatics (Cronenwett et al., 2007; Greiner & Knebel, 2003). Nurses must shift their mental models from working in silos to collaborating as members of the health-care team.

This chapter discusses teamwork and collaboration, including the stages of team development and the characteristics of an effective team. The role of nurse leaders and managers in fostering teamwork and collaboration is also covered.
Knowledge, skills, and attitudes related to the following core competencies are included in this chapter: patient-centered care and teamwork and collaboration.

**TEAMWORK AND COLLABORATION**

Nurses at all levels must gain the knowledge and develop the necessary skills and attitudes to be able to collaborate on intraprofessional and interprofessional teams. Teamwork and collaboration require “function[ing] effectively within nursing and interprofessional teams, fostering open communication, mutual respect, and shared decision-making to achieve quality patient care” (Cronenwett et al., 2007, p. 125). **Intraprofessional teams** are teams of nurses at various levels in the organization collaborating to ensure that patient care is continuous and reliable (American Association of Colleges of Nursing [AACN], 2008). When intraprofessional relationships are strong, synergy is created, and nurses at all levels function as an efficient and effective team.

Teamwork and collaboration are important to safe and quality care and a healthy work environment, whether nurse leaders and managers are building a team on the unit or across the organization. Nurses at all levels must collaborate and function on various teams important to the overall goal of delivering safe and quality care. The American Nurses Association (ANA) and the American Organization of Nurse Executives (AONE) (2011) developed the document *Principles for Collaborative Relationships Between Clinical Nurses and Nurse Managers* that outlines the necessary principles for intraprofessional teamwork and collaboration: effective communication, authentic relationships, and learning environments and culture.

Effective communication requires an understanding of the underlying context of the situation, an appreciation for the tone and emotions of a conversation, and accurate information. Principles include the following (ANA and AONE, 2011, para. 5–6):

- Engaging in active listening to understand and contemplate fully what is being relayed
- Knowing the intent of a message and the purpose and expectations of that message
- Fostering an open, safe environment
- Whether giving or receiving information, making sure that it is accurate
- Having people speak to the person they need to speak to, so the right person gets the right information

Authentic relationships bolster the profession and the quality of care patients receive. Nurses must cultivate caring relationships with each other similar to the nurse-patient relationship, by (ANA and AONE, 2011, para. 7–8):

- Being true to yourself and being sure that actions match words and that those around you are confident that what they see is what they get
- Empowering others to have ideas, to share those ideas, and to participate in projects that leverage or enact those ideas
- Recognizing and leveraging each other’s strengths
- Being honest 100% of the time with yourself and with others
- Respecting the personalities, needs, and wants of others
- Asking for what you want but staying open to negotiating the difference
Assuming good intent from the words and actions of others and assuming that they are doing their best

A learning environment and learning culture support great nursing care and give nurses the satisfaction of knowing that their work is valuable and meaningful by (ANA and AONE, 2011, p. 9–10):

- Inspiring innovative and creative thinking
- Committing to a cycle of evaluating, improving, and celebrating, and valuing what is going well
- Creating a culture of safety, both physically and psychologically
- Sharing knowledge and learning from mistakes
- Questioning the status quo—ask “what if,” not “no way”

Nurse leaders and managers must be committed to maintaining a high level of staff involvement, which will enhance job satisfaction and promote staff retention. In turn, staff satisfaction has been attributed to reduced medication errors, decreased patient falls, and a decline in patient deaths (LeBlanc, 2014; Wessel, 2015).

Interprofessional teams are teams made up of health-care professionals, the patient, and the patient’s family working together to collaborate, communicate, and integrate care to ensure that patient care is continuous and reliable (AACN, 2008). Patient-centered care is closely linked to teamwork and collaboration and requires health-care professionals to actively involve or give control to the patient and the family in all health-care decisions (Disch, 2012). Nurses at all levels must promote patients’ capacity for optimum involvement in their care and problem-solving (ANA, 2015). Further, nurses must establish partnerships with other health-care professionals on interprofessional teams based on the recognition of each profession’s value and contributions, mutual trust, respect, open discussion, and shared decision making (ANA, 2015). Nurses at all levels have a responsibility to bring their unique nursing perspective to interprofessional teams to advocate for greater quality care and optimum patient outcomes and to deliver evidence-based, patient-centered care (AACN, 2008).

Teamwork is “sharing one’s expertise and relinquishing some autonomy work closely with others, including patients and communities, to achieve better outcomes” (Interprofessional Education Collaborative Expert Panel [IPEC], 2011, p. 24). Teamwork involves integrating the knowledge, expertise, and experience of health-care professionals to work collaboratively in planning and delivering patient-centered care that is safe, timely, efficient, effective, and equitable (IPEC, 2011). Functioning as an effective team member requires nurses at all levels to collaborate with other team members, patients, and their families, by using available evidence to inform shared decision making and problem-solving. Inspired by a vision of interprofessional collaborative practice as key to safe, high-quality, accessible, patient-centered care, the IPEC identified four core competency domains of interprofessional collaborative practice (IPEC, 2011):

1. **Values and ethics for interprofessional practice** requires “working with individuals of other professions to maintain a climate of mutual respect and shared values” (p. 19).
2. The general competency statement reflecting **roles and responsibilities** is “use the knowledge of one’s own role and those of other professions to appropriately assess and address the healthcare needs of the patients and populations served” (p. 21).
3. **Interprofessional communication** means “to communicate with patients, families, communities, and other health professionals in a responsive and responsible manner that supports a team approach to the maintenance of health and the treatment of disease” (p. 23).

4. The general competency statement for teams and teamwork is to “apply relationship-building values and the principles of team dynamics to perform effectively in different team roles to plan and deliver patient-/population-centered care that is safe, timely, efficient, effective, and equitable” (p. 25).

**Collaboration** is working jointly with others in a mutually beneficial and well-defined interprofessional relationship to achieve common goals (Lukas & Andrews, 2014; Mensik, 2014). Collaboration is slowly becoming a reality in health care today. Research suggests that collaboration improves coordination, communication, quality, and safety of patient care (Robert Wood Johnson Foundation [RWJF], 2011). Health-care professionals work together on a continuum that reflects the level of intensity in the working relationship (Lukas & Andrews, 2014). Cooperation is at the lower end of intensity and involves short, informal relationships in which the parties maintain their individual goals. Next on the continuum is coordination, which is longer term and involves planning and some shared resources and goals. The highest level of intensity is collaboration, which requires commitment to shared goals by all parties. Figure 15-1 illustrates this continuum. Collaboration uses the individual and collective skills and experience of team members, and it allows them to function more effectively and deliver a higher level of services than each would be able to provide alone (RWJF, 2011, p. 1). Teamwork and collaboration require nurses at all levels to use effective communication skills to collaborate and function on interprofessional and intraprofessional teams.

Nurse leaders and managers need to foster teamwork among staff members not only to improve patient outcomes but also to encourage growth both individually and as an organization (Hader, 2013). Improving the use of teamwork and collaboration can benefit patients, staff, and the overall organization. Teamwork benefits patients by decreasing adverse events and increasing patient satisfaction. Nurses benefit from teamwork because it decreases fatigue and burnout and improves morale and work satisfaction. The organization benefits because satisfied patients and nurses decrease litigation and turnover as well as improve the organization’s reputation (The Joint Commission, 2012).

![Figure 15-1 Working together continuum.](image-url)
TEAM BUILDING

There is overwhelming evidence that the quality of teamwork and collaboration can determine whether a patient receives safe, competent, quality care in a timely manner (Wachter, 2012). As health-care organizations are faced with increasing demands for quality, as well as pressure to control costs and increase productivity, effective team building is an optimum strategy to meet these mandates. All nurses at all levels must engage in teamwork to collaborate with patients, families, and other health-care professionals to deliver safe and quality nursing care (ANA, 2015). Nurse leaders and managers are critical to building successful and satisfying teams (LeBlanc, 2014). They must engage in teamwork as both team builders and team players and provide direction to enhance the effectiveness of the team (ANA, 2016). Effective team building encourages staff commitment, creativity, support, and growth of individuals, the unit, and the organization (Roussel, 2013).

Teams are formed for different purposes. The nurse leader and manager makes hiring decisions for the purpose of building the intraprofessional nursing team for the unit. This team functions according to specific job descriptions and has clearly defined roles and responsibilities. The intraprofessional nursing team provides specific services or nursing care depending on the unit or department. Committees are formal teams within the organizational structure. The types of committees used in an organization or unit are usually determined by the mission, vision, and philosophy. Committees can be intraprofessional or interprofessional. An example of an intraprofessional committee is a nursing professional practice committee, which includes a registered nurse from all units or departments within the organization. An example of an interprofessional committee is a hospital ethics committee, which may include registered nurses from several units or departments, a physician representative, social workers, a chaplain, a patient advocate, other health-care professionals, and a health-care consumer (often a former patient). Unit or department special task forces or ad hoc committees are formed to address a particular issue or project in a specific time frame. Members are designated by nurse leaders and managers and are given guidelines for the work of the team. Typically, a task force or ad hoc committee is time limited and includes several members who have expertise and/or interest in the special project. An example of a task force is a team working on a quality improvement project.

When building teams, nurse leaders and managers ask themselves several key questions (Mensik, 2014):

- What are the tasks the team needs to accomplish? Are the tasks new or have they been done before? Do the tasks require independent or interdependent work?
- Is representation from various levels of the organization needed?
- Is geographical, educational, and interprofessional diversity needed?
- What skill mix is necessary for the team to succeed? Does including team members with previous experience on successful teams help those members who do not have experience?

Finally, nurse leaders and managers should avoid asking the same reliable people to participate on teams. It may take extra effort, but encouraging new staff members to participate can bring new perspectives and avoid burn out among the more experienced staff members.
Stages of Team Development

Nurse leaders and managers must be aware of group dynamics and be prepared to facilitate the work of the team, if needed. All teams go through a series of stages as they are being formed, begin working, and accomplish their goals. Tuckman (1965) conducted a literature review to explore group process and to isolate common concepts and produce a model of group changes over time. He reviewed 55 articles and identified four stages of group development: forming, storming, norming, and performing. In 1977, Tuckman and Jensen reviewed the literature published since the original four stages were identified and added a fifth stage, adjourning (Tuckman & Jensen, 1977). Tuckman’s stages have been used since the 1970s to describe the various phases of group development and team building. These stages continue to be discussed in the literature today. Some groups progress through five stages of group formation, whereas others may never progress beyond the third stage.

Forming is the initial stage when members of the team first meet each other. Members share information about themselves, learn about the purpose of the team, and begin discussion about goals. The work of the team does not start during this phase. Forming can be considered the “testing and orientation” stage (Tuckman, 1965). Members look to the leader for direction and avoid controversial topics or challenging anyone’s ideas. Everyone is focused on getting along. During the forming stage, nurse leaders and managers help direct the team and assist members in understanding the purpose.

Storming occurs as the team begins to work together. Members share their opinions about how to get the work of the team accomplished, and a lack of unity commonly results as the team becomes polarized. Intragroup conflict occurs, and, sometimes, the team never progresses beyond this stage. Storming can be characterized as “conflict and polarization around interpersonal issues” (Tuckman, 1965). To move beyond this stage, the group must adopt a problem-solving mentality and let go of any personal agendas or goals. When the team is in the storming phase, nurse leaders and managers must remain positive about the work of the team, assist with resolving conflict, and coach team members through the storm.

Norming occurs once the team overcomes resistance and progresses through the storming phase. Everyone gives up individual goals and begins working as a team toward the common goal. Norming can be labeled as “development of group cohesion” (Tuckman, 1965). Group members begin to share ideas, and there is more acceptance among them. Focus becomes the work of the team. Creativity is high during this phase. Once the team is in the norming phase, nurse leaders and managers should step back and allow the team members to take responsibility and accountability for their work and progress toward the goal.

Performing is the stage in which the members understand their roles, they are flexible, and group energy is channeled into meeting the goal. Members accept each other’s individual idiosyncrasies and develop group norms. The team is highly motivated to accomplish the work during this phase. This stage is characterized as “functional role-relatedness” (Tuckman, 1965). The group becomes interdependent with a strong group identity. At this point, nurse leaders and managers should not need to be involved and can focus energy on other projects.
Adjourning occurs once the work of the group is completed. Although not identified in Tuckman’s original work, his subsequent work identified the notion that teams followed a life cycle model, which involved a distinct final stage (Tuckman & Jensen, 1977). The final stage can be emotional as the team disbands. When the team is beginning to adjourn, nurse leaders and managers should celebrate their successes and provide recognition to each individual.

Knowledge of group dynamics is critical for nurse leaders and managers to improve leadership competencies, facilitate team communication, and foster team cohesiveness.

Creating Synergy

As teams are formed and transition into the “norming” phase, members become interdependent and work together toward a common goal. Underlying this interdependence is the principle of synergy. Synergy catalyzes, unifies, and unleashes the greatest strengths within people. Further, it fosters creativity, imagining, and intellectual networking (Covey, 2004, p. 265). Synergy can be described as combining strengths of members of a team to result in remarkable outcomes that would not have been possible if members worked alone (Covey, 2004). Team synergy requires members to value their own expertise as well as others’ and enables team members to be open-minded and willing to listen and learn from each other.

Roussel (2013) identified six basic rules for effective nurse leaders and managers to sustain synergy when team building and working with teams:

1. **Define a clear purpose or goal.** Nurse leaders and managers need to describe the purpose or goal of the team clearly. Each team member must be knowledgeable about the reason they are together. The team members must be able to articulate the goals, objectives, and purposes of the team.

2. **Actively listening.** Nurse leaders and managers must set the ground rules for meetings and ensure that members understand them. Only one member or the leader should be talking at any given time. Each team member must be focused on each individual and listen to what is being said. Active listening is not judgmental and means being completely absorbed and attentive to the speaker.

3. **Maintain honesty.** Nurse leaders and managers must model respect for others and encourage members to be open and honest. Each team member must be objective in providing feedback to the speaker. No one should make the speaker feel belittled or that his or her views are not correct or important.

4. **Demonstrate compassion.** Nurse leaders and managers should encourage everyone to participate and make it clear that everyone’s opinion is valued. Each team member should listen in a caring manner to the other’s viewpoint.

5. **Commit to resolution of conflicts.** Nurse leaders and managers need to be open-minded and respect the opinions of each member of team. Each team member must agree to disagree even though his or her view or opinion is not the same. Team members must work toward a common understanding and acceptance of the issue at hand.

6. **Be flexible.** Nurse leaders and managers must empower team members to share their voice and feel that they will be respected. Each team member must be open
and flexible to another individual’s perspective. Everyone works together to accomplish the goal or objective.

Nurse leaders and managers are key to successful teamwork. They must develop skills in intraprofessional and interprofessional team building and communication. Further, they must model expert practice to team members and patients (ANA, 2016).

CHARACTERISTICS OF EFFECTIVE TEAMS

Teams must do more than merely complete tasks; the members must be able to interact, coordinate, cooperate, and embrace a shared understanding of the team goals and objectives, available resources, and constraints under which the team must work (Salas, Sims, & Burke, 2005). The following characteristics of successful teams were identified by Salas and colleagues (pp. 560–561):

- **Team leadership** involves the ability to direct and coordinate the activities of team members. It includes the following: assessing team performance; assigning tasks; developing team knowledge, skills, and abilities; motivating team members; planning and organizing; and establishing a positive atmosphere. All team members may lead the team once in a while. However, someone is needed to coordinate and support the work of the team.

- **Mutual performance monitoring** is the ability to develop common understandings of the team environment and apply appropriate task strategies to monitor team member performance accurately. This is critical to success of the team. Everyone needs to be aware of other team members’ work; as one team member completes a task, others need to step up and help, and this approach reflects the principle of backup.

- **Backup behavior** is the ability to anticipate other team members’ needs through an accurate understanding of their responsibilities. This includes the ability to shift assignments or tasks among members to achieve balance during high periods of workload or pressure.

- **Adaptability** is the ability to adjust strategies based on information gathered from the environment through the use of backup behavior and reallocation of team resources. This also involves altering the course of action in response to internal or external changing conditions.

### LEARNING ACTIVITY 15-1

Am I a Team Player?


Take the Team Player Inventory. The higher your score, the more you enjoy working on teams. How did you score?
Team orientation is the ability to consider other team member’s behaviors during group interactions, as well as the belief in the importance of the team goals over personal goals. Team members view their work as “our work,” not “my work” (Kalisch & Schoville, 2012).

Shared mental models comprise an organizing knowledge structure of the relationships among the tasks the team is engaged in and how the team members will interact. “Team members who have shared mental models have the same idea of what needs to be done, by whom, and by when” (Kalisch & Schoville, 2012, p. 53).

Mutual trust is the shared belief that team members will perform their roles and protect the interests of their teammates. Team members must have trust in other team members that the work will be completed correctly and in a timely manner.

Closed-loop communication is the exchange of information between a sender and a receiver irrespective of the medium. This type of communication is effective and efficient.

Salas and colleagues (2005) described team leadership, mutual performance monitoring, backup behavior, adaptability, and team orientation as the five core components that promote team effectiveness. They described shared mental models, mutual trust, and closed-loop communication as coordinating mechanisms that are critical to melding together the five core components. Team members who have shared mental models have an understanding of what needs to be done, by whom, and by when (Kalisch & Schoville, 2012, p. 53). Team members must communicate effectively, and there must be shared trust to feel confident that team members will complete their work in a timely manner. Nurse leaders and manager have a role in fostering all of these characteristics to ensure optimal team success.

LEADING AND MANAGING TEAMS

Nurse leaders and managers serve key roles within the professional practice setting, profession, health-care industry, and society (ANA, 2016). They model “expert leadership practice to interprofessional team members and healthcare consumers” (ANA, 2016, p. 51). In fact, nurse leaders and managers are fundamental to building effective teams, but they may not always be the leader of the team. Regardless of who the team leader is, the leader must facilitate the work of the team by using effective meeting skills and frequent reminders about the team mission, goal, and accomplishments. LeBlanc (2014) suggests that the TEEAMS approach is one way in which nurse leaders and managers can create and lead successful teams. The key factors of TEEAMS are as follows:

- Time: Nurse leaders and managers must recognize the importance of spending adequate, quality, and face time with the team. LeBlanc suggests that scheduling regular time with staff members to round with them, engage in conversations, and get to know the team can be beneficial.
Empowerment: Nurse leaders and managers must understand that empowerment is important to building a strong team. Empowering the team shows that nurse leaders and managers have trust in their team to make appropriate decisions with minimal intervention: “Productive teams are empowered teams!” (LeBlanc, 2014, p. 50).

Enthusiasm: Nurse leaders and managers must be committed to the team’s success and demonstrate enthusiasm for the individuals on the team as well as the team as a whole. Enthusiasm is contagious and results in getting team members excited about the work and the team goals.

Appreciation: Appreciation is meaningful recognition of a job well done. Everyone needs recognition for his or her work at times. Nurse leaders and managers must show appreciation to individuals for their work toward team goals. This appreciation builds team members’ self-esteem and self-image. Improved self-esteem and self-image can be translated into improved patient outcomes, increased intraprofessional and interprofessional communication, and a willingness to continue to work toward organizational goals.

Management: Managing teams and holding them accountable are major roles of nurse leaders and managers. Critical to these roles is ensuring that team members are clear about their goals and understand job expectations and performance parameters. It is the nurse leader and manager’s responsibility that staff members have the resources necessary to perform their duties as individuals and as members of a team.

Support: All nurses at all levels need support to accomplish their work. Nurse leaders and managers must support their team including their personal, professional, and organizational needs. Strategies that nurse leaders and managers can use to support staff members include being accessible, engaging in daily rounding, promptly returning calls, and creating an atmosphere that encourages work engagement.

Effective nurse leadership and management can have a positive impact on manager-staff relationships and team experiences, as well as enhance job satisfaction and promote staff retention. Nurse leaders and managers lead teams toward success, encourage and mentor members, provide constructive criticism, and celebrate success (Hader, 2013). Clinical nurses and nurse leaders and managers work together with the shared goal of safe and quality patient-centered care.

**LEARNING ACTIVITY 15-2**

Complete the Group Effectiveness Assessment

Think about a group you are involved with such as a study group or your clinical group. Visit Mindtools at https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newTMM.htm, and complete the Team Effectiveness Assessment.

1. How did you score?
2. Were you surprised by your score?
3. Identify two to three strategies that you could implement to develop team skills.

**Aim**
The aim of this study was to characterize teamwork among professionals in the in-patient oncology setting and to determine what barriers exist to establishing strong interprofessional collaboration.

**Methods**
The investigators conducted a cross-sectional study in the hematology-oncology services of an academic hospital. All nurses, residents, fellows, and attending physicians on the units were invited to participate in the study. The Safety Attitudes Questionnaire (SAQ) was distributed to 193 eligible participants.

**Key Findings**
Of the participants, 129 (67%) completed the study. Teamwork scores differed significantly across professional types. Physicians, residents, and hospitalists rated their collaboration with nurses as high or very high. In contrast, nurses rated collaboration with physicians, residents, and hospitalists as poor.

Barriers to collaboration were also scored differently. Nurses believed that negative communication among some professionals was the most significant obstacle to collaboration, whereas hospitalists identified difficulty reaching other providers as the major obstacle, and physicians rated teamwork and collaboration highly and did not report any major barriers.

**Implications for Nurse Leaders and Managers**
Although this study was conducted in the oncology setting, the researchers indicated that previous studies conducted in other hospital settings found similar results. Nurse leaders and managers need to be aware of the possible differences in the perceptions of collaboration and teamwork of interprofessional team members and encourage effective communication among all health-care professionals.

To sustain team synergy, nurse leaders and managers must lead meetings effectively. There is nothing more de-energizing than attending a mandatory meeting where there is not a clear purpose or agenda and the meeting seems to drift aimlessly from topic to topic. Developing the competency of leading an efficient and successful meeting is critical. First and foremost, nurse leaders and managers must avoid holding unnecessary meetings. Typically, staff meetings and committee meetings are held monthly, and times may or may not vary. Best practice is to schedule monthly staff meetings on the same day (i.e., the third Monday of the month) and the same time (i.e., 7:30 a.m. for night shift staff and 7:30 p.m. for day shift). Committee meetings or task force meetings are typically scheduled monthly also.
Regardless of the type of meeting, an agenda should be prepared several days ahead of the meeting and sent to team members for review. This agenda informs members about what will be addressed and allows them to come to the meeting prepared. Meetings should begin and end on time. This shows team members that they are respected and their time is valued. Nurse leaders and managers should begin with a statement of the purpose or goals of the meeting and establish ground rules. Taking control of the meeting from the beginning sets the tone and helps keep chit chat to a minimum, thus keeping the meeting on track. In addition, team members should be reminded to show respect for those presenting by actively listening and refraining from checking telephone messages, texts, or e-mails. Throughout the meeting, the leader should encourage participation of team members. The meeting should be concluded by summarizing what was presented, describing the next steps or actions to be taken, and asking the team members whether they have any questions. Allow time at the end of the meeting for team members to talk about issues or concerns. A summary of the meeting should be sent out or made available to the team shortly after the meeting. An example of a typical agenda for a nursing team meeting is displayed in Table 15-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 15–1 Staff Meeting Template</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DATE/TIME:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRESENT:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30 a.m.–7:35 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:35 a.m.–7:45 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:35 a.m.–7:45 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:35 a.m.–7:45 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:35 a.m.–7:45 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:35 a.m.–7:45 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:45 a.m.–8:15 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:45 a.m.–8:15 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 a.m.–8:45 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 a.m.–8:45 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 a.m.–8:45 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 a.m.–8:45 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 a.m.–8:45 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 a.m.–8:45 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 a.m.–9:10 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:10 a.m.–9:30 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 a.m.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUMMARY

Today, nurses must learn to work on intraprofessional and interprofessional teams to achieve the shared goal of delivering safe and quality care. Intraprofessional teamwork contributes to overall nurse satisfaction, which in turn leads to safer and higher-quality care. To work in interprofessional teams requires a shift in the health-care culture of individual experts to a cooperative and collaborative team environment. Team members integrate expertise and optimize care for patients. Nurses must be relentless in pursuing and fostering a sense of team and partnership across all health-care professions (ANA, 2010). Nurse leaders and managers can positively impact the stability needed to accommodate the dynamics and complexity of the health-care system by collaborating with patients and families, intraprofessional and interprofessional colleagues, the community, and other stakeholders to achieve mutually beneficial outcomes. Nurse leaders and managers are critical to the development of successful work teams. A strong synergistic relationship between staff members and nurse leaders and managers results in safe and quality patient-centered care.
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In today’s health-care delivery system, all nurses have a duty to provide value-added and cost-effective nursing care (Seifert, 2012), and there is added pressure to do so in keeping with the current trend to move to a value-driven budget process that focuses on patient-centered outcomes. In their ongoing commitment to the profession, nurses should use “their skills, knowledge, and abilities to act as visionaries, promoting safe practice environments, and supporting resourceful, accessible, and cost-effective delivery of health care to serve the ever changing needs of the population” (American Nurses Association [ANA], 2010, p. 26). In addition, nurses must participate in and lead efforts to minimize costs and unnecessary duplication of services as well as conserve resources. However, it falls to nurse leaders and managers to actually balance and align budgets. Nurse leaders and managers must...
become astute financial planners with a keen understanding of fiscal planning, budget forecasting, and cost containment. In turn, they have a tremendous amount of influence on costs related to managing personnel, supplies, and lengths of stay. In this chapter, nurse leaders and managers discover why budgeting skill is a necessary core competency, develop an understanding of how budgeting directly impacts patient safety, and learn the basics of the budgeting process.

Knowledge, skills, and attitudes related to the following core competencies are included in this chapter: patient-centered care and informatics.

**BUDGETING AS A CORE COMPETENCY**

In any industry, including health care, the overall goal of the budgeting process is to gain high-quality value for every dollar spent (Porter-O’Grady & Malloch, 2013). Budgeting is an ongoing activity that requires nurse leaders and managers to develop fiscal literacy to monitor the financial status of a specific unit or units and ultimately provide quality cost-effective nursing care. Nurse leaders and managers are responsible and accountable for operating and capital budgets as well as daily, weekly, and annual productivity. Nurse leaders and managers may be responsible for an individual cost center or several cost centers depending on their role within the organization. For example, the manager of a surgical intensive care unit is responsible for the cost center for just that unit; the director of critical care services is responsible for overseeing the cost centers of the surgical intensive care unit, medical intensive care unit, cardiac care unit, and cardiac telemetry unit; and the chief nursing officer is responsible for managing all nursing cost centers. No matter how many cost centers they oversee, nurse leaders and managers must have adequate knowledge of the process to be effective.

The main purpose of a nursing budget is to determine how to allocate the fiscal resources necessary to accomplish the objectives, programs, and activities of nursing services; the budgeting process provides nurse leaders and managers with the necessary tools to ensure that resources benefit patients and the organization, rather than being wasted (Finkler & McHugh, 2008; Swansburg, 1997). The budgeting process has a direct effect on the quantity and quality of the nursing care provided. Nurses at all levels should be involved in the budget process to ensure that adequate and appropriate resources are available to deliver safe, quality care. To budget effectively, nurse leaders and managers must develop specific knowledge in fiscal management and financial outcomes and skills in budgeting and monetary management (ANA, 2016). In addition, nurse leaders and managers must ensure that resources are allocated “to optimize the provision of quality, safe, and cost-effective care” (ANA, 2016, p. 57).

The American Organization of Nurse Executives (AONE) identifies financial management as a core competency for nurses in management or executive positions. Financial management falls under the domain of business skills and includes the following components (AONE, 2015, p. 10):

- Articulate business models for health-care organizations and fundamental concepts of economics.
● Describe general accounting principles and define basic accounting terms.
● Analyze financial statements.
● Manage financial resources by developing business plans.
● Establish procedures to ensure accurate charging mechanisms.
● Educate patient care team members on financial implications of patient care decisions.

**COST CONTAINMENT AND EFFECTIVENESS**

Nurse leaders and managers are charged with developing, implementing, evaluating, and monitoring a cost-effective budget. It is crucial for nurse leaders and managers to make sound fiscal decisions and spend their budgets wisely when it comes to activities that affect safe and quality patient care, patient satisfaction, and nurse satisfaction (Swearingen, 2009). New policies and reimbursement structures in the current health-care system directly impact the nursing budget. As the cost of health care continues to rise, the health-care system is focusing more on improving patient outcomes, controlling costs, and providing financial rewards to health-care organizations that can do both (Anderson & Danna, 2013). Nurse leaders and managers must be knowledgeable about the changing reimbursement based on quality. In fact, the link between quality performance measures and reimbursement requires nurse leaders and managers to be vigilant in monitoring and increasing nurses’ time delivering direct care when necessary (Swearingen, 2009). Nurse leaders and managers have a direct impact on patient care outcomes, the costs associated with patient care, and the financial stability of the nursing unit or department.

Effective nurse leaders and managers recognize that they have control over unit activities that contribute to the budget, such as supply costs and the amount of waste that occurs. Further, expenditures and waste result from the actions of all individuals working on the unit. Engaging staff members in the budget process and emphasizing the financial impact on the unit when supplies are wasted or not charged can enable managers to maintain better control over the budget (Waxman, 2005). In fact, nurse leaders and managers have minimal success in controlling the budget without the cooperation of all unit staff members (Finkler & McHugh, 2008). Although there are aspects of the budget that managers cannot control, such as the amount of revenue generated, patient acuity, and benefit packages for staff (Waxman, 2005), nurse leaders and managers must focus time and energy on the areas they can control, rather than activities that are out of their reach. Technology and automation have helped nurse leaders and managers manage the budget process and make informed cost-effective decisions. Tools such as variance reports, staffing spreadsheets, forecasting software, and dashboards can help nurse leaders and managers oversee the unit budget, monitor trends, and make informed budget changes as needed.

Although the implications of effective budgeting are important, budgeting is a complicated process that may not come naturally to all nurses. In turn, nurse leaders and managers must make it a priority to become experts in the basics of the budgeting process to be able to advocate for and allocate resources for safe, timely, effective, efficient, equitable patient-centered care.
A nursing budget is a systematic plan that provides the best estimate of nursing expenses and revenues, and it is most effectively stated in terms of attainable objectives. A prerequisite for the nurse leader and manager to setting a budget is understanding budget terminology and basic formulas. Basic budget terminology and related formulas are listed in Table 16-1.

The budget process can be compared to the nursing process (Marquis & Huston, 2012). Similar to the nursing care plan, the budget plan is expressed in financial terms and carried out within a specific time frame. To deliver quality care, nurses must know how to develop and implement a nursing care plan. In turn, nurse leaders and managers must know how to develop, implement, and manage a budget plan (Anderson & Danna, 2013). To forecast a budget, it is necessary first to assess the current needs in terms of operating expenses, labor, supplies, and equipment. The second step is to diagnose or determine a cost-effective budget that maximizes the use of resources as well as ensures safe, quality care. Third is to plan and develop a realistic budget. Implementing the budget is the fourth step and includes ongoing monitoring and analysis of the monthly budget to identify any variances. Finally, the last step is evaluation (Marquis & Huston, 2012).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 16–1</th>
<th>Basic Budget Terminology and Formulas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Terminology</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average daily census (ADC)</td>
<td>The average number of patients on the unit on any given day over a period of time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Break-even quantity</td>
<td>The number of patients needed to break even</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost per unit of service (CPUOS)</td>
<td>Total cost divided by units of service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-time equivalent (FTE)</td>
<td>The equivalent of one full-time employee working for 1 year; can be a combination of employees working part-time to equal one full-time employee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing hours per patient-day (NHPPD)</td>
<td>The amount of productive nursing care hours per patient day in a 24-hour period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td>Measure of the input required for the output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>Deviation from the projected budget</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Assessment

During the assessment phase, nurse leaders and managers must gather data and assess the needs for the upcoming fiscal year. This process includes determining workload and patient care hours, forecasting nonproductive work hours, estimating costs of supplies and services, and projecting unit capital expenses. Additionally, nurse leaders and managers should examine the present nursing activities as well as those planned for the future. Typically, expenses and revenues are analyzed from the previous fiscal year, and any deviations from the projected budget the previous year are examined closely to avoid similar deviations in the future.

Diagnosis

The diagnosis phase involves determining the nursing productivity goal for the upcoming fiscal year. Productivity is related to the delivery of nursing care as well as the effectiveness of that care relative to patient outcomes. Nurse leaders and managers must evaluate unit goals from the previous year to ensure that these goals are in alignment with the organization’s current mission and philosophy, and they must revise or develop new goals for the future year if necessary. The projected budget is based on programs and activities needed to accomplish the nursing productivity goal as well as the organization’s broader goals and fiscal projections.

Planning

A successful budget provides an annual plan that guides effective use of human and material resources, nursing services, and management of the environment to improve productivity. In addition, a good budget considers the needs of the unit as well as the organization and places available resources in the appropriate places where the accomplishment of goals will be greatest (Finkler, Jones, & Kovner, 2014). Budget worksheets are used during the planning step to assist nursing leaders and managers in preparing their budgets. The planning stage is key to ensuring that patients receive cost-effective and safe nursing care from satisfied nursing staff members. Ideally, the budget is somewhat flexible to allow for fluctuations in patient numbers and acuity.

During the planning process, nurse leaders and managers may need to determine whether a program or service will lose money, make money, or break even. The process used to determine the profitability of a service is called break-even analysis (Finkler & McHugh, 2008). Break-even analysis is useful in forecasting revenues for a specific unit or service. If total revenues are greater than total expenses, there is a profit, and if total revenues are less than total expenses, there is a loss. When revenues are equal to expenses and there is not a profit or a loss, the program or service will just break even (Finkler & McHugh, 2008). In nursing, the break-even quantity is the number of patients needed to break even (see Table 16-3 for the formula to calculate break-even quantity). The price is the cost for each patient or the average amount collected per patient. When the variable costs per patient are lower than the break-even quantity, there is a loss, and when they are higher, there is a profit. The break-even analysis is also useful to determine direct care hours for the nursing unit.
Implementation

On each unit, the nurse leader and manager directs, evaluates, and executes all budget-related activities. During implementation phase, the nurse leader and manager must attempt to keep the unit functioning within the budget plan. Prioritization is critical, and it is important for nurse leaders and managers to engage all staff members in the process and motivate them to work within the constraints of the budget. To promote fiscal awareness among all nursing staff members, nurse leaders and managers should meet with staff early in the implementation stage to explain the budget or the upcoming year, discuss variances that occurred in the previous budget year, and encourage input regarding any deviations. The more informed the staff members are about the budget goals and the plans to meet those goals, the more likely it is that the budget goals will be met.

Evaluation

The evaluation phase of the budget process begins once the budget is implemented and continues through the next year when a new budget is set. Because the nursing budget establishes the financial standards for the unit, nurse leaders and managers are accountable to address any deviations in the budget and take appropriate action to avoid excess or inadequate money at the end of the budget year. Expense and revenue reports as well as comparisons between projected budget and actual budget are often provided to nurse leaders and managers by the financial department on a regular basis, usually monthly and quarterly. During the evaluation phase, nurse leaders and managers must review reports on a regular basis for any deviations, or variances, from the projected budget. The actual results are compared with budgeted expectations and the difference between the two results in the variance and are analyzed to determine cause, with corrective action taken when necessary. The goal of variance analysis is to strengthen the accuracy of budget forecasting and minimize crisis management when a deviation does occur (Porter-O’Grady & Malloch, 2013). Ideally, a flexible budget was set during the planning stage to allow for some variances on a monthly basis. Should variances become significant, adjustments may be necessary.

Variations occur most often in the areas of finances, staffing, and supplies (Porter-O’Grady & Malloch, 2013). Variances can be positive, meaning better than expected, or negative, meaning not as good as expected. Regardless of the type of variance, nurse leaders and managers must provide a written explanation to upper management, explaining or justifying why the numbers are greater or less than the budgeted amount; this amount can be a percentage or a dollar amount. Table 16-2 illustrates a typical unit budget report for 1 month.

Although all variances are important to analyze, staffing variances are typically the greatest concern for nurse leaders and managers. Nurse leaders and managers vigilantly monitor the required number of nursing staff needed to care for patients safely and compare those numbers with the actual nursing staff available. Staffing variances occur when there is a difference between required nursing care hours and actual nursing care hours. A staffing variance can fall at either end of the spectrum: not enough staff to care for patients safely or too
many staff members scheduled for the number and acuity of patients on the unit. Nurse leaders and managers must analyze the causes of the individual staff vari-
ances as well as variances in total nursing care hours (Porter-O’Grady & Malloch, 2013). When variances become significant, strategies to avoid them in the future should be implemented and documented. In addition, nurse leaders and managers should monitor trends in variances to assist in addressing workload issues.

**Productivity**

As part of the ongoing evaluation of the budget, nurse leaders and managers must monitor productivity. Productivity is the ratio of output (e.g., products or services) to input (e.g., resources used). Output factors depend on the particular health-care agency and the type and frequency of services they provide (e.g., procedures, deliveries, clinic visits, admissions, home visits); output factors also include patient satisfaction and patient outcomes. Input factors include the skill level and experience of staff and can be impacted by patient acuity, unit layout, and nursing management. To maintain or increase productivity, the nurse leader and manager must examine factors that affect both output and input, by keeping in mind that decreasing outputs or increasing inputs typically increases productivity.

Productivity should ideally be the perfect blend of efficiency and safe care. Even small variations up or down can impact these factors. Consider the following example: If the standard of care is 6 nursing hours per patient day (NHPPD) and the census of the unit is 32 patients, then 192 hours of care per day are needed to care for the patients. To reach 100% productivity, the nurse manager needs 192 hours of care provided by his or her staff:

\[
\frac{192 \text{ hours needed}}{192 \text{ hours provided}} \times 100 = 100\% \text{ productivity}
\]

If the number of hours provided decreases for some reason, according to the equation, productivity actually rises:

\[
\frac{192 \text{ hours needed}}{175 \text{ hours provided}} \times 100 = 110\% \text{ productivity}
\]

### Table 16–2 Monthly Variance Report*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Budgeted Items</th>
<th>Monthly Budgeted Expense</th>
<th>Monthly Actual Expense</th>
<th>Variance in $</th>
<th>Variance in %</th>
<th>Year-to-Date Budget</th>
<th>Year-to-Date Actual</th>
<th>Year-to-Date Variance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IV solutions</td>
<td>2,250</td>
<td>3,628</td>
<td>(1,378)</td>
<td>(61.2)</td>
<td>9,000</td>
<td>8,242</td>
<td>758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV Primary sets</td>
<td>1,110</td>
<td>1,990</td>
<td>(880)</td>
<td>(79)</td>
<td>4,440</td>
<td>4,340</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen cannulas</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2,200</td>
<td>2,310</td>
<td>(110)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suction catheters</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>3,100</td>
<td>(100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterile water</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>1,124</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>3,920</td>
<td>3,750</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterile saline</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>1,010</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>3,920</td>
<td>3,770</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The monthly expenses for IV solutions and IV primary sets were higher than the budgeted expenses, with variances of ($1,378) or (61.2%) and ($880) or (79%), respectively. However, the year-to-date actual and variance are within the budgeted expense. The nurse leader and manager must explain this variance and identify causes of the overage to ensure that the overall budget for the year is met.

IV, intravenous.
However, fewer hours of care provided will likely mean that the quality of care may not be adequate. If the hours provided are increased according to the following:

\[
192 \text{ hours needed} / 200 \text{ hours provided} \times 100 = 96\% \text{ productivity}
\]

then, although the quality of care may be greater with more hours of care provided, productivity is decreased and therefore is less efficient. The key is finding a balance between safe, quality patient care and cost containment.

Efficiency, or taking care not to waste resources such as supplies, equipment, and human capital, is obviously critical when considering productivity. Another important element is effectiveness, or providing care based on evidence and avoiding underuse and overuse of resources. Evaluating system inefficiencies and eliminating outdated processes can help increase effectiveness and efficiency (Porter-O’Grady & Malloch, 2013). When considering efficiency and effectiveness, nurse leaders and managers must take into account necessary care activities, value-added care activities, and non-value-added care activities (Upenieks, Akhavan, & Kotlerman, 2008).

**Necessary Care Activities**

*Necessary care activities* are those activities that are “essential in delivering patient care and do not directly benefit the patient” (Upenieks, Akhavan, & Kotlerman, 2008, p. 295). Calling primary care providers, transcribing orders, and documenting medication administration are examples of necessary care activities. When nurses are engaged in necessary care activities, they are not providing patient care, yet the activity is important to patient safety and quality care.

**Value-Added Care Activities**

Nursing activities that are performed by registered nurses (RNs), are patient-centered, and directly benefit the patient are considered *value-added care activities* (Upenieks, Akhavan, & Kotlerman, 2008). Some examples of value-added activities, which are typically performed by RNs, include direct care activities such as the following: assessment; taking of vital signs; wound care; medication administration; communication with the patient, family, and care team; and care rounds. Indirect care activities that are also value added include chart review, handoffs, and care conferences (Upenieks, Akhavan, & Kotlerman, 2008).

**Non–Value-Added Care Activities**

Nursing activities that are performed by RNs and do not benefit the patient and are not necessary to delivering patient care are *non–value-added care activities* (Upenieks, Akhavan, & Kotlerman, 2008). Non–value-added activities include looking for equipment or people, waiting for telephone calls, and waiting for patient transport. Such activities constitute wasted time that could possibly be avoided if systems and processes worked more efficiently (Storfjell, Ohlson, Omoike, Fitzpatrick, & Wetasin, 2009). Nurse leaders and managers often overlook decreasing or eliminating non–value-added work when making adjustments for variances. Non–value-added care activities can lead to increased costs and nurse dissatisfaction, both of which impact patient safety and quality of care (Storfjell et al., 2009).
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Aim
The aim of this study was to assess the economic impact of increased nursing hours of care on health outcomes in adult teaching hospitals.

Methods
This study had a longitudinal design with a retrospective analysis of a cohort of multiday-stay patients admitted to adult teaching hospitals in Perth, Australia. The investigators conducted a secondary analysis of data obtained in 2010 on hospital morbidity and staffing from September 2000 through June 2004 to analyze nursing-sensitive outcomes after implementing staffing using the nursing hours per patient day (NHPPD) staffing method.

Key Findings
NHPPD increased from 3,466,811.84 registered nurse (RN) hours to 3,876,798.96 RN hours after implementation. In all, 1,357 nursing-sensitive outcomes were prevented after implementation, including:

- 145 surgical wound infections
- 173 pulmonary failures
- 541 ulcers, cases of gastritis, episode of upper gastrointestinal bleeding
- 343 episodes of shock or cardiac arrest
- 155 cases of failure to rescue

Based on the nursing-sensitive outcomes prevented, the investigators estimated that the net cost savings as a result of implementing the NHPPD staffing method was $12,108,948 Australian dollars, and the cost per life gained was $4,324 Australian dollars.

Implications for Nurse Leaders and Managers
Implementing the NHPPD staffing method resulted in increasing RN staffing and decreasing adverse nursing-sensitive outcomes. The findings of this study discount the common belief that increasing staffing is not cost effective. Nurse leaders and managers can use this type of research to support increasing staffing as a cost-effective patient safety intervention. The investigators emphasized that these results fall within the cost-effectiveness thresholds of the United States, the United Kingdom, and Sweden.
TYPES OF BUDGETS

The budget process is basically the same, no matter the budget, and in fact, different budgets are needed for different purposes, although they are generally prepared at the same time because decisions about one type of budget may impact another. There are three major types of budgets that comprise a nursing budget: operating budget, personnel budget, and capital budget.

Operating Budget

The operating budget is the overall plan for a nursing department and accounts for expenses and revenues related to the day-to-day operation of the nursing unit for a fiscal year, which is a 12-month period that either typically coincides with the calendar year or runs from July 1 to June 30. The operating budget includes all unit expenses (e.g., costs related to providing care to patients) and revenues (e.g., income from providing such services).

Expenses

Expenses include the total cost of running the nursing unit. The two main categories of expenses are as follows: personnel salaries, which include normal wages, overtime, paid holidays, benefits, shift differentials, and other paid time; and nonsalary expenses, which include medical and surgical supplies, office supplies, equipment rental, and repair and maintenance of equipment.

Expenses are typically broken down into line items, which represent specific categories of costs such as office supplies, surgical supplies, and medications. Common expenses or costs included in the operating budget are either fixed or variable and can be direct or indirect:

- **Fixed expenses** do not change over the budget period, regardless of the volume of patients or activity level of the organization. Examples of fixed expenses include administrative salaries, rental or mortgage payments, insurance premiums, utilities, and taxes.
- **Variable expenses** fluctuate depending on patient volume and acuity or on activity level of the organization. Examples of variable expenses include patient care supplies, medications, linen, and food. If the number or acuity level of patients increases, more supplies, medications, linens, and food will be needed, resulting in higher variable expenses. The personnel budget is also an example of a variable expense because staffing can vary depending on the patient census and level of acuity.
- **Direct expenses** directly affect patient care and include the costs of providing patient care. Examples of direct expenses include personnel salaries, medical and surgical supplies, and medications.
- **Indirect expenses** are necessary for daily operations of the organization but do not affect patient care. Examples of indirect expenses include utilities, building maintenance, and salaries of ancillary staff members such as security guards or parking attendants.
Revenues

Revenue is income from services provided and varies depending on the type of unit and organization. Although nursing is not considered a revenue-producing industry, revenue is generated and is projected for a nursing unit from the average daily census (ADC) or number of procedures done. Nursing revenue in a hospital is included with the room charges. However, nursing revenue can be generated in other ways, such as by patient visits or procedures (Anderson & Danna, 2013). Other sources of revenue can include grants, donations, gifts, third-party payers, Medicaid, Medicare, and income from gift shops, parking fees, and vending machines.

Personnel Budget

The personnel budget allocates expenses related to nursing personnel. This budget is part of the operating budget and is typically the largest budget in the organization. This budget is also very time-consuming to establish and manage. The personnel budget is directly related to the ability of nurse leaders and managers to supervise their staff and requires vigilant monitoring of fluctuating patient census and acuity to avoid overstaffing or understaffing (Marquis & Huston, 2012). Nurse leaders and managers must consider the staffing needs and staffing plan for the unit when developing the fiscal budget. The personnel budget includes expenses for regular salaries, hourly differentials, overtime, and nonproductive time.

To develop the personnel budget, nurse leaders and managers must consider some of the core staffing concepts introduced in Chapter 11. First, they must determine the full-time equivalents (FTEs) needed to staff their unit to maintain safe, quality patient care for 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, 52 weeks per year (Finkler & McHugh, 2008). An FTE position equals 40 work hours per week for 52 weeks a year, or 2,080 hours per year.

Next, the nurse leader and manager must forecast staffing needs based on the ADC. The ADC provides a measure of the unit activity and is calculated by averaging the census at midnight each day over a period of time. In forecasting FTEs, the nurse leader and manager must also consider staffing for days off and calculate nonproductive time (i.e., paid time when staff members are not providing patient care) to determine an estimate of the number of FTEs needed to replace staff. Table 16-3 illustrates how to calculate FTE requirements for nonproductive time. The steps for calculating FTEs for a telemetry unit are illustrated in Box 16-1.

Once FTEs are determined, they must be converted to dollar values to make realistic cost-effective decisions in the budget process (Rohloff, 2006). When converting FTEs to costs, the hourly rate, shift differentials, projected overtime, and orientation time must be considered. Again, the nurse leader and manager refers to the previous year to forecast these additional labor costs.

Finally, workload must be used as the basis for quantifying the productive hours needed to deliver nursing care. Workload is measured differently depending on the clinical setting (e.g., in the operating room, it is based on minutes per surgical case; and in home care, it is measured by the number of nursing visits per month). Although tools to measure workload in outpatient and ambulatory care centers are limited, numerous tools are available to measure workload in the acute care setting (Dickson,
How workload in acute care settings is measured varies depending on how the organization calculates workload measures and the type of unit and agency. For example, in a hospital medical-surgical unit, workload may be based on acuity by using a patient classification system (see Chapter 11). The ANA National Database of Nursing Quality Indicators provides an alternative to using patient acuity systems to determine staffing by instead using NHPPD. The measure is considered a reliable metric for establishing staffing and scheduling patterns (National Database of Nursing Quality Indicators, 2010). Figure 16-1 illustrates elements of NHPPD. Using NHPPD based on the previous budget year to forecast staffing needs for the upcoming year is an appropriate and cost-effective approach (Porter-O’Grady & Malloch, 2013; Twigg, Geelhoed, Bremner, & Duffield, 2013).

### Table 16–3 Full-Time Equivalent Requirements for Nonproductive Time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paid Nonproductive Time per Employee</th>
<th>Number of Days</th>
<th>Number of Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annual leave</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holiday leave</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jury duty</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sick leave</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal leave</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To calculate the number of additional full-time equivalents (FTEs) needed when staff members are on paid time off:

Number of nonproductive hours ÷ FTE hours

224 ÷ 2,080 = 0.1076

### BOX 16-1 Determining Full-Time Equivalents Needed on a Unit

Example: A 32-bed telemetry unit with an average daily census of 32 patients uses a nurse-to-patient ratio of 1:4. The unit is staffed with registered nurses working 8-hour shifts.

To calculate the number of full-time equivalents (FTEs) needed to staff this unit:

**STEP 1: CALCULATE NURSING HOURS PER PATIENT-DAY (NHPPD)**

Per 1:4 ratio, 8 nurses are needed for each shift:

8 nurses × 3 shifts = 24 nurses needed for 24 hours

24 nurses × 8 hours = Nurses will work a total of 192 hours in 24 hours

192 hours/32 patients = 6 NHPPD

**STEP 2: CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF FTEs NEEDED TO COVER DAYS OFF**

8 nurses per shift × 7 days × 5 = 11.2 FTEs per shift are needed to cover days off

11.2 × 3 shifts per day = 33.6 FTEs per day to cover days off

24 + 33.6 = 57.6 FTEs needed to provide coverage 24 hours/day and 7 days/week

**STEP 3: CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF FTEs NEEDED FOR NONPRODUCTIVE TIME**

Number of nurses times the factor to determine number of FTEs needed (from Table 16-3):

24 × 0.11 = 2.64 additional FTEs are needed to work when nurses are on paid time off

**RESULT**

57.6 + 2.64 = 60.24 FTEs are needed to budget for the telemetry unit

Cramer, & Peckham, 2010). How workload in acute care settings is measured varies depending on how the organization calculates workload measures and the type of unit and agency. For example, in a hospital medical-surgical unit, workload may be based on acuity by using a patient classification system (see Chapter 11). The ANA National Database of Nursing Quality Indicators provides an alternative to using patient acuity systems to determine staffing by instead using NHPPD. The measure is considered a reliable metric for establishing staffing and scheduling patterns (National Database of Nursing Quality Indicators, 2010). Figure 16-1 illustrates elements of NHPPD. Using NHPPD based on the previous budget year to forecast staffing needs for the upcoming year is an appropriate and cost-effective approach (Porter-O’Grady & Malloch, 2013; Twigg, Geelhoed, Bremner, & Duffield, 2013).
Elements of Non-productive Hours
Hours paid but not worked:
- Vacation time
- Holiday time
- Sick time
- Jury duty
- Education time
- Personal leave
- Bereavement
- Family leave

Elements of Productive Hours
Hours paid and worked:
- Regular scheduled hours (actual hours worked)
- Overtime hours
- Agency staff hours
- Family leave

Fixed Hours
Staff hours paid regardless of volume and activities:
- Director/Manager
- Clinical Nurse Specialist
- Nurse Educator
- Case Manager
- Monitor Technician

Direct Care Hours
Hours worked in providing direct patient care more than 50% of shift:
- Staff scheduled and charged to the nursing unit
- Staff replaced due to sick calls
- Responsibilities may include:
  - Medication administration
  - Nursing treatments
  - Patient teaching
  - Patient admissions, transfers, and discharges
  - Documentation

Indirect Care Hours
Hours worked but not providing direct patient care:
- Staff scheduled and charged to the nursing unit
- Orientation time
- Staff meeting time
- Committee meeting time
- Other unit-based activities:
  - Quality improvement
  - Special projects

Figure 16-1 Elements of nursing hours per patient-day.

LEARNING ACTIVITY 16-1 Calculating Full-Time Equivalents for Your Unit Using Nursing Hours per Patient-Day

You are the manager of a 50-bed medical-surgical unit. Over the past year, the unit has had an average daily census of 48. You staff your unit using nursing hours per patient-day (NHPPD). Complete the following tasks:

1. Calculate the NHPPD.
2. Based on the NHPPD, calculate the full-time equivalents needed to staff the unit:
   - Daily
   - Weekly
   - Monthly
Capital Budget

The capital budget includes equipment, furniture, technology hardware and software, and building renovations, and it is separate from the operating and personnel budget processes. The minimum value of a capital item can vary depending on the organization, and any item costing less than the minimum is considered a routine expense. Typically, items that are included in the capital budget have a minimum value of $1,000 and have an expected performance life of more than 1 year. To compile a capital budget, nurse leaders and managers should seek input from staff to identify items that meet the cost limit and have a multiyear life. In addition, nurse leaders and managers must develop an understanding of the financial implications of leasing versus purchasing equipment, the expected life of equipment, and estimated costs of maintenance (Contino, 2004). Other considerations include projected patient needs, how the budget will affect revenues and expenses, and funds available. Once the decision is made regarding the needed capital items or assets, the request goes through a separate review and approval process at the organizational level (Finkler & McHugh, 2008).

Comparing Budgets

Describe the differences among an operating budget, a personnel budget, and a capital budget. What comprises each type of budget?

BUDGETING METHODS

Different health-care organizations may use different budgeting methods. The type of method is determined by the administration and aligns with the organization’s mission and goals. The three common types of budgeting methods are incremental budgeting, performance budgeting, and zero-based budgeting.

Incremental Budgeting

Also called the flat-percentage method, incremental budgeting involves multiplying the current year’s budget by a predetermined figure based on the cost of living, consumer price index, or inflation rate and then using that number to project for the next fiscal year. The major advantages of incremental budgeting are that it is very simple and it requires little expertise (Marquis & Huston, 2015). However, this method is inefficient and does not encourage prioritization of needs for the future, nor does it facilitate motivation to contain costs. Incremental budgeting is commonly used in determining household or personal budgets because those budgets are usually based on annual income and are adjusted according to increases in annual income.
Performance Budgeting

Performance budgeting emphasizes outcomes and results rather than activities and outputs. Typical budgeting processes do not reflect goals related to cost-effectiveness, patient safety, and quality of nursing care. Performance budgeting, also called outcome budgeting, can help determine the amount of money needed to provide value-added nursing care, non-value-added nursing care, and quality nursing care, as well as to ensure patient and staff satisfaction and to control costs. Performance budgeting measures multiple outcomes of the nursing unit. Rather than focusing on the resources used, it provides a picture of where resources are used and their relationship with the goals of the nursing unit as well as the organization (Finkler & McHugh, 2008).

Although performance budgeting can be time consuming, by using this method of budgeting, nurse leaders and managers can easily demonstrate quality of nursing care and its relation to budget cuts. Performance budgeting evolves from the operating budget and links outcomes to the consumption of financial resources.

Zero-Based Budgeting

In zero-based budgeting, nurse leaders and managers start the budget from zero each year as if each item or program was brand new. Zero-based budgeting requires nurse leaders and managers to prioritize and justify or rejustify requested funds meticulously on an annual basis. Supporting rationale must be provided for each planned revenue and expense. The goal is to have zero funds left at the end of the fiscal year. Therefore, rather than basing the budget on the past year, nurse leaders and managers are required to provide a rationale for all expenditures (Finkler, Jones, & Kovner, 2014). The advantage of zero-based budgeting is that it forces managers to set priorities, avoid waste, use resources efficiently, and seek input from peers and staff in the process (Marquis & Huston, 2012). Zero-based budgeting also encourages communication and coordination between managers and their staff. A major disadvantage of zero-based budgeting is that it is labor intensive. In addition, zero-based budgeting requires nurse leaders and managers to have special training in the budget process.

Zero-based budgeting uses decision packages to assist nurse leaders and managers in the process of prioritizing and justifying budget needs. The elements of decision packages include the following (Marquis & Huston, 2015, p. 216):

- Listing all current and proposed objectives or activities in the department
- Identifying alternative plans for carrying out activities
- Determining the costs of each alternative
- Identifying the consequences of continuing or discontinuing an activity

SUMMARY

The budget process is ongoing and cyclical, much like the nursing process. When planning a budget, nurse leaders and managers are required to think ahead, anticipate changes, establish goals, and coordinate realistic plans. An important
element to the budgeting process is forecasting. Nurse leaders and managers must have a clear understanding of the following to manage their unit budgets effectively: the budgeted ADC for the unit, the process the organization uses to measure unit productivity, the organization’s policies, and the state regulations (Waxman, 2005).

Involving staff nurses in the budget process helps them understand the relationship between health-care costs and delivery of safe, quality patient care. Additionally, nurse leaders and managers who maintain transparency in the budget process and encourage staff participation in managing cost-effective work practices foster positive nurse outcomes. Nurse leaders and managers as well as staff must engage in the process by identifying patient outcomes and eliminate interventions that do not add value to those outcomes. The budget process is ongoing and requires all nurses to strive for cost containment without jeopardizing safe, quality patient care.
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Transitioning From Student to Professional Nurse

Elizabeth J. Murray, PhD, RN, CNE

KEY TERMS

- Competence
- Healthy nurse
- Lifelong learner
- Mentor
- Plausible future
- Possible future
- Preceptor
- Preferable future
- Probable future
- Reflective learning
- Resume
- Self-care
- Specialty certification

LEARNING OUTCOMES

- Develop a career plan for the future.
- Identify strategies for professional growth.
- Discuss what it means to be a lifelong learner.
- Identify several self-care techniques to use when beginning a career in nursing.

Today—and in the years to come—nurses have unique opportunities to influence health care in the United States and globally. The Institute of Medicine (2011) report The Future of Nursing: Leading Change, Advancing Health suggested that the envisioned future of health care is one that makes quality care accessible to the diverse populations of the United States, intentionally promotes wellness and disease prevention, reliably improves health outcomes, and provides compassionate care across the life span (p. 2). To meet this envisioned future will require raising educational levels and competencies of nurses and fostering intraprofessional and interprofessional collaboration to improve patient safety and quality of care. The Quality and Safety Education for Nurses (QSEN) initiative has gained momentum and is being integrated into nursing textbooks, accreditation and certification standards, and licensure examinations (Armstrong, 2010). Entry-level nurses are educated using a
core set of nursing competencies to promote patient safety and quality care. However, retention of new nurse graduates is a major issue for the profession that has grave consequences for nurse safety, patient safety, and quality of nursing care.

This chapter outlines how nurses can develop a career plan for the future. Strategies for professional growth are also covered, as is what it means to be a lifelong learner. Finally, self-care techniques to use when beginning a career in nursing are discussed.

Knowledge, skills, and attitudes related to the following core competencies are included in this chapter: teamwork and collaboration, evidence-based care, and informatics.

**CAREER PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT**

The current job market is promising for new nurse graduates. According to the American Nurses Association (ANA, 2014a), the percentage of job offers at the time of graduation for nurses with a baccalaureate degree in nursing (BSN) is 59% compared with other college graduates (29.3%). A total of 1.13 million new registered nurses (RNs) will be needed by 2022 to fill new jobs and to replace retiring nurses (ANA, 2014a).

Finding the right position at an organization where education is valued and advanced education is supported and promoted is essential to long-term success and job satisfaction as a nurse. The American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN, 2015) identified hallmarks or characteristics of the practice setting that best support professional nursing practice (Box 17-1). When present, these hallmarks allow baccalaureate and higher-degree nurses to practice to their full potential. These eight hallmarks are included in the AACN (2016) brochure *What Every Nursing Student Should Know When Seeking Employment* to assist nursing students and new nurse graduates in making the best decision on where to seek employment following graduation.

**Preparing a Strategic Career Plan**

Besides considering where they want to work for their first nursing position, new nurse graduates should be preparing a strategic career plan before graduating from nursing school. A strategic career plan is the roadmap to a nurse’s success. The initial step in strategic career planning in nursing is developing specific, measurable, achievable, realistic, and timely, or SMART, goals. Using the SMART technique to outline a plan for the future can be valuable to new nurse graduates as they begin career planning and development. Once goals are established, nurses should identify specific action steps necessary to meet each goal and set a timeline for completing each step. Before implementing the action steps, nurses need to take inventory of available resources and consider who and what will help implement each step. The last step is identifying the indicators of success. This step requires nurses to determine the indicators that will help evaluate whether or not the goals were met (Donner & Wheeler, 2001). Career plans are dynamic and should be reviewed and revised as personal and professional circumstances change. Career planning is important for nurses at all levels because it can be useful to evaluate a nurse’s present work situation and shape his or her future in the nursing profession.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOX 17-1 Hallmarks of the Professional Nursing Practice Environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>These hallmarks are present in health-care systems, hospitals, organizations, or practice environments that:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. <strong>Manifest a philosophy of clinical care emphasizing quality, safety, interdisciplinary collaboration, continuity of care, and professional accountability.</strong> For example:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The organization has a philosophy and mission statement that reflect these criteria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Nursing staff members have meaningful input into policy development and operational management of issues related to clinical quality, safety, and clinical outcomes evaluation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Nurse staffing patterns have an adequate number of qualified nurses to meet patients' needs, including consideration of the complexity of patient care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Nursing is represented on the organization's staff committees that govern policy and operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The organization has a formal program of performance improvement that includes a focus on nursing practice, safety, continuity of care, and outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Nursing staff members assume responsibility and accountability for their own nursing practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. <strong>Recognize contributions of nurses' knowledge and expertise to clinical care quality and patient outcomes.</strong> For example:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The organization differentiates the practice roles of nurses based on educational preparation, certification, and advanced preparation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The organization has a compensation and reward system that recognizes role distinctions among staff nurses and other expert nurses, (e.g., based on clinical expertise, reflective of nursing practice, education, or advanced credentialing).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The organization’s performance improvement program has criteria to evaluate whether nursing care practices are based on the most current research evidence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Professional and educational credentials of members of all disciplines, including nurses, are recognized by title on name tags and reports.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Nurses and members of other disciplines participate in media events, public relations announcements, marketing of clinical services, and strategic planning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Nurses are encouraged to be mentors to less experienced colleagues and to share their enthusiasm about professional nursing within the organization and the community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Advanced nursing roles, including clinical nurse specialists, nurse practitioners, scientists, educators, and other advanced practice roles, are used in the organization to support and enhance nursing care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. <strong>Promote executive level nursing leadership.</strong> For example:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The nurse executive participates in the governing body.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The nurse executive reports to the highest-level operations or corporate officer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The nurse executive has the authority and accountability for all nursing or patient care delivery, financial resources, and personnel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The nurse executive is supported by adequate managerial and support staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. <strong>Empower nurses' participation in clinical decision making and organization of clinical care systems.</strong> For example:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- A decentralized, unit-based program or team organizational structure exists for decision making.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Organization or system-wide committee and communication structures include nurses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Nurses have a demonstrated leadership role in performance improvement of clinical care and the organization of clinical care systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- A utilization review system is in place for nursing analysis and correction of clinical care errors and patient safety concerns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Staff nurses have the authority to develop and execute nursing care orders and actions and to control their practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. <strong>Maintain clinical advancement programs based on education, certification, and advanced preparation.</strong> For example:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Financial rewards are available for clinical advancement and education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Opportunities are available for promotion and longevity related to education, clinical expertise, and professional contributions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Developing a Resume

A **resume** is a record of a nurse’s education, employment history, accomplishments, and achievements. A well-designed and well-thought-out resume can help a new nurse graduate gain an advantage over others. As a new graduate, a nurse should develop a resume that includes any work experience in health care, volunteer experiences, and special accomplishments during education such as awards and honors received, scholarly assignments, memberships in student organizations, and any leadership positions held. Keep in mind that every activity does not belong on the resume. In fact, most nurse leaders and managers spend approximately 30 seconds reviewing the typical resume (Hood, 2014). Therefore, a resume must present a concise picture of the nurse’s strengths,
accomplishments, and experiences. Using headings guides the nurse leader and manager in finding specific information. The resume should be written and revised to showcase specific experiences and accomplishments that match the position for which a nurse is applying. For an example of a resume for a new nurse graduate see Figure 17-1.

---

**NAME**
Street address
City, State  Zip code
Telephone number
Email address

**GOAL**
To obtain a position as a professional registered nurse in the emergency department.

**EDUCATION**

2014-present: Name of College/University, City, State
Anticipated date of graduation
Degree: Bachelor of Science in Nursing

List other colleges and universities attended in chronological order and include years attended and major.

**WORK EXPERIENCE**

Patient Care Technician
2014-present: Medical-surgical unit, St. John’s Hospital, City, State
  • List duties

Candy Striper
2014-present: St. John’s Hospital, City, State
  • List duties

**PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS**

2014-present: Student Nurses Association, Name of College/University, City, State
2014-present: National Student Nurses Association

**CERTIFICATIONS**

2010-present: Basic Life Support Provider through the American Heart Association

**AWARDS**
List any awards, scholarships, recognition received, Dean’s list.

**REFERENCES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST**

---

*Figure 17-1* Example resume for new nurse graduate.
In addition to an effective resume, the new nurse graduate needs to develop a cover letter. A cover letter should always accompany the resume. The cover letter is how the nurse introduces himself or herself to the prospective employer. An effective cover letter is addressed to a specific person and includes the following:

- The reason the nurse is applying for a specific position
- A brief statement of the nurse’s qualifications for the position, including strengths and experiences related to the position
- A statement expressing appreciation to the prospective employer for consideration

For an example of a cover letter for a new nurse graduate see Figure 17-2.

### Interviewing

The interview process can be stressful for all nurses. To lessen anxiety, nurses should prepare for the interview by learning about the organization ahead of time. Seeking out the following information can be very helpful in preparing for the interview and lessening anxiety:

- The organization’s mission, vision, and philosophy (see Chapter 7 for more information)
- Accreditation status and Magnet status
- Length of orientation or residency program
- Nurse-to-patient ratio and professional practice model
- Whether the nursing service uses a shared governance model

If unable to determine this information beforehand, the nurse should plan to ask about it during the interview. Preparing a few questions to ask during the interview process is appropriate and shows forethought. In fact, asking thoughtful questions specific to the organization, unit, and position shows the prospective employer that the nurse has put forth effort to learn about the organization and is sincerely interested in the position. Additionally, the nurse should plan to arrive to the interview a few minutes early. It is a good idea to ask for clear directions to the facility, specific building, and office where the interview will take place. If the interview is in an area the nurse is not familiar with, visiting the site a few days before, identifying the building, and checking out the parking can be helpful. Professional dress is a must, as is comfort. This is not the time to be tugging on a jacket that does not fit properly or limping because of blisters from new shoes.

---

**LEARNING ACTIVITY 17-1**

Visit the American Nurses Association Career Center

Available at: http://nursingworld.org/MainMenuCategories/Career-Center

- Register for the Welcome to the Profession Kit.
- Access the toolkit.
- Review the Web site.
Remember, the interview is a two-way process. The employer is determining whether the applicant is qualified to meet the needs of the unit, and the applicant is deciding whether the position meets his or her personal and professional needs. To prepare for possible questions that may be asked by the prospective employer during the interview, see Chapter 10.

Figure 17-2 Example cover letter for new nurse graduate.
TRANSITION TO PRACTICE

Transitioning from a student to a newly licensed RN is very exciting as well as challenging, and it can cause feelings of uncertainty and stress. The basic education of new nurse graduates “cannot alone meet the requirements for the newly licensed nurse to be confident and competent as they transition into his or her professional role” (American Organization of Nurse Executives [AONE], 2010, para. 1). Factors such as the increasing complexity of health care, the nursing shortage, high-acuity patients, and the looming retirement of many experienced nurses support the critical need for the successful transition of new nurse graduates from the academic setting to the clinical practice setting. One of the recommendations of the IOM (2011) is to implement “nurse residency programs to provide nurses with an appropriate transition to practice and develop a more competent nursing workforce” (p. 148).

According to the National Council of State Boards of Nursing (NCSBN, 2016), new nurses care for patients in a complex health-care environment and experience high levels of stress that cause 25% of these nurses to leave a position within the first year of nursing practice. These factors negatively influence safe and quality care and result in poor health-care outcomes. In an integrative review, Rush and colleagues (2013) found that transition to practice (TTP) programs that integrate formal and informal education, preceptorships, mentorships, and unit-specific orientations are significantly effective in retraining new nurse graduates. The NCSBN developed an evidence-based TTP program to ensure successful transition from the academic setting to the practice setting. The model integrates education, practice, and regulations for successful transition from the classroom to the clinical practice setting and beyond (NCSBN, 2016).

Current research suggests that residency programs can reduce turnover rates in the first year of practice and promote growth in clinical decision making and leadership skills (Al-Dossery, Kitsana, & Maddox, 2013). Spector and colleagues (2015) conducted a study to examine the impact of the NCSBN TTP program on quality and safety and new nurse graduate stress, competence, job satisfaction, and retention. These investigators found that a substantial improvement in quality and safety outcomes as well as in self-reported stress, competence, and job satisfaction.

AONE (2010) has made a commitment to the success of new nurses by developing guiding principles for new nurses’ transition to practice. The guidelines recognize the importance of the successful transition of new nurses to promote quality outcomes (Box 17-2). Moreover, the principles outline the importance of the nurse leader and manager’s support for the transition, the need for preceptors with a strong desire to teach and coach new nurses, the value of strategies for stress management, and effective policies and procedures related to zero tolerance of lateral violence (AONE, 2010).

Nurse leaders and managers are vital to the success of TTP programs. They provide support for knowledge acquisition and build new nurse graduates’ confidence in skills (D’Addona, Pinto, Oliver, Turcotte, & Lavoie-Tremblay, 2015). In addition, nurse leaders and managers are critical in the socialization of new nurse graduates by providing a safe environment where new nurses can share concerns and receive support.
PRECEPTORS AND MENTORS

An effective orientation program can be critical to retaining new nurses. The most common form of orientation program for new nurse graduates involves the use of preceptors. Typically, a preceptor is a staff nurse who is recognized for his or her clinical competence, leadership abilities, organizational skills, and desire to orient new nurse graduates. The role of the preceptor is to ensure that the new nurse graduate expands his or her basic nursing education and further develops the knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary to function competently in the nursing position. The preceptor serves as a role model as well as provides the new nurse graduate an orientation to the unit, socialization within the unit culture, assistance with skill mastery, and a resource regarding policies and procedures.

The new nurse graduate typically demonstrates marginally acceptable performance as an advanced beginner, according to Benner’s (1984) Novice-to-Expert model. The competent nurse, the third stage of Benner’s model, is an appropriate preceptor for the novice or advanced beginner (NCSBN, 2016) because he or she experiences a sense of mastery in the clinical setting and can discern relevant from irrelevant assessment data (Benner, 1984).

Different from a preceptor, a mentor is an experienced individual (who may or may not be a nurse) who is willing to maintain a long-term relationship, empowering, nurturing, advising, and guiding the new nurse graduate throughout his or her professional career (Masters, 2014). The mentoring relationship can benefit nurses at all levels, not just new nurse graduates. When selecting a mentor, nurses

---

**BOX 17-2 American Organization of Nurse Executives Guiding Principles for the Newly Licensed Nurse’s Transition into Practice**

- Commitment for newly licensed nurse transition into practice occurs across all levels of the organization:
  - Senior leadership
  - Nursing leadership
  - Peers
  - Medical staff
  - Interdisciplinary colleagues
- The nurse manager must achieve and is accountable for the leadership competencies that support the transition of the newly licensed nurse into his or her professional role.
- Preceptors demonstrate professional competency and have a strong desire to teach, coach, and mentor.
- Preceptors are prepared and supported by qualified nurse educators.
- A structured transition into practice occurs in all settings and for all levels of academic preparation:
  - A continuous focus on evidence-based techniques and outcomes that foster patient safety and quality is evident throughout the transition process.
  - Widely diverse ages, ethnicity, backgrounds, and experiences of new graduates are taken into account when developing educational, social, and cultural supports.
- The transition process is customized to the specific individual and practice area.
- Social affiliation supports are in place to mitigate the emotional stressor role.
- Organizations have in place policies and practices related to zero tolerance of lateral violence.
- Posttransition support programs are in place to aid in the retention of the newly licensed nurse.
- Collaborative relationships exist with academic institutions that support dialogue to address preparation for practice gaps.

From AONE, 2010.
should consider someone who is easy to communicate with and willing to commit time to the mentoring relationship. “All nurses have a responsibility to mentor those who come after them, whether by helping a new nurse become oriented or by taking on more formal responsibilities as a teacher of nursing students or a preceptor” (IOM, 2011, p. 244). An effective mentor inspires and challenges the new nurse to a high level of professionalism. The mentoring relationship can be mutually beneficial and result in growth for both the new nurse and the mentor (Grossman & Valiga, 2013).

**STRATEGIES FOR PROFESSIONAL GROWTH**

Nurses today cannot stop learning just because they have earned their degree, attained licensure, and become working nurses (Johnson, 2015). Health care is rapidly changing and requires nurses to keep up with those changes to provide safe and quality care. Patients deserve to have highly competent nurses who are adept at caring for them across all settings (IOM, 2011). For nurses to thrive in this complex environment, they must be committed to lifelong learning. It is imperative that nurses maintain current knowledge by reading professional journals, attending continuing education offerings, and seeking certification in their specialties to enhance and validate their knowledge and skills in clinical practice (Johnson, 2015).

**Competence** is situational and dynamic and requires performing at an expected level that integrates knowledge, skills, attitudes, and nursing judgment (ANA, 2015c, p. 44). Nurses must attain and maintain competencies after graduating from nursing school. Competence is both an ongoing process and an outcome (ANA, 2014b, 2015c). Therefore, attaining and maintaining competence are important. Being a competent nurse has both legal and ethical implications. “The ability to perform at the expected level requires a process of lifelong learning. Registered nurses must continually reassess their competencies and identify needs for additional knowledge, skills, personal growth, and integrative learning experiences” (ANA, 2015c, p. 45). Competence affects not only the safety and quality of care but also self-respect, self-esteem, and meaningfulness of work (ANA, 2015a).

Ensuring that nurses maintain competence is the shared responsibility of the profession, individual nurses, professional organizations, regulatory agencies, credentialing agencies, and nurse leaders and managers (ANA, 2010, 2014b). Nurse leaders and managers must be committed to providing an environment that is conducive to competent nursing practice. “Employers who provide opportunities for professional development and continuing education promote a positive practice environment in which nurses can maintain and enhance skills and competencies” (ANA, 2015c, p. 47). In essence, nurses at all levels must embrace a culture of nursing competence, a culture in which shared beliefs, attitudes, and values promote lifelong learning result in an environment of safe and quality care (Porter-O’Grady & Malloch, 2013).

**Becoming a Lifelong Learner**

Inherent in the ability to provide competent, safe, quality nursing care is a commitment to lifelong learning. A **lifelong learner** is one who seeks continuing education opportunities to increase his or her knowledge and skills and improve his or her
attitudes throughout his or her professional and personal life. According to Provision 5.1 of the ANA Code of Ethics for Nurses With Interpretive Statements, nurses have a responsibility to maintain competence and continuation of professional growth, which requires a commitment to lifelong learning (ANA, 2015a). In an address to her nursing students in May, 1872, Florence Nightingale said:

> For us who Nurse, our Nursing is a thing, which, unless in it we are making progress every year, every month, every week, take my word for it we are going back. . . . The more experience we gain, the more progress we can make. The progress you make in your year’s training with us is as nothing to what you must make every year after your year’s training is over. . . . A woman who thinks in herself: “Now I am a ‘full’ Nurse, a ‘skilled’ Nurse, I have learnt all that there is to be learnt”: take my word for it, she does not know what a Nurse is, and she never will know; she is gone back already. . . . Conceit and Nursing cannot exist in the same person, any more than new patches on an old garment. . . . Every year of her service a good Nurse will say: “I learn something every day.” (Florence Nightingale to her nurses, 1914, p. 1).

Lifelong learning includes learning about new concepts, issues, and controversies relevant to evolving nursing practice. Learning can occur through many activities such as continuing education, networking with colleagues, reading professional literature, achieving specialty certification, and pursuing advanced degrees in nursing (ANA, 2015a).

To attain and maintain the knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary for professional practice, nurses must engage in continuous formal, informal, and reflective learning activities (ANA, 2014b). Formal learning occurs through engaging in structured, academic, and professional development activities, whereas informal learning is related to the experiential learning that occurs in the workplace, community, and home settings (ANA, 2014b). According to the ANA, reflective learning “represents recurrent thoughtful personal self-assessment, analysis, and synthesis of strengths and opportunities for improvement” (2014b, p. 4). Weaknesses and opportunities identified through reflective learning should be what drive a nurse’s plan for career development and lifelong learning.

**Continuing Education**

Once licensed, RNs must maintain current licensure to continue nursing practice. Depending on the state, the requirements for license renewal may include renewal fees, current work address, current home address, notification of criminal activities, and proof of a specific number of continuing education hours. Nurses attain and maintain competencies during their professional career through continuing education activities. Continuing education is often provided by hospitals, community agencies, professional organizations, and professional meetings and can be provided in various formats (i.e., face to face, online, self-study, conferences, workshops, and seminars). The American Nurses Credentialing Center is responsible for accrediting standards of continuing education programs and courses. Continuing education credits reflect the length of programs. One credit of continuing education is equivalent to 50 minutes. In some states, university and college coursework may meet continuing education requirements. Different states may have different numbers of continuing education hours required for license renewal.
Nurses can find a summary of each state’s renewal requirements on the NCSBN Web site, available at www.ncsbn.org/contact-bon.htm.

**Specialty Certification**

Specialty certification validates specific knowledge, skills, and attitudes demonstrated by a nurse in a specialized area of practice (Box 17-3). Certified nurses are role models of professional accountability (Altman, 2011). By becoming certified, nurses demonstrate they are responsible for their own practice by seeking further education and being motivated to provide high-quality nursing care. In addition, nurses who continually renew their certification demonstrate their commitment to increasing their knowledge in their nursing specialty (Foster, 2012).

Nurse leaders and managers prefer to hire certified nurses if possible because they have a proven knowledge base, documented experience in their clinical specialty, and a demonstrated commitment to lifelong learning and career advancement (Altman, 2011; Stromborg, Niebuhr, & Prevost, 2005). In addition, research suggests that specialty certification improves patient safety outcomes (Boltz,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOX 17-3 Specialty Certifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**NURSE PRACTITIONER (NP) CERTIFICATIONS**

- Acute Care NP
- Adult NP
- Adult-Gerontology Acute Care NP
- Adult-Gerontology Primary Care NP
- Adult-Psychiatric-Mental Health NP
- Family NP
- Gerontological NP
- Pediatric Primary Care NP
- Psychiatric-Mental Health NP
- SPECIALTY NP
- Emergency NP

**CLINICAL NURSE SPECIALIST (CNS) CERTIFICATIONS**

- Adult Health CNS
- Adult-Gerontology CNS
- Adult-Psychiatric-Mental Health CNS
- Child/Adolescent Psychiatric-Mental Health
- Pediatric CNS

**SPECIALITY CERTIFICATIONS**

- Ambulatory Care Nursing
- Cardiac-Vascular Nursing
- Faith Community Nursing
- Forensic Nursing—Advanced
- Genetics Nursing—Advanced
- Gerontological Nursing
- Hemostasis Nursing
- Informatics Nursing
- Medical-Surgical Nursing
- Nurse Executive
- Nurse Executive—Advanced
- Nursing Case Management
- Nursing Professional Development
- Pain Management Nursing
- Pediatric Nursing
- Psychiatric-Mental Health Nursing
- Public Health Nursing—Advanced
- Rheumatology Nursing

From American Nurses Credentialing Center, 2015.
Nurse leaders and managers can promote certification by seeking certification themselves and advocating for organizational support for certification such as financial incentives, public recognition, and including credentials on name tags. Specialty certification has a positive impact on staff, patients, and the organization (Altman, 2011).

**EXPLORING THE EVIDENCE 17-1**


**Aim**
The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between nurse certification and unit-level nursing-sensitive quality indicators that primarily serve older adults.

**Methods**
A descriptive retrospective design and multivariate regression technique were used to study units involved in the Nurses Improving Care for Health system Elders (NICHE). The sample included 35 medical units and 9 medical-surgical units in 35 hospitals. The investigators collected data on the following:

- Nurse certification: the percentage of RNs certified in any specialty and the percentage certified by the American Nurses Credentialing Center in Gerontological Nursing
- Nursing-sensitive unit-level quality indicators from the previous quarter including patient fall rates, patient falls with injuries, presence of pressure ulcers, and use of restraints
- Unit-level data such as RN staffing, nursing care hours per patient-day, skill mix, percentage of RNs with bachelor’s degrees, and percentage of RN hours supplied by contract or agency nurses

**Key Findings**
The researchers found a significant inverse relationship between nurse certification and fall rates (p = 0.05) but no significant relationship between nurse certification and falls with injury, pressure ulcers, and use of restraints. The investigators discussed the small sample size as a limitation and the reason for the lack of significant findings.

**Implications for Nurse Leaders and Managers**
The researchers concluded that nursing-sensitive outcomes in hospitalized older adults may be affected by nurse certification. Nurse leaders and managers should consider nurse certification as a strategy to improve patient outcomes in hospitalized older adults. Further, certification can promote nurse satisfaction.
Advanced Degrees

Safe and quality care depends on nurse leaders and managers hiring a well-educated workforce. Research indicates that care provided by nurses at the baccalaureate level and higher results in lower mortality rates, fewer medication errors, and better patient outcomes (AACN, 2014). In its report *The Future of Nursing*, the IOM recognized that associate degree nurses are essential for the current health-care system. However, the IOM recommended that 80% of all nurses obtain a baccalaureate degree or higher by 2020 and that the number of nurses with doctorates double by 2020 (IOM, 2011). Increasing the percentage of baccalaureate-prepared nurses to 80% by 2020 is “necessary to move the nursing workforce to an expanded set of competencies, especially in the domains of community and public health, leadership, systems improvement and change, research, and health policy” (IOM, 2011, p. 173). The Tri-Council for Nursing, an alliance of the AACN, ANA, AONE, and the National League for Nursing, contend that more nurses with baccalaureate and higher degrees in nursing are needed to provide safe, quality care needed in the current and future complex health-care system (Tri-Council for Nursing, 2010).

Nurse leaders and managers play a pivotal role in the educational future of nursing. First and foremost, nurse leaders and managers must seek advanced degrees themselves. Next, nurse leaders and managers must support other nurses who want to pursue further education. The AACN encourages nurse leaders and managers to “foster practice environments that embrace lifelong learning and offers incentives to nurses seeking to advance their education to the baccalaureate and higher degree levels” (AACN, 2014, para. 2). Nurse leaders and managers can become involved at the organizational level by spearheading initiatives to establish or increase tuition reimbursement programs for nurses with a desire to return to school and other staff members who are pursuing additional education in nursing or another health-care field.

Contributing to the Nursing Profession

Membership in professional nursing organizations can provide many opportunities to contribute to the profession. Part of being a professional is belonging to a professional organization. Nursing professional organizations are vital to the profession today and in the future. Members of professional organizations work collectively to “define and promote standards of behavior and practice” (Beyers, 2013, p. 388).

The primary roles of professional organizations include professional development, advancing the profession, developing and promoting health-care policy, and advocacy for members and consumers of health care. All nurses at all levels must contribute to “the advancement of the profession through knowledge development, evaluation, dissemination, and application to practice” (ANA, 2015c, p. 27). In fact, nurses are expected to use current research and evidence in their practice. Nurses should also contribute to the profession by leading and serving on institutional or health policy committees. Nurse leaders and managers should participate in the promotion and implementation of health policies. Nurse leaders and managers are responsible to ensure that the organization supports
nursing research and evidence-based practice. They must become involved at the administrative level to promote and create processes and structures that are conducive to scholarly inquiry (ANA, 2015a). In addition, nurse leaders and managers should promote communication of information and advancement of the profession through writing, publishing, and presentations for professional or lay audiences (ANA, 2016). Nurse leaders and managers are also responsible for promoting the advancement of the profession by participating and encouraging staff participation in professional organizations.

**BALANCING PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL LIFE**

Nurses at all levels are responsible for delivering high-quality, safe, patient care in a complex health-care environment. To be able to meet this responsibility consistently, nurses “must have the capacity to fully engage and to be fully present in their practice and in their life” (Interprofessional Institute for Self-Care, n.d., para. 1). Nurses are very focused on caring for others, often to their own detriment. Caring for others before oneself can result in an environment that saps energy and jeopardizes personal health. What many nurses do not understand is that caring for oneself is foundational to being able to care for others (Cranick, Miller, Allen, Ewell, & Whittington, 2015). Self-care is “choosing behaviors that balance the effects of emotional and physical stressors. These behaviors can include exercising, eating nutritious foods, getting enough sleep, practicing self-centering activities, abstaining from substance abuse, and pursuing creative outlets” (Richards, Sheen, & Mazzer, 2014, p. 3). Nurses have a duty to take care of their own health and safety just as they care for their patients (ANA, 2015c). Provision 5 of the ANA Code of Ethics for Nurses With Interpretive Statements states “the nurse owes the same duties to self as to others, including the responsibility to promote health and safety, preserve wholeness of character and integrity, maintain competence, and continue personal and professional growth” (ANA, 2015a, p. 19). Sadly, many nurses easily become trapped in an unhealthy cycle of putting others before themselves and depleting their energy and time for self-care. The resulting fatigue from the lack of self-care is linked to an increased risk of errors, memory deficits, impaired mood, miscommunication, and overall poor performance that can jeopardize patient safety and quality of nursing care (ANA, 2014a).

Personal wellness is important. Nursing students should begin self-care during their educational program. Habits developed early in one’s career can have lasting effects. According to the ANA, a healthy nurse is “one who actively focuses on creating and maintaining a balance and synergy of physical, intellectual, emotional, social, spiritual, personal, and professional wellbeing. A healthy nurse lives life to the fullest capacity, across the wellness/illness continuum, as they become stronger role models, advocates, and educators, personally, for their families, their communities and work environments, and ultimately for their patients” (ANA, 2015b, para. 1). Being healthy is not only important for nurses, it is also important for the quality of nursing care (Letvak, 2012). Nurses at all
levels have a responsibility to engage in evidence-based self-care strategies to reduce the risk of fatigue. Richards and colleagues (2014) suggest that self-care should focus on six areas (Richards et al., 2014):

1. **Physical self-care:** “Physical self-care includes proper nutrition, emphasizing disease prevention and management, regular cardiovascular and strength building exercise, adequate sleep and rest, and an understanding of personal self-care routines” (p. 9).

2. **Mental self-care:** “Mental self-care focuses on flexibility, stress-reducing practices, open-mindedness, and constant learning: these are the pillars of a healthy mental environment” (p. 17).

3. **Emotional self-care:** Emotional self-care involves identifying where unresolved emotional pain is eroding self-care and focuses on understanding inaccuracies, challenging negative beliefs, and changing how one thinks (p. 25).

4. **Spiritual self-care:** Spiritual self-care is a reflection of the belief in a higher power that provides a connection to the universe. Beliefs may or may not be based in organized religion, but the spirit reflected is unique to the individual (p. 27).

5. **Relationship self-care:** An individual’s life is affected, either positively or negatively, by the quality of the relationships in which they are involved. Self-care can be challenged by toxic relationships. Therefore, to be a healthy nurse may require eliminating toxic people from one’s life (p. 29).

6. **Choice self-care:** When nurses make choices from self-compassion, the choices are in line with core values. Choosing to create a life of improved self-care may take some work, but nurses will have a renewed sense of freedom (p. 30).

Nurses at all levels should model health maintenance and health promotion measures for their patients, seek health care when needed, and avoid unnecessary health or safety risks in personal and professional activities (ANA, 2015c). Nurse leaders and managers have an ethical responsibility to foster balance within their units by promoting healthy lifestyles and encouraging nurses to make time for self-care (ANA, 2015c; Cranick et al., 2015). The ANA identifies five healthy constructs that are important to foster a work environment conducive to supporting healthy nurses (ANA, 2015a, p. 24):

1. **Calling to care:** Caring is the interpersonal, compassionate offering of self by which the healthy nurse builds relationships with patients and their families.

2. **Priority to self-care:** Self-care and supportive environments enable the healthy nurse to increase the ability to manage the physical and emotional stressors of the work and home environments effectively.

3. **Opportunity to role model:** The healthy nurse confidently recognizes and identifies personal health challenges in himself or herself and in the patients, thereby enabling the nurse and the patients to overcome these challenges in a collaborative, nonaccusatory manner.

4. **Responsibility to educate:** Using nonjudgmental approaches, considering adult learning patterns and readiness to change, the healthy nurse empowers himself
or herself and others by sharing health, safety, and wellness knowledge and skills, resources, and attitudes.

5. Authority to advocate: The healthy nurse is empowered to advocate on numerous levels including personally, interpersonally, within the work environment and the community, and at the local, state, and national levels in policy development and advocacy.

Nurse leaders and managers should implement evidence-based policies, procedures, and strategies that promote healthy work schedules, improve alertness, and discourage nurses from working extra hours that may contribute to fatigue (ANA, 2014a, p. 5).
FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Conceptualizing the future can be difficult and demanding. In a classic article by Henchey (1978), four types of futures are presented, each with different characteristics and purposes. Interestingly, they are still relevant to consider today. The plausible future, or what could be, focuses on what may occur based on current and projected trends. The probable future is what will likely occur and actually reflects the present state with minimal changes. Looking at the probable future is the catalyst that motivates people to want and explore possible futures (Henchey, 1978). The possible future, or what may be, considers all possible situations that could occur. The possibilities inspire people to explore the perfect future or what Henchey calls the preferable future. The preferable future is what should be and begins with a vision and a roadmap to get there. Nurses and nurse leaders and managers can shape the preferable future.

The preferred future is one in which nurses provide safe, quality care in a healthy work and optimal healing environment. The Lucian Leape Institute (2013) described the future healthy and safe workplace:

Innovation, critical thinking, and technological and scientific advancement would be intrinsic to the work, without loss of compassion and relationship. Each day, all members of the workforce would learn something new and experience a sense of meaning and joy. All members of the workforce would be able to identify their contributions to the minute. Management would hold workforce safety and experience as a non-negotiable requirement. . . . Patients and families would participate as partners in their care. They would enter the health care organization with a sense of relief and confidence that they would be respected, cared for, and safe in the hands of inspired care teams who clearly find their work meaningful (pp. 22–23).

Nurse leaders and managers can contribute significantly to this preferred future by honoring and respecting staff and protecting the physical, psychological, and emotional safety of these staff members. This culture of respect creates joy and meaning in the workplace, which results in safe and quality health care.

Nurse leaders and managers must be aware of possible trends in the future so that the profession can be influenced positively. Ideally, nurse leaders and managers will be a leading force in creating the future of health care, not just reacting and adapting to future changes (Grossman & Valiga, 2016).

For nurses to thrive in the anticipated increasingly complex health-care environment of the future will require the following (Johnson, 2015, pp. 90–91):

- Lifelong learning through formal and informal education
- Ability to implement practice changes rapidly and well
- Focus on outcomes and process improvements to influence the direction of health care
- Recognizing that the patient and their family must be at the center of care
- Partnership with other health-care professionals to improve patient care through teamwork and collaboration

**SUMMARY**

Nurse at all levels should be involved in ongoing career planning and development that includes personal and professional self-assessment, envisioning the future, and establishing realistic goals to get there. Whatever goal a nurse pursues, the key is planning to obtain the necessary experience, the proper education, and specialty certification, if appropriate, to develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that will prepare the nurse for a long-term career in a dynamic, complex health-care environment. Continued competence is critical to the nursing profession as well as ensuring safe, quality nursing care. Nurses must be committed to lifelong learning, which includes career planning and advanced education (AACN, 2008). All nurses should strive for balance between personal life and professional life. Further, all nurses should support each other’s needs for balance between personal and work life. No one can predict the future. However, visualizing or envisioning several possibilities and developing goals for a preferable future will allow nurses to shape their future.
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American Nurses Association: HealthyNurse, Healthy Nation: [www.nursingworld.org/MainMenuCategories/WorkplaceSafety/Healthy-Nurse](http://www.nursingworld.org/MainMenuCategories/WorkplaceSafety/Healthy-Nurse)

American Nurses Association: Nursing Career Resources: [www.nursingworld.org/MainMenuCategories/Career-Center/Resources](http://www.nursingworld.org/MainMenuCategories/Career-Center/Resources)

Interprofessional Institute of Self-Care: [https://nursing.kent.edu/iisc](https://nursing.kent.edu/iisc)
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